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Abstract
The thesis deals with the theory and practice of bilingual specialized lexicography, with special
focus on the production of bilingual specialized dictionaries intended for Czech users. The main
objective is to propose an original methodology for the compilation of Czech-English and EnglishCzech LSP dictionaries (with possible application to other foreign languages). The methodology
aims at the introduction of the latest trends in pedagogical lexicography, as presented in the
leading ESL dictionaries, into specialized lexicography. The thesis is complete with an original
lexicographic project illustrating the individual points made.
The initial part of the thesis discusses of the main aspects and principles of the discipline of
specialized lexicography, clarifying the basic concepts and comparing the state of research in the
Western countries with the situation in the Czech Republic. This critical overview is followed
by an analysis of the character of Czech bilingual specialized dictionaries based on a sample of
25 recently published dictionaries of a wide variety of subject fields. The main features of these
dictionaries are established and their overall quality assessed, resulting in the presentation of a
typology of their major shortcomings. The analysis is accompanied by the results of a preliminary
user survey carried out in 2004 at the University of West Bohemia.
In combination with the state-of-the-art theoretical knowledge of pedagogical as well as specialized lexicography, the data gained from the analysis is used to form the framework of the
methodology presented in the final chapter of the thesis. The recommendations, presented in such
a format as to be accessible to a wide spectrum of Czech dictionary compilers, cover all the crucial
aspects of the dictionary project: preliminary work, corpus selection, lemma selection, the choice
of macrostructure, the treatment of grammatical, semantic, pragmatic and encyclopaedic information, the cross-reference structure and the dictionary outside matter. To apply a descriptive
rather than prescriptive approach, a model is presented of three dictionary types: the unreduced,
reduced and minimal dictionary. Although the unreduced (syntagmatic) dictionary, modelled on
ESL dictionaries, is stated as the most suitable for the purposes of reception, production as well
as translation, two more dictionary types of reduced complexity are proposed to acknowledge the
varied character and resources of potential Czech lexicographic projects.
To put the principles laid down into practice, a model dictionary project is introduced in
the Appendix section of the thesis. This original unreduced mini-dictionary of parrot-keeping
(about 200 entries in each direction) is complete with all the relevant front matter components
and contains a commentary on the whole compilation process.
The thesis introduces the bilingual dictionary as a utility product whose design should always
be planned with respect to the competence (both specialized and linguistic) of the intended users,
the character of the given terminology as well as the dictionary's function (reception, production,
translation) .

Abstrakt
Tematem predkl<idane disertacni pnice je teorie a praxe dvojjazycne speciaJni Iexikografie se zvIastnim zamerenim na tvorbu dvojjazycnych odbornych slovniku pro ceske uzivateIe. Hlavnim ciIem
prace je vypracovani puvodni metodologie tvorby cesko-anglickych a angIicko-ceskych odbornych
slovniku (s moznou aplikaci i na daIsi cizi jazyky), ktera predstavuje preneseni soucasnych poznatku pedagogicke Iexikografie, prezentovanych v prednich angIickych pedagogickych slovnicich,
do Iexikografie speciaIni. Prace je doplnena vIastnim Iexikografickym projektem, na kterem jsou
jednotlive body metodologie prakticky iIustrovany.
Uvodni cast prace, pojednavajici 0 hIavnich aspektech a principech speciaIni Iexikografie, objasnuje zakIadni pojmy z teto disipliny a srovnava stay vyzkumu v zemich Zapadni Evropy se
situaci v Ceske repubIice. Po tomto kritickem prehIedu nasIeduje anaIyza charakteru ceskych
dvojjazycnych odbornych slovniku, zaIozena na vzorku 25 slovniku ruznych oboru vydanych po
race 1989. AnaIyza konstatuje jejich hIavni rysy, hodnoti jejich kvaIitu a predkIada typologii jejich zakladnich nedostatku. Doprovodnou cast analyzy tvol'i zprava 0 predbeznem uzivatelskem
vyzkumu odbornych slovniku, provedenem v roce 2004 na Zapadoceske univerzite.
Data ziskana anaIyzou jsou v kombinaci s novymi poznatky obecne i speciaIni Iexicokgrafie
pouzita k vypracovani metodologie tvorby dvojjazycnych odbornych slovniku, prezentovane v
zaverecne casti prace. V ni obsazena doporuceni, predkIadana zpusobem pl'istupnym sirokemu
spektru ceskych slovnikaru, pojednavaji 0 vsech klicovych aspektech Iexikografickeho projektu:
pfedbeznem planovani, vyberu korpusu, vyberu lemmat, volbe makrostruktury, zpracovani gramatickych, semantickych, pragmatickych a encyklopedickych informaci, systemu odkazu a ostatnich castech slovniku. Jelikoz metodologie usiluje 0 deskriptivni pl'istup, je zde pfedstaven model
tfi moznych typu slovniku: neredukovaneho, redukovaneho a minimalniho slovniku. Pfestoze
neredukovany (syntagmaticky) slovnik je oznacen za nejvhodnejsi pro ucely recepce, produkce i
pfekladu, metodologie pfedstavuje jeste dalSi dva jednodussi typy slovniku, ktere berou ohled na
ruznost vychozich podminek i zdroju potecnialnich ceskych lexikografickych projektu.
Predkladana metodologie je pote prakticky aplikovana na konkretni lexikograficky projekt puvodni neredukovany minislovnik chovu papousku (cca 200 hesel v obou smerech), zacleneny do
pfilohove casti. Slovnik obsahuje krome heslafe predmluvu, pokyny uzivatelum i dalsi komponenty
a je opatfen podrobnym komentarem 0 jeho vzniku.
Prace predstavuje dvojjazycny slovnik jako ucelovy produkt, ktery by mel vzdy byt planovan
s ohledem na kompetenci (jazykovou i odbornou) ciloveho uzivatele, charakter dane terminologie
i zamyslenou fuknci (recepce, produkce, preklad).
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Since 1989, the Czech Republic has witnessed a great number of political, economic and social
changes, resulting, among others, in an increased importance of English as the world's leading
language. The natural outcome of this trend has been an unprecedented need for - and the subsequent production of - bilingual English-Czech and Czech-English dictionaries, both for general
and special purposes.
As regards the latter group, the market has seen prompt publication of various reference
works in the areas of business, law, medicine, engineering, computing, etc. However, not all of
these dictionaries possess the qualities necessary for a practical, informative and reliable guide
to specialized foreign-language usage. Some of them display various shortcomings and omissions
(concerning access to the required equivalents, information on grammar and use, etc.), which make
any of the purposes of a bilingual dictionary difficult to achieve. There are several reasons for
these shortcomings, such as lack of lexicographic expertise, predominance of commercial interests
at the expense of quality or hastiness of work to meet the demands of the market.
In addition, lexicography, including specialized lexicography, as a theoretical discipline has been
largely neglected by Czech dictionary specialists, and, judging by the small number of publications,
by Czech linguists as well. Although some recent specialized dictionaries show some improvement
in quality as opposed to previous reference works, the overall situation shows signs of neglect.
Therefore, specialized lexicography needs to be firmly established on the Czech linguistic scene
and its results made accessible to individual dictionary compilers. Only then will it be possible
to see the publication of specialized dictionaries of consistent quality, fulfilling a variety of user
needs and contributing to the increased LSP competence of Czech users.

1.1

Work objectives

The thesis deals with the theory and practice of bilingual Czech specialized dictionaries, drawing
on the theory of general and specialized lexicography as well as on the analysis of a wide variety
of Czech lexicographic projects. The main objective is to present a methodology for the production of Czech bilingual LSP dictionaries reflecting the user-oriented approach to LSP lexicography
combined with the latest trends in pedagogical lexicography as presented in the leading ESL dictionaries (Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictionary, Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English,
Collins COBUILD, etc.). The presentation of the methodology is complemented by several other
sections of the thesis, aimed at providing a theoretical background to the subject, analyzing authentic dictionary material and applying the conclusions drawn to a real dictionary compiled for
the purposes of the present research.
The proposed methodology offers guidelines regarding the following aspects of dictionary compilation:
• preliminary considerations in the dictionary project
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• lexicographic selection
• macrostructure
• microstructure, including linguistic and encyclopaedic information
• cross-reference structure
• outside matter
To make the methodology descriptive rather than prescriptive, a model is presented of three
suggested LSP dictionary prototypes, the unreduced, reduced and minimal dictionary, to suit
the resources and needs of individual compilers and users. The specifications for each prototype
are stated, together with its scope of application as far as the basic dictionary functions (reception,
production, translation) are concerned. While observing the descriptive standpoint, the methodology attempts to show that the unreduced (syntagmatic) dictionary fulfils all the three functions
in the most complete way. To demonstrate this in practice, a small bilingual dictionary of a specialized field is included in the final section of the thesis, compiled on the basis of the author's
own corpus of the subject field.
Although the conclusions drawn in the methodology concern primarily English-Czech and
Czech-English dictionaries, the basic principles of the thesis can also be applied to other languages
combined with Czech.

1.2

Methods of work

The thesis is based on a combination of theoretical and practical lexicography. Each of the
sections has its distinct purpose and employs different modes of research. The initial section,
called Specialized lexicography; basic principles and practice provides a theoretical background to
the subject of the thesis. Drawing on authoritative lexicographic sources (see 1.3), the chapter
gives a detailed report on the current state of research into the field of specialized lexicography.
The discipline is defined against the more widespread general lexicography and the more technical
terminology, the basic concepts are explained and the achievements of Western LSP lexicography
are compared with the situation in the Czech Republic.
The theoretical background having been established, the following section provides an analysis
of twenty-five selected Czech-English and English-Czech dictionaries. These have been selected
with a particular intent in mind. First and foremost, an attempt was made to select dictionaries
from as many different fields as possible to enable comparison of lexicographic practice across the
whole spectrum. In addition, at least two (usually more) dictionaries of the identical field were
selected where possible to reveal whether some common features can be established among them
(e.g. whether it is true that technical dictionaries are poorer in grammar and collocations than,
say, legal or commercial dictionaries).
The overall objectives of the analysis are as follows:
• To state the general features of Czech bilingual specialized dictionaries based on some preestablished categories (the amount of morphological and syntactic information, the inclusion
of collocations, synonyms and context markers, the treatment of polysemy, the most frequent
choice of macrostructure, the quality of the outside matter, etc.)
• To reveal potential differences among dictionaries of different fields (e.g. dictionaries of social
sciences vs. technical subjects)
• To pinpoint the most common shortcomings of the dictionaries analyzed and to provide
a typology of these shortcomings. This is done on the basis of the theoretical principles
presented in the initial chapter and, in addition, on some user research conducted among
university students.
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The third major part of the thesis (Chapter 4) draws heavily on the previous two. Based
on both the theoretical requirements introduced in the first part and the findings described in
the second, the chapter represents the key part of the research. As mentioned in 1.1., the objective is to provide guidelines for the production of Czech-English and English-Czech specialized
dictionaries. Bearing in mind that lexicography has been described as "the art of the possible" ,
the main criterion for the presentation of the recommendations is their viability. In other words,
the guidelines are designed in such a way that dictionary compilers in the Czech Republic can
make easy use of them in their individual projects. A compromise between theory and practice is
attempted here - one which does not ignore the well-meaning voice of the theoreticians, yet does
not at the same time lose sight of the practical character of dictionary preparation. Wherever the
preferred decision does not seem unanimous, several possibilities are stated, each complete with
the enumeration of strengths and weaknesses to give the lexicographer an opportunity of informed
choice.
The final part ofthe thesis (Appendix A) puts to the test the results ofthe research described in
the preceding chapters. To show how the guidelines work in practice, a model Czech-English and
English-Czech dictionary is presented here, containing all the relevant front matter components
besides the two word lists. The dictionary is accompanied by a short chapter commenting on the
choices made during the process of its compilation.
The first and most difficult decision in the preparation of the model dictionary involved the
choice of its subject field. The initial consideration was a dictionary of business or some technical
field. However, these early ideas were rejected in favour of a field where some amount of personal
experience could be employed to be able to carry out the correct lemma selection and provide
adequate encyclopaedic information.
Owing to the author's lifetime involvement in keeping, breeding and care of exotic birds, a
decision was reached to prepare a dictionary of parrot-keeping (psittaculture), a subfield of the
increasingly popular discipline of aviculture (bird-fancying). In addition to the personal experience
and knowledge of the terminology of the area, another reason for this choice was the fact that no
Czech-English and English-Czech dictionary of parrot-keeping (or, indeed, aviculture as a whole)
exists on the Czech market, although the demand for one appears to be growing due to the
increasing numbers of Czechs involved in the care and breeding of parrots. The methods of corpus
and lemma selection as well as some specific problems connected with preparing the dictionary
are discussed in A.1.

1.3

Sources

The sources of the research presented in the thesis are of several kinds, each related to a specific
stage of the work. Although the thesis deals with LSP dictionaries, its writing would not have been
possible without consulting a number of major contributions to general lexicography, as specialized
lexicography draws heavily on it. Those consulted most often include the classical work Manual of
Lexicography by Czech lexicographer Ladislav Zgusta [Zgusta 1971] and two other authoritative
handbooks of dictionary-making, Dictionaries. The Art and Craft of Lexicography. by Sidney
Landau [Landau 1989] and Practical Lexicography. Principles and Methods of Dictionary-Making
by Bo Svensen [Svensen 1993]. These three major publications have served as a valuable source of
information on dictionary macrostructures, linguistic labelling, treatment of syntactic information
and the problems of equivalence.

1.3.1

Manuals dealing with specialized lexicography

The first type of literature dealing explicitly with specialized dictionaries, whether as a whole or in
part, is represented by a number of authoritative manuals of specialized lexicography, all of them
by West European, non-English authors. Out of these, the Manual of Specialized Lexicography
[Bergenholtz and Tarp 1 1994] is probably the most significant one. Combining erudition with
extreme readability, it covers all the key aspects of specialized dictionary-making. Its authors,
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the Danish linguists Henning Bergenholtz and Sven Tarp, have long belonged among the leading
European experts on specialized lexicography, having introduced a large number of innovative
approaches into the field.
The only slight disadvantage of the Manual is the lack of detailed guideline-like recommendations for dictionary compilers. This is understandable given the pioneering role of the publication,
whereby a great deal of theoretical clarification and description of the current lexicographic practice had to be carried out, leaving less space for concrete dictionary-making hints. However, it
was the theoretical framework provided by the Manual that proved to be crucial for the present
thesis.
A publication of a similar scope, yet more focused on individual practical solutions, is the
German handbook Fachlexikographie. Fachwissen und seine Repriisantation in Worterbucher,
edited by Burkhard Schaeder and Henning Bergenoltz [Schaeder and Bergenholtz 1994]. Apart
from similar theoretical issues as in the previous publication, it discusses some concrete choices to
be made by a special lexicographer, e.g. the use of alphabetical vs. systematic macrostructure,
selection of idioms, treatment of multi-word terms, the proportion of general vs. specialized
language, etc. The advantage of this publication lies in its multiple authorship, presenting a wide
variety of lexicographic approaches.
The third major publication of the manual type is The Bilingual LSP Dictionary. Principles
and Practice for Legal Language by Danish author Sandro Nielsen [Nielsen 1994]. A revised version
of the author's PhD thesis, the publication lays down the basic principles of compiling a bilingual
specialized dictionary, the process being demonstrated on the example of a real English-Danish
dictionary of contract law. Unlike the Manual by Bergenholtz and Tarp, Nielsen's work is far
more concrete, addressing a large number of detailed solutions to be applied in the lexicographic
project.
Admittedly, a great deal of the Nielsen's attention focuses on the formal aspects of dictionary
design, such as the dictionary graphics and the arrangement and presentation of entry data, rather
than on the treatment of linguistic and encyclopaedic information. Moreover, some unnecessarily
complicated lexicographic terminology is applied to a series of regular dictionary elements, e.g.
integrated linear suprasegment, sinuous sublemma file, equivalent form realization item or singleclass complex sub article. Despite being less reader-friendly than Bergenholtz and Tarp, Nielsen's
handbook offers immensely valuable information on dictionary typology, user needs, lexicographic
selection and problems of equivalence.
The last manual to have been utilized for the purposes of the thesis is A Practical Guide to
Lexicography, edited by the Dutch author Piet van Sterkenburg [van Sterkenburg 2003]. Although
originally as ambitious a project as the Manual by Bergeholtz and Tarp, Sterkenburg's guide
cannot compete with the Manual in quality. While some contributions are well-written and informative, others speak more of the contributor's own narrow interests than of the overall situation
in the particular area, as is the case of, e.g., Design and production of terminological dictionaries
[Martin and van der Vliet 2003]. Despite that, a considerable amount of the information contained
in this publication remains valuable for the present research.
Finally, to turn the attention from foreign to domestic contributions, an important source of
information on specialized lexicography (here called terminography) is found in Manual lexikografie, a handbook edited by Czech linguists Renata Blatna and Frantisek Cermak [Blatna and
Cermak 1995], specifically in a chapter called Terminografie by Svatava Machova [Machova 1995]'
devoted to the production of Czech-English and English-Czech specialized dictionaries. It is practically the only major Czech contribution to the subject area, as will be shown in 2.1.4.

1.3.2

Articles from journals and conference proceedings

The second type of source material for the thesis is represented by articles from lexicographic
journals, contributions to conference proceedings and individual chapters contained in publications
on general lexicography. Although smaller in size than the manuals, these publications have yielded
a wealth of valuable practical information regarding the current trends in specialized lexicography
and concrete solutions applied to real lexicographic projects.
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Out of the lexicographic journals, two have provided a number of useful articles: Journal of
International Lexicography and the Danish-published Hermes. The former, however, is mainly
focused on general and monolingual lexicography, so its relevance was not as great as expected.
Far more relevant information was found in the volumes of proceedings of two major lexicographic
conferences, Euralex and Zilrilex conferences (see Bibliography). These contain contributions
of lexicographers across Europe discussing their individual dictionary projects, many of them
bilingual and specialized.
However, the most valuable source of practical information was found in a publication of
German origin - the edition Lexicographica Series Maior, published every year or every two
years since the 1980s. Some of the volumes of this series are mono-thematic, dealing with large
projects such as dictionaries of medicine or a whole project of compiling a business dictionary,
others consist of a number of shorter contributions discussing partial problems such as equivalence
accuracy, pictures and diagrams in dictionaries, defining concepts, grammar in dictionary entries,
etc. German-written contributions prevail in this series, testifying to the important role of German
authors in specialized bilingual lexicography, although contributors from other countries have also
participated in the compilation of Lexicographica Series Maior.
Out of the individual articles that have served as a valuable source material for the present
thesis, several deserve mention. The first two have originated in the circle of Aarhus authors (see
2.1.3). The article by Henning Bergenholtz and Sven Tarp called "Two opposing theories: On
H.E. Wiegand's recent discovery of lexicographic functions" [Bergenholtz and Tarp 2003] discusses
the principles of the user-oriented approach to dictionary production and the individual dictionary functions. The other Aarhus-related article, "Terminography and Lexicography: A Critical
Survey of Dictionaries from a Single Specialized Field" by Henning Bergenholtz and Uwe Kaufmann [Bergenholtz and Kaufmann 1997] represents a significant contribution to the debate about
the relationship between terminology, terminography and specialized lexicography, with practical
implications demonstrated on an authentic dictionary prepared by the authors.
Other contributions are of a more practical character, dealing with various aspects of the
preparation of specialized dictionaries. The need for more syntagmatic information in technical dictionaries is discussed in an article by Kurt Opitz called "The terminological/standardized
dictionary" [Opitz 1999]. Here, the author demonstrates, among others, the need for consistent
treatment of multi-word terms and phrasal items in technical dictionaries while making a strong
claim in favour of the straight-alphabetical arrangement without nesting. Although he acknowledges the need for technical dictionaries to be user-friendlier than they have been so far, he warns
against the excessive use of grammatical information to avoid confusing users. In contrast to the
conclusions made by the present thesis, he regards e.g. the information on valency as redundant
in a technical dictionary.
A series of contributions treat the problems of dictionary macro- and microstructures. In an
article called "A Critical Comparison of the Macrostructure and Microstructure of Two Bilingual
English-Spanish Dictionaries of Economics", the authors P.A Fuertes-Olivera and M. VelascoSacristian provide a analysis of the strengths and weaknesses of current specialized dictionaries
based on a case study of two dictionaries of economics [Fuertes and Velasco 2001]. The division
of a dictionary article into individual segments and the inner structure and contents of these segments are discussed by Roda P. Roberts in the article "Organization of information in a bilingual
dictionary entry" [Roberts 2001]. Although written from the point of view of general lexicography,
the article is equally relevant for specialized lexicography.
A number of contributions treat the crucial problems of equivalence in a LSP dictionary. The
well-argued article by Geart van der Meer "How to Find the Correct Target Language Equivalent" [van der Meer 1998] presents pragmatic context markers as a suitable means of meaning
discrimination and as a user-friendly alternative to complex linguistic labelling. The problems of
terminological incongruency and lack of full equivalence are treated in an article by Susan Sarcevic
"Conceptual Dictionaries for Translation in the Field of Law" [Sarcevic 1989].
Finally, a series of contributions to various conference proceedings introduce individual LSP
dictionary projects, describing the process of their preparation from corpus selection to the macroand micro-structural choices. An example is the article by Hans-Jurgen Stellbrink "The Dictionary
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of the Gas Industry: A cooperative approach to dictionary making" [Stellbrink 2000], where a
detailed treatment of the terminological background of the dictionary is provided, including the
use of term banks as sources of concepts, software for terminology processing and the co-operation
with industries to improve the quality of specialized dictionaries. References to other articles of
similar subject matter (which cannot all be stated here due to the selective character of the present
section) are provided in the Bibliography.

1.3.3

Dictionaries as a primary source

Different in nature from the above-mentioned handbooks of lexicography, the second category of
source material is represented by dictionaries of two types. The first type includes twenty-five
Czech-English and English-Czech specialized dictionaries covering a variety of fields, selected in
order to analyze the real state of the practice of specialized lexicography in the Czech Republic.
As demonstrated in 3.5, the quality of the sample dictionaries has been found to vary greatly. The
shortcomings established, however, have provided valuable material for the proposed methodology.
The second type is represented by a number of leading monolingual ESL dictionaries, namely
Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictionary, Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English, Collins
COBUILD and Macmillan English Dictionaryl. The dictionaries have been studied to elicit
information on the latest trends in pedagogical lexicography with the intent of incorporating these
into the planned methodology. The reason why the above-mentioned ESL dictionaries have been
selected is the fact that they represent the absolute peak of lexicography today. This is not
only due to their commercial potential, but also because they combine the use of state-of-the
art computer technologies with the latest knowledge and methods of linguistics (including the
use of large corpora) and its progressive branches of computational linguistics and computational
lexicography. Moreover, prominent linguists such as Randolph Quirk, John Sinclair, Alan Cruse
and others have participated in their production, providing a guarantee of the highest expertise.
Due to all these facts, very few bilingual dictionaries can offer comparable effectiveness in language
coding and decoding.

1.3.4

Sources of the model dictionary

Finally, the last source of material for the present thesis has been selected with a view to compiling
the model mini-dictionary intended to demonstrate all the aspects of the proposed methodology.
Since the dictionary deals with parrot-keeping, the corpus material comprises a variety of popular
articles (both printed and available on the Internet), scientific studies, monographs on parrots and
one printed encyclopedia of aviculture. The details of the these sources are discussed in A.l.

Ihenceforth referred to as OALD, LDOCE, COBUILD and MED, respectively.
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Specialized Lexicography: basic
principles and practice
There is nothing as practical as a good theory.
~

Burkhard Schaeder

The purpose of the present section is to provide a theoretical background to the discipline of
specialized lexicography, defined as "the branch of lexicography concerned with design, production
and evaluation of specialized dictionaries" [van Sterkenburg 2003, 414]. First, its origins and some
major achievements are outlined. Next, some contrasting views on the character of the discipline
as held by prominent scholars are discussed. Finally, key concepts in specialized lexicography are
dealt with, including general versus specialized language, dictionary functions, lemma selection as
well as dictionary structures and components.

2.1
2.1.1

Specialized lexicography: past and present
Origins of specialized lexicography

The practice of preparing specialized dictionaries goes back several thousand years. As early as
2000 BC, scholars in the Middle East were preparing dictionaries commenting on different religions.
However, the foundations of modern specialized lexicography were not laid until the 1930s, when
Austrian scholar Eugen Wiister produced his pioneering work on terminology ~ the theory and
practice of the creation, documentation and use of terms (see 2.3.9). Since then, the interest in
specialized language has been steadily growing, as has been the need for dictionaries explaining
this language to the increasing number of field experts and the interested public. Dictionary
compilers, first using their linguistic judgment only, were beginning to make use of the emerging
theory of LSP dictionary preparation.
Among the first scholars to put forward a consistent theory of specialized lexicography was
Ernst Herbert Wiegand, a prominent German linguist based at Heidelberg University. In
his numerous publications Wiegand has pursued the goal of establishing lexicography as a discipline in its own right, independent of linguistics. Apart from his interest in general lexicographic
issues, Wiegand has written heavily on specialized lexicography ("Fachlexikographie"). In his
major article Was eigentlich ist Fachlexikographie? [Wiegand 1988], which influenced a whole
generation of lexicographers, he has provided a typology of specialized reference works, dividing
them into encyclopaedias ("fachliche Sachworterbticher"), language dictionaries ("fachliche
Sprachworterbticher") and encyclopaedic dictionaries! ("fachliche Allbticher"). Whereas ency1 Also

called "all-inclusive dictionaries" .
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clopaedias provide factual information about the subject field, dictionaries give information on the
language of the specific field and encyclopaedic dictionaries contain a combination of encyclopaedic
and linguistic information. Wiegand himself tends towards multi-functionality of dictionaries and
considers the last type of reference work preferable as far as the user's benefit is concerned.

2.1.2

The Aarhus School

The theories held by Wiegand remained unchallenged until a new generation of lexicographers
arrived at the dictionary-making scene in the mid-1990s, represented by three members of the
Centre for Lexicography at Aarhus School of Business in Denmark: Henning Bergenholtz,
Sven Tarp and Sandro Nielsen. Established in 1996, the Centre aims at carrying out lexicographic research and providing consultancy in individual dictionary projects. Over the eleven
years of its existence, its members have gained international reputation for introducing fresh ideas
into specialized lexicography, especially with respect to dictionary functions and the user-oriented
approach. The great advantage of the Centre is the fact that besides important theoretical work
(over 300 papers), the staff are also involved in preparing real dictionaries; over thirty printed and
electronic dictionaries have been produced to this day.
In general, the Aarhus authors share Wiegands's view that lexicography represents an independent discipline, not a subfield of lexicology. They also accept that the subject field of lexicography
is dictionaries, man-made products, while the focus of linguistics is language, a system inherent
in human beings. However, here the similarities end. Whereas Wiegand's theory looks at lexicography from the point of view of linguistics, the Aarhus lexicographers see a dictionary as a utility
product designed to meet particular user needs [Bergenholtz and Tarp 2003, 171]. In the design
of such a product, a crucial role is played by practical considerations based on the profile of the
intended user as well as the situation of use.
To be able to implement the Centre's postulates and produce dictionaries catering for a variety
of user needs, new concepts in specialized lexicography had to be developed. Much of this task
was undertaken by Sandro Nielsen, a specialist in the area of bilingual law dictionaries. Nielsen's
theoretical contribution consists, among others, in introducing several key concepts, including the
maximizing vs. minimizing dictionary, the communicative function of a dictionary and
lexicographic information cost (see 2.3.3).
In accordance with the above-mentioned rejection of the purely linguistic approach to lexicography, Nielsen defines a dictionary (printed or electronic) in terms of its major features [Nielsen 1999]:
• A dictionary is a lexicographic reference work compiled to fulfil one or more of its functions
(its true potential).
• It contains lexicographic data supporting the functions.
• It contains lexicographic structures that combine and link the data in order to fulfil the
functions.

In addition to dictionary typology and functions, Nielsen has focused his research on the dictionary
cross-reference structure (also called "mediostructure"), having introduced the concept of functionrelated cross references. His findings regarding the role of cross references in specialized dictionaries
are presented in a major paper Mediostructures in Bilingual LSP Dictionaries [Nielsen 1999].
Apart from being a theoretician of lexicography, Sandro Nielsen is also a practising lexicographer, having authored five specialized dictionaries (Danish-English dictionaries oflaw and accounting). In the field of lexicography, he represents a versatile scholar who has managed to combine
theory with concrete translation strategies and succeeded in producing viable recommendations
concerning the improvement of bilingual specialized dictionaries.
Of equal significance in terms of the new approach to specialized lexicography are two of
Nielsen's colleagues from the Aarhus Centre, Henning Bergenholtz and Sven Tarp. These two
linguists and practising lexicographers have gained acclaim through a number of ground-breaking
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publications devoted to the preparation of specialized dictionaries, especially their handbook Manual of Specialized Lexicography [Bergenholtz and Tarp 1 1994]' regarded as the most important
contribution to the theory and practice of LSP dictionary production to this day. Thanks to their
involvement in the practical dictionary-making process, Bergenholtz and Tarp have been able to
create a number of important theories regarding the functions of dictionaries (Le. text reception,
production and translation). The theory they have developed together with Sandro Nielsen is
often referred to Aarhus School. For a more detailed overview of the School's postulates, see
[Bergenholtz and Tarp 2003].

2.1.3

Other prominent authors

Although the theories and guidelines put forward by the Aarhus School are of major importance
to the present thesis as they primarily deal with bilingual dictionaries, other authors have also
contributed to the theoretical framework of the thesis. These do not form any "school", but each
represents a unique methodological standpoint.
To begin with, a number of authors have concentrated on the terminological aspect of specialized reference works, rather than on the user-and-use-based approach. Among them is Fred W.
Riggs, a major contributor to the prestigious publication Lexicography. Critical Concepts edited
by R.R.K. Hartmann [Hartmann 2003]. Riggs is well-known for his argument, presented in the
article Terminology and terminography: their complementarity [Riggs 2003], that terminography
should be considered as separate from lexicography, since these two disciplines have different objectives (see also 2.2). Although Riggs's goal is obvious ~ to work towards maximum accuracy of
terminological description ~ his theories do not take into account the fact that terms and their
equivalents need to be presented to the user in a practical and easily surveyable manner. Riggs's
contribution, therefore, remains relevant to the area of terminology rather than the production of
actual dictionaries.
When discussing the terminological aspect of dictionaries, the name of Gerhard Budin cannot
be omitted. This Vienna-based expert in terminology, information sciences and epistemology
is known for his lifetime effort to integrate terminology, information science and the so-called
"linguistics of science" into a multidisciplinary activity which forms a part of what he calls the
Applied Philosophy of Science. The aim of this umbrella discipline is to study the dynamics
of scientific knowledge, information and communication, and to look for methods of research
management, including computer-driven multilingual terminology databases, to aid research and
co-operation of scientists worldwide. Among specialized lexicographers, Gerhard Budin is probably
best-known for two of his classical works on terminology, co-authored with Helmut Felber and Sue
Wright, respectively: Terminologie in Theorie und Praxis [Felber and Budin 1989] and Handbook
of Terminology Management [Wright and Budin 1997]. These publications do not address the
process of preparing dictionaries as such, but provide valuable insights into the ways scientific
terminology is described and stored in terminological databases. In his writing, Budin draws on
the experience in standardization work at the international (ISO) level.
As stated above, a major contribution to specialized lexicography has been made by German
scholars. Besides E.H. Wiegand, at least one more name should be mentioned ~ that of Burkhard
Schaeder, a reputable linguist from Bonn. Schaeder has devoted much of his scholarly work to
communication in specialized language ("Fachsprachliche Kommunikation"). He is a key contributor to the major handbook Fachlexikographie [Schaeder and Bergenholtz 1994], a German
counterpart to the Manual of Specialized Lexicography, compiled in Denmark. In the opening article of the handbook, he pleads for more intensive study of language for special purposes and the
preparation of specialized dictionaries, as he finds the achievements in this area as unsatisfactory
(with the exception of H.E. Wiegand, whose typology of specialized dictionaries, i.e. their division
into "fachliche Sprachworterbiicher", "fachliche Sachworterbiicher" and "fachliche Allbiicher" he
adopts). In his publications, Schaeder focuses not only on theoretical issues (e.g. the principles
of metalexicography), but also on the specialized language and lexicographic practice of individual fields; his major publication here is the detailed analysis of dictionaries of medicine, called
Worterbucher der Medizin, co-authored with Stephan DressIer [DressIer and Schaeder 1994].
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Finally, speaking of dictionaries of individual fields, mention should be made of a unique project
in specialized lexicography carried out by the German linguist Franz Schneider [Schneider 1998].
published as part of the series Lexicographica Series Maior under the title of Studien zur kontextuellen Fachlexikographie: das deutsch-franzosische Worlerbuch der Rechnungslegung, Schneider's monograph represents a sort of a "case study" in the preparation and realization of one
concrete bilingual specialized dictionary, a German-French dictionary of accounting. The study
describes the whole process of the dictionary's compilation, from the selection of the corpus through
the lemmatization of terms to the treatment of collocations and other grammatical/lexical phenomena. It is an open invitation to the lexicographer's workshop, valuable in its honesty and
attention to detail, due to which it can serve as a good textbook of (or at least a guide to)
specialized dictionary production.
The list of prominent names and publications presented here is very brief. It is beyond doubt
that many more authors would deserve be mentioned, ranging from terminologists to practical
lexicographers or metalexicographers. However, the intent of the present section was to indicate
trends, not to provide a full description of the research field. More names and publications will
be encountered later in the thesis.

2.1.4

Specialized lexicography in the Czech RepUblic

The previous section revealed that specialized lexicography is being paid a great deal of attention
across Europe, with a number of smaller non-English speaking countries (such as Denmark or
Austria) engaging more actively than ever in the study of bilingual LSP dictionaries. How does
the Czech Republic compare with the European situation?
If we look at the theoretical output in the field of specialized lexicography in this country,
we can see that very little research has been done (despite the undisputable achievements of
Czech general lexicographers such as Ladislav Zgusta or Frantisek Cermak). When attempting
to find some Czech articles or studies on the subject, we were presented with a strikingly small
number of contributions. Practically the only substantial work on the topic is a study called
TeT"m'inogmfie by Svatava Machova. This 20-page introduction into terminography is contained
in Manuallexikografie, a Czech monograph devoted to the subject of lexicography [Blatna and
Cermak 1995]. However, the study dates back to 1995 and when we compare its findings to some
recent results of the Aarhus authors [Bergenholtz and Tarp 2003], we can see that the gap of eight
years is not an insignificant one. A series of changes in lexicographic work have taken place, and
they are now waiting not only to be reflected by Czech lexicographers, but also put into practice
in the form of quality multi-purpose dictionaries.
Another Czech contribution to specialized lexicography deserves to be mentioned ~ an electronic
article called Vybrane teoreticke a metodologicke pr-obtemy terminografie: poznatky z tvorby Ceske
terminologicke databdrize knihovnictvi a informacni vedy [Schwarz 2003]. Its value does not consist
so much in its theoretical section ~ which basically reiterates the principles stated by Machova ~
but in the practical part where some concrete terminographical problems and their solutions are
discussed as part of a terminographical project. However, the project in question is only aimed at
creating a terminological database; no mention is made of dictionaries.
Apart from these two articles, there remain very few domestic sources to draw on 2 , prefaces
and user guides of individual reference works belonging among them. However, even these opening
parts of dictionaries, which ~ according to theoretical lexicography ~ should be written with great
care and give thorough instructions how to work with the dictionary, seem to suffer from neglect.
Out of all the dictionaries examined, only some provide an adequate user guide, introducing the
user to such aspects of the dictionary as the macrostructure, headword types, arrangement of
individual entries, terminological compound phrases or spelling. Similarly, as regards the preface,
in many dictionaries it simply consists of five or six lines, giving very few details about the whole
dictionary project. Therefore, vital information about the compilation process, intended users and
dictionary functions as well as the identity and background of the compilers is often missing. The
2A

preliminary study of the situation can be found in [Brabcova 2005].
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whole scope of the neglect (and the notable exceptions) will be discussed in Chapter 3.
Despite the critical observations in the previous paragraphs, it needs to be pointed out that a
number of recent Czech bilingual specialized dictionaries (to be analyzed in the following chapter)
shoW a grasp of some of the modern LSP theories. This means that the new concepts in specialized
lexicography as represented, for instance, by the work of E.H. Wiegand or the Aarhus School, are
slowly beginning to take root in Czech lexicographic practice. The important task for Czech
linguists and lexicographers is to provide theoretical publications of their own, which would reflect
the special problems of Czech bilingual lexicography and serve as guidelines to the actual dictionary
authors. General lexicography has a remarkable tradition in the Czech Republic - it is now time
for specialized lexicography to be given similar attention.

2.2

Specialized lexicography versus terminography

To get nearer the nature of specialized lexicography, it is first necessary to deal with some disagreements among linguists surrounding the actual essence of the discipline.

2.2.1

Clarifying the theoretical concepts

The first problem area concerns very name for the activity of preparing specialized dictionaries. Besides the above-mentioned specialized lexicography, three other terms terms can be
encountered in the literature available: terminology, terminological lexicography and terminography. To add to the confusion, different authors present different arguments as to which
term is the only correct one. However, this debate is not merely an issue of selecting a bettersounding name - it is an issue of the fundamental concept underlying the discipline. According
to a group of scholars represented by Eugen Wiister and Fred W. Riggs, terminology and terminography are practically the same discipline, defined as "the set of practises and methods used
for the collection, description and presentation of terms" [Bergenholtz and Kaufmann 1997, 92].
This discipline is to be strictly distinguished from lexicography, although the two complement each
other.
The first and most valid argument in favour of the separation is that terminology / terminography
follows an onomasiologicalline, naming concepts, whereas lexicography is semasiological in nature,
giving meanings of lexemes [Riggs 2003]. Other arguments are less pressing, but still much-quoted
[Bergenholtz and Kaufmann 1997, 93]:
• Lexicography deals with general language, terminography exclusively with specialized language.
• Lexicography tends to use any native speakers as informants, while terminography uses only
experts.
• Lexicography prepares dictionaries for lay people, terminography for field experts.
• Whereas lexicography is predominantly descriptive, terminography is prescriptive.
• While lexicography treats polysemous lexemes, there is no polysemy in terminographYi however, there may be several terms to one concept.
• Terminography prefers systematic, not alphabetical macrostructure.
This strictly separatist approach (to be further discussed in detail) is countered by a lexicographic trend represented by Danish linguists Henning Bergenholtz and Sven Tarp, who contend
that the similarities between lexicography and terminography are greater than the differences, and
in some contexts the two disciplines are virtually interchangeable [Bergenholtz and Tarp 1 1994,
10-11]. The two authors prefer the term LSP lexicography or specialized lexicography when referring to dictionaries of specialized fields. As their views have made a significant contribution
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to the theoretical background of the present thesis, the term specialized lexicography will be used
henceforth.
The term terminological lexicography, which was probably coined as a compromise solution, is
also used by some linguists, although it has now largely been replaced by the more recent terminography. By and large, the situation is rather confusing - so much so that the handbook Practical
Guide to Lexicography makes the following statement: "Specialized lexicography is closely related
to a discipline known as terminology. In fact, these disciplines have so much in common that the
distinction between them can be rather fuzzy [... ] there is no consensus among experts as to
whether they actually constitute a single discipline or two distinct though closely related disciplines" [Bowker 2003, 155]. The fuzziness of the distinction is also borne out by two entries from
the authoritative Dictionary of Lexicography by R.R.K. Hartmann and Gregory James, where
terminography and specialized lexicography are defined respectively as:
terminography A complex of activities concerned with the design, compilation, use and evaluation of TERMINOLOGICAL DICTIONARIES. The term ''terminography'', coined on the
analogy of lexicology: lexicography :: terminology:terminography is tending to replace the
older term "terminological lexicography" [Hartmann and James 2001, 139]
specialised lexicography A complex of activities concerned with the design, compilation, use
and evaluation of specialised dictionaries. There is no uniform framework for this as the
nature and scope of such reference works can range widely, from a brief GLOSSARY without definitions, through TECHNICAL DICTIONARIES ... to large-scale and standardized
TERMINOLOGICAL DATABASES [Hartmann and James 2001, 129]
When searching for a satisfactory explanation of the difference between "terminological dictionaries" and "specialized dictionaries" in the corresponding entries, we find that the authors give
none. The confusion thus remains unresolved.

2.2.2

Practical implications

Despite the persisting inconsistencies mentioned in the previous subsection, it is not the aim of
the thesis to add to this theoretical debate. As our research is concerned with bilingual specialized
dictionaries, a more practical approach will be sought. In reality, the authors of Czech-English and
English-Czech specialized dictionaries do work that is more lexicographic than terminographical in
nature. Rather than find terms for concepts from their field, they seek foreign-language equivalents
for terms already established, or source language equivalents for already existing foreign-language
terms. Naturally, a situation may arise when a new term has to be invented due to a gap in the
source or, more rarely, target language vocabulary. However, most of the work is concerned with
stating the meaning of a word rather than with providing a systematic description of a conceptual
field. As a consequence, the term "specialized lexicography" is found preferable when referring to
bilingual dictionaries.
In addition to the previous argument, there is another reason why the above-mentioned dictionaries are to be considered as works of lexicography. Unlike in the long-established practice of
compiling specialized dictionaries as bare lists of terms complemented by their precise equivalents,
today's linguists at the cutting edge of modern specialized lexicography claim that a good LSP
dictionary should also provide information on the use of the individual terms. Information on
morphology, verb patterns and collocations is gradually finding its way into modern dictionaries
(see 3.3.4). To understand why lexicographic - not only terminographical- expertise is needed to
give users dictionaries of real quality, let us examine some entries from two different Czech specialized dictionaries. The first example comes from a Czech-English and English-Czech dictionary
of forestry [Honik 1999, 306]:
zasadit (vysadit) set
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The dictionary, otherwise excellent from the terminological point of view, fails to give any information on grammar or use. However, Czech users producing texts in English would greatly benefit
from the inclusion of grammar, in this case irregular forms (set - set), collocations (set a tree)
and paradigmatic information (to plant).
The second example has been taken from an English-Czech dictionary of sports. The dictionary
is arranged systematically according to individual disciplines and the author, probably a sports
expert with some knowledge of English, makes every effort to give correct equivalents and explain
unfamiliar culture-dependent terms. In an attempt to help the user with grammar, the author
uses a system of self-made labels clarifying some grammatical categories. Thus, for instance, the
entry of the verb feed reads [Hermansky 2003, 228]:
feed [fi:d] s pr (fed-fed [fed]) prihnivat, zasobovat (spoluhrace) pfihnivkami
As can be seen, the author has adopted a user-friendly approach in informing on the pronunciation and morphology of the verb. However, what is the user supposed to make of the label "s
pr"? To find the answer, the list of abbreviations has to be consulted:
s pr sloveso prechodne transitive verb
To a linguist, the information is absolutely clear. However, bearing in mind that the average
user of the dictionary is likely to be a sportsman or a physical education student, not a linguist,
can we be certain that the category of transitivity will be familiar and thus useful to him/her? A
skilled lexicographer would have a clear idea of user needs, and would either leave the information
on transitivity out, or, alternatively, compile an initial user guide with a brief explanation of the
dictionary grammar.
To summarize, for a specialized bilingual dictionary to serve its purposes (reception of a foreign
language and production in a foreign language) in a satisfactory way, a lexicographer with a good
linguistic background should be included in the dictionary project. Through his/her involvement,
and provided the user needs are appropriately considered, the dictionary stops being solely a work
of terminography and becomes an undertaking of true specialized lexicography.

2.3

Key aspects of specialized lexicography

The aim of the present chapter is to present the most basic aspects of specialized lexicography,
without which the discussion of LSP dictionary methodology would not be possible. The areas discussed range from some general features (e.g. specialized versus general language in LSP
dictionaries) to concrete dictionary components and structures.

2.3.1

Terminology

Out of all disciplines, specialized lexicography probably owes most to terminology, although
the input of linguistics and general lexicography is of major significance as well. As mentioned
in 2.1.1, the discipline was pioneered by Austrian scholar Eugen Wiister, the founding father
of normalization. The most prominent terminologists of today include, among others, Fred W.
Riggs, Gerhard Budin, M. Teresa Cabre and Juan C. Sager, author of the acclaimed handbook A
Practical Course in Terminology Processing [Sager 1990].
Although some experts regard terminology as an independent discipline, the Spanish terminologist Juan C. Sager argues that it is in fact more of an activity than a subject of its own. This
activity is inevitably interdisciplinary in character, borrowing from such fields as semantics, logic,
ontology, philosophy of science and information science.
Terminology can be briefly defined as "the study of and the field of activity concerned with
the collection, description, processing and presentation of terms, i.e. lexical items belonging to
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specialized areas of usage of one or more languages"[Sager 1990, 2]. Although it aims at the
maximum precision of the concepts described, terminology itself is ambiguous as a term, referring
to three different concepts at the same time. Thus, under terminology, we can understand the
following [Sager 1990, 3]:
• The set of practices and methods for the collection, description and presentation of terms.
• A theory explaining the relationships between concepts and terms.
• A set of terms of a particular subject field
Terminology work can be said to consist in allocating terms to concepts. Concepts are mental
constructs or units of thought which may be used in the classification of individual objects, both
physical and abstract. Essentially, terminology does not deal with general concepts, but describes
specialized concepts representing objects within a specialized field (the sets of terms standing for
the concepts are called terminologies). A concept can be understood in terms of its intension,
i.e. a set of its characteristic features, and extension, i.e. the set of objects that it represents.
Terms are the representations of concepts by linguistic means. Unlike general words, they
have precise, unambiguous meanings. They are intellectual and notional in character, lacking
expressiveness present in general language. According to [Machova 1995, 138], the boundary
between "terms" and "non-terms" is rather fuzzy, and it can be said that almost each noun
represents a term in a least one existing subject field. It is, therefore, advisable to regard as a
term any lexical unit with a clearly defined notional meaning that is repeatedly used in LSP texts
(i.e. in the interpersonal communication of a certain social group).
Apart from their clearly defined content, terms differ from general words in the reduced amount
of arbitrariness. Whereas in general language the arbitrariness of the sign is almost complete, special language tends to make the principles of designation systematic and allocate terms according
to some pre-set principles. In addition, while general language is rich in phenomena such as polysemy, homonymy and metaphor, specialized language strives to eliminate these. However, this is
impossible to accomplish fully, as there are more concepts than terms in most specialized fields,
and, furthermore, some terms are visibly based on metaphor.
A new term created to designate an existing or, more frequently, new concept is a type of neologism and is called a neoterm [ISO 2000]. Due to the importance of term creation, guidelines have
been produced by ISO (The International Organization for Standardization) to bring consistency
into the creation process. According to the ISO document R 704, new terms should comply with
the following criteria [ISO 2000, 26]:
• Transparency. The meaning of the term should be visible from its morphology.
• Consistency. The term should not be arbitrary, but fitting into a coherent terminological
system corresponding to the concept system.
• Appropriateness. The selected term should be in accordance with the familiar, established
patterns of the language community. Vague, ambiguous or unnatural-sounding terms should
be avoided.
• Linguistic economy. The term should be concise to avoid ellipsis.
• Derivability. Preference should be given to terms that allow easy derivation (e.g. formation
of adjectives, conversion, etc.).
• Linguistic correctness. The selected term should conform to the phonological and morphosyntactic norms of the language concerned.
• Preference for native language. Terms from the native language should be given preference over foreign loans where possible
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These criteria are stated here because they also apply to the work of a bilingual specialized
lexicographer in search of a suitable new term due to a gap in the terminology of a given language.
Besides naming concepts, a key process in terminology is standardization. It consists in users
reaching a mutual agreement to use a particular term in specific circumstances. Standardization
differs from naming in that it comes into play at a later stage, when inconsistencies in the names
created have arisen and there is a need to eliminate alternatives by choosing a single term. The
instruments of standardization are of various kinds, from nomenclature commissions in individual
countries to the International Organization for Standardization (ISO), which issues recommendations for standardization procedures.
Standardization has at its disposal the same methods and possibilities as its preceding stage,
the naming of concepts. These possibilities include [Sager 1990, 120-121]:
• redefinition of words (most often restriction of the range of denotation, such as in expectation, variance, filter, etc.)
• redefinition of existing terms (usually taking place in social sciences, which are conceptually less stable; e.g. the redefinition of words like culture, society, class, etc.)
• derivation (utilizing the derivational affixes of a sublanguage or general language)
• composition (creation of complex terms, such as hard disc, alpha male, target cost, etc.)
• borrowing (importing foreign terms, often along with foreign concepts, e.g. Gestalt, Zeitgeist, etc.)
• compression (reduction of complex terms for economy' sake, e.g. quasar, radar, JIT for
just-in-time engineering, etc.)
The advantage of standards is that they make communication among experts faster and easier
by providing common agreement of reference. On the other hand, by prescribing the usage of
terms and ruling out alternatives, standardization restricts the natural creativity of language. The
unanimity of communication, therefore, comes at the price of sacrificing the aesthetic, emotive
and creative aspects of language use. In addition, it remains open to question to what extent
terminologists, who are more likely to be engineers, translators and computer specialists than
linguists or lexicographers [Hartmann and James 2001, 140], are successful in their prescriptive
efforts in real instances of LSP use.
Until the recent decades, most of terminological work concentrated on defining concepts, their
mutual relationships and the correctness of the allocated terms. In addition, a great amount
of attention was paid to the structure of conceptual systems and the ways of their representation. Nowadays, however, the focus of terminology is shifting towards computer-aided terminology processing and the creation of terminological databases (called "term banks") which codify
terminological system across various subject fields and languages 3 . A term bank can be defined
as:
"A collection, stored in a computer, of special language vocabularies, including nomenclatures, standardized terms and phrases, together with the information required for
their identification, which can be used as a mono- or multilingual dictionary for direct consultation, as a basis for dictionary production, as a control instrument for
consistency of usage and term creation and as an ancillary tool in information and
documentation." [Sager 1990, 169].
Probably the best-known European term bank is EURODICAUTOM, a multilingual and interdisciplinary computerized database managed online by the language and computer services
of the European Union. Other prominent term banks include LEXIS, TEAM, NORMATERM
3A

detailed model of a record in a term bank can be found in [Sager 1990, 144]
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and TERMDOK. However, terminological databases are also increasingly used by the commercial
sector, especially by multinational companies such as Siemens AG and others.
In addition to term banks, mention must also be made of the so-called ontologies. The
term "ontology" has been adopted from philosophy, where it denotes a systematic account of
the universe. In the field of knowledge management, an ontology can be described as a formal
definition of a body of knowledge, or, as an expert on ontologies T.R. Gruber puts it, "an explicit
specification of conceptualization" [Grub er 1993].
Ontologies consist of computer-usable definitions of basic concepts and their relationships related to specific domains (i.e. areas of knowledge such as medicine, mechanics, financial management, property business, etc.). In a way, ontologies resemble dictionaries or glossaries, but
possessing greater detail and structure that enable the computer processing of their contents.
They are accessed by individuals, databases as well as applications that need to share domain
information. Some of the well-known ontologies include SUMO (The Suggested Upper Merged
Ontology), SUO WG (Standard Upper Ontology Working Group) and SENSUS. There are also
a number of Internet pages dedicated to the building and application of ontologies, among them
Ontology.Org, Semantic Web and OpenCyc.org.
To conclude, terminology as a discipline concerned with term management has made a major
contribution to the development of specialized lexicography, which also has specialized terms as its
basic source material. The automated terminological resources such as terminological databases
or ontologies can serve the lexicographer as banks of standardized terms or defined concepts
to be selected for his/her dictionary. For more information on terminology, its computer-aided
processing and storage see [Sager 1990]. For the discussion of terminology with reference to Czech
practice, see [Postolkova et al. 1983J and [Sochor 1955].

2.3.2

LGP and LSP in specialized lexicography

One of the characteristic features of specialized dictionaries as opposed to general dictionaries is
that they overwhelmingly consist of specialized terms, not general words. Indeed, many theoreticians claim that an ideal specialized dictionary should entirely consist of these specialized terms.
In his study of LSP lexicography, Bergenholtz summarizes the arguments of a series of lexicographers (Dubois, Rey, Picht and Thomas) in the following rule: "Unlike lexicography, terminology
deals solely with LSP language" [Bergenholtz and Kaufmann 1997, 92].
The division between general and specialized language is one of the key themes of LSP research.
However, there is no agreement of opinion as to their mutual relation. Four possible models are
traditionally stated:
• Specialized language is a subset of general language.
• General and specialized language are equal, yet discrete areas of vocabulary.
• General and specialized language are predominantly discrete areas of vocabulary, but there
is a zone of overlap.
• General language is a subset of specialized language.
Other possible models could be - and have been - suggested. However, they do not provide
a satisfactory answer to the basic problem of specialized lexicography: Does the LSP text also
contain some LGP elements? Bergenholtz has attempted to provide a preliminary answer by
researching fifteen specialized dictionaries present in his library. By examining their word lists, he
has pinpointed three kinds of lemmata selected for LSP dictionaries [Bergenholtz 2 1994, 293J:
1. Fachtermini ("LSP terms")
2. Zweifelsfalle ("doubtful cases")
3. Nicht-Fachtermini ("non-LSP terms")
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To illustrate this practically, in an English-Danish technical dictionary, the above-mentioned categories would include the following lemmata:

• LSP terms: hyperbolic position line, shell-end mill, grain side, hexaldehyde
• doubtful cases: hemisphere, principal ingredient, chopping, semicircle
• non-LSP terms: hammer, horizon, cave, rancid, malicious damage, stick-up
Bergenholtz also provides a quantitative evaluation of the three categories as represented in the
fifteen dictionaries researched, stating the percentage of LSP terms, non-LSP terms and doubtful
cases for every dictionary. If we add the figures for each type of term and divide the result by
fifteen (the number of his dictionaries), we obtain the following approximate ratio for an average
LSP dictionary:
1. LSP terms: 58%

2. LGP terms: 32%
3. doubtful cases: 10%
The above-mentioned figures show that specialized dictionaries are by no means composed of
LSP terms only, as some theoreticians assume or would like to assume. Lexicographic practice
shows divergence from theory in this aspect, making general terms (as well as terms from the
"fuzzy" borderline between LGP and LSP) an integral part of specialized dictionaries. Therefore,
claiming that specialized dictionaries consist exclusively of LSP terms would be ignoring the reality
of practical lexicography 4.

2.3.3

Specialized dictionary functions

Every specialized dictionary is prepared with regard to the type of user it should serve and the
type of function(s) it should fulfil. The idea that the needs of the user should play a major role in
dictionary design is not new; references to intended users have been appearing in the prefaces of
dictionaries for centuries. However, it was not until the twentieth century that a coherent theory
of dictionary functions according to user needs was put forward. Drawing on the work of E.H.
Wiegand, L.V. Scerba and F.J. Hausmann, the theory was developed by three Aarhus authors,
Henning Bergenholtz, Sven Tarp and Sandro Nielsen.
The Aarhus "functional theory of lexicography" draws on the premise that dictionaries are
utility products made in order to satisfy certain human needs. These needs are never abstract;
they are always linked to a specific situation. Therefore, the beginning of any lexicographic work
involves creating a user profile and a typology of user situations in which the dictionary may be
consulted. The creation of the user profile is accompanied by asking and answering several key
questions [Bergenholtz and Tarp 2003, 173]:
• What is the users' native language?
• At what level do the users master their native language?
• At what level do the users master the foreign language?
• What is the level of the users' general encyclopaedic knowledge?
• What is the users' knowledge of the subject field of the dictionary?
• At what level do the users master the subject field in the foreign language?
4For possible reasons why general terms are included in LSP dictionaries, and for the discussion of LSP and
LGP in Czech bilingual dictionaries, see Chapter 3.
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According to the level of encyclopaedic knowledge stated in the questions above, users can be
divided into experts, semi-experts and non-experts. While experts are users trained in the given
subject field, possessing an extensive knowledge of it, non-experts lack both the training and the
knowledge; they are usually members of the interested public or translators without the necessary
LSP background. Semi-experts occupy a middle position, having some knowledge of the field,
but lacking the formal training; they are usually students, LSP translators and experts in the
neighbouring fields.
However, considering users from the point of view of their encyclopaedic knowledge is only one
part of the problem. In addition to this, different users can display different levels of language
competence. Thus, an expert in engineering can have a very poor command of English, while a
LGP translator, not very knowledgeable in engineering, may speak excellent English. All these
things need to be taken into consideration when deciding which information to include in the
dictionary entry.
The theory of dictionary functions as put forward by the Aarhus lexicographers (who obviously
draw on older theories, especially those of Wiegand and Hausmann) distinguishes between two
types of function: so-called knowledge-oriented and communicative functions [Bergenholtz and
Tarp 2003, 173-176]. Knowledge-oriented functions correspond to the type of situation where the
user wants to obtain some additional information, either of encyclopaedic or linguistic character,
as part of a learning process (e.g. when wishing to enhance his/her English vocabulary). Communicative functions, on the other hand, arise in situations when there is some communication,
written or oral, going on between two and more persons, and the lexicographer intervenes only
indirectly through the dictionary consulted.
The most frequent communicative functions include the reception of texts (a so-called passive or
decoding function) and the production of texts (active or encoding function). Some lexicographers,
including the Aarhus team, distinguish one more type - the function of translation - while others
regard it simply as a type of reception or production, depending on the source/target language.
A strong argument in favour of three instead of two categories involves the difference between
production in and translation into a foreign language. Whereas a user producing a L2 text can
select from a variety of familiar formulations, a translator requires precise equivalence, which makes
additional demands on the extent of linguistic and encyclopaedic information to be provided by
the dictionary (see below).
Each type of the stated functions can have either the native or the foreign language as its
target language. Accordingly, each type requires different kind of linguistic and encyclopaedic
information to be provided by the lexicographer. Included below is the typology of functions and
the corresponding type of information required, as stated in [Bergenholtz and Tarp 2003, 24]:
1. native language production

• ortography, gender, pronunciation, irregularity, collocations, usage information
• standard, field label or brief explanation
2. native-language reception
• word class, gender, pronunciation, irregularity
• encyclopaedic note
3. foreign-language production

• ortography, gender, pronunciation, irregularity, collocations, usage information
• standard, field label or brief explanation
4. foreign-language reception

• word class, gender, pronunciation, irregularity
• translation equivalent
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5. translation into the foreign language
• on the native language: word class, gender, pronunciation, irregularity
• on the foreign language: ortography, gender, pronunciation, irregularity, collocations,
usage information
• translation equivalent
• degree of equivalence
• standard, field label or brief explanation
6. translation from the foreign language
• on the foreign language: word class, gender, pronunciation, collocations, irregularity
• on the native language: ortography, gender, pronunciation, irregularity, collocations,
usage information
• translation equivalent
• degree of equivalence
• standard, field label or brief explanation
It is obvious that for the purposes of the present thesis, only the last four functions apply, as
they are relevant to bilingual dictionaries. As dictionaries rarely have a single function (mostly
for commercial reasons), the lexicographer has to combine the information required by individual
functions in a single dictionary. Thus, for instance, an English-Czech LSP dictionary, primarily
serving a passive function (reception of English), can also contain information relevant to production in or translation into English. Such is the case of a English-Czech dictionary of business,
finance and law, whose microstructure contains, besides collocations, important information on
syntax [Kalina et al. 2001, 45]:

agree souhlasit, vyhovovat, kladne pfijmout, dohodnout se, sjednat, byt v souladu
a. on the plan dohodnout se na planu
a. on the terms dohodnout se na podminkach
a. the budget schvalit rozpocet
a. the price schvalit cenu
a. to an offer pfijmout nabidku
a. to differ konstatovat rozdilnost nazoru
a. to resign souhlasit s odstoupenim
a. to the plan souhlasit s planem
This combination of different functions, resulting from practical considerations, can be regarded
as an appropriate solution where the market for specialized dictionaries is relatively small, as is
the case of the Czech Republic.
The last aspect of dictionary functions and the user-oriented approach to be dealt with is
the information cost, mentioned in 2.1.2. The term, coined by Sandro Nielsen, describes the
difficulties and inconveniences that the user feels to be experiencing when consulting a dictionary
[Nielsen 1999, 11], i.e. the time and effort spent assimilating the information offered by the
dictionary. Among such inconveniences belongs, for instance, the use of various abbreviations and
symbols to save space. Specialized dictionaries, in particular, are often prone to such questionable
space-saving strategies, but even in some general dictionaries the information cost can be rather
high. Consider, for instance, this entry from an earlier edition of OALD [Hornby 1989, 1162]:

shake /Jelk/ v (pt shook /Juk/, pp shaken /'Jelkn/) 1 (a) [La, I, Tn, Tn.p, Cn.a] sb/sth
(about/around) (cause sb/sth to) move quickly and often jerkily from side to side or
up and down
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This entry, although giving valuable information on morphology and syntax, displays high information cost, as there are a large number of abbreviations which the user has to check against the
user's guide and a verb pattern scheme on the back cover. It is interesting to observe how the
information cost was reduced in a later edition [Hornby 2000, 1175]:

shake /Ierk/ verb, noun
• verb (shook /Iuk/ shaken /'Jerkn/)
OBJECT/BUILDING/PERSON 1 to move or make sb/sth move with short quick movements
from side to side or up and down [V] The whole house shakes when a train goes past (;
[VN] Shake the bottle well before use. (; He shook her violently by the shoulders. (;
[VN-ADJ] She shook her hair loose.
Opposed to the category of information cost is information value - the benefit the user
gains by consulting the dictionary. Information value should always exceed information cost in a
dictionary of good quality.
To sum up, the way a specialized dictionary is used runs along two axes, one represented by
the dictionary user and the other by the dictionary use. Dictionary users can be divided into
experts, semi-experts and non-experts, each group requiring different kind of information about
the items lemmatized. Three basic types of dictionary use (function) are distinguished - reception
of text (passive use), production of text (active use) and translation of text. Again, each of these
functions requires a specific kind of grammatical and encyclopaedic information. It is the task of
the lexicographer to ascertain the needs related to the dictionary user and use, and plan the microand macrostructure of the dictionary accordingly. All the planning should be performed with a
view to keeping the lexicographic information as low as possible to enable the user to obtain the
desired information with minimum effort.

2.3.4

The bilingual specialized dictionary

The previous subsections have discussed some basic problems of specialized lexicography in general.
However, the present thesis is concerned with only one type of specialized dictionary, the bilingual
dictionary5. Therefore, its characteristic features need to be dealt with.
First of all, a distinction must be made between culture-dependent and culture-independent
bilingual LSP dictionaries [Bergenholtz and Tarp 1 1994, 60-65]. Culture-dependent dictionaries
cover subject matter related to the lexicographer's own culture, which has historically and culturally developed some characteristic features that may be different from those of other cultures.
Dictionaries belonging to this category include such areas as economics, law, politics and other
social sciences. On the other hand, culture-independent dictionaries are similar in character across
countries, since the subject matter does not change with language communities. Prototypically,
such dictionaries cover the fields of natural sciences and technology. The conclusion to be drawn
from this distinction is that culture-dependent dictionaries rely more heavily on the skills of the
lexicographer, requiring additional information in the form of definitions, encyclopaedic knowledge
and exemplification.
An important aspect of the bilingual dictionary, closely connected with the problem of culture
dependence, is equivalence. As opposed to the monolingual dictionary, whose purpose is to
give both encyclopedic and linguistic information, a bilingual dictionary is designed to provide
information that is overwhelmingly linguistic in character. Rather than imparting the knowledge
of the subject field (which is what monolingual dictionaries do), its role is to provide language
equivalents for the purposes of understanding or producing a text in the foreign language.
The problem of equivalence has been given much attention in lexicography, both general and
specialized (for systematic treatment of the equivalence of lexemes see [Cermak 1995, 238-240]).
It is commonly acknowledged that there are different degrees of. equivalence, usually subsumed
5Multilingual dictionaries are disregarded in the thesis, as they demand different lexicographic strategies, and
thBlr usefulness is limited due to the space-saving requirements.
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into three types: full, partial and zero equivalence. In general dictionaries, full equivalence
is regarded as rare, and partial equivalence prevails. For specialized dictionaries, in contrast, full
equivalence represents the norm, as the items lemmatized are terms with very precise meanings.
We could even say than anything less than full equivalence is undesirable in LSP dictionaries.
To be realistic, however, even specialized bilingual dictionaries cannot avoid instances where
the equivalent is not explicit. This occurs especially in the above-mentioned dictionaries covering culture-dependent fields, in which the target language may be unfamiliar with some sourcelanguage concepts and vice versa. Where the lexicographer is faced with the non-existence of an
equivalent, a substitute solution must be found. To state that "the equivalent does not exist"
is the lexicographer's failure to deal with the terminological gap. As Czech linguist Frantisek
Cermak puts it, "Intranslatability does not exist, only the limited knowledge of the lexicographer.
The problems should not swept under the carpet, but solved using a good example and a context,
provided they cannot be generalized as a meaning" [Cermak 1995, 246].
In the case of specialized bilingual dictionaries, lack of equivalence can be dealt with by providing encyclopaedic notes, explanatory translations or constructed translations. Encyclopaedic
notes are sufficient where the dictionary is primarily aimed at production. However, having said
earlier that such "pure" dictionaries are a rarity in so-called small languages, an attempt at translation should be made. If the lexicographer decides to use a constructed translation (Le. coin a
new term), he/she should consult with field experts whether the term selected is appropriate or
whether loaning the word from the foreign language in question should be considered. This is
especially true of technical dictionaries, such as those of information and computer technology.
The last problem to be addressed in this introduction to bilingual specialized dictionaries is
bidirectionality. Specialized dictionaries produced for speakers of small-language communities
are often designed as bidirectional (an example would be a Czech-English and English-Czech
dictionary of ecology). The two directions can be contained in a single volume, such as in [Hajkova
et al. 1998]' or they can be published in two different volumes, like [Bazant et al. 1 1992] and
[Bazant et al. 2 1992]. Sometimes the two directions form a whole due to the identical lemma
selection, while in other cases they represent two independent dictionaries based on independent
choice of terms. However, in both cases it needs to be borne in mind that each direction has
its specific requirements regarding the information to be provided. While the L2>Ll (foreign
language> native language) direction involves going from the unknown into the known, requiring
information that would reliably link the foreign term to an existing one in the native language, the
Ll>L2 direction means going from the known into the unknown, thus demanding extra grammar
and usage information enabling confident production in L2.
To summarize, the key aspects of a bilingual specialized dictionary include culture dependence,
equivalence and bi-directionality. Each of these aspects puts pressure on the lexicographer to
provide information which is both precise and in accordance with the given dictionary type. While
culture-dependent bilingual dictionaries are more demanding to design in terms of equivalence,
L1>L2 dictionaries require more information on grammar and use.

2.3.5

Preliminary work

Although every lexicographer has his/her own preferred way of collecting and processing the
terminological material for a dictionary, recent metalexicographic research has been calling for
a consistent and systematic approach to dictionary planning and realization. The actual lemma
selection should be preceded by careful consideration of the intended dictionary functions and user
requirements. Furthermore, a systematic classification of the subject field should be carried out
to ensure that all the relevant terms are included.
The above-mentioned user requirements are nowadays increasingly ascertained by means of
various user surveys. Using questionnaires, interviews and protocols, informants (who should
include potential users of the planned dictionary) are encouraged to state what kind of information,
both linguistic and encyclopaedic, they would benefit from in the dictionary. The practice of user
surveys is becoming very popular in the lexicographic world of today, and will be dealt with in
more detail in 3.4
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The user needs having been established through the survey, the lexicographer now needs to
familiarize himself/herself with the field, delimiting its boundaries and drawing up a classification
of the field(s) to be covered, with all the individual subdivisions. This can, for instance, be done
in the form of a tree diagram that captures the conceptual system of the field. Alternatively, a
more elaborate three-stage procedure, proposed by [Bergenholtz and Tarp 1 1994, 83-85], can be
adopted:
1. An external subject classification. The lexicographer draws up a sketch of the systematic arrangement of the subject field, delimiting it against the related fields. The purpose
of this stage is to exclude any redundant material that does not fall within the delimited
subject area, and to make sure that all the required terms are included.
2. An internal subject classification. This part of the preliminary work establishes how
the field will be represented in the dictionary, i.e. what sub categories of the field will be
covered.
3. A terminological classification. This is a systematic (not alphabetical!) listing of the
LSP terms of the subject field, typically structured on the principle of meronymy. To allow
for cross-cultural variation, a separate list should be made for each language. The purpose
of this step is to make sure that all central terms from all the subfields are included.
For some lexicographers, this three-stage approach can appear too elaborate and time-consuming.
However, some kind of delimitation of the subject field and its classification into subdivisions needs
to be made. Otherwise, the dictionary will contain superfluous terms or, worse, terminological
gaps.

2.3.6

Corpus building and lemma selection

The information to be provided by the LSP dictionary can be said to originate from three principal
sources. The first is the lexicographer's linguistic competence, which needs to cover both general
and specialized language, and, furthermore, both the source and the target language. In the real
world, it is rather unlikely that a single lexicographer would be fully bilingual and, moreover, wellversed in the LSP of both fields (or all the subfields). Therefore, LSP dictionaries are typically
made by teams of lexicographers, each having an expertise in a particular LSP subfield or language
(native speakers of L2, for instance, can be used as informants).
The second component of the empirical basis of the dictionary is the existing literature written on the given LSP field so far. This literature includes dictionaries, handbooks, encyclopaedias
as well as some scientific monographs and articles. Previously published dictionaries are always
an invaluable source of information, and should be given due credit in the front matter of the
neWly-prepared dictionary.
However, relying on the "secondary literature" of the existing dictionaries would not be enough
for a successful LSP lexicographic project. The central source of information for a specialized
lexicographer should be a LSP text corpus. Such a corpus is a collection of written (rarely
spoken) texts dealing with the subject field in question. The texts selected should address all
the sub fields covered by the dictionary. For a bilingual dictionary, two parallel corpora should
be prepared, preferably containing similar text types. The required size of the corpus varies
depending on the size of the planned dictionary and the number of sub fields covered. [Bergenholtz
and Tarp 1 1994, 95] give the number of 500,000 words for the coverage of the field of American
gene technology. However, the final number is derived not only from the dictionary size, but also
from the practical possibilities of the lexicographer.
Until recently, texts selected for corpora were predominantly printed; these were then scanned
or, where the print quality was poor, typed manually into the computer. Nowadays, a wide range
of electronic sources are available, ranging from Internet articles to a variety of CD-ROMs. The
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texts collected must be carefully evaluated and their appropriateness regarding the coverage of
the given LSP field considered6 .
The work with the corpus collected involves two important steps, scanning and data analysis
[Bowker 2003, 162]. During scanning, the lexicographer searches the corpus for potential terms.
This is done either manually (especially in printed corpora) or by means of special computer
tools such as automatic extraction tools, word frequency lists, concordances, etc. Having finished
the scanning stage, the lexicographer needs to analyze the collected terms. He/she analyzes the
contexts in which the terms occur to establish the characteristics of individual concepts. On the
basis of these characteristics, corresponding terms from the parallel corpus will be selected as
equivalents 7 . Besides the conceptual features, grammatical characteristics of the term are also
noted, e.g. part of speech, gender, irregularities, prepositions, etc. Upon the completion of the
analysis, individual dictionary entries are prepared.
For a specialized bilingual dictionary, finding the correct equivalents is of paramount importance. Naturally, establishing equivalence is easier in the culture-independent terminologies of
technology and natural sciences, sometimes called "prescriptive" terminologies [Machova 1995,
144]. The terms contained in them are largely coined by field experts, and there is very little
ambiguity or vagueness of meaning. However, a different situation arises in the culture-dependent
("pseudo-prescriptive") terminologies, mostly of humanities, containing terms whose interpretation is based on some agreement within a certain culture or school of thought. The usage of
culture-dependent terms can vary across countries or intellectual trends (consider, for instance,
the term lexicalization in linguistics). Here, the lexicographer's task is much more complex, and
will necessitate the use of additional explanatory devices, such as labels or encyclopaedic information. In addition, co-operation with field experts is often necessary at the stage of allocating
equivalents.
Finally, it is necessary to deal briefly with the scope of lemma selection. How large a
section of the given LSP terminology should a lexicographer cover? There are basically two
approaches, called by Nielsen maximizing and minimizing lemma selection. [Nielsen 1994,
127-129]. The maximizing lemma selection aims at including as many terms from the given LSP
area as possible. The result of this approach is a maximizing dictionary, usually a bulky
volume of several thousand lemmata. The minimizing lemma selection, on the other hand, is
targeted at choosing central terms only, mostly for practical reasons. All potential lemmata found
less important in terms of internal or terminological classification are disregarded, resulting in a
minimizing dictionary of a reduced size. In reality, few dictionaries are purely maximizing or
purely minimizing; the majority find themselves on a scale between the two extremes.
The process of corpus and lemma selection is a complex one, deserving a more thorough
treatment than provided by this section. Additional information can be found in [Bergenholtz
and Pedersen 1994]. The practical aspects of lemma selection will be discussed in 4.3.

2.3.7

Specialized dictionary components

Every bilingual LSP dictionary consists of a number of basic components. As these are very
similar to components present in general bilingual dictionaries, only a brief overview of them will
be provided. This overview is primarily based on [Landau 1989], [Hartmann and James 2001] and
[Bergenholtz and Tarp 1 1994].
On the basis of the sources cited, a specialized dictionary can be shown to display the following
structure:
1. Front matter. Comprises those preliminary sections of a dictionary which precede the
word-list section.
• Contents. Tables of contents are important to draw the user's attention to individual
6The practical aspects of corpus processing are discussed in [Sinclair 2003].
7[Machova 1995, 145] states that the native language equivalents are allocated on the basis of the authors' LSP
knowledge, without searching for the information in the corpus.
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dictionary sections, such as bibliography, dictionary grammar, appendices, etc. They
should be placed at the very beginning of a dictionary.
• Preface. A section in which the publishers and editors state their objectives and the
intended functions of the dictionary.
• A list of abbreviations. Contains the abbreviations of both LSP and linguistic terms.
• Bibliography. This may also be placed after the word list in the back matter.
• Introduction. A metalexicographic section which describes the empirical basis of the
project and explains how the dictionary was made.
• User's guide. Provides help to the user by explaining how information is organized
and how to find it.
• Encyclopedic section. A speciality of LSP dictionaries, particularly important where
the arrangement is exclusively alphabetical. It provides an introduction to the given
LSP subject field, explaining its systematic arrangement and relations among subfields.
Graphs and pictures can be used to illustrate the structure of the field.
• Dictionary grammar. A useful section in a bilingual dictionary intended for translation and production, a dictionary grammar explains the basic categories, regularities
and irregularities of the foreign language. It is a space-saving device, as it concentrates
the information that would otherwise need to be provided in individual entries.
2. Word list(s). The actuallist(s) of headwords equipped with equivalents - the most important dictionary component.
3. Middle matter. The dictionary components that can be inserted into the word list, although not forming a part of it. These components include e.g. maps, diagrams, illustrations,
lists of semantic fields, etc.
4. Back matter. Dictionary components placed at the end of the dictionary after the word

list.
• Index. An alphabetical component found especially in systematically arranged dictionaries, guiding the user to the relevant lemma. Beside complementing systematic word
lists, indices can also be used to provide access to front matter information, such as the
dictionary grammar or encyclopaedic section.
• Appendix A dictionary component providing supplementary information on the LSP
field covered by the dictionary. The information provided in the appendix varies according the the dictionary subject matter; included can be, for instance, mathematical
symbols, conversion tables, a periodical table, the Greek alphabet, examples of business
letters, a bibliography, etc.
• Informative label. A short description of the dictionary size and contents, usually
placed on the back cover of the dictionary. It may also include information about the
lexicographer's background. It has a commercial purpose, intending to capture the
attention of potential buyers.
It is obvious that very few dictionaries include all the components stated. Especially dictionaries compiled by field experts only, without the advice or direct involvement of linguists, lack
such useful parts as the introduction, dictionary grammar or a helpful and informative user's
guide. On the other hand, given the individual circumstances of a lexicographic project, not all
the components stated are always indispensable. The practical aspects of dictionary components
with regard to Czech bilingual specialized dictionaries will be discussed in 4.3.
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Specialized dictionary structures

As in the previous section, a specialized dictionary shares most of its structures with the general
dictionary, the only difference being the increased prominence of some of the structures with
respect to the LSP orientation of the dictionary. In all, we distinguish four main types of LSP
dictionary structures:
• macrostructure
• microstructure
• cross-reference structure
• access structure
To begin with, the term macrostructure refers to the arrangement of the lemmata in a
dictionary. Two basic types are distinguished: the alphabetical and the systematic macrostructure.
Choosing one or the other arrangement is one of the key choices a dictionary author has to make.
The alphabetical macrostructure is the most popular lemma arrangement, in LGP and LSP
dictionaries alike. The reason is obvious - its user-friendliness. The desired information is found
quickly, only one lookup is necessary. On the other hand, the alphabetical arrangement disrupts
the systematic structure of the LSP field, so that terms are isolated, without any indication of
their relations to other terms within the conceptual field.
The alphabetical arrangement is of two basic types (especially relevant for lemmatizing multiword terms), called letter-by-Ietter and word-by-word macrostructure [Hartmann and James
2001, 5]. In the letter-by-Ietter structuring, words and phrases are listed in order of their letters, disregarding word boundaries. In contrast, the word-by-word arrangement does take word
boundaries into consideration. Compare the following examples of a letter-by-Ietter arrangement:
parrot keeper chovatel papousku
parrotlike podobny papouskovi, typicky pro papouska
parrot owner majitel papouska

... with the same lemmata arranged in the word-by-word structure:
parrot keeper chovatel papousku
parrot owner majitel papouska
parrotlike podobny papouskovi, typicky pro papouska

It will be shown in 3.3.3 which ordering is given preference in Czech LSP dictionaries.
Apart from the straight alphabetical macrostructure, two other types of alphabetical or semialphabetical ordering are used to provide a better description of the semantic relations among
terms. The first one, called niching [Hartmann and James 2001, 99]' consists in the grouping of
several related terms (sublemmata) within a single entry while adhering to the strictly alphabetical
principle inside the niche lemma as well as in relation to the previous and following lemmata:
breed hnizdit, mnozit se, odchovavat
breeding 1 chov, odchov, hnizdeni 2 chovny, hnizdni
breeding history historie chovu
breeding pair chovny par
breeding season hnizdni obdobi
8 [Bergenholtz and Tarp 1 1994] also distinguish a "distribution structure" , which is the structure of the linguistic
and encyclopaedic information distributed across the dictionary, and "frame structure", i.e. the structure of the
dictionary components (the division of the dictionary into the word list, the front matter, the middle matter and
the back matter). However, only the macrostructure, microstructure, cross-reference structure and access structure
are given coverage in the present thesis.
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brood snuska
The second type, called nesting, represents a diversion from the strictly alphabetical ordering
[Hartmann and James 2001, 99]. It consists in the clustering of related words and phrases within
one entry (called a nest), while the alphabetical principle in relation to the preceding and following
lemmata is broken. A larger number of terms can be thus grouped together than allowed by
niching:
breed hnizdit, mnozit se, odchovavat
breeding 1 chov, odchov, hnizdeni 2 chovny, hnizdni
breeding history historie chovu
breeding pair chovny par
breeding season hnizdni obdobi
captive breeding odchov v zajeti
colony breeding chov v kolonii
brood snuska
According to [Gouws 2003, 41], this type of arrangement, still preserving the alphabetical ordering
within the nest, is called first-level nesting. However, there is also a more "radical" example of
nesting, called second-level nesting, whereby the lemma column itself is not arranged strictly
alphabetically. This tends to be applied in dictionaries where phrasal items are included among the
sublemmata and morphosyntactic ordering principles are given preference to strictly alphabetical
ones, as shown in 3.3.3.
Unlike the linguistically-oriented alphabetical arrangement, the systematic macrostructure,
one in which the entries are arranged according to conceptual systems, represents a focus on the
content of the LSP field. Therefore, it may appear ideal for the description of a terminology.
After all, LSP experts claim that a true specialized reference work is organized along systematic,
not alphabetical lines, or, at least, the systematic macrostructure is recommended. Terminologist Eugen Wiister, for instance, claims that in gathering data for the specialized dictionary
(Fachwarterbuch), the systematic approach is the only possible one: "Bei der Sammlung der in
ein Fachwarterbuch aufzunehmenden Wart er kann man eigentlich gar nicht anders vorgehen als
systematisch" [Bergenholtz and Kaufmann 1997, 96].
The undoubtable advantage of the systematic arrangement is that it offers an overview of the
subject area, with its hierarchies and internal relations; in fact, it acts as a sort of textbook for the
user. As concept relations remain unbroken by the rules of the alphabet, a greater understanding
of the subject field is achieved, especially in the taxonomically-arranged, culture-independent
sciences. The strengths and weaknesses of this arrangement will further be discussed in 3.3.3.
The next important dictionary structure is the microstructure, i.e. the internal arrangement
of the dictionary article. According to [Roberts 2001], the article can be divided into several distinct fields, each containing a specific type of information. Unlike general language dictionaries,
LSP dictionaries traditionally display a simple microstructure, consisting mostly of headwords and
their equivalents. However, the trend in today's theory of specialized lexicography, undoubtedly
influenced by pedagogical lexicography, is towards the inclusion of as much grammatical and encyclopaedic information as possible. Apart from the headword and the equivalent, the compulsory
elements of the article, the microstructure can contain the following information:
• pronunciation
• morphological information (word class, gender, irregularities, etc.)
• syntactic information (valency, prepositions, collocations)
• information on synonymy
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• linguistic labelling (labels indicating regional usage, field labels etc.)
• exemplification (usage examples)
• encyclopaedic information (encyclopaedic notes and labels)
The amount of information to be incorporated into the microstructure depends on the purpose of
the dictionary and on the practical circumstances of the lexicographic project, i.e. the planned
size of the dictionary, the limits set by the publisher, the linguistic expertise of the lexicographic
team and other factors.
Another of the dictionary structures, the cross-reference structure, refers to a network
of cross-references that enable the user to reach information contained in various parts of the
dictionary. Two types of cross-references are distinguished: dictionary-internal, referring the user
to information in a different part of the dictionary, and dictionary-external, referring to information
outside the dictionary (e.g. ISO norms and other standards). Furthermore, Sandro Nielsen divides
cross-references into use related and function related [Nielsen 1999, 94-96]. Use related crossreferences point towards the information that facilitates the use of a dictionary (for example,
referring to other sections of the user guide). Function-related cross-references, on the other hand,
provide information related to the function of the dictionary. Thus, for instance, in a dictionary
aimed at translation, a function related cross reference will guide the user to information intended
to aid the translation process (e.g. referring to co-hyponyms of a given lemma).
Referring to other parts of the dictionary or information outside a dictionary is facilitated by
indicators such as see, see also, compare, cf., etc, or by lexicographic symbols such as -->, 0 or *.
Great care needs to be taken not to make cross-references circular, e.g. to refer from A to Band
then from B back to A.
The last of the dictionary structures to be mentioned is the access structure. By this term
lexicographers mean the structure of lexicographic indicating devices which guide the user to the
information needed. Two basic types are distinguished ~ outer access structure, comprising
indicators directing the user to the relevant article, and inner access structure, referring to
indicators within the individual article 9 . The former includes such devices as running heads,
thumb indices or the use of colour. The latter mostly makes use of a variety of typographical
devices such as the bold print (to indicate the lemma or the equivalent), italics, brackets, vertical
lines, semicolons, etc.
In conclusion, it can be said that a good dictionary is the result of the interplay of its individual
structures, provided that they are carefully and expertly designed. While the microstructure
contains the information sought, the other structures co-operate in guiding the user towards it at
the lowest information cost possible, or give additional data that enhances the understanding of
the entry consulted.

2.3.9

The use of computers in specialized lexicography

The production of dictionaries, formerly the preoccupation of linguists, is witnessing an increased
involvement of information scientists and computer experts. This involvement greatly facilitates a
number of dictionary preparation stages like corpus compilation, corpus tagging, lemmatization 10 ,
disambiguation, editing of dictionary articles, etc. At present, five principal types of computer
software are used in dictionary preparation: software for typesetting, text editing (well-known from
other disciplines besides lexicography), maintaining databases, textual analysis and grammatical
analysis [Dodd 2003, 351].
Dictionary databases, in particular, represent a significant facilitation of the lemmatization
process. Having replaced the traditional card files, they enable lexicographers to store information
in chunks, called "records". Each record is divided into several fields and subfields, which can
be accessed in an easy manner by different routes. The advantage of a database is that the
information can be quickly updated or deleted, which was not possible in card files.
gFor a more detailed discussion of access structure see 4.8.l.
lathe reduction of the variant word forms to the canonical (uninflected) form
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Text analysis software has first been used in literary studies, but its usefulness was soon
recognized by dictionary compilers. By means of the software, the lexicographer is able to obtain
a list of all the words used in the given text, both in the alphabetical and frequency order.
Furthermore, the list can be expanded into an index which shows the position of each word in
the text if necessary. Another important feature of this software its its capability to provide
concordances, enabling the lexicographer to examine the syntactical and pragmatic aspects of the
term in question.
Finally, software for grammatical analysis, originally used in connection with computationallinguistics and artificial intelligence, classifies words into grammatical categories and sub categories, providing an extremely helpful tool in lemmatization. Morphological categories of corpus
units are established by means of multiple passes through a text combined with morphological
recognition, consulting lists of exceptions and syntactic templating [Dodd 2003, 353]. Although
this software is of major use to general lexicographers, even LSP lexicography can utilize its
potential to enrich the LSP dictionary article with grammatical information.
In addition to aiding the production of printed dictionaries, computer work is finding an
increased application in the preparation of the ever more popular electronic dictionaries, published
on CD ROMs or the Internet ("online lexicons"). These dictionaries are either exclusively designed
as electronic reference works or are published as mere electronic versions of printed dictionaries.
In both cases, the electronic format offers a number of significant advantages, such as:
• almost unlimited space enabling richer entries
• low information cost (easy access to desired information) owing to hypertext
• the possibility of separate searches of individual types if information due to parsing l l
• the possibility of involving sound (pronunciation)
• the possibility to include encyclopaedic information and illustrations
• practical size (a CD as opposed to a bulky book)
Despite the benefits stated, it is unlikely that electronic dictionaries will totally replace printed
ones in the future, partly because the number of conservative dictionary users is still very high.
Moreover, linguistic expertise can never be entirely removed from dictionary work. It can be
assumed that in the years to come, electronic and printed dictionaries will continue to coexist,
just as information scientists and linguists will continue to co-operate to further enhance the
quality of dictionaries, regardless of their format.

llsee [Bergenholtz and Tarp 1 1994, 37-47]
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Analysis of Czech-English and
English-Czech specialized
dictionaries
Dictionaries are complex units made up of a number of independent components which together
constitute a whole, the dictionary. In this respect, a dictionary may be compared to a novel.
- Henning Bergenholtz

The present section deals with the process and the results of a detailed analysis of CzechEnglish and English-Czech dictionaries carried out to obtain an overview of the state-of-the-art
Czech bilingual specialized lexicography - its strengths, weaknesses and characteristic features.
The guidelines to be produced in the following section would not be thinkable without a sum
of information gathered from authentic dictionaries of Czech origin, testifying to lexicographic
excellence as well as shortcomings, both useful in their potential to serve as valuable learning
material.

3.1

Background to the analysis

In order to obtain a sufficient wealth of information on different aspects of Czech bilingual specialized dictionaries, yet avoid becoming overwhelmed with lexicographic data, twenty-five dictionaries
were selected for analysis. This number was found satisfactory for gaining a representative sample
of bilingual dictionary material. Some of the dictionaries analyzed are bidirectional; these are regarded as a single dictionary. On the other hand, three lexicographic projects in the sample consist
of two separate volumes. Unlike the single-volume projects, they are considered as two separate
dictionaries, as there can be some significant differences between the individual directions.
The selection of these dictionaries was not random; several main purposes were observed:

• To make sure that both the English-Czech and Czech-English directions are represented in
proportion, allowing for some predominance of English-Czech dictionaries, as they are more
frequent .
• To obtain a well-balanced sample of LSP dictionaries by including dictionaries of both humanities and sciences to a comparable degree. In addition, to select as wide a variety of
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fields as possible, ranging from such highly specialized areas as cartography or hydro-biology
to more mainstream fields such as law, education or business. 1
• To make sure that both single- and multi-field dictionaries are represented. Similarly, to
include both maximizing and minimizing dictionaries.
Despite the fact that it might be interesting to provide a diachronic evaluation of Czech bilingual specialized dictionaries, comparing the quality and informativeness of older projects to some
of the recent ones, the idea was eventually rejected. As synchronic analysis itself offers a wealth
of relevant material, the choice of dictionaries was limited to those published after 1989.
For completeness of information, the authors and names of the dictionaries analyzed, together
with their basic classification, are listed below (for their full bibliographical details see Bibliography). In the analysis, each dictionary will be referred to by the name of the author/authors
in capital letters. Some lexicographers, such as Sandro Nielsen, use special abbreviations for
individual dictionaries. As we assume that shortened names such as ALD, LNUD, AND, FEO
[Nielsen 1994] do not reveal much, especially since the number of dictionaries to be abbreviated
is twenty-five, we use authors' names instead. One advantage of this is that among people from
various LSP fields, the corresponding dictionaries indeed tend to be referred to using the names
of the authors. If the dictionary has several authors, only the name of the first one is used for
convenience' sake.
1. Jan BALEKA: Anglicko-cesky slovn£k vytvarneho umen£ (English-Czech Dictionary of Art
Terms) - single field, minimizing
2. Zdenek BAZANT: Anglicko-cesky technicky slovn£k (English-Czech Dictionary of Technology) - multi-field, minimizing
3. Zdenek BAZANT: Cesko-anglicky technicky slovn£k (Czech-English Dictionary of Technology) - multi-field, minimizing
4. Marta CHROMA: Anglicko-cesky pravnicky slovn£k. (English-Czech Law Dictionary) - single
field, minimizing
5. P.H. COLLIN: Anglicko-cesky obchodn£ slovn{k (English-Czech Business Dictionary) - singlefield, minimizing
6. Jarmila HAJKOVA et. al: Anglicko-cesky a cesko-anglicky slovn£k ekologie a iivotn£ho
prostred£ (Czech-English and English-Czech Environmental Dictionary) - single-field, maximizing
7. Milan HANAK et al.: Anglicko-cesky architektonicky a stavebn£ slovn£k (English-Czech Dictionary of Architecture and Civil Engineering) - single field, maximizing
8. Milan HANAK: Cesko-anglicky architektonicky a stavebn£ slovn£k (Czech-English Dictionary
of Architecture and Civil Engineering) - single-field, maximizing
9. Jaroslav HERMANSKY: Modern£ anglicko-cesky slovn£k sportovn£ch vyrazii (Modern EnglishCzech Dictionary of Sports Terminology) - single-field, minimizing
10. Bohuslav HORAK: Anglicko-cesky a cesko-anglicky lesnicky a drevarsky slovn£k (CzechEnglish and English-Czech Dictionary of Forestry and Wood Products) - single-field, maximizing
11. Miroslav KALINA et. al: Odborne slovn£k anglicko-cesky z oblasti ekonomicke, obchodn£ a
pravn£ (English-Czech Dictionary of Economics, Business and Law) - multi-field, minimizing
1 In a nUlIlber of instances, several dictionaries dealing with the same or silllilar field were selected to enable
comparison.
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12. Ivo MACHACKA: Cesko-anglicky a anglicko-cesky slovn£k na cesty a dopravn£ radce pro
fidice a motoristy (Czech English and English-Czech Dictionary of Motoring and a Driver's
Guide) - single-field, minimizing
13. Libuse MALINOVA et al.: Anglicko-cesky a cesko-anglicky elektrotechnicky a elektronicky
slovn£k (English-Czech and Czech-English Dictionary of Electrical Engineering and Electronics)- single-field, maximizing

14. Augustin MERTA and Dagmar MERTOvA: Anglicko-cesky slovn£k knihovnictv£ a informatiky (English-Czech Dictionary of Library and Information Science and Practice) - singlefield, maximizing
15. Oldfich MINIHOFER, Miroslav HAVLiCEK, Jaroslav STARY: Anglicko-cesky acesko-anglicky
slovn£k. Zpracovani dan. Telekomunikace. Kancelarske systemy (English-Czech Dictionary.
Data Processing. Telecommunications. Office Systems) -multi-field, minimizing

16. Jonathan P. MURRAY: Anglicko-cesky lekafsky slovn£k (English-Czech terminological Dictionary of Medicine) - single-field, minimizing
17. Jan PRUCHA: Cesko-anglicky pedagogicky slovn£k (Czech-English Dictionary of Education)
- single-field, minimizing
18. Martin RUL1K, 8tepan HUSAK, Jan KVET et al.: Anglicko-cesky a cesko-anglicky slovn£k
pojmu pouZivanych v hydrobiologii a ekologii mokfadu (English-Czech and Czech-English
Dictionary of Terms used in Hydrobiology and Ecology of Wetlands) -single-field, minimizing

19. Ivan :RADA: Anglicko-ceskJJ letecky slovn£k (English-Czech Aviation Dictionary) - single
field, maximizing

20. Marcela STRAKOvA, Josef BURGER, Milan HRDY: Anglicko-cesky hospodarsky slovn£k
(English-Czech Dictionary of Business) - single field, maximizing
21. Marcela STRAKOvA, JosefBURGER, Milan HRDY: Cesko-anglicky hospodarsky slovnfk)(CzechEnglish Dictionary of Business) - single field, maximizing
22. Jifi 8iMA: Cesko-anglicky slovn£k pro geodety a kartografy (Czech-English Dictionary for
Geodesists and Cartographers) - single field, minimizing

23. Vera TOPILOvA: Cesko-anglicky slovn£k pravn£ch a obchodn£ch term£nu (Czech-English
Dictionary of Legal and Business Terms) -multi-field, minimizing
24. Jaroslav VEDRAL: Anglicko-cesky slovn£k biotechnologie (English-Czech Dictionary of Biotechnology) -single field, minimizing
25. Frantisek VLK: Anglicko-cesky odborny slovn£k motorovych vozidel (English-Czech Terminological Dictionary of Motor Vehicles) - single field, maximizing
As can be seen from he wide range of LSP fields covered, the data sampled from these dictionaries can be regarded as representative of the overall situation in Czech bilingual specialized
lexicography.
Having introduced the material to be analyzed, several comments need to be made about the
structure of the analysis. In its first part, some basic facts on the twenty-five dictionaries will
be given, mostly relating to their size and character, and some generalizations will be made in
relation to the Czech lexicographic environment and its specific features. Next, a detailed analysis
of the selected dictionaries will be presented. Although there are several ways in which this can
be implemented, a decision was made to analyze the dictionaries according to their components
and structures. Consequently, the analysis is carried out according to the following framework:
1. Outside matter: Front matter
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• contents
• preface and introduction
• user's guide
• dictionary grammar
• encyclopaedic section
• other front matter components
2. Outside matter: Back matter

• index
• appendix
• bibliography
• informative label
3. Word list
• macrostructure
• microstructure
• cross-reference structure
The main dictionary components and structures having been analyzed, some additional aspects of the dictionaries in question will be dealt with (e.g. equivalence, general and specialized
language, etc.) Next, a brief section will summarize the results of the analysis in a new typology
of shortcomings found in Czech-English and English-Czech dictionaries. Finally, the increasingly
fashionable method of user research will be covered in the concluding section, discussing the basic
principles as well as the results of a user survey carried out especially for the purposes of the
thesis.
Although the present chapter is overwhelmingly based on the authentic data researched, some
theoretical comments and explanations will be made to enable better understanding of the material
presented.

3.2

General character of the dictionaries analyzed

Lexicography is a field of human activity in which the desirable is in constant clash with the
practicable. One of the key factors influencing the character of Czech-English and English-Czech
dictionaries is the fact that Czech is a small language. "Small" here does not mean poor in
vocabulary; language size can rather be understood as "the diffusion and range of application of
a given language" [Bergenholtz and Tarp 1 1994, 57]. As Czech is a language with a small spread,
it logically means that the market for specialized dictionaries is limited, even more so than in
the case of general dictionaries. The limited user potential can have some negative effects on the
quality of the dictionaries produced, for instance the reduction of terms lemmatized, the problem
with combining dictionary functions, the reduction of linguistic and encyclopaedic information to
save space, etc. Let us now examine how the small size of the Czech language is reflected in the
character of the twenty-five dictionaries analyzed.
The first area in which language size plays a role is the category of maximizing/minimizing
dictionaries. Large languages such as English, French or Spanish can afford to produce maximizing
dictionaries of tens of thousands of lemmata providing an exhaustive coverage of the field in
question. In the Czech environment, however, these dictionaries would hardly be marketable although there is a need for them in certain circles, there are not enough buyers to make the
project profitable. In consequence, minimizing dictionaries prevail over maximizing ones. In our
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sample, 15 out of the 25 dictionaries are minimizing2. Although this majority of minimizing
dictionaries does not appear considerable, it needs to be remembered that two of the maximizing
dictionaries on our list are part of a single lexicographic project (they are the opposite direction
of the same dictionary, only published in a separate volume), so the actual ratio is 15: 8 in favour
of minimizing dictionaries.
However, even the dictionaries classed as "maximizing" cannot compare in size to those produced for speakers of large languages, where the number of 120,000 lemmata is not an exception such is the size, for instance, of the Routledge Spanish Technical Dictionary/Dictionario Tecnico
Ingles [Boud: 1997]. For illustration, here are the lemma counts for the single directions of the
maximizing dictionaries analyzed:
STRAKovA:
HANAK I (E-Cz):
HANAK II (Cz-E)
MALINOvA:
VLK:
RADA:
HAJKOvA:
MERTA:
HORAK:

45,000 (each volume)
40,000
30,000
35,000
37,000
28,000
20,000
14,000
11,000

From this data it follows that an average Czech maximizing dictionary contains between 20,00030,000 lemmata. By and large, this is comparable to the situation in other small languages - for
Danish, for instance, the average lemma count in LSP dictionaries is 20,000 [Nielsen 1994, 128].
Another aspect in which the small size of the Czech language plays a role is the occurrence of
multi-field dictionaries. Apart from producing an exhaustive maximizing dictionary, publishing a
single-field or even sub-field dictionary can represent another practical problem. There are a large
number of users who need second-language information running across several fields (managers,
technicians, communication experts) and apart from the convenience of having all the information
in a single volume, users' reluctance to buy several separate dictionaries (for financial reasons or
otherwise) can also play a part in the choice of a multi-field project. Its chance to sell well is
simply higher than that of the single-field or even sub-field reference work.
The advantage of multi-field dictionaries is obvious - easy access to information covering several
LSP fields. On the other hand, they often only provide superficial treatment of lemmata. In
addition, they are poor in linguistic and encyclopaedic data to save space for the miscellany of
terms. Finally, they have the undesirable tendency to cover some areas well, while culpably
neglecting others. Fortunately, multi-field dictionaries are in the minority among those analyzed,
the ratio being 20: 5. 3 Single-field dictionaries prevail, which is in accordance with the current
urging of Western LSP metalexicographers to abandon multi-field dictionaries and focus on singlefield or sub-field projects [Bergenholtz and Tarp 1 1994, 59]. On the other hand, it would be
unrealistic to expect multi-field dictionaries to disappear from our lexicographic scene for good they have a convenience-related function to fulfill It is only important for the authors to make use
of the front matter or informative label to explain the purpose as well as the limitations of the
dictionary project to the potential buyers, thus preventing future disappointment.
Apart from the already-mentioned classification of LSP dictionaries into minimizing and maximizing or single-field, multi-field and sub-field, there is one more way of dividing them, i.e. into
2To provide an unanimous division of dictionaries into maximizing and minimizing is difficult, as this category
moves on a scale. The division proposed in the thesis, made on the basis of the number of lemmata as well as
information contained in individual dictionary introductions, can only be regarded as approximate. If only the
front matter of the individual dictionaries provided more specific information on the dictionary project in question,
the division could be more precise.
3However, even such a seemingly clear-cut category as the number of fields covered can be viewed from different
angles. This thesis adopts rather a broad approach to what constitutes a field, treating the areas of business, sports
or art as a single field. Nevertheless, SOI11e lexicographers would regard these as multiple fields, which would make
our ratio very different.
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bilingual and multilingual ones. It is another of the strengths of Czech lexicographic practice not
to have produced a large number of multi-language reference works (those existing mostly refer
to the subjects of medicine or biology), as they can offer little more than lists of bare terms in
several languages. Due to their severely limited usefulness, these dictionaries are totally excluded
from the sample list and from the thesis altogether. Indeed, the recent developments in dictionary
publishing indicate that the practice of the multi-lingual LSP lexicography is being abandoned
altogether in favour of more specialized and in··depth projects.
Finally, a brief mention must be made of the authorship of the LSP dictionaries analyzed. The
way a dictionary looks as a final product is to a great extent determined by who participates in the
lexicographic project. The handbook A Practical Guide to Lexicography claims that specialized
dictionaries are predominantly made by trained linguists: "Although some specialized lexicographers may have undergone formal training in the subject field in question, many are actually
language specialists (e.g. with training in lexicography, linguistics, or translation) and have not
received formal training in the subject field" [Bowker 2003, 161].
Having a trained linguist as an author, or at least a member, of the lexicographic project should
be a guarantee of the dictionary's quality in presenting linguistic data. Do the sample dictionaries
comply with the situation outlined above? The answer is not easy to find, as the majority of them
lack sufficiently detailed introductions in which the authorship would be clearly stated. This is
an unfortunate state of things, as information on the background of the author/authors should
be provided by every dictionary, as is the exceptional instance of HORAK: "The present EnglishCzech and Czech-English dictionary was compiled at the Scientific Information Department of the
Faculty of Forestry, MZU Bmo. It originated on the basis of long-term information, translation,
terminological and lexicographic activity of the author" [Honik 1999, 5].
However, the overwhelming majority of the other dictionaries fail to inform who their authors
are. Only an approximate idea can be gained, based on the outside matter information of the
selected dictionaries, on the quality of the dictionary entries and on a modest poll carried out
among several Czech publishing houses involved in producing specialized dictionaries. Nine Czech
publishing houses were addressed with the question whether linguists co-operate in the production
of their dictionaries. Six of them (LEDA, Linde, Professional Publishing, Fraus, Scriptorium and
Montanex sent back their replies, four of them stating that they did indeed have linguists as part
of the lexicographic teams. One publishing house answered that the authors of one dictionary
were all members of the English Department at the College of Economics, that is linguists with
training in business studies. Although this finding appears encouraging, it has to be pointed out
that the "inclusion of a linguist" ~ as has been admitted by the publishing houses themselves ~
mostly consists in proofreading the manuscript, correcting mistakes or making some additional
suggestions. For a dictionary to be a multi-purpose, user-friendly reference work, more active
involvement is needed.
After considering all the information available, we can come to the tentative conclusion that
Czech bilingual specialized dictionaries are rarely written by linguists. This is most true of technical dictionaries, whose authors are invariably experts in technology. These "lexicographers" tend
to be conservative in their approach to dictionary design and rather reluctant to take a linguist on
board. A more promising situation can be found in dictionaries of social sciences, where linguists
are often present as advisers. Sometimes the author is an applied linguist with an extensive knowledge of the subject area in question (especially common in dictionaries of business or law). Let us
now examine how two different dictionaries (one technical, the other commerce- and law-related)
treat the same entry. The first dictionary was compiled without the aid of linguists, the other by
people trained in linguistics. An entry relevant to both subjects has been purposefully chosen.
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operate obsluhovati, fiditi, ovl<idati (stroj), uvadeti v cinnost, spoustetij pohaneti, uddovati v cinnosti
'" and release lag doba pfitahu a odpadu (rele) [Bazant et al. 1 1992, 612]
operate provozovat, fidit, obsluhovat, fungovat, vypravit, skupiny,organizovat zajezdy
o. a computer pracovat s pocitacem
o. a factory fidit tovarnu
o. a machine obsluhovat stroj
o. in the red mit deficit, ztratovy provoz
o. on a non-profit making basis pusobit na neziskove bazi
o. on two shifts pracovat na dye smeny
o. transport services provozovat dopravu [Kalina et al. 2001, 610]
Comparing the two entries, we can see that in the dictionary compiled by a linguist, the user
needs are carefully considered and collocations included, containing also some implicit syntactic
information. Such an entry will enable the user not only receive, but also produce text in the
target language. The first entry, on the other hand, can only aid the passive user, failing to
provide relevant information for active use.
The ideal situation regarding the authorship of specialized dictionaries has been described by
Danish lexicographer Renning Bergenholtz, who claims that "No part of a specialized dictionary
should be written only by a layman nor only by an expert in the given field" [Schaeder and
Bergenholtz 1994, 156]. Although the situation in Czech specialized lexicography is still far from
this proclaimed ideal, there is evidence of growing co-operation between field experts and linguists.
The authorship of linguists may still remain an exception rather than a rule, but their involvement
on dictionary teams is gradually becoming reality.
To conclude, the bilingual specialized dictionaries analyzed are more often minimizing than
maximizing in their lemma selection, predominantly ~ but not exclusively ~ single-field in their
LSP coverage and most frequently written by field experts who may consult with linguists, usually
regarding the correctness and presentation of equivalents as well as of grammar information.
Dictionaries of humanities display more active involvement of linguists than technical dictionaries.

3.3

Analysis of dictionary components and structures

The present section deals with a detailed analysis of the individual structures and components
of the twenty-five selected dictionaries. Its aim is to elicit the inormation on the methods and
preferences of Czech specialized lexicographers and thus to obtain source material necessary for
the subsequent outline of the methodology of Czech bilingual dictionaries.

3.3.1

Analysis of the front matter

Situated before the word list, the front matter is a dictionary section informing users on the
purpose, character as well as contents of the dictionary and explaining how to utilize the dictionary
to its full potential. Generally, this section tends to be neglected by users, who often consult the
word list straight away. Despite that, metalexicographers stress the importance of the front matter,
insisting that dictionary authors should not feel deterred by the lack of users' interest, as a good
dictionary is unthinkable without a good front matter.
According to Manual of Specialized Lexicography, the standard front matter components include [Bergenholtz and Tarp 1 1994, 167-178]:
• a table of contents
• a preface
• an introduction
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• a user's guide
• a dictionary grammar
• an encyclopaedic section
The present subsection will show how many of these components are found in the sample dictionaries and how much space and detail they are given.
Table of Contents
Having a table of contents in a dictionary, where it is the macrostructure that serves as the chief
instrument of data access, may seem superfluous. However, in a high-quality dictionary comprising
a rich variety of components besides the word list, a table of contents is a useful aid for referring the
user to these components. It can be placed either in the front matter as the very first component
of the dictionary, or, more rarely, in the back matter.
Out of the twenty-five dictionaries selected, only ten include a table of contents. In nine
dictionaries it is placed in the front matter as the first dictionary component. On the other hand,
HERMANSKY and MURRAY place the table of contents at the very end of their dictionaries.
This is interesting as they are both arranged systematically (MACHACKA, the third systematic
dictionary in our selection, includes the table of contents in the front matter). Three relevant
conclusions can be drawn from the survey of our sample as far as the table of contents is concerned:
1. The table of contents tends to be included in dictionaries rich in other components besides the
word list (user's guides, appendices, bibliographies, lists of abbreviations, etc.). It appears
with equal frequency in dictionaries of humanities and in technical dictionaries.
2. The table of contents is invariably present in dictionaries arranged systematically. Here, it
can be regarded as a compulsory component without which the orientation in the dictionary
would be extremely difficult. In alphabetical dictionaries, it remains an optional, though
very helpful, component.
3. Some publishing houses (in our sample, Nakladatelstvl Fraus) seem to incorporate the table
of contents into their house guidelines. In all dictionaries produced by such a publishing
house, the table of contents is present. This suggests a unified dictionary-making policy.
Preface /Introd uction
There is unanimous consensus among lexicographers that a good dictionary should contain an
introductory part in which the background, the intended function as well as the contents of the
dictionary would be briefly characterized. However, there appears to be a difference of opinion
as to how many components this introductory part should comprise. According to the Dictionary of Lexicography, the introductory information should be subsumed under one section called
a preface, which can be defined as "The place in the front matter of a reference work where
publishers and/or editors state their aims and the intended functions of the work" [Hartmann and
James 2001, 111]. On the other hand, the strictly methodical Manual of Specialized Lexicography
holds that there should in fact be two introductory components - a preface and an introduction.
In the preface, the author informs on the background to the dictionary, including the dictionary
function, purpose, scope and application. The introduction, in turn, aims at describing the empirical basis of the lexicographic project, providing information on the corpus and the decisions
made during the compilation of the dictionary [Bergenholtz and Tarp 1 1994, 169].
While the information considered by the Manual as part of the introduction is essential and
should be covered by every good dictionary, it remains to be seen from the analysis of the sample
dictionaries whether the strict division of the introductory part is adhered to by our dictionaries,
and, consequently, whether the Manual's demand for two separate components is a logical solution
or an unnecessary luxury.
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The twenty-five sample dictionaries demonstrate that the preface/introduction is a firmly established part of a Czech bilingual specialized dictionary. Twenty-two of them contain this frontmatter component; only three lack it altogether. However, the first striking observation to be
made is that with a single exception4 , the dictionaries do not contain a preface and an introduction as two separate components; they all include a single component, usually called a "preface",
an "introduction" or simply possessing no heading at all, which subsumes the information on both
the function and purpose of the dictionary and on the corpus and lemma selection. To respect the
established practice of Czech dictionary compilers and to avoid imposing artificial and perhaps
unnecessary demands on them, let us accept that the inclusion of a single introductory component
is the norm in Czech specialized lexicography. Based on a majority of instances, let us call this
component a "preface".
Although the high occurrence of prefaces in the sample dictionaries appears encouraging, the
quality of individual prefaces varies greatly - from a few sentences briefly mentioning the intended
users and the number of lemmata, as in KALIN A, to detailed statements of the dictionary purpose,
function, lemma selection and LSP treatment, for instance in HORAK.
Upon close examination of the individual dictionary prefaces, several distinct categories of
information can be identified. They are listed here in order of the frequency of occurrence in our
sample:
Dictionary size. The number of terms treated is stated by an overwhelming majority of the
sample dictionaries containing a preface. The authors either only give the number of the
dictionary entries or add the total number of lexical units included in the dictionary (this
tends to be done in dictionaries containing sublemmata and collocations, e.g. CHROMA).
Some dictionaries, for instance RADA, also mention the count of the equivalents besides
that of the lemmata, as the numbers can differ (28, 000 lemmata to 45,000 equivalents in
his case). The dictionary size is always expressed by well-rounded numbers, which, however,
must only be regarded as approximate.
LSP fields covered. With the exception of a single dictionary (MURRAY), all the dictionaries
containing a preface provide some listing of the fields and subfields treated 5 . In single-field
dictionaries, the listing usually involves the individual sub-fields of the LSP field (e.g. the
field of aviation treated by RADA subsumes civil aviation, military aviation, air traffic control, airport terminology, etc.). In multi-field dictionaries, a list is provided of the individual
fields described. Frequently, the authors report to have included some terminology from adjacent fields as well, provided that it frequently occurs in the texts of the LSP field treated.
Thus, for instance, STRAKA, dealing primarily with business, also covers to some extent
such related fields as ecology, transportation, the system of customs and excise and information technologies. This decision saves users from having to consult several LSP dictionaries
at the same time.
Background to the lexicographic project. More than a half of the prefaces provide information on the background to the dictionary - the sources of lemmata, the methods of their
selection and the dictionary's authorship. Generally, the comments on where the LSP terms
were excerpted from tend to be vague, often only speaking of "long-term excerption" from
"a variety of sources", such as in MALINOVA: "The dictionary, compiled on the basis of
excerption from modern specialized books and magazines, covers the current state of English
and Czech terminology of electrical engineering and electronics" [Malinova et al. 1993, 3].
Only a few of the dictionaries informing on their own empirical basis are more concrete.
One such notable exception is HORAK, stating the following: "The dictionary was compiled
using the database of forestry and wood production TREECD on CD-ROM, and the publi4The exception mentioned is BAZANT 1, the Czech-English volume of the technical dictionary. Besides a
preface, it also contains a very brief introduction including a note on lemma selection and intended users.
5HERMANSKY, which does not include a preface, provides the listing of LSP fields within the informative label
in the back matter.
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cations Terminology of Forest Science, Technology, Practice and Products (Ford Robertson,
1971) and Forestry and Forest Products Vocabulary (Ruokonen, 1985)" [Honik 1999, 5].
Most of the other dictionaries are not as explicit as HORAK about the sources of the terms
they lemmatize. The data given is usually more general, for instance:
• existing specialized dictionaries, mostly English in origin (CHROMA)
• ISO norms (VLK)
• authentic documentation related to the LSP field, e.g. legal contracts, business letters,
etc. (CHROMA)
• Internet information (VLK)
• fiction (R)
• own experience (VLK)
• information obtained by consulting experts (HAJKOVA)
• newspaper and magazine reviews (BALEKA)
The statement of the sources of lemmata is connected with another (often equally neglected)
outside matter component, the bibliography (see below).
Besides the sources of terms, the note on the dictionary's background can also comment on
the criteria of lemma selection. This is the case, among others, of a comment by RULfK:
"The selection of lemmata for the dictionary was done in such a way as to include as many
fields 6 as possible [... ] Although an attempt was made at providing a balanced representation of the individual fields, some terminologies prevail (e.g. fishing)." [Rulik, Husak,
Kvet 1996, 5]. In addition, minimizing dictionaries (e.g. sf MA) usually report that lemma
selection has only been limited to high-frequency terms and that the dictionary by no means
aspires to be a complete terminology.
An interesting point concerning the selection of terms is found in PRUCHA. Here, the lexicographer has adopted a user-oriented approach to deciding which terms will be covered,
rather than a purely frequency-driven one: "The dictionary contains more than 6000 specialized terms. The terms represent what Czech users need to express (sic!) for their
communicative purposes. Therefore, the lemma selection is focused on simple and multi-word
terms which are anchored in the educational institutions of the Czech Republic. Naturally, a
certain part of the terminology is international, i.e. not limited to specifically Czech reality"
[Prucha 2005,6]. The fact that the author adopted this user-oriented approach, making sure
that the terminological idiosyncracies of the Czech educational system will not be avoided,
speaks of a high degree of lexicographic expertise.
Another information item occasionally found in the background part of the preface is the
statement of the dictionary's authorship. The note on authorship is usually not very concrete
(possibly for modesty reasons), plainly stating that the dictionary was compiled by a group
of field experts (HANAK), that it originated at a particular institution (e.g. the Faculty of
Forestry and Wood Production in Brno, as seen in HORAK) or that the manuscript was
read and corrected by a language expert (BAZANT). Due to the lack of preface information
it is difficult to make any generalizations about the authorship of our LSP dictionaries, as
discussed in 3.2.
Intended users Seventeen out of the twenty-five prefaces make a clear statement about what sort
of users the dictionary is intended for. Given that we are dealing with LSP dictionaries, it is
no surprise that all the seventeen dictionaries state that they are intended for field experts.
In addition, nevertheless, other user groups are also mentioned. Very frequently, experts in
neighbouring fields are stated to fall within the user group. Thus, for instance, PRUCHA
states that his dictionary of pedagogy is designed not only for teachers, academic workers and
6In actual fact, these are rather subfields.
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students, but also managers of educational institutions, experts in psychology, sociology, etc.
Another user group mentioned (nine instances) involves translators and interpreters working
with given LSP texts. These fall within the group of semi-experts, together with students
of LSP subjects and experts in neighbouring fields. Finally, in a minority of dictionaries
(five instances), the user scope is also extended to include non-experts. These lay users are
usually referred to as "the general interested public" (CHROMA) or "hobbyists" (RADA). It
is obvious, however, that even such laypeople are expected to have some knowledge, however
basic, of the LSP field in question.
Dictionary function. This aspect, although regarded as absolutely crucial by the Aarhus lexicographers, tends to be neglected in the prefaces of the selected dictionaries. The authors
do not seem to be giving much thought to whether the dictionary is going to be used for the
purposes of language reception, production or translation, or all of these. The inclusion of
translators and interpreters among the proclaimed users implies that translation is going to
be one of the functions, but nothing is explicitly said about it. This can be simply due to the
fact that Czech is too small a language to produce dictionaries serving individual functions;
the reference works published simply appear to have a "universal" function.
It is beyond doubt that mentioning the intended language functions in the preface would be
a proof of the author's familiarity with the latest results of the research into LSP lexicography. However, the current situation seems to suggest that the considerations of language
production, reception and translation still fail to play an important role in the methodical
planning of the dictionaries (this is, for example, illustrated by the indication of gender in
Czech nouns in dictionaries obviously intended for Czech users, showing a degree of ignorance
of the dictionary's real function).

However vague most of the selected dictionaries are regarding their function, there are some
notable exceptions. One of them is represented by BALEKA, a rather small, minimizing
English-Czech dictionary of art containing little more than bare terms and their equivalents.
To any critic who could view the poor microstructure negatively, the author answers in
the preface, stating clearly the dictionary's function: "The dictionary is intended for passive language use, therefore it does not even indicate pronunciation. The entry structure
is intentionally simple, [... ] enabling fast and easy lookup of the English art term and its
Czech equivalent. Thus, this structure aims at obtaining unambiguous information, which
is sufficient for passive reading and text understanding" [Baleka 2003, 5]. This honest statement demonstrates that simple microstructure, often criticized by linguists as the mark of a
"bad" dictionary, does not always have to be a shortcoming, provided its purpose is clearly
explained by the dictionary preface.
Comment on the need for the dictionary Twelve prefaces from our sample contain a note
explaining why the present dictionary is needed and on what grounds it has been compiled.
The purpose is obvious - to convince potential users of the merit of the dictionary and,
where there is competition, to state its unique qualities. These are some of the needs stated:
• The dictionary covers a terminology that has not yet been treated by any dictionary
(HORAK, RADA, VLK, HAJKOVA).
• Previous dictionaries of the given LSP field exist, but they are out-of-date and incomplete (Sf MA).
• The dictionary offers some novelty (e.g. being compiled on the basis of a continuously
updated term bank) in contrast to the existing ones (MINIHOFER).
• The dictionary seeks to contribute to the unification of an insufficiently standardized
terminology (HAJKOVA).
• The dictionary meets the needs of a new social, political or economic situation, e.g.
European integration or the increasingly globalized world market (COLLIN).
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Nielsen [1994: 90] regards the comment on the need of the dictionary as optional rather
than necessary, but adds that it can have some relevance when it comes to lay users of the
dictionary. We can also add that on the ever-increasing dictionary market (provided that
dictionary prefaces are read), it can have a certain marketing role, explaining to potential
buyers why this dictionary may prove indispensable to them.

Acknowledgements. Although they can also be included as a separate dictionary component
(such as in HAJKOVA), the authors' acknowledgements are often placed at the end of the
dictionary preface. Where not only names but also institutions are stated, we can gain
information on the wider background of the lexicographic project.
To conclude, the prefaces examined show some common characteristics in the information provided (especially as regards dictionary size, LSP fields covered and intended users). On the other
hand, some important information items (above all dictionary function) are frequently omitted.
The occurrence of the individual preface parts can be summarized in Table 3.1.
No. of occurrences

Percentage

dictionary size
LSP fields covered
background to the dictionary
intended users
dictionary function (stated or implied)
comment on the need for the dictionary
acknowledgements

20
20
15
14
13
12
7

80%
80%
60%
56%
52%
48%
28%

Total of dictionaries

25

100%

Preface part

Table 3.1: The occurrence of individual preface parts in the sample dictionaries, in numbers and
percentages.

User's guide
Besides a preface explaining the background and purpose of the lexicographic project, a dictionary
should also contain a user's guide in its front matter, where the user is instructed how to work
with the dictionary to obtain the information needed and how to utilize the dictionary to its full
potential. The purpose of the user's guide has been pertinently expressed by leading lexicographer
Sidney I. Landau: "The purpose of the guide is to describe as clearly as possible all the kinds
of information included in the dictionary [... ] To put the matter simply, the guide answers the
questions, What's in it? What does it mean?, and How do I find it?" [Landau 1989, 116].
Unlike the preface, usually made up of continuous text, the user's guide consists of a series of
guidelines equipped with dictionary entry examples, resembling a manual. Where the dictionary
has a very simple macro-and microstructure (e.g. BALEKA or RULfK), the user's guide will
be rather short. However, in dictionaries employing more complex structuring (sublemmata,
niching, nesting, definitions, collocations, etc.), very precise instructions must be given to the
user, covering a whole range of the dictionary's aspects from the lemmatization of compound
terms to the alphabetical arrangement of phrases and collocations within an entry.
Out of the twenty-five sample dictionaries, sixteen contain a user's guide. Despite amounting to
more than a half, the number cannot be regarded as satisfactory, considering that user-friendliness
should be at the heart of the lexicographer's work. In addition, some of the user guides involved
(e.g. HAJKOVA) only comment on the dictionary article, not on the overall arrangement of the
dictionary. On the other hand, it is true that most of the dictionaries lacking the guide (e.g.
VEDRAL, RULfK, VLK) are fairly simple in organization, thus the absence of instructions is not
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felt as painfully as it would be in the more complex dictionaries such as CHROMA, STRAKA or
pR{JCHA7.
The only exception is KALINA, an otherwise good dictionary, where the lack of the user's guide
(and, additionally, a satisfactory preface) is somehow surprising, as the dictionary displays a complex microstructure with a great amount of lexical syntagmatic and implicit syntactic information.
Here, the failure to include a user's guide must be regarded as a serious omission.
Before providing a more in-depth analysis of the user's guides in the sample, it needs to be
pointed out that this front matter component is not called "User's guide" in any of the Czech
bilingual dictionaries examined. Instead, it is called "Arrangement of the dictionary", "Article
structure", "Basic arrangement of the dictionary", "Comments of the editors on the arragement
of the dictionary" and "Arragmement of the dictionary and comments on its use". As can be
seen, not all of these headings are fortunate. The term "Article structure" is only limited to the
microstructure, whereas a good user's guide should also report on the dictionary's macrostructure.
The term "Comments of the editors on the basic arrangement of the dictionary" is precise, but
rather long. The variant "Arrangement of the dictionary" appears appropriate, but does not imply
the fact that the dictionary component in question is a set of guidelines. However problematic
these headings are, they clearly suggest that the term "user's guide" is unfamiliar to the Czech
lexicographic scene. Some suggestions regarding its appropriate Czech translation will be made
in 4.4.l.
Examining the user's guides of all the sixteen sample dictionaries (see above), we can elicit the
following categories of information covered:
• Comment on the macrostructure type. This is mostly a statement of the type of
alphabetization, i.e. either letter-by-letter or word-by-word (no information can be elicited
regarding the systematic dictionaries in the sample, as none of them contains a user's guide).
• Comment on lemmatizing multi-word terms. A note on how the multi-word terms
are to be looked up (i.e. whether they are listed according to their head term or the first
component) .
• Comment on the use of the tilde (rv). This is very frequently an independent instruction, explaining the function of this space-saving symbol (representing the head term in
sublemmata to avoid repetition).
• Comment on the microstructure. Here, the article structure is explained and exemplified. The ordering of the microstructural information is stated (equivalent, grammar information, collocations, synonyms, etc.). The treatment of this section varies greatly across
the individual dictionaries.
• Comment on labelling. The different types of labels (field labels, linguistic labels) are
introduced and their use explained.
• Comment on spelling. This mainly concerns the spelling of the English part of the
dictionary. One spelling variant is stated as primary (predominantly British spelling) and
the way in which the secondary variants are labelled is then explained.
• Comment on equivalence. This part can contain some notes on the criteria of equivalent selection, such as in RADA: "Czech expressions are preferred to foreign synonyms used
in Czech, with the exception of the cases where such terms are commonly used in aviation (autopilot, kompenzovani) or in established compound terms (svisly vzlet but vertikalni
dohlednost)" [Rada 2001,10].
• Other comments. Each of these additional comments is usually found in no more than
two or three of the sample dictionaries. This category comprises, for instance, comments on
7In some of these dictionaries, a number of user-oriented instructions are given in the preface. However, such a
hybrid solution is not to be recommended.
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homonymy, lemmatization of plurals, the system of cross-references, the inclusion of general
language, comments of the selection of terms, etc.
The occurrence of the individual user's guide components in our sample is summarized in table
3.2, where the components are listed in order of frequency.
User's guide component
comment on the microstructure
comment on the use of the tilde
comment on macrostructure type
comment of lemmatizing multi-wo terms
comment on spelling
other comments
comment on labelling
comment on equivalence

I Total of dictionaries examined

No. of occurrences

Percentage

16
15
13
13
11
9
7
3

64%
60%
52%
52%
44%
36%
28%
12%

25

"

Table 3.2: The representation of the individual user guide components in the sample dictionaries,
showing both the number of occurrences and the corresponding percentages.

Encyclopaedic section
It has already been stated that the overwhelming majority ofthe dictionaries analyzed are arranged
in a strict alphabetical manner. When discussing this arrangement in 2.3.9, we stated that its
inherent disadvantage is that, unlike the systematic macrostructure, it does not enable the user
to gain an overview of the field in question, with its relations and hierarchies. This weakness
of the alphabetical arrangement can be to some extent remedied by providing an encyclopaedic
component in the front matter - an introductiory section laying out the basic rules and principles
of the field in question [Nielsen 1994, 98].
Although the use of the encyclopaedic section is widely recommended by the Aarhus authors, we
find that the dictionaries in our sample lack this component altogether. The only dictionary that
provides some front matter information on the field is RADA, where we find a diagram of aircraft
types and two tables containing SI unit prefixes and radiophony spelling alphabet. The other
dictionaries in the sample contain nothing of this kind. The total absence of the encyclopaedic
section from the sample dictionaries appears to be due to three reasons:

1. The idea of the inclusion of the encyclopaedic section is relatively new in specialized lexicography and has not yet been reflected by the Czech dictionary-making scene.

2. Few of the LSP dictionaries published in the Czech Republic are strictly single-field. Providing encyclopaedic coverage of several fields at the same time is considerably difficult to
implement, claiming too much space in the dictionary.
3. Some of the functions of the encyclopaedic section are served by the appendices of the sample
dictionaries (especially STRAKA) .
On the basis of all the front matters examined, we can safely claim that the concept of the
encyclopaedic section is still alien to Czech specialized lexicography. The idea that the dictionary
informs on the language, not on the subject field itself, seems to prevail.
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Dictionary grammar
While the encyclopaedic section seeks to provide specialized knowledge of the field, a component
called "dictionary grammar" should serve a similar function on the linguistic basis. Again, the idea
of an independent grammar section is very much promoted by the Aarhus authors: "Linguistic
information is particularly important in dictionaries intended for translation and text production,
no matter whether the dictionary target language is the user's native language or a foreign language. Detailed grammatical information is particularly called for in bilingual dictionaries where
the target language is not the user's native language" [Bergenholtz and Tarp 1 1994, 178].
As to the contents of the grammar section, it should comprise grammatical irregularities,
information on parts of speech, the differences between the grammatical structures in the two
languages and other grammatical features. The inclusion of a good grammar section can save
space in the word list, as some grammar information need not then be provided in the actual
dictionary articles (e.g. irregular verb forms).
Examining the sample dictionaries, however, we find a situation very similar to the one concerning the encyclopaedic section. No dictionary from our sample contains a component that
could be considered a fully-fledged grammar section. The only dictionary providing a minimum of
grammatical information in the front matter is VLK, where we find - within the introduction - a
list of English versus American suffixes and a list of terms dealing with cars where American usage
differs from British usage (the author uses the American standard in his dictionary and makes no
further reference to British terms or spelling).
The main reason for the absence of grammatical sections in our dictionaries is the same as
in the previous instance - the practice of including dictionary grammars is simply not firmlyrooted in Czech bilingual lexicography. Admittedly, we are only examining English-Czech and
Czech-English dictionaries, and, therefore, we have to avoid hasty conclusions. The fact that
English grammar is fairly well-known among a large section of Czech LSP dictionary users can
indeed be responsible for the fact that its knowledge is taken for granted by the dictionary authors.
However, we believe the same situation can be expected in the LSP dictionaries of other languages,
considering that the authors are mostly field experts, not linguists. The potential usefulness of
the grammar section will be discussed in Chapter 4.
Other front matter components
Besides the components dealt with above, the front matter of bilingual specialized dictionaries can
contain some other elements whose existence can only be stated, as they do not provide enough
material for analysis. Apart from the independent acknowledgements section, found in a minority
of the dictionaries examined (acknowledgements are mostly included in the preface), the major
component of the rather artificial category of "other front matter components" is the list of
abbreviations.
With two exceptions, (VEDRAL and VLK), a list of abbreviations can be found in all the
dictionaries contained in the sample. The items abbreviated range from morphological categories
(f for feminine, adj. for adjective, plo for plural) to specialized fields (chem., geom., hist., ekon.).
The abbreviations will be discussed in more detail in the section on dictionary labelling (see below).

3.3.2

Analysis of the back matter

Although not considered as important as front matter, back matter can contain relevant additional
information that simply could not be included in either the front matter or the word lists. To
quote a classic again, here is how the purpose of the back matter has been summarized by Sidney
1. Landau: "The back matter of ESL dictionaries contains various linguistic aids specifically for
the foreign learner: lists of irregular words, spelling guides, tables of ordinal and cardinal numbers.
8 Although back matter comes after the word list in a dictionary, we include it after the front matter in the
present analysis, as these two dictionary parts are very similar in character, hence the umbrella term "outside
matter."
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ESL dictionaries also contain such old standbys as tables of weights and measures and punctuation
guides" [Landau 1989, 117]. We can only add that besides linguistic information, the back matter
can also provide useful encyclopaedic data, making up - to some extent - for the absence of
the encyclopaedic section in the front matter. Again, as in the front matter, the back matter
consists of a number of distinct components: the appendix, the bibliography, the index and
the informative label.
The appendix
The appendix is a dictionary component in which all the additional information on the dictionary
subject matter can be placed. The character of the information provided by the appendix depends
on the character of the given dictionary field. Thus, a dictionary of chemistry can contain the
periodic table, the dictionary of technology important weights and measures, the dictionary of law
some examples oflegal contracts in both languages, etc. Clearly, the appendix has an encyclopaedic
function to fulfill. The information given in the appendix can be presented in the form of appended
documents, tables, graphs, diagrams or illustrations (e.g. maps of countries, pictures of the human
body, animals, machinery, etc.).
Let us now see to what extent our sample dictionaries make use of this back matter component.
Out of the twenty-five dictionaries, eleven contain an appendix of some description. Obviously,
the quality of the individual appendices varies greatly, from a multi-page overview of the relevant
data from the LSP field to a mere list of specialized abbreviations used by the experts in the field.
The best appendix by far is to be found in STRAKA (a dictionary of business), where it
amounts to several dozen pages of exemplary material, compiled not only with a view to the users'
needs concerning business, but also with respect to their specific needs when consulting either
the Czech-English and the English-Czech direction. To take this dictionary as an example, let
us overview some of the data that the appendix comprises in either direction, beginning with the
Czech-English direction:
• basic information on the Czech Republic (a map of the country, information about regions,
selected indicators of national economy, etc.)
• addresses of Chambers of Commerce in the Czech Republic
• banks and other financial institutions in the Czech Republic
• doing business in the Czech Republic (taxation of resident entities, taxation of non-resident
entities, tax assessments and payments, withholding tax)
• insurance in the Czech Republic
• educational system in the Czech Republic
• examples of commercial correspondence (Czech into English)
The English-Czech direction, in turn, contains the following:
• geographical and political facts on English-speaking countries (maps, regions, etc.)
• addresses of the Chambers of Commerce in the English-speaking countries
• accounting
• types of taxes
• incoterms
• types of insurance in the UK
• education in the UK and the US
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• examples of legal forms of agreement
Such a comprehensive appendix adds another dimension to the dictionary - in addition to being
a reference work on bilingual specialized terminology, it also becomes a source of information on
the realia of the other-language country, a guide to some basic business facts and a textbook of
commercial correspondence as well as basic English business phraseology in genera1 9 . To do justice
to the other dictionaries in the selection, here are some ideas for the appendix information they
have utilized:
• commentary on the selected terms from the field of sustainable growth; selected terms from
the philosophical and value-based approach to the man-nature relationship (HAJKOVA)
• a list of most frequent abbreviations used in law (KALINA)
• lists of Czech and European educational institutions and their most important documents
(PRUCHA)
• examples of some medical documents (a discharge letter, a standard discharge summary,
a general practitioner's referral letter, etc.) in both languages; commented pictures of the
human body (MURRAY)
• useful phone numbers in the UK, ferry lines, documents necessary for driving in the UK,
some differences between the Czech and British traffic code, traffic signs in the UK in colour,
etc. (MACHACKA)
• conversion of metric and Anglo-American units (HANAK)
In general, dictionaries of humanities are more likely to include an appendix than dictionaries
of technology and natural sciences, although the opportunities for the inclusion of additional
information are plentiful. There are two possible reasons why technical dictionaries might be less
inclined to contain an appendix: the rather conservative and exclusively terminological background
of many of their authors, and the multi-field character of these dictionaries.
The dictionary type that can be considered the most auspicious for including various additional
features is the sub-field dictionary. Unfortunately, publishing such a dictionary is not very viable
in our conditions, given the small size of the Czech language and the subsequent limitation of
the dictionary market. Despite that, some of the dictionaries in our selection have managed to
include a good-quality appendices that enhance the value of the reference works, and can serve as
examples for future lexicographic projects.

Index
An index is a component informing users where particular information items are referred to in the
dictionary. According to metalexicographic literature, an index is an optional part of an alphabetical dictionary and a compulsory part of a systematic dictionary. In an alphabetical dictionary, the
index usually only lists catchwords [Bergenholtz and Tarp 11994, 182]. In systematic dictionaries,
however, the role of the index is far more important - it enables the user to find the dictionary
article sought, as lemmata are arranged thematically and finding the desired one without an index
represents a time-consuming task.
Although the theory of specialized lexicography lists the index as a legitimate part of a LSP
dictionary, the Czech reality looks very different. Not a single one of the sample dictionaries
contains an index, including the three systematic dictionaries. While the absence of the index is
quite bearable in MACHACKA due to its hybrid macrostructure, it becomes a real problem in the
remaining two, MURRAY and HERMANSKY. The individual terms which we might be looking
for are lost within the topic-based arrangement of both dictionaries, resulting in the user's having
to leaf through the book in search of the corresponding lemma. HERMANSKY seems to be more
9For an extract from STRAKA see Appendix B
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aware of this shortcoming and at least includes a list of the most common sporting events as the
last category of terms listed. Murray, however, leaves the user absolutely helpless in the face of
having to find a specific term in the dictionary, suggesting that the reference work is more of a
textbook of medical English than a genuine dictionary.
To conclude, we can state that while in an alphabetical dictionary the index merely appears as
a welcome luxury, in the systematic dictionary it represents a necessity that should be taken into
consideration at the stage when the dictionary is planned. If omitted, the dictionary becomes an
interesting overview of the subject field in question without serving the real needs of the users.

Bibliography
A bibliography is a dictionary component complementary with the preface, as it states the principle
sources from which the lemmata were excerpted. For practical reasons, however, it tends to
be included in the back matter. Out of the twenty-five sample dictionaries, only four provide
a bibliography (RADA, HORAK, HERMANSKY and CHROMA). The last-mentioned author
divides the bibliography into three parts: dictionaries, texbooks and other sources. RADA, in
turn, lists some important databases of aviation and magazines for hobbyists.
While not absolutely necessary as far as users' needs are concerned, the bibliography adds
authority to the dictionary, as the sources used and stated can be surveyed by any interested user.
Moreover, authors whose works have been used as a corpus by the lexicographer are given due
credit. The practice of including a bibliography is therefore to be recommended.

Informative label
The informative label is the last component of the dictionary back matter, and the last component
of the dictionary as such. This is due to its position, usually on the back cover of the dictionary
(rarely inside the dictionary). Primarily commercial in purpose, the informative label provides a
brief summary of the contents and the functions of the dictionary in a way that potential users
may find appealing. Unlike the preface, this dictionary component will in all likelihood be read
by buyers, so its language tends to contain a variety of commendatory statements concerning the
dictionary size and usefulness.
Out of the twenty-five sample dictionaries, seventeen contain an informative label of some
sort. The length and detail of description differ - from very detailed reports on the dictionary
background and purpose (HORAK) to a few sentences stating the lemma count and the LSP
areas covered (BALEKA). In all, the information found in the sample informative labels can be
classified into the following categories:
• dictionary size (number of entries or lexical units)
• intended users
• note on authorship and background to the dictionary
• LSP areas covered
• other features covered (slang, abbreviations, collocations, examples, appendix)
• contents of the entry (pronunciation, definitions, synonyms, etc.)
• information on macrostructure (e.g. quick lookup, etc.)
• a note on the special qualities of the dictionary (for marketing purposes)
The presence of the informative label on the back cover of the dictionary is the ultimate proof
of the commercial aspect of lexicography. This aspect is further reinforced by the the fact that
some of the dictionaries in our sample have given up their back cover space for advertising.
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3.3.3

Analysis of the macrostructure

As stated in 2.3.9, the term "macrostructure" refers to the arrangement of lemmata in the word
list. In the present subsection, we will examine the different macrostructure types found in the
sample dictionaries and discuss their strenghts as well as weaknesses in relation to the dictionary
user. The systematic macrostructure will be covered first, leaving the rest of the subsection to the
treatment of the alphabetical arrangement.
Dictionaries with a systematic macrostructure

In the selection of the sample dictionaries, an effort was made to include some with the systematic
arrangement to gain an overview of their characteristic features. As mentioned earlier, systematic
dictionaries are in a striking minority among the dictionaries published in the Czech Republic.
In our sample, they are represented by three reference works - MACHACKA, HERMANSKY
and MURRAY. Before they are subjected to a brief analysis, it must be pointed out that very
few systematic dictionaries are purely systematic, i.e. devoid of any alphabetical ordering. What
makes them "systematic" is their division into different subject areas which then can (or need not)
be arranged alphabetically.
Out of the three systematic dictionaries, MURRAY displays the smallest extent of alphabetical
ordering. The book is divided into a large number of short subsections (e.g. Surgical conditions,
Common operations, Knee injury, Cardiac Arrest, Metabolism, etc.), some of which are alphabetical, while others are not [Murray 1995, 177]:
Descriptive words for a muscle
weak
slaby
strong
silny
functionong
fungujici, funkcni
non-functioning
afunkcni, nefungujici [... ]
limp
splaskly, mekky
tense
napjaty

It is perhaps not difficult to understand why the author has given up on the inner alphabetical
arrangement of a subsection like this. If we examine the lemmata closely, we can see that they
form pairs of antonyms which would be lost if the the arrangement were alphabetical. Obviously,
it is not always possible to arrange the terms into such ant onymous pairs, but wherever there is
an opportunity, the author does so. Similarly, he lists together terms of synonymous meanings,
e.g. floppy and flaccid, lithe and supple, etc. Therefore, sense relations are given preference to the
alphabetical arrangement where possible.
The arrangement selected by Murray, while providing an excelent overview of the conceptual
field of medicine, is limited in its usefulness for the purpose of quick reference. As it lacks an
alphabetical index at the end, finding the needed lemma is a time-consuming task. Thus, it
resembles a bilingual textbook of medicine terminology rather than a dictionary designed for
language reception or translation.
The other two dictionaries, MACHACKA and, above all, HERMANSKY, are more thorough in
their application of the alphabetical arrangement within the systematically presented subsections.
While MACHACKA still possesses a certain "textbook character", providing not only terms, but
also phraseology and conversational expressions related to motoring, HERMANSKY is a dictionary
that has every potential to serve the reception or translation of English texts. The dictionary,
dealing with the field of sport, is divided into sections according to individual sports and games
(Aerobatics, Canoeing, BMX, Karate, Rugby, Riding, Yachting, etc.), followed by a section on
general sporting terms. The alphabetical parts of the dictionary are arranged according to the
letter-by-letter principle, using nesting to treat multi-word terms and collocations.
Although the dictionary offers an excellent overview of the vocabularies of the individual sports
and games, a question needs to be asked: is this mixture of systematic and alphabetical macrostruc-
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tures really user-friendly? Again, the question cannot be satisfactorily answered without considering the function of the dictionary ~ a rather difficult task, as the dictionary contains no preface
where the function would be stated. Nevertheless, an attempt at an answer can be made. Despite
its advantages, the systematic arrangement cannot be considered ideal as far as the user's benefit
is concerned. The information cost is too high as the user has to do a great deal of searching
before arriving at the desired lemma. This is true even in spite of the provision of the universal
terminology section at the end. It can be assumed that a user-friendlier solution would be an alphabetical arrangement making use of field labels to indicate which sport/game the term belongs
to. Terms of universal application would remain unlabelled.
To conclude, we can state that although systematic dictionaries represent a daring attempt at
the representation of the conceptual fields of given LSP areas, their usefulness for quick reference
and translation from or into the foreign language remains limited. They are helpful as textbooks
of foreign terminologies rather than reference works enabling convenient lookup. Therefore, in
comparison with conventional alphabetical dictionaries, their role is terminology- rather than
lexicography-related.
Dictionaries with an alphabetical macrostructure
Having discussed the systematic dictionaries in our selection, we will now focus on the twenty-two
alphabetical ones, examining the various types of alphabetical arrangement, their distribution
across the sample and their appropriateness with respect to the character of the dictionaries.
As mentioned in 2.3.9, there are two basic ways of applying the alphabetical arrangement: the
"word-by-word" and the "letter-by-Ietter" principle. The former respects word boundaries, while
the latter only takes letters or graphemes into consideration. Studying the twenty-two alphabetical
dictionaries, we find that the word-by-word arrangement is preferred by an overwhelming majority
of them. Twenty-one dictionaries are ordered in this way; only a single one (BALEKA) uses the
letter-by-letter system. The reason for the preference of this system is obvious: it gives rise
to compact groups of terms, enabling clusters of multi-word terms to stay together [Merta and
Mertova 1994, 48]:
digit
digit-by-digit
digit position
digital
digital image
The word-by-word arrangement, therefore, appears appropriate in dictionaries lemmatizing a
larger number of multi-word terms. As these are inevitable in any terminology, it is not surprising
that the word-by-word arrangement is given such preference by our specialized dictionaries. Some
additional reasons for the suitability of the word-by-word principle will be given in 4.5.
Another division applied to the alphabetical macrostructure is the one between strictly alphabetical and nest-alphabetical arrangement. As discussed in 2.3.9, the strictly alphabetical
macrostructure can be further subdivided into straight-alphabetical and niche-alphabetical
("niching"), both observing the alphabetisation principle, while the nest-alphabetical system
("nesting") allows some interruption in the alphabet. Nesting can further be subdivided into
first-level nesting, where the alphabet is only disregarded in relation to the preceding and following lemmata while observed among the sublemmata inside the entry, and second-level nesting,
in which the alphabetical principle is also broken inside the entry due to morphosyntactic or other
reasons. Each of these macrostructural choices is well-represented in the sample, as can be seen
in Table 3.3 10 .
Out of the above-mentioned arrangements, the straight-alphabetical one is the simplest, most
straightforward macrostructural choice. Each term is lemmatized separately as an independent
10 Both

nesting types are subsumed here under a single category of "nesting" .
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No. od dictionaries

Percentage

systematic arrangement
straight-alphabetical arrangement
alphabetical with niching
alphabetical with nesting

3
9
8
5

12%
36%
32%
20%

total

25

100%

Macrostructure type

Table 3.3: Microstructure types in the sample dictionaries.

entry, and there are no sublemmata [Baleka 2003, 109]11:
lead 1 vest
lead 2 olovo, olovnice
lead calm oloveny prut
lead casting oloveny odlitek
lead crystal oloveny krystal
The obvious advantage of this system consists in its clarity. The information cost is very low,
as the user does not need to search inside a network of sublemmata. On the other hand, the
system is not without drawbacks, the greatest being a lack of economy. As each term has to be
presented on a new line, a great amount of valuable space is lost. A more economical solution is
to provide multi-word terms as niches or nests directly following the equivalent.
The straight-alphabetical system appears to be favoured by dictionaries of technology and natural sciences, whose authors are rather reluctant to experiment with more complex macrostructures,
as well as by dictionaries with a small lemma count (such as BALEKA in our sample), where space
does not represent a problem. Only two dictionaries out of the nine straight-alphabetical ones
(see Table 3.3), KALINA and COLLIN, utilize the possibility of providing collocations and usage
examples - without the sublemma status - under the individual lemmata 12. The other seven
dictionaries consist of very simple entries without much linguistic information.
The next solution to the alphabetical arrangement of a dictionary is niching. In reality, niching
is not dramatically different from the straight-alphabetical system, as alphabetization remains
strictly observed. The only difference consists in the existence of sublemmata (which would be
independent lemmata in the former system), arranged in niches headed by the main lemma
[Hartmann and James 2001, 99]. The niche-alphabetical system can be realized in two ways.
The first is the so-called clustering, whereby the sublemmata directly follow the main lemma
article and then each other, i.e. they do not start a new line. This space-saving arrangement does
not occur in a single one of the sample dictionaries. All the eight niche-alphabetical dictionaries
display the other type of niching, called listing. Here, each sublemma is placed on a new line to
allow easier orientation. According to [Nielsen 1994, 192]' the sublemmata should be indented in
order to be distinguishable from the main lemma. However, indenting is not present in any of the
sample dictionaries. Moreover, none of the sample dictionaries provides the sublemmata in full;
instead, they use the tilde in place of the niche lemma [Hamik et al. 1 1998, 11]:13
abode bydliste
above nahore, shora; nahoru, vzhuru; nad, mimo dosah
11 In connection with the two homonyms lemmatized, note how the failure to provide pronunciation in this
dictionary may cause users problems regarding oral production.
12The provision of collocations in a straight-alphabetical arrangement is discussed, for instance, in [Nielsen 1994,
270-276]
13The possible drawbacks of using the tilde will be discussed in 4.8.1.
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"'-atmoshperic pressure pretlak
"'-grade wall cast zdiva nad urovni terenu
"'-ground nad terenem, nad povrchem, nad zemi
"'-ground storey nadzemni podlazi
",-roof nadstfesni, stfesni
"'-sea level nad mofem, nad hladinou more
abrasion obrusovani, obrus, abraze
It appears that niching tends to be favoured by both dictionaries of natural sciences and of humanities. Moreover, the same type of niching (even as far as graphics are concerned) occurs in four
dictionaries (STRAKOvA, both directions, and HANAK, both directions) by the same publishing house, the Plzeii-based Fraus, suggesting some common guidelines for lexicographers working
for this publisher. All of the sample dictionaries organized according to the niche-alphabetical
principle employ listing, not clustering, in their presentation of sublemmata, resulting in an easily
surveyable word-list virtually of the same information cost as the straight-alphabetical word list.
The only minor problem is that in very long niche articles, it may take some time to trace the
tilde sequences back to the niche lemma.
Finally, the last type of alphabetical arrangement found in the sample dictionaries is nesting.
Referring to Table 3.3, we can see that this system is somewhat less popular than the two abovementioned arrangements, yet its occurrence is not negligible. What constitutes its strength? As
discussed earlier, unlike niching, nesting permits the interruption of a strictly alphabetical ordering.
Therefore, apart from multi-word terms derived from the niche lemma, a nest can also contain
collocations, valency examples or simply lemma-related terms that break the strictly alphabetical
sequence, as seen in PRUCHA [Prucha 2005, 24]:

diference/rozdil/odlisnost difference [... ]
diferenciace (rozdelovani iaku podle schopnosti, prospechu, zajmu) streaming/ tracking/
differentiation
diferenciace podle schopnosti ability grouping
hyperdiferenciace / nadmermi diferenciace overdifferentiation
odstraneni diferenciace destreaming
skolni diferenciace academic tracking
digitatni video / DVD [.... ]
A decision to be made before applying the nesting principle is how the nest is going to be
organized. In niching, this problem does not arise, as the only possible arrangement is strictly
alphabetical. Nesting, however, allows for the deviation from the alphabetical ordering, thus
offering at least two ordering types. The first one, representing first level nesting mentioned
earlier, is found in the example above: the sublemmata in the nest are arranged alphabetically,
regardless of word class or other morphosyntactic criteria. The nest simply consists of a sequence
of heterogeneous items, ranging from compound terms to collocations, arranged according to no
other system than the alphabet.
The second possibility is offered by second level nesting, where several alphabetical sequences may occur inside the entry, the reason being morphosyntactic relatedness of certain sublemmata. Examples of such an arrangement can be found in CHROMA. Here, the nests are
quite complex and rich in sublemmata, so some alteration to the alphabetical arrangement of the
sublemmata has been adopted. Where nouns are lemmatized, the nest first alphabetically lists
sublemmata containing premodification, before opening a new alphabetical sequence with items
containing postmodification [Chroma 1995, 191]:
malice [maelis] n zla vule, potmesilost, zlovolnost; actual", vyslovna zlovolnost; constructive '" konkludentni/dedukovana zlovolnost [... ] preconceived/premeditated
'" promysleny zly umysl; '" aforethought umysl spachat nezakonny Cin; '" in fact
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vyslovmi zlovolnost; '" in law umyslne konani nezakonneho <:inu bez spravedliv8 pfiCiny
Similarly, where adjectives are lemmatized, syntagmata containing them in the attributive
position are alphabetically listed before those where the adjectives appear predicatively. In
verbs, again, simple collocations are listed before more complex syntagmata. The freedom of
sublemma arrangement afforded by nesting is made full use of in this dictionary. On the other
hand, CHROMA also displays some drawbacks of the nesting principle. The nest headed by the
word law, for instance, stretches over three pages, making it rather difficult to find the desired
term in such a complex network of sublemmata. A straight-alphabetical arrangement with the
terms written out in full would make this task much easier. However, the dictionary would grow
considerably in size.
Another, less common (and less transparent) type of nesting is found in sf MA, a dictionary
of geodetics. Here, the alphabetical principle used inside the entry ignores the head terms and is
only applied to the second constituents of the sublemmata. As a result, the alphabetical ordering
is somewhat obscured: [Sima 1993, 7]:
atlas
dejepisny kapesni politicky - sveta
- skolni
tematicky In addition, the sample also contains dictionaries (e.g. RULfK) where the subentries inside the
nest are arranged haphazardly, without any apparent system. These, however, are rather extreme
examples of second-level nesting. Although nesting allows disruptions in the alphabet, they should
not be used randomly; some logic ought to be applied in the ordering of the nest.
In conclusion, it can be stated that an undoubtable advantage of the macrostructural devices
such as niching and nesting is that items morphosemantically related are seen together by the user.
The word "nest" is especially pertinent in this respect. The straight-alphabetical arrangement
lacks this ability to "hold the related items together". The result is a somehow fragmented
impression of the terminology (see Appendix B for an example from VLK).
The last macrostructual problem that needs to be discussed involves the lemmatization of
multi-word terms, as these can be integrated into the macrostructure in a number of ways. The
following solutions are found in the sample:
1. Multi-word terms are lemmatized according to their first constituent. This solu-

tion, found in a majority of the sample dictionaries, is applied to straight-alphabetical and
niched/nested dictionaries alike. It does not matter whether the first element of the term is
the head constituent or not. The arrangement can result in long lists of multi-word terms
beginning with the same word [Hajkova et al. 1998, 319]:
soil
soil
soil
soil
soil

acidification
acidity
adhesion
aggregate . .. etc.

In niched and nested word lists, the first constituent is usually replaced by the tilde to save
space.
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2. Multi-word terms are lemmatized according to their head constituent. This solution is found in a number of dictionaries with the nesting principle and, furthermore, in
the Czech-English parts of several bi-directional dictionaries with a niched English-Czech
direction (STRAKOVA, MALINOvA, HANAK). The lemmatization according to the head
constituent, however, does not represent pure niching, but some kind of "pseudo-niching",
well-suited to the character of Czech multi-word terms, as seen in the following extract
[Strakovli, Burger, Hrdy 2 2000, 132]:
identifikace f identification
"', bankovni bank identification
"', datoveho prvku data element tag
"', druhova generic identification

3. Multi-word terms are lemmatized both according to their first constituent and
their head constituent. This is a minority solution applied to some important terms
which the authors deem worth lemmatizing twice so that the user finds them as quickly as
possible. Thus, for instance, in RADA, we find the term landing gear in two articles - under
gear and then under landing gear. The two entries are linked by a cross-reference, while
only one of these contains a full lexicographic description. Instances like these, although
user-friendly, are rare. This is because too much space is lost by lemmatizing one term
twice.
To conclude, the most straightforward and frequent principle of lemmatizing multi-word terms
in the sample is lelIllnatization according to the first constituent of the term. The principle is
present in both dictionaries of natural sciences/technology and humanities. Equally, it can be
found in both straight-alphabetical and niched/nested macrostructures. The second principle,
i.e. lemmatizing according the head constituent, can be found especially in the Czech-English
directions contained in the sample. The third, combined principle (see above) is only applied
exceptionally in some important terms.

3.3.4

Analysis of the microstructure

As suggested earlier, the term "microstructure" refers to the inner arrangement of the dictionary
entry. Whereas the macrostructure guides the user to the desired lemma, the microstructure provides him/her with the information needed. Whereas there are relatively few types of macrostructure with limited space for innovation, the microstructure presents a greater opportunity for
variation and creative choice on the part of the lexicographer.
The data for the analysis of the microstructures of the twenty-five selected dictionaries was
sampled from two basic sources - the user's guides of the dictionaries in question and the individual
dicitonary articles, studied carefully to elicit any information relevant for the analysis.
To carry out the analysis of such a complex structure, some common framework needed to
be established. Drawing on the survey of a number of dictionary articles as well as the essential
literature on specialized lexicography, especially Nielsen's The Bilingual Specialized Dictionary
[Nielsen: 1994]' the following framework for the analysis of the individual dictionaries was worked
out:
1. COMMENT ON THE LEMMA

• lemma presentation
• spelling information
• pronunciation
• lemma labelling
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• grammar information
2. COMMENT ON THE EQUIVALENT
• equivalent presentation
• spelling information
• pronunciation
• equivalent labelling
• grammar information
• treatment of polysemy
3. ENCYCLOPAEDIC INFORMATION
4. LEXICAL SYNTAGMATIC INFORMATION (collocations)
5. LEXICAL PARADIGMATIC INFORMATION
6. USAGE EXAMPLES
Admittedly, the system is not flawless. For instance, for a Czech-English dictionary, some of
the categories will be redundant, while others will be superfluous in the English-Czech direction
(e.g. gender in nouns, labelling, irregularities in nouns and verbs, etc.) 14. Furthermore, the
ordering of information shown above may not be true for all the dictionaries examined. For
instance, while most dictionaries give synonyms at the end of the article, in others the lexical
paradigmatic information immediately follows the lemma. Finally, the model lacks the category
of "pragmatic information". This is due to the fact that this information tends to be hidden in
a number of other microstructural elements, e.g. explanatory notes (which we subsume under
non-linguistic information) or usage examples (which are classed as an independent element).
Therefore, allowances for fuzziness of categories have to be made.
In conclusion, it must be stressed that the proposed system is not an attempt at creating a
new model structure of a dictionary entry - that task has been successfully undertaken by others,
especially Roberts [2001] and Nielsen [1994]. Instead, it is a working schema compiled for the
purposes of the sample analysis so that information can be accessed and described as easily and
efficiently as possible.
Comment on the lemma
The first thing that a user notices in a dictionary is the manner in which the lemma is presented 15
. According to Nielsen [1994: 207]' lemma presentationis the "typographical presentation and
placing of a lemma in relation to the entire dictionary article introduced by such a lemma". In
other words, it is the way in which the lemma is shown.
In a majority of the sample dictionaries (23 out of 25), the lemma is presented in boldface
lowercase print. Two dictionaries (MURRAY and 81MA) present their lemmata in plain lowercase
text. In the case of MURRAY this is understandable, as the systematic dictionary lacks the typical
microstructural features found in a majority of bilingual dictionaries. In the instance of 8ima,
however, it is more difficult to understand why the author has given up the opportunity to highlight
the headwords graphically. It may be due to the fact that the dictionary as a whole displays a
very modest appearance, being a paperback volume with very low-end graphics. Notwithstanding
these two cases, it can be safely claimed that the lemma presentation in boldface lowercase print
is the norm for Czech bilingual specialized dictionaries.
When dealing with lemma presentation, note should also be taken of the presentation of sublemmata in the individual entries. There are several possible ways in which sublemmata (Le.
multi-word terms) can be shown:
14The information might not be redundant if the dictionary were designed to serve not only Czech but also
English users. In practice, however, this is rarely the case.
15In Chapter 4, lemma and equivalent presentation are discussed more systematically under "Access structure" .
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1. The head term is replaced by the tilde (~), the other constituents are given in full [Strakova,
BUrger, Hrdy 2 2000, 584]

vycvik m training
~, odborny vocational training, professional training
~, specialni special training
~, zakladni basic training

2. The head term is represented by its first letter, the other constituents are given in full [Kalina

et al. 2001, 493]:
judicial soudni, justicni; soudcovsky
j. assembly
soudni shromazdeni
j. authorities
soudni organy
j. branch
soudni odvetvi, slozka
j. circuit
soudni okres [... ]

3. The compound term is provided in full [Rulik, Husak, Kvet 1996, 53]16:
leaf (pI. leaves)
leaf litter
leaf surface
leaf area
leaf canopy

list
listovy
listovY
listova
listovy

odpad
povrch
plocha
zapoj, listovi

Out of the 15 sample dictionaries that contain sublemmata, eleven present them using the
tilde, two using the first letter and two providing compound terms in full. The remaining ten
dictionaries display the straight-alphabetical ordering, not including sublemmata at all.
Another aspect of the comment on the lemma is represented by spelling information. In
the dictionaries examined, this information comes in three forms:
1. Information on general variation in spelling, such as found in RUL1K [Rulik, Husak, Kvet
1996, 12]:

arrowhead (arrow-head) sipatka Sagittaria sagittofolia

2. Information on specific spelling features, usually shown in a shortened form in brackets
[Chroma 1995, 18]:
acquit [e'kwit] /tt/ (v) 1 sb. of st. zprostit koho viny, osvobodit koho od ceho

3. Information on regional variation, mostly concerning the difference between British and
American spelling. The differences are indicated by means of labels (BrE, AmE or GB, US)
and cross-references.
16Note the twofold insufficiency of this entry: first, there is no consistent alphabetization of the sublemmata;
second, the meaning of the headword does not correspond with the meanings of the multi-word sublemmata.
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The examination of the twenty-five sample dictionaries shows that the information on regional
spelling variation is by far the most common, being provided by 17 out of the 25 dictionaries.
While most of these dictionaries are consistent in informing on the differences between British and
American spelling, a minority of them lack thoroughness of approach and display some omissions.
For instance, STRAKA states the spelling variants colour/color, but fails to state the variants
honour/honor, giving only the British variant. Similarly, in BAZANT 1, the different regional
variants are lemmatized and cross-referenced, but they are not labelled, so the uninformed user
does not obtain any information on the reason for the different spelling. The interesting fact is
that in BAZANT 2 (the E-Cz direction), the regional spelling differences are labelled, indicating
that the two directions of the same lexicographic project can have a degree of autonomy and can,
in fact, be regarded as two separate dictionaries.
To sum up the information on spelling, it can be stated that while the indication of regional
spelling variation is the norm in Czech bilingual dictionaries, other types of information on spelling
are rather rare, which must be regarded as an omission in dictionaries aimed at active use. Indicating syllabication, a device used in some bilingual dictionaries abroad, is missing from our
dictionaries altogether.
The information on spelling may be followed by the indication of pronunciation of the given
term. While including pronunciation is the norm in general purpose dictionaries, in specialized dictionaries it tends to be omitted, as the dictionaries often serve a passive function or are
mainly designed for producing written texts. In addition, few of the sample dictionaries have
been prepared by linguists; yet it is an author trained in linguistics who can assess the benefit of
pronunciation to the intended user and deliver the information in a correct way.
We will now show if and to what extent pronunciation is provided in the sample dictionaries. A close examination reveals that out of the twenty-five dictionaries, only three (CHROMA,
HAJKOVA and HERMANSKY) include phonetic transcriptions of the lemmata. The remaining ones contain no pronunciation information whatsoever. As each of the three dictionaries is
very different in the subject matter as well as overall structure, it is impossible to make any
generalizations about what dictionary types tend to include pronunciation information.
In the three above-mentioned dictionaries, pronunciation is provided with every single lemma.
However, only CHROMA provides adequate indication of stress alongside the phonetic transcription. HERMANSKY indicates stress inconsistently (and sometimes incorrectly) and HAJKOVA
provides no stress at all (see Appendix B).
Although lexicographers widely recommended using the International Phonetic Alphabet for
phonetic transcription (see 4.6.2), the system employed in all the three sample dictionaries is a
hybrid between the IPA and some specifically Czech characters, for instance:
obligee [,obli'dzi:, am ,abli-] [Chroma 1995, 208]
construction timber [konstraksan timba] [Hajkova et al. 1998, 86]
association [asausi'ieis(a)n] [Hermansky 2003, 200]
In HAJKOVA and HERMANSKY, we do not learn anything more specific about the decision
to use a hybrid transcription system - we are only given the information that "the transcription is
based on British usage, employing the czechisized form of the international phonetic transcription"
[Hajkova et al. 1998, 10], and, very vaguely, that "the phonetic symbols used in the transcription
comply with common dictionary usage" [Hermansky 2003, 5]. The only dictionary that specifies
the decision to include a hybrid transcription system is CHROMA, in whose preface we find a
reference to some authoritative dictionaries from which the transcription was adopted (Hais-Hodek
1985; Jones 1977; Webster's 1981).
Although the consistent use of the IPA is recommended by metalexicographers, the decision
to employ a hybrid transcription for Czech specialized dictionaries has its logic as far as more
conservative users, unaccustomed to the work with foreign teaching materials, are concerned.
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Many of these users will not be linguists, but experts and semi-experts in non-linguistic fields, who
will undoubtedly appreciate not being overwhelmed with a greater number of strange characters
than necessary. If the "czechisized" pronunciatiun is selected, it will be sufficient to provide IPA
characters for those English sounds that do not have their equivalents in the Czech language (e.g.
the mixed vowel). For the familiar sounds, the provision of Czech characters, such as [e],[s] or [dz],
will be appreciated by these users.
On the other hand, there are also valid reasons for the consistent use of the IPA, especially as
regards a new generation of users possessing the experience of work with monolingual ESL dictionaries, as argued in greater detail in 4.6.2. Ultimately, the informed choice of the transcription
system will require careful consideration of the needs of the planned dictionary's target users.
The category of comment on the lemma further includes lemma labelling. Two kinds of
labels are distinguished - field labels, informing on the association of the lemma with a particular
LSP field, and linguistic labels 17 , specifying the linguistic properties of the lemma (e.g. its origin,
regional identity, degree of formality, register, etc.)
Field labels form a fairly uniform category, referring either to entire fields or subfields. There
may be variation in the way they are presented. Usually, they are shown as abbreviations (med,
chem, arch, psych), but they can also be written out in full (astronomy, physics, engineering, law)
[Landau 1989, 181]. Linguistic labels form a much more varied category comprising a number of
distinct types. Perhaps the most consistent typology of labels has been put forward by Franz Josef
Hausmann [Bergenholtz and Tarp 1 1994, 132]' as shown in table 3.4.
Label type

Unmarked ex.

Marked ex.

Example of labels

diachronous
diatopical
diaintegrative
diamedial
diastratic
diaphatic
diatextual
diafrequent
diaevaluative
dianormative
diatechnical

contemporary
general language
standard language
neutral
neutral
neutral
neutral
frequent
neutral
correct
generall.

old
regional
foreign
spoken
children's l.
formal/informal
biblical
rare
loaded
incorrect
speciall.

arch(aic)
BrE
Lat(in)
colloq (uial)
sl(ang)
fml/infml
bibl
rare
humor
err( oneous)
geol( ogical)

Table 3.4: A typology of dictionary labels according to Hausmann.
The last category shown in the table does not refer to linguistic labels, but field labels, called
here "diatechnical". Naturally, the typology outlined is not definitive; other categories could be
added. We shall, nevertheless, give preference to this typology to any other existing ones due to
the general acceptance it enjoys among lexicographers.
Let us now examine to what extent labelling is made use of in the sample dictionaries and
which types of labels are used most frequently. The frequencies of occurrence of individual labels
can be seen in Table 3.5, together with examples of some authentic labels. For practical reasons,
the frequencies in the table do not only refer to the number of dictionaries labelling their lemmata,
but also comprise the dictionaries labelling their equivalents. This is due to the fact that some
dictionaries are English-Czech and other Czech-English, so the fact whether a lemma or the equivalent will be labelled depends on the direction. We are, therefore, interested in the total number
of dictionaries containing individual types of labels, not in the dictionaries labelling lemmata only.
As a result, the categories of "lemma labelling" and "equivalent labelling" can be blended into a
single category with shared results.
17This term is consistently used by the lexicographers Bergenholtz and Tarp. Sidney Landau, in turn, uses the
term "usage labels" - see 4.6.3.
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Label type

11

diatechnical
diatopical
diachronous
diamedial
diaintegrative
diastratic
diatextual
diafrequent
diaevaluative
diaphatic
dianormative
1

Total of dictionaries

No. of dictionaries

Examples

15
10

stav., geo1., graf., liturg.
US, BR, CAN, SA
zast.
hov.
fr., lat., ita1.
sI.
kniz.
zr.
zert.
fm1., neformaJne
nespr.

7

6
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
11

25

Table 3.5: Frequencies of occurrence of individual label types, together with examples from the
sample dictionaries.

It can be seen from the results that field labels are employed in almost two-thirds of the
dictionaries, suggesting that labelling terms according their LSP identity is a well-established
practice in Czech bilingual specialized dictionaries. This claim is further reinforced by the fact
that the majority of the dictionaries lacking field labels are strictly single-field, displaying no great
need for diatechnical labelling, lest the authors wished to label sub-fields. With the exception of
COLLIN (see Table 3.5), field labels are provided in an abbreviated form to save space.
Apart from field labels, diatopicallabels, mostly indicating British or American usage, are also
used, albeit not so widely. These labels are especially important in culture-dependent dictionaries,
such those of law (CHROMA) or business (STRAKA). In 15 dictionaries, unfortunately, diatopical
differences are ignored. This can be either due to the fact that there are no differences between
British or American usage in the given LSP field, or the authors simply lack the will or expertise
to make the distinction. An original approach has been adopted by VLK - the author bases the
dictionary solely on American usage and lists the differing British terms in the front matter.
Out of the remaining types, only diachronous (indicating obsolete usage) and diamedial (marking spoken and written language) labels are represented in any noticeable measure. The use of
other label types is rather sparse. The decision to include one or several of the "low-frequency"
labels is always related to the character of the given LSP field. BALEKA, for instance, chooses to
include diatextual (bib1.) and diaintegrative (lat., ita1.) labels, as it deals with the subject of art,
rich in loans and biblical influences. Similarly, RADA provides diastratic labels (sI.) , as the field
of aviation contains a large number of slang expressions.
The last category we subsume under "comment on the lemma" is grammar information.
The amount of it in a particular lemma will always depend on the direction of the dictionary.
For a Czech user, a Czech-English dictionary involves going from the known into the unknown,
so no great amount of grammar information will be needed in the lemmata, unless the dictionary
is intended for Czech and English users alike (in which case the information should be addressed
both to the lemma and the equivalent). An English-Czech dictionary intended for Czech users,
on the other hand, will require a more extensive coverage of grammar, as the user starts with the
unknown language, going into the known.
While grammatical information is taken for granted in general purpose dictionaries, whose
main aim is to inform on general language, specialized dictionaries have a reputation of neglecting
grammar and focusing on terminology only. Let us now examine what kind of grammar information
is found in the sample dictionaries and to what extent it is represented.
Listed below are the categories found in the sample together with their most common ways of
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representation shown in brackets:
• word class (v, n, adj, prisl.)
• gender in nouns (m,

f,

n)

• number in nouns (pl, mpl, fpl, plt lS )
• irregularities in verbs and nouns (think - thought - thought, calf - calves)
• valency
Let us begin with the discussion of the morphological information found in the dictionaries, i.e. the first four information items in the above-stated list. These items are similar in
kind to those commonly provided by foreign specialized dictionaries (see [Boud 1997]). The same
can be said about their presentation, Le. placement following the lemma, either directly, or after
pronunciation information. In addition to the above-mentioned categories, however, specialized
lexicographers also recommend the inclusion of count ability, a nominal category useful for production in L2 [Schaeder and Bergenholtz 1994, 156]. However, countability is missing from the sample
dictionaries. The only two exceptions include COLLIN, which accompanies all uncountable nouns
with a short note stating "No plural", and CHROMA, which does the same by providing the comment "jen sg". The omission of information on countability can be said to reduce the suitability
of the Czech LSP dictionaries for active/encoding function; the users either have to search for
the information in a monolingual dictionary or are at risk of expressing themselves incorrectly,
especially as far as the use of articles is concerned.
For space-saving reasons, information on morphology is presented in an abbreviated form in
all of the sample dictionaries save for COLLIN again, where the categories are written out in full
(noun, verb, adverb, etc). In many instances, the information items are presented in a smaller
font and/or in italics. The reason is to save space and/or to distinguish the information from the
lemma and its equivalent.
Let us now examine the frequency with which morphological information appears in the lemma
sections of the sample dictionaries. For greater accuracy of results, we will adjust the sample
slightly, as it consists of English-Czech and Czech-English dictionaries, with each direction requiring different lemma information. Thus, we will provide two different results for each morphological
item - one for all the English-Czech directions in the sample (including those contained in bidirectional articles) and, similarly one for all the Czech-English directions. Containing 19 EnglishCzech directions and 12 Czech-English directions, the sample displays the following amount of
morphological information:
Information item
number
word class
gender
irregularities

I Total

E-Cz directions

Cz-E directions

7
4
0
4

6

19

12

0

5
0

Table 3.6: Representation of individual morphological items in Czech-English and English-Czech
directions contained in the sample.

The results show that morphological information is provided in less than a half of the lemmata
in both directions. The most frequent item is number, adduced in seven Czech-English dictionaries
and six English-Czech dictionaries. Naturally, number is not indicated in every lemma, but only
where a plural form (labelled pl.) is lemmatized, e.g. in names of animal species or in pluralia
18 p l ura lia

tantum
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tantum (often labelled plt.). Indicating noun plural is extremely useful in text production so
that the user knows when to use a plural verb. Unfortunately, not all dictionaries provide this
information. KALINA, for instance, fails to indicate plural in such business-related terms as goods,
arrears, credentials, which can result in grammar mistakes if the dictionary is used as a tool for
producing a written or spoken business text.
The next morphological item to be found ill the lemma sections of the sample dictionaries is
word class. This item only occurs in the English-Czech directions (CHROMA, RADA, HERMANSKY, COLLIN); none is found in the Czech-English ones. The reason is obvious - the word-class
identity of a Czech term is self-evident to a Czech user, so there is no need to label the terms.
The labels for word class can be standard ones, used by dictionaries worldwide (Le. n for noun,
v for verb, adj for adjective), or they can be purpose-made by the author on the basis of Czech
grammar terminology, e.g. p for noun, sl for verb, prisl for adverb. This system, especially used
by HERMANSKY, is not to be recommended, as users are already familiar with the international
labels from their previous study of English, and using these ad-hoc labels only confuses them.
As regards the usefulness of labelling all the lemmata for word class, we assume it to be
a largely superfluous practice in E-Cz and Cz-E dictionaries, as the translation equivalent will
make the category clear. Only in a potential case of an ambitious dictionary project modelled
on foreign ESL dictionaries, providing a greater-than-usual amount of linguistic information (not
present in the sample, however), consistent labelling for word class can be used in combination
with other explicit information items (count ability in nouns, transitivity in verbs, etc. - see 4.6).
In less complex dictionaries, indicating word class appears advisable only in specific instances, for
example in terms which can be several word classes due to conversion (i.e. fire, grate, nest, switch,
etc.) the labels can be used with the individual senses such as in this example [Rada 2001, 136]:
duct s 1 kanal 2 potrubi • v vest kanalem / potrubim
Another nominal category to be marked in the dictionaries examined is gender. In some
languages possessing grammatical gender (German, Dutch, Danish), labelling this category is vital
in any dictionary, general or specialized. In dictionaries with natural gender, such as English, it
is quite unnecessary. The results of our analysis indicate that this fact is accepted by Czech
lexicographers, as none of them provides information on gender in the English-Czech direction.
On the other hand, five provide gender in the Czech-English direction, as Czech is a language with
grammatical gender. However, a question needs to be asked: is such information really necessary?
The answer is no provided the dictionary is published for Czech users needing assistance with
English texts. For a Czech user, the information on gender is absolutely redundant. On the other
hand, if the intended group of users includes English speakers living and working in the Czech
Republic, the gender information will be vital. However, none of the Czech-English dictionaries
mentions English speakers as intended users in their prefaces. As a result, the information on
gender can be regarded as unnecessary.
The last information item involves morphological irregularities, especially irregular verb forms
and irregular plural. Predictably, these items are only found in the lemma sections of the EnglishCzech directions. Besides such general terms as leaf (plo leaves), indicating irregular plural
is extremely user-friendly in lower-frequency terms of foreign origin, such as the following one
[Rulik, Husak, Kvet 1996,82]:
taxon (pi. taxa) taxon
Similarly, indicating irregular verb forms saves users from making mistakes in L2 production
or having to consult a LGP dictionary when in doubt. Alternatively, a list of irregular verbs
can be compiled in the front or back matter to save space in the individual dictionary articles.
Unfortunately, the number of specialized dictionaries providing information on irregularities is
very low, as can be seen from Table 3.6.
Apart from morphology, a truly user-friendly dictionary should also provide basic information
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on the syntactic properties of lemmata, the information item in question being valency. The
term "valency" is borrowed from chemistry, where it denotes the tendency of elements to attract
other elements. In language, words of a certain kind need certain complements to form correct
and meaningful expressions; these complements may be obligatory or optional. Valency occurs in
nouns, adjectives and, most significantly, in verbs.
There are several basic ways in which valency can be indicated in a dictionary. The first,
found mainly in monolingual ESL dictionaries, consists in formal indication of a verb's transitivity
(some examples from ESL dictionaries are shown in 4.6.4). The frequently used indicators are
[I) for intransitive verbs, [T) for transitive verbs and [liT) for verbs that can be both transitive
and intransitive, but there are also other possible solutions. Naturally, the ESL dictionaries do
not leave the formal information on its own and accompany it with usage examples in which the
valency of the given verb is implicitly illustrated.
A close examination of the sample 25 dictionaries reveals that the practice of indicating transitivity is alien to Czech LSP lexicography. The explicit information on transitivity can be found in
one dictionary only (HERMANSKY), where it has the form of the indicators s pr. for transitive
and s nepr for intransitive verbs (see also 2.2). However, since these formal indicators are neither
explained in the front matter nor supported by usage examples, their information value is almost
zero as far as the expected user of this dictionary of sports is concerned.
Other ways of indicating valency besides the transitivity markers have been explored by
[Svensen 1993, 93]. Here, two modes of presentation of valency information are distinguished.
The first consists in providing basic prepositional patterns after the general translation of the
headword 19 :
navyknout si get accustomed (to st.) [Topilova 1996, 97]
answer 1 odpoved' (na dotaz); [... ] 2 odpovedet, byt v souhlase (s - to); reagovat (na o/to), poslouzit (jako - for) [Merta and Mertova 1994, 13]
The second way consists in the provision of valency examples in the source language, followed
by their counterparts in the target language. Two types of valency examples are distinguished,
"dead" and "live". The so-called dead examples are constructed by the lexicographer and consist
of elements that are neutralized into anonymous markers - infinitives, indefinite pronouns, etc. to
indicate general applicability [Kalina et al. 2001, 17]:
accountable [... ]
be a. to sb byt zodpovedny komu
The live examples, on the other hand, are syntagmata using finite verbs and personal pronouns,
constructed either by the lexicographer or edited from authentic texts 20 . While their advantage
is greater authenticity, the possible drawback is that the user may not be sure of their universal
applicability [Svensen 1993, 91]. Again, let us consider an example [Collin 1996, 5]:
accuse verb
spiomize

~

obzalovat; he was accused of industrial espionage

=

byl obvinen z prumyslove

Although knowing a term's valency is essential for the purposes of second-language production
and translation, its indication can be found only in nine sample dictionaries out of twenty-five, the
majority of them dictionaries of humanities. Most often it is represented by the information of the
first type or dead examples, if we adopt Svensen's typology. Despite the effort of the authors of the
19The alternative is to split the valency information between the lemma component and the equivalent component;
the practice varies across dictionaries.
20In a way, Svensen's live valency examples overlap with the category of "usage examples" discussed below.
However, the latter exemplify a wide range of additional phenomena besides valency.
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nine dictionaries to provide valency information for both verbs, nouns and adjectives, the overall
situation cannot be regarded as satisfactory, considering the importance of the active functions of
dictionaries. One possible reason why valency is hardly included in technical dictionaries is their
general reluctance to lemmatize verbs. In dictionaries of humanities, a much greater percentage
of verbs can be be found (both taken from LSP and LGP), so there are more opportunities of
indicating valency.
In conclusion, it can be stated that the lemmata of the sample dictionaries do not contain
a satisfactory amount of grammar information compared with the requirements of theoretical
lexicography and the real needs of users, especially with respect to production in and translation
into L2. On the other hand, where the information is provided, it is largely presented logically as
far as the dictionary direction and users' Ll and L2 skills are concerned.
Comment on the equivalent
As with the comment on the lemma, our treatment of the equivalent will start with equivalent
presentation. Analogically to lemma presentation, it is the typographical presentation and
placement of the equivalent in relation to the other dictionary elements. In a bilingual dictionary, it
is important for the equivalent to be clearly distinguishable from the rest of the article. Moreover, it
should also be easy to distinguish multiple equivalents from each other. In the sample dictionaries,
three basic ways of equivalent presentation can be found:
1. The equivalent is presented in plain text as the rest of the article; the lemma is in boldface
[Topilova 1996, 96]:
nastoupit (do zamest.) enter (a job), (do funkce) accede to, (na trun) ascend (to the
throne)

2. The equivalent is presented in a smaller font than the lemma (together with the rest of the
article) [Collin 1996, 11]:

affluent adjective bohaty, blahobytny
3. The equivalent does not differ in any way from the lemma and the rest of the article [Murray
1995, 243]:
Litholopaxy

Lithopexie, Litholopaxie (pozn. pfekl.: rozbiti ultrazvukem)

The first solution appears to be the rule in the sample dictionaries, occurring in twenty-three
instances. Only COLLIN opts for stating the equivalent in a smaller font than the prominentlypresented lemma, whereas MURRAY does not distinguish the lemma from the equivalent in any
graphical means but a gap between them. On the whole, however, dictionary authors choose the
same font for the equivalent as for the rest of the article. This procedure is objected to by Nielsen,
who argues for the equivalent to be more prominent in the article, presenting it in boldface on a
new line in every entry of his legal dictionary [Nielsen 1994, 269]:
contract n [retlight bindende aftale, der stifter et retsforhold]
kontrakt n
Compared with Nielsen's original system, the presentation of the equivalent in the same font as
the rest of the article may not seem a very user-friendly procedure, as the equivalent can get lost
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among the lexical paradigmatic, lexical syntagmatic and pragmatic data. However, in practical
terms, a better solution is rather difficult to find. Printing the equivalent in boldface as well as
the lemma, or in a different font altogether, would only make the article look over-combined, while
adopting Nielsen's solution would inevitably mean losing a great amount of valuable space, as each
equivalent would have to begin on a new line. Therefore, the system adopted by a vast majority
of the sample dictionaries can be regarded as a viable, if not perfect solution. (In any case,
straight-alphabetical dictionaries have a very simple microstructure, giving the equivalent enough
prominence, whereas in niche- and nest-alphabetical dictionaries the changing of the boldface
sublemmata and plain text equivalents makes these two elements stand out to a satisfactory
degree.
The next two elements of the comment on the equivalent, spelling information and pronunciation, very much depend on the directionality of the dictionary. As the majority of the
dictionaries in the sample are English-Czech, the information on spelling and pronunciation is
provided in the lemma section, the users having no need to obtain information on Czech. In the
Czech-English dictionaries, however, the relevant information should be addressed to the equivalents. While this is true of spelling information, pronunciation is not found in a single equivalent
section. This is because out of the three sample dictionaries providing pronunciation, only one
(HAJKOVA) contains the Czech-English direction, yet this direction is practically stripped of all
the linguistic information found in the English-Czech part of the dictionary. Due to this spacesaving strategy, pronunciation must be searched in the English-Czech direction. This demonstrates
the fact that an L1-L2 section of a single dictionary does not need to be an exact copy of the L2-L1
direction - economy is often the chief consideration here, although providing the information in
the other direction as well would amount to a more user-friendly strategy.
The practice of labelling has already been dealt with above; the labels are either found in the
lemma or in the equivalent sections, depending on directionality.
The direction of the given dictionary also decides the amount of morphological information.
This will be addressed to the equivalent in a Czech-English dictionary. To gain a consistent
overview, let us consult Table 3.7 for the amount of the individual morphological items (number,
word class, gender, irregularities) in the equivalents.
Information item
number
word class
gender
irregularities
I total

E-Cz directions

Cz-E directions

2

2

0

1

0
0

0

1

19

12

Table 3.7: Representation of individual morphological items in Czech-English and English-Czech
directions contained in the sample.

The low numbers of morphological items shown in the table appear to be due to two factors.
First, the lower ratio of Cz-E dictionaries in the sample means that there will be fewer dictionaries
providing morphological information in their equivalents than there will be those providing in their
lemma sections. Second, in bi-directional dictionaries there is a visible trend towards providing
as much information as possible in the lemma, not in the equivalent. This results in the E-Cz
direction containing information that is lacking in the Cz-E direction, with users having to refer to
the E-Cz section if needed. The chief reason for the "poorer" microstructure of the Cz-E directions
appears to be economy.
The last aspect of the comment on the equivalent to be discussed is the way polysemy is
treated in the microstructure. In literature on specialized lexicography /terminography, a claim is
often repeated that there is almost no polysemy in terminological dictionaries and that the "one
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lemma - one equivalent" structure is the norm. Van Sterkenburg's A Practical Guide to Lexicography comments on this, "Keep in mind that because specialized lexicography is onomasiological
... and because it deals with a specific subject field, there will typically be only one definition for a
given concept within that field. This differs from the semasiological approach used in general lexicography, where a single lexical item might be used to refer to multiple concepts" [Bowker 2003,
158-159]. Similarly, Fred W. Riggs contends that "Lexicography deals with polysemous lexemes.
Terminography has no polysemy." [Bergenholtz and Kaufmann 1997, 93].
Although the "one concept-one term-one entry" situation appears ideal for an easy-to-use
specialized dictionary, the practice somewhat differs from the theory. Let us consider two entries,
each from a different sample dictionary:
bleeder svod, vybijeci odpor; zatezovaci odpor; delic napeti; odvodiiovaci potrubi [Malinova
et al. 1993, 54]
bracket konzola; podpera; rameno; drZak; svorka; hranata zavorka; lomena zavorka [Bazant
et al. 1 1992, 110]
The entries show one lexeme referring to several concepts, all from the same field (as opposed
to polysemy across fields). This phenomenon is actually quite frequent in specialized dictionaries
(including those in our sample); there simply seem to be more concepts than terms within each
field. Understandably, polysemy occurs most frequently in lexemes that are simultaneously part
of the general vocabulary (such as bias, feed, drift, bar etc.), but it can also be found in more
specialized terms. A notable exception among the sample dictionaries is MINIHOFER, which
strictly observes the one-term-one-equivalent policy, placing potential words with the same or
similar meaning separately as synonyms [Minihofer, Havlicek, Stary 1994, 451]:
quantitative linguistics (Ling.) kvantitativni lingvistika
(nauka 0 pravdepodobnostni strukture jazyka)

f SYN. jazykova statistika f

Faced with the existence of several equivalents for one entry term, the lexicographer needs
to decide in what order the equivalents will be arranged. The most obvious choice is frequency,
whereby the most frequent equivalent is given as first. However, this is only possible where there
are frequency lists of the LSP field available. If the equivalents are listed in order of frequency, it
should be so stated in the user's guide (as lay users are known for their tendency to pick the first
equivalent without considering the others carefully). The frequency-based approach to equivalent
ordering is only referred to in three out of the twenty-five dictionaries. In the remaining ones,
the authors have probably arranged the equivalent using their linguistic expertise rather than
corpus-based data.
As regards the presentation of multiple equivalents, there appear two basic ways of their
presentation in the dictionaries examined. The first, more user-friendly procedure numbers the
different senses of the term while separating synonymous equivalents by a comma [Chroma 1995,
242]:
proprietary (adj) 1 vlastnik, majitel, drzitel vylucneho pravniho titulu k veci 2 vlastnictvi,
majetkove pravo
The other, slightly more space-saving procedure is to separate synonymous equivalents by a
comma, while separating the equivalents with a different meaning by a semi-colon [Malinova
et al. 1993, 58]:21
breakpoint bod pferuseni; poiS.
21 Naturally,

programovane zastaveni, misto programu s instrukci

some mixed types also exist.
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"stop"; bod zlomu (teplotni redukeni kfivky)
The last entry also suggests two ways in which different senses of a polysemous term can
be distinguished and made more precise. The first one is represented by field labels ("poe." in
the example entry), the other by so-called "explanatory notes" or "context markers". The latter
category, both pragmatic and encyclopaedic in character, will be discussed in more detail in the
next section.
In conclusion, it can be said that despite the claims of theoreticians, polysemy is an inevitable
phenomenon in specialized lexicography, especially as far as multi-field dictionaries are concerned.
This does not need to represent a major problem provided the individual senses are clearly distinguished, both graphically and by means of labels and explanatory notes.
Encyclopaedic information
Before discussing the amount of encyclopaedic information in our sample, a question needs to be
answered regarding its purpose in a LSP dictionary. In earlier metalexicography, emphasis was
placed on the strict division between dictionaries and encyclopaedias. It was Landau who stated,
"Dictionaries are about words, encyclopaedias are about things" [Landau 1989, 6]. However, some
more recent authors (especially the Aarhus lexicographers drawing on the work of Wiegand) , have
been pleading for greater inclusion of encyclopaedic information in specialized dictionaries. The
concept of the "Allbuch" (all-inclusive dictionary) has been held as a recommended dictionary
type, as it enables users to find both linguistic and field-related information without consulting
several reference works. Accordingly, the dictionaries compiled in the "Allbuch" tradition contain
(sometimes lengthy) definitions of the terms lemmatized or additional encyclopaedic information
on them:
gene gen m
ancestral ~ ~ ancestral; a cancer causing ~ un ~ causante de cancer; a chimeric ~ un
~ quimericoj determine the precise boundaries of a ~ determinar los limites precisos de
un ~ [... ]
In the case of the AIDS virus the protein might stimulate the transcription of viral genes
(and perhaps the viral or host gene for soluble suppressor factor) while either inhibiting
genes that stimulate replication of the T4 host cell or activating genes that turn off cell
division. [Bergenholtz and Kaufmann 1997, 117]
Obviously, such generous provision of encyclopaedic information is only possible in minimizing
single-field or sub-field dictionaries. To fit so much data into a maximizing or multi-field dictionary
would require it to be electronic rather than printed.
However, informing the user on the subject matter of the LSP field is not the sole purpose
of encyclopaedic data. Even in dictionaries providing overwhelmingly linguistic information (i.e.
Wiegand's Sprachworterbiicher), encyclopaedic information has a role to play. This role consists in
guiding the user towards the correct equivalent where there are several, usually by means of labels
and encyclopaedic notes, or in specifying the meaning of a problematic (e.g. CUlture-dependent)
term. A special type of encyclopaedic labelling is the standard, usually ISO, DS or DIN, which
tells the user that the term in question has been standardized. Finally, in culture-dependent
dictionaries or dictionaries of relatively new fields (e.g. computing, ecology, etc,), encyclopaedic
information applied to the lemma can help explain its meaning where an equivalent is missing, or
where the term is little-known or problematic in any way.
Let us now examine the character and amount of encyclopaedic information contained in the
sample dictionaries. Basically, four types can be recognized:
• citations from ISO norms
• author's definitions specifying the term
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• field labels
• explanatory notes
The first type is only found in a single sample dictionary, MINIHOFER. Here, the authors
have gone into great lengths to provide definitions for an overwhelming majority of lemmata,
taken from either the Czechoslovak norm (CSN) or the international norm (ISO). The number as
well as the year of the norm are painstakingly recorded with every definition [Minihofer, Havlicek,
Stary 1994, 195]:
error-detecting code (EDC) SYN. self-checking code, error-checking code (DS,
DT) DEF. A code in which each representation conforms to specific rules of construction
so that their violation indicates the presence of errors. (ISO: 2382-8: 1986) detekcni
k6d m DEF. K6d, kteryj podle hodnoty kontrolnich znaku umoznuje rozpoznat, ze doslo k
chybne dilci informaci nebo signalu. (CSN 36 9001/18-1987)
The example reveals that MINIHOFER is a dictionary belonging to the "Allbuch" tradition,
giving equal measure of coverage to linguistic and factual information. However, it also suggests
two possible shortcomings of this approach to dictionary production. First of all, we are immediately aware that the dictionary is not intended for quick lookup. The equivalent is buried
among the amount of encyclopaedic information (in some lemmata requiring longer definitions
this becomes even harder) and being rendered in plain text, it is difficult to spot. Secondly, it is
questionable whether the definition needs to be both in English and Czech. While undoubtedly
useful for the purposes of language production as well as reception, the doubled definitions make
the article look rather cumbersome, especially in combination with all the other information, some
useful (synonyms), some not (gender). Nevertheless, despite the over-elaborate design of its entries, MINIHOFER represents a daring and valuable attempt at breaking away from the tradition
of "bare-lemma-bare-equivalent" dictionaries.
The second type of encyclopaedic information is represented by two dictionaries, HAJKOVA
and COLLIN. HAJKOVA deals with the subject of ecology, which (like MINIHOFER'S communication systems and data processing) is a relatively new discipline where a considerable amount of
terminology needs clarifying. Here, the authors have opted for definitions of uspecified origin, possibly modified definitions from various sources combined with the lexicographers' own knowledge
[HcI,jkova et al. 1998, 309]:
sewage sludge [su:idz sladz] splaSkovy kal, A sludge obtained as waste from the treatment
of sewage.
It appears that the system chosen by HAJKOVA is more user-friendly than that used by
MINIHOFER. Here, the article is not burdened by references to ISO norms nor any unnecessary
grammar information. In addition, definitions are not used so heavily as in MINIHOFER - only
with terms that the authors deem worth clarifying. The only drawback of this approach is the
obvious inconsistency of the selection of terms to be defined. Thus, while such widely known term
as "oscillation" is defined as A variation of magnitude [Hajkova et al. 1998, 251], some other terms
more deserving of a definition are left without one [Hajkova et al. 1998, 251]:

orlon [o:lon] orlon
As regards COLLIN, the author also uses self-made definitions, applying them only to lesser-known
or problematic terms [Collin 1996, 2]:
accelerated depreciation = system odpisu, ktery v pocatecnim obdobi vysokou merou
snizuje hodnotu aktiv a povzbuzuje tak firmu k investovani do noveho zaflzeni
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However, such definitions are used much more sparsely than in HAJKOVA, let alone MINIHOFER.
The irony is that although COLLIN calls itself a "defining dictionary" ("vykladovy slovnik"), it
only uses definitions rarely, giving preference to Czech equivalents.
The third type of encyclopaedic information, i.e. field labels, has already been covered in the
discussion of labelling (see above). Let us only repeat the fact that field labels represent a very
powerful tool for disambiguation in cases of multiple equivalence.
Finally, encyclopaedic information occurs in our sample in the form of very short comments
specifying and clarifying the meanings of terms. They can be particularly useful in the instances
of polysemy in multi-field dictionaries. For want of a better term, we shall refer to them as
explanatory notes. They are usually presented in brackets, italics or a smaller font as in the
following examples:
commons ['komonz, am. kamo-] (pI.) brit. obcanstvo, mestane treti stav zastoupeny v
parlamente [Chroma 1995, 69]

eR

postgradualni student (v
student po ukonceni vysokoskolskeho studia) postgraduate
student (v anglosaskych zemich student po ukonceni bakalarskeho studia) [Prucha 2005,
93]
eleven [ilevn] p jedenactka (fotbalove druzstvo) [Hermansky 2003, 228]
Sometimes the explanatory notes are more pragmatic in character - such notes are called
context markers (see 4.6.6) - suggesting that we are dealing with a heterogeneous category which
could be further subdivided. In any case, however, explanatory notes represent a very powerful
tool for obtaining the correct equivalent without having to provide lengthy definitions. Their
high occurrence in the sample dictionaries (see Table 3.8) demonstrates the awareness Czech
lexicographers have of their usefulness.
Type of encycl. info

Occurrence in dictionaries

Percentage

ISO citations
author's definitions
field labels
explanatory notes

1
2
15
22

4%
8%
60%
88%

Table 3.8: Occurrence of individual types of encyclopaedic information in 25 sample dictionaries.

To summarize, there are four kinds of encyclopaedic information in the sample dictionaries.
Two of them - citations from ISO norms and author's definitions - display a very low frequency
of occurrence, proving that the concept of the Allbuch is still rather alien to Czech specialized
lexicography. The other two, on the other hand, i.e. field labels and explanatory notes, are almost
the norm for the sample dictionaries. This is undoubtedly due to the fact that they are spacesaving, easy to create and, importantly, powerful in their ability to specify the meanings of terms
and to guide users to the correct equivalents.
Lexical syntagmatic information
Although LSP dictionaries deal with sets of terms, no term exists in isolation. Therefore, a good
specialized dictionary should provide some amount of lexical syntagmatic information to increase
its usefulness for language reception, production as well as translation. Its extent will always
depend on the type and function of the dictionary.
In the dictionaries analyzed, lexical syntagmatic information appears in the form of collocations. Before their occurrence in the sample dictionaries can be discussed, two theoretical
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problems need to be addressed. Firstly, there is some division of opinion among linguists as to
what constitutes a collocation. Two main approaches can be recognized - the English tradition,
placing emphasis on the distributional basis of collocations, and the German tradition, adopting
the semantic viewpoint and distinguishing between trivial word combinations and semantically
distinct combinations [Bergenholtz and Tarp 1 1994, 118]. As the distinction between trivial and
distinct combinations is not completely clear-cut, each lexicographer has to make his/her own
choices which combinations are to be included and which left out. Secondly, there appears to
be fuzzy boundary between collocations and multi-word terms. Let us consider, for instance, the
following entries from a sample dictionary of library science [Merta and Mertova 1994]:
book supply agency for librarians
library extension work
sloping newspaper rack
list of duplicates for exchange
Are we to regard these lemmata as multi-word terms or collocations? And what are the criteria
for making the distinction? According Bergenholtz and Tarp, contributors to the German manual
Fachlexikographie, such criteria are very difficult to find, as there exists no semantic or grammatical
method of analysis which would draw the line. The decision whether a certain expression is a
term or a collocation can only be made by experts in the field, not linguists [Bergenholtz and Tarp
2 1994, 401]. At any rate, it is not always necessary to seek the separation of compound terms
from collocations when planning a dictionary article, as will be shown below.
Out of the twenty-five dictionaries analyzed, fifteen contain collocations. This can be considered
a mildly encouraging finding, compared with other types of information discussed earlier where
the ratio is much lower. Again, as with valency, collocations have a greater tendency to appear in
dictionaries of humanities. As regards the way in which collocations are integrated into dictionary
structures, several distinct solutions can be recognized:
1. Collocations are lemmatized. This is a rare instance whereby collocations are not sub-

sumed under a headword, but occur independently as headwords. Such lemmatized collocations can be found in straight-alphabetical dictionaries without sublemmata [Machacka 1998,
33]:
odpruzeni n odperovani suspension
odpryskavajici lak flaky paint

2. Collocations are provided in the articles in a separate section. This solution is often
applied in dictionaries which only lemmatize single-word terms, whereas compound terms are
included as sublemmata. To separate the multi-word terms from the collocations, a special
section of the article is allocated to collocations, usually towards the end [Chroma 1995,
182]:
lease najemni smlouva; head ~ prvni najemni smlouva mezi vlastnikem a najemcem; [... ] parol ~ ustni najemni smlouva; after the date of this ~ po vstoupeni
teto najemni smlouvy v platnost; expiration of the ~ vyprseni najemni smlouvy;
[... ] terminate the rv ukoncit najemni smlouvu
Here, the collocation section of the article is not indicated by any symbol, only by starting
again from the beginning of the alphabet. However, some dictionaries use symbols, e.g.
MALINOvA, which indicates collocations by a black square:
bit m bit (binary digit)
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~,

adresove znacky address mark bit
bezdatovy non-data bit
~, dophlkovy tlgr. overhead bit [... ]
• bitove orientovany (terminal, format) bit-oriented
• pocet bitli za sekundu bits per second (bps)
• prokladani po bitech bit interleaving
~,

This dictionary chooses to mark each individual collocation by a black square; this is possible
due to the fact that collocations are only included here occasionally. Where the provision of
collocation is more consistent, the suggested procedure would be to use the square (or any
other symbol) only with the first item to mark the collocation section of the article; this
would prevent the entry from becoming cluttered with symbols.
3. Collocations are provided in the articles where they are mixed with multi-word
terms. This is a very convenient approach for the lexicographer, as he/she does not have to
undergo the burdensome task of distinguishing between multi-word terms and collocations.
The basic idea is that users themselves do not look for this distinction either as long as they
can obtain the desired information conveniently. Both multi-word terms and collocations
are grouped together in the article, arranged alphabetically [Kalina et al. 2001, 348]:
engagement zavazek; ujednani [... ]
break an e. zrusit zavazek
business e. pracovni zavazek
e. book zapisnik s daty jedn<ini, zavazku
extricate oneself from one's e-s vyhnout se plneni zavazku

For easier overview, the individual types of listing of collocations are quantified in Table3.9.
The results indicate that collocations tend to be provided in the articles rather than as independent
lemmata. The two ways of integrating them into the article (e.g. keeping them i a separate section
or mixing them with multi-word terms) appear to be equally popular with dictionary producers.
Presentation of col.
lemmatization of col.
col. in articles, separate from multi-wo terms
col. in articles, mixed with multi-wo terms
1

total

11

No. od dictionaries

Percentage

3
6
6

20%
40%
40%

15

100%

Table 3.9: Presentation of collocations in sample dictionaries.

Speaking of the treatment of collocations, two more of its aspects need to be briefly discussed.
The first aspect involves the graphical presentation of collocations. Borrowing Nielsen's terminology [Nielsen 1994, 248], we shall call the source language collocation "phrasal item" and its target
language equivalent "semantic paraphrasing item". While the semantic paraphrasing item is always provided in full, the phrasal item is often shortened to save space. One possible solution is
abbreviating the main constituent of the collocation, the other using a repetition symbol (usually
the tilde). Both of these devices are used in the sample dictionaries. In addition, some dictionaries (e.g. RULIK or PRUCHA) provide the collocations in full. Finally, a note must be made on
how the individual collocations are ordered in the articles. Basically, there are two possible ways:
either they can be arranged in a purely alphabetical system according to their first constituents
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(Example 1), or, alternatively, they can be listed according to word class of the main constituent
(Example 2):
consent [kansent] n souhlasny projev vule [... ] r-v decree soudni smir; r-v rule pravidlo
souhlasu; subject to r-v podlehajici souhlasu; refuse r-v unreasonably odmitnout
bezduvodne souhlas; withold sb's r-v odmitnout dlit svuj souhlas [Chromli 1995, 75]
map [maep] p mapa; to fold the m. skllidat mapu, master m. mapa s vyznacenymi
kontrolnimi stanovisti, orienteering m. mapa pro orientacni beh, orienting the m.
zorientovlini mapy [Hefmansky 2003, 369]
It is perhaps needless to stress what an improvement to the dictionary quality the inclusion of
collocations represents. Especially in some fields belonging among humanities, such as business or
law, it is virtually impossible to imagine a dictionary without collocations, considering the large
number of fixed expressions in the areas. It is interesting that even such macro-and microstructurally poor dictionaries of humanities as TOPILOvA do include collocations in their articles.
In technical dictionaries, the provision of collocations is less frequent. Again, this cannot but be
ascribed to the lexicographic conservatism of some of their authors.

Lexical paradigmatic information
Having discussed the presentation of lexical syntagmatic relations in the sample dictionaries, we
can now turn our attention to lexical paradigmatic relations. These are usually presented in the
form of information on synonyms and antonyms. As the indication of antonymy is totally absent
from our sample, we will deal solely with synonyms.
Although specialized language is almost free of variation, synonymy22 is a phenomenon occurring in many terminologies, as illustrated by some of the synonymous paris from our sample:
cynology - dog science, androgynous plant - bisexual plant, reliefni tisk - tisk z vysky, vynechdvka
- mezera, etc.
In a bilingual dictionary, two types of synonyms can be distinguished - synonyms addressed
to the lemma and synonyms addressed to the equivalent [Nielsen 1994, 277]. We have dealt with
synonyms addressed to the equivalent in the section concering the comment on the equivalent.
Here, we have made the observation that synonymous equivalents are customarily separated from
each other by a comma, whereas equivalents of different senses are separated from the synonym
cluster by a semi-colon.
Comparing the two types of synonyms, we note that while synonyms addressed to the equivalent
are present in almost all the sample dictionaries, synonyms addressed to the lemma are present
only in five dictionaries - HAJKOVA, MINIHOFER, HERMANSKY, PRUCHA, RULIK - out
of twenty-five. This is understandable, as the user of a bilingual dictionary is naturally more
interested in the equivalent than in the lemma. However, we believe that even synonyms addressed
to the lemma are worth including in the dictionary, whether it be only in the form of crossreferences, as they enhance the active L2 vocabulary of the user. For illustration, here are some
abridged extracts from the five above-mentioned dictionaries, showing how the authors deal with
the presentation of lemma-addressed synonyms:
aardvarks (pI.) [a:dva:ks] HrabaCi (pI.) earth hogs (plo)
dentata [Hlijkovli et aI. 1998, 15]

ant bears (plo) Tubuli-

error class SYN. type of error (Sw) tfida f chyby [Minihofer, Havlicek, Stary 1994, 195]
22By "synonymy" we mean lexical synonymy, not lexicographic synonymy, obtaining between lemma and equivalent or lemma and definition. Furthemore, we acknowledge that there are various degrees of synonymy, although
full synonymy should be the norm in LSP.
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konstrukt/teoreticky vytvofeny objekt construct [Prucha 2005, 43]
moisture (cf. dampness) vlhkost [Rulik, Husak, Kvet 1996, 58]
cricket player p (take cricketer) hnic(ka) kriketu [Rermansky 2003, 153]
As we can see from the example, four different solutions are presented. In the first entry,
the synonyms addressed to the lemma are rendered in a different font. In the second, synonyms
are indicated by the abbreviation SYN. In the third, the synonym appears on the same level as
the lemma, separated only by a slash. The fourth dictionary utilizes the command "cf", crossreferencing the user to a lemma of synonymous meaning. Finally, the fifth dictionary uses the
Czech word "take" ("also") to draw attention to the synonym.
In all, each of these solutions represents an appropriate way of indicating synonymy without
burdening the dictionary entry too much. In each of the cases, we can see the user benefitting
from the provision of such information.
Usage examples
The final component of a dictionary microstructure to be discussed involves the category of socalled usage examples, illustrating the use of the term in context. Before we examine the
occurrence of examples in the sample dictionaries, a few introductory comments need to be made
on their character and function.
To provide a typology of examples, let us turn to [Schaeder and Bergenholtz 1994, 422-437],
where three example types are recognized:
Citations ("Belege") These are sentences taken out of authentic LSP texts without any modifications by the lexicographer. They mayor may not be accompanied by a reference to the
source.
Citation examples ("Beispele") Abbreviated and simplified citations which the lexicographer
modifies to achieve user-friendliness, e.g. by leaving out redundant passages or adjusting the
language to suit the intended user.
Competence examples ("Kompetenzbeispiele") . Unlike the previous two, competence examples are totally made up by the lexicographer using his/her own language competence.
They are convenient to produce, as they can be thought up within minutes or less, compared
to the lengthy process of finding suitable citations. On the other hand, they can be rather
artificial and subjective.
The above-mentioned classification is rather strict, excluding such patterns as collocations
and valency examples. Ideally, a true example should consist of a whole sentence, not merely
a syntagma; in reality, however, examples tend to have the form of both. The usefulness of
examples resides in their potential to convey implicit information on a series of phenomena that
would otherwise have to be specially indicated (count ability, valency, pragmatic information, etc.).
In his article on examples, Renning Bergenholtz admits that despite their merit in presenting implicit information, examples are virtually missing from bilingual specialized dictionaries
[Schaeder and Bergenholtz 1994, 422]. Do Czech dictionaries confirm his finding? When examining our sample, we can observe that the situation is not as bleak as he claims, although it cannot
be regard as satisfactory either. Besides a number of dictionaries containing collocations and
grammatical examplification, examples as defined by Schaeder and Bergenholtz are to be found
in four dictionaries, KALINA, STRAKOvA 1, STRAKOvA 2 and COLLIN.
In KALINA, the examples do not occur as a separate microstructural component, but are
alphabetically incorporated into the collocation and grammatical example section. Thus, towards
the end of the article headed by the verb agree we find the following items [Kalina et al. 2001, 45]:
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it is a-d that. " bylo dohodnuto aby /ze ...
on a-d terms na zaklade dohodnutych, ptijatych podminek
the accounts a. ucty souhlasi
the figures were a-d udaje byly schvaleny
the statement does not a. with the facts prohlaseni neodpovida skutecnosti
Whereas the first item represents a grammatical example (illustrating the valency of the verb
agree) and the second a collocation, the last two can be regarded as true usage examples (despite
the lacking punctuation and the space-saving shortening). The third item may be regarded as
either a collocation or an example. Seen as an example, it can be understood to contain implicit
information on the collocability of the verb. All of the usage examples included in KALINA are
competence examples, deliberately short to save space and to convey the information to the user in
the simplest possible manner. In STRAKOvA 1 and 2, examples are presented within the article
in the same font as collocations (bold italics).
In COLLIN, the fourth dictionary containing examples, we can actually find two example types.
The first is identical with the one found in KALINA, i.e. a competence example in the form of
an unpunctuated sentence, illustrating the context of the headword (see the extract below). The
other type represents a rather unusual yet imaginative solution which adds attractiveness to the
dictionary. It consists in placing framed citations below the article, with the sources (usually
prominent business journals) stated. The whole article thus displays the following structure:

affect verb postihnout rvmit nepfiznivy vliv; the new government regulations do
not affect us = nove vladni nafizeni nas nepostihne; the company's sales in the
Far East were seriously affected by the embargo = odbyt spolecnosti na Dalnem
vychode byl vazne postizen embargem;
the dollar depreciation has yet to affect the underlying the
depreCiation has yet to affect the underlying the inflation rate

A ustralian Financial Review
Naturally, neither of the dictionaries provides examples with every entry. They are only included where there is a need for syntactic or pragmatic specifications of the term. As a result, the
dictionary size is not seriously threatened by their inclusion, while the user benefits from them
considerably, especially in the instances of second-language production or translation. Out of the
two types found in the sample dictionaries, the competence examples incorporated into the article
are more space-saving and thus practical, while the framed examples with indication of sources
enliven the dictionary page and add authenticity to the exemplification provided.

3.3.5

Analysis of the cross-reference structure

Unlike the micro-and macrostructure, the cross-reference structure has only recently been paid
more systematic attention by lexicographers. The most important contribution to its study has
been made by Sandro Nielsen, who has produced a theoretical framework for the cross-reference
structure, otherwise called the "mediostructure", of a specialized dictionary. As Nielsen's classification is rather complex, we will only use some of its aspects.
Basically, a cross reference is a word or a symbol used in a dictionary (or any other reference work) to enable access to some related information. Cross-references can be divided into
dictionary-internal, linking items within the dictionary, and dictionary-external, referring to
a source outside a dictionary (e.g. an ISO standard, a LSP textbook or an encyclopaedia, etc.).
Furthermore, according to Nielsen's proposed typology, cross-references can be use-oriented or
function-oriented [Nielsen 1999, 94] While the former link information that facilitates the use
of the dictionary (e.g. referring to different parts of the user's guide or dictionary grammar), the
latter contain information that enables the user to find answers to his/her questions, whether they
are reception-, production- or translation-related.
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In our brief analysis, we shall discuss the most common cross-reference symbols found in the
sample dictionaries, the situations in which they are used and the frequency of their occurrence
in the sample. Obtaining information about the use of cross-references in a particular dictionary
is easiest where the system selected is explained in the user's guide. Unfortunately, a number of
the sample dictionaries fail to mention the cross-reference structure in their user's guides, taking
the user's familiarity with the system employed for granted. This makes the analysis rather timeconsuming.
In total, cross-references - whether function- or use-oriented - are found in thirteen out of the
twenty-five dictionaries, i.e. roughly in half of them. Listed below are the individual purposes
for which they are used, together with the corresponding indicators used across the dictionaries.
Examples from the sample are given.
1. Referring to synonymous lemmata: viz; see; take; cf.; -+. In the following example, two
commands are combined in one entry:

postizeny -+ handicapovany handicapped/disabled (viz pozn. u hesla handicapovany) [Prucha 2005, 66]

2. Referring to full forms of abbreviations or spelling variants: see, viz
dorbeetle see dor beetle [Hajkova et al. 1998, 111]

3. Referring to a related lemma or additional information: viz tez; see also
hub airport uzlove/strediskove letiste; VIZ TEZ hub-and-spoke system [Rada
2001, 200]

4. Referring to another part of the front matter: viz tez niZe, viz napf'. Unlike the previous
three, this type is use-oriented [Strakova, Burger, Hrdy 2 2000, 8]:
Hesla jsou razena abecedne, terminologicke vazby pak podle prvniho slova, resp.
fidiciho podstatneho jmena v prvnim pade (viz tez nize)

The single most common function-related cross-reference is "viz" (in plain text, italics or smaller
font), the others occur in individual instances. For example, the arrow as a mediostructural symbol
is used only in one dictionary (PRDCHA), although foreign bilingual dictionaries make a frequent
use of symbols due to their conspicuousness [Nielsen 1994, 285]. Use-related cross-references occur
rather exceptionally, in dictionaries with well-written user's guides (STRAKOvA, CHROMA).
The fact that twelve of the sample dictionaries do not contain any mediostructure must be
ragarded as unsatisfactory, considering the extent to which terms are related to each other in
most terminologies. A high-quality specialized dictionary is hardly thinkable without at least a
basic mediostructure establishing links between relevant items inside and outside its word list.

3.3.6

Additional aspects of the dictionaries analyzed

Having analyzed the components and structures of the sample dictionaries, two additional aspects
remain to be briefly treated. The first is the presence of generallangauge in specialized dictionaries,
the other equivalence.
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LGP versus LSP in the sample dictionaries
In 2.3.2, some theoretical comments were made regarding the inclusion of general vocabulary in
specialized dictionaries. A study by Bergenholtz was used to illustrate the fact that LGP does occur
in most specialized dictionaries, and a distinction was made between LSP terms, non-LSP terms,
and "doubtful cases" (Zweifelsfiille). We shall now examine the occurrence of general vocabulary
in the sample dictionaries and attempt to provide a justification for its presence therein.
As apparent from the examples below, general vocabulary can be found all over the sample,
practically in every dictionary except the strictly terminological MINIHOFER (which, however,
contains a number of the Zweifelsfalle mentioned in 2.3.2). LGP entries are equally present in
dictionaries of humanities and natural sciences/technology:
• dictionaries of business:

odstranit remove, eliminate, do away with [Strakova, BUrger, Hrdy 1 2000, 272J
dictate diktovat, prikazovat co, vyzadovat [Kalina et al. 2001, 306J

• technical dictionaries:

profile profil, tvar, obrys [Malinova et al. 1993, 336J
accident nehoda, porucha, havarie; uraz; nahoda [Bazant et al. 1 1992, 14J

• dictionaries of the environment:

building budova, stavba [Horak 1999, 25J
significance vyznam, vyznamnost, smysl, hodnota [Hajkova et al. 1998, 312J

• dictionaries of social sciences:

list 1 seznam, soupiska, sestava, prehled; inventar; katalog, index 2 vypisovat slozky
[Merta and Mertova 1994, 91J
matka mother [Prucha 2005, 48J

How do we account for such a noticeable presence of general vocabulary in specialized dictionaries? One of the reasons why "general" words appear in dictionaries is exactly because they
belong to the third category of Bergenholtz's Zweifelsfiille. For instance, the above-stated term
list would be regarded as a general word by most users (its common uses including e.g. shopping
list, waiting list, list of suspects, etc.). However, apart from its general meaning, list also has
a series of field-specific meanings; here, in the dictionary of library and information sciences, it
means "inventar, index, katalog" and" vypisovat polozky". The inclusion of seemingly general
words in a LSP dictionary is, therefore, necessary in cases where they have an additional specific
meaning as specialized terms.
However, not all general words in specialized dictionaries are specialized terms in individual
fields. For instance, the word odstranit (see above) can be regarded as a general word par excellence. Why, then, do lexicographers include such words in their dictionaries? The possible answer
is to do with the frequency with which these words appear in the specific field. When compiling a corpus of subject-related texts, the lexicographer cannot fail to notice that some words,
although not specialized terms, occur frequently in the texts. These words (space permitting) can
be considered worth including in the dictionary, as the user does not need to consult a general
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dictionary when encountering them in a field-specific text. Lemmatizing these general words is,
simply, a user-friendly procedure, user-friendliness being one of the key aspects to be considered
when compiling any dictionary.
Equivalence
Equivalence in bilingual dictionaries is a complex subject matter which has been studied in detail
by leading lexicographers such as Zgusta, Wiegand, Al Kasimi, Sarcevic and others. Without
going too much into detail, we shall identify some of the main problems concerning equivalence in
LSP dictionaries and examine how they are represented and treated in the sample dictionaries.
As already suggested in 2.3.2, there are three basic types of equivalence - full, partial and zero 23
Although specialized dictionaries should ideally contain only full equivalents, being terminological
in nature, many of them - especially the culture-dependent dictionaries of humanities - contain a
percentage of partial equivalents as well. The reason is the anisomorphism between the source and
target terms: "Because of the anisomorphism of languages, such absolute equivalents are rather
infrequent (outside the domain of scientific terminologies). The usual situation is that the lexical
meaning of the respective lexical units of the target language is only partly identical with that of
its counterpart in the source language" [Zgusta 1971, 312].
For an equivalent to be classified as "full", it needs to have exactly the same semantic and pragmatic features as the source term; the two need to be interchangeable in all contexts and posssess
the same connotations. In technical terminologies, where connotations are rare, full equivalence
is the rule rather than the exception. In culture-dependent terminologies, however, there are instances of equivalents possessing connotations that are not present in the source language terms.
Let us, for instance, consider the English business term capitalist. To use an existing loanword
kapitalista would be inappropriate due to its negative connotations. Therefore, COLLIN correctly
avoids the Czech translation by choosing a neutral explanatory equivalent: "osoba, kteni investuje
penize do obchodu" [Collin 1996, 58].
In judging the degree of equivalence, two concepts are crucial - that of intension (a set of
defining features) and extension (a class of entities to which the term can be applied). For
instance, the Czech term papousek and the English parrot have the same intension, referring to
a type of bird with certain physical features, but they have different extension: the Czech term
refers to all the birds displaying those features, while English uses the additional term parakeet to
refer to one subtype of the genus, the extension of parrot thus being narrower. However, it is the
intension that plays a decisive role in the degree of equivalence: the higher the degree of intension
between the source and the target term, the higher the degree of their equivalence.
To be able to judge the appropriateness of the selected equivalents in individual specialized
dictionaries, one in fact needs to be an expert in the given LSP field. Thus, for example, Nielsen
is able to provide detailed evaluation of equivalence in several bilingual law dictionaries, as he
himself has legal background [Nielsen 1994, 155-178]. Since our options are limited in this respect,
we shall only provide a brief outline of the most common equivalence problems encountered in the
sample dictionaries.
One problem that dictionary authors meet with is the absence of a suitable Czech equivalent
term. A possible way to deal with this terminological gap is to provide an exact translation of the
English term into Czech (a calque) or, alternatively, to devise a completely new Czech term. This
procedure, however, is not without pitfalls, as it could result in the creation of a hapax legomenon
or an inadequate term. This is recognized, for instance, by RADA in the preface: "In some entries,
an English (czechisized or original) term is used instead of a Czech one; these are instances where
the English loanword is customarily used in the Czech environment, any effort at its translation
being misleading or impractical (jetstream, micro burst, racetrack) [Rada 2001, 10]. The sample
contains a large number of such terms, whether left in the original spelling or czechisized, e.g. fiys
(HAJKOvA), airbag (VLK), sagren (MERTA), touchdown (HERMANSKY) and others.
2380me authors propose a number of additional degrees, such as "near-equivalence", "approximate equivalence"
and "remote equivalence". However, the three basic categories will suffice for our purpose.
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Another problem encountered by the authors of the sample dictionaries is a lack of a single
equivalent that would satisfactorily convey the meaning of the original term. There may be
several equivalents available, but none sufficient on its own. Therefore, they have to be used in
combination; sometimes even accompanied by an explanatory note [Rada 2001, 171J:
foolproof hov blbuvzdorny, jednoduchy, spolehlivy (odolny proti nespravne obsluze)
Explanatory notes in general are a very powerful means of specifying meaning where Czech
equivalents are not precise enough. This is especially true of terminologies of humanities, where
different cultural backgrounds, customs and practices make translation difficult. The weakness
of terms translated by means of imperfect equivalents accompanied by explanatory notes is that
while sufficient for receiving (understanding) foreign-language text, using them for the purposes of
translation into the native language presents difficulties. Such would be the case of the following
entry [Chroma 1995, 91J:
decertification n zruseni potvrzeni pro odbory, ze mohou zastupovat vsechny zamestnance
The same problem - adequacy for reception but reduced suitability for translation - is also
found in another type of equivalent applied where a target-language term is missing. Called
the explanatory equivalent [Zgusta 1971, 325]' it is a basically group of words providing a brief
description of the given term [Collin 1996, 219J:
lame duck podnik, ktery rmi financni potize
Sometimes, where even an explanatory equivalent cannot satisfactorily convey the message of
the second-language term, an explanation has to be provided, a definition similar to those found in
the monolingual dictionaries [Zgusta 1971, 325J. These instances are extremely rare in the sample,
while explanatory equivalents are common, especially in dictionaries of culture-dependent fields.
A frequent problem encountered in the sample is a source language term having several targetlanguage equivalents, each with a slightly different intension. A good dictionary should be able to
indicate the differences in meaning, whether by explanatory notes or, like in the following example,
by more extensive encyclopaedic information [Prucha 2005, 18J:
cH (2. v pedagogickem smyslu) aim / goal/objective / target (Podle Dictionary of Education, 1998, jsou to synonyma, odlisovana mirou obecnosti: aim je nejobecnejSi, objective je nejkonkretnejSi. Podle Svece, 2002, "aims" jsou cile obecne, ramcove, strategicke;
"goals" jsou cite programove, institucionalni; "objectives" jsou specijicke, operacni ciie).
In addition, a brief note must be made on zero equivalence in the sample. As mentioned in 2.3.2,
no term should be left without an equivalent, even if the equivalent has the form of a definition-like
explanation. Therefore, zero equivalence should not occur in specialized dictionaries, and, indeed,
no lemmata in the sample are left without an equivalent. However, lack of equivalence can manifest
itself in a different way, for example in the absence of an important term from the dictionary. A case
in point is the above-mentioned PRUCHA, an otherwise good-quality Czech-English dictionary of
education which does not avoid idiosyncracies of the Czech educational system and attempts to
bridge the anisomorphism of terms by explanatory notes and encyclopaedic comments. However,
some important education-related terms are missing from the dictionary, the most striking one
being the very common term skripta. Is it simply an unintentional absence, or did the author
leave the term out owing to the difficulty in providing an English equivalent? In the latter case,
the omission would be far more regrettable.
Besides the absence of important terms due to lack of appropriate equivalents, another problem
is represented by providing equivalents that are incorrect or imprecise. This mosly occurs in
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dictionaries of lower quality which bear signs of haste and insufficient lexicographic expertise.
One such example is VEDRAL, a dictionary of biotechnology, in which we find the following entry
[Vedral 2002, 3]:
boar's capacity to mate and fertilize potence
This entry is grossly imprecise as the capacity to mate and fertilize is not restricted to boars
only (but also to bulls, rams and other animal males). Thus, the correct entry would be, for
instance, either of the following:
boar's capacity to mate and fertilize potence u kancu
capacity to mate and fertilize potence
Fortunately, similar instances are very infrequent in the sample and do not thus represent a
major problem. Having carried out some test translations of various LSP texts using the sample
dictionaries, we believe that for a non-expert or a semi-expert, the greatest obstacle regarding
equivalence is the selection of a correct equivalent out of several offered if there are no labels
or explanatory notes present. This was confirmed when completing a translation of a business
contract between the University of West Bohemia and the Leibniz Institure of Ecological and
Regional Development Dresden (IOER), where the terms "agent" and "principal" continued to
appear, as in the following sentence:

Technical and organisational questions of the processing of orders are discussed between
principal and agent directly.
Having consulted, [Strakova, Burger, Hrdy 1 2000]' a sample dictionary of business, the following
equivalents were obtained for the two key terms:
agent agent rn, zastupce m (obchodni), zprostfedkovatel m; zmocnenec m k jednani, Cinitel
m; faktor m (osoba)
principal §ef m, mistr m, vedouci m, f, zmocnitel m, pfikazce m, jistina f, kapital m, zaklad
m pujcky; hlavni, zakladni
Undoubtedly, an expert will have no difficulty arriving at the correct equivalent. However, a
semi-expert or a non-expert will be in danger of choosing an incorrect equivalent or one that is not
wrong as such but simply not customarily used in contracts of this kind. It needs to be poined out
that the other sample dictionaries dealing with business/law (CHROMA, KALINA, COLLIN) did
not prove much more helpful than STRAKOvA, having provided answers suggesting that some
prior knowledge on the part of the user is expected. If the pair of terms "agent" - "principal"
is frequent in business or legal contracts, the customary equivalents would be worth pointing
out, perhaps by including a short explanatory note. e.g. (v obchodnich smlouvach) and crossreferencing the two terms to indicate their relatedness. However, such an approach presupposes a
good knowledge of user needs; provided that semi-experts and, possibly, non-experts are among
the target users, more consideration needs to be given to the problems they may encounter when
translating LSP texts.
To conclude, we can state that equivalence problems are, predictably, more frequent in sample
dictionaries of humanities, which represent culture-dependent fields. In technical dictionaries, the
chance of a one-term-one equivalent correspondence is much higher than in the former dictionary
type. Where a full equivalent is missing, the dictionaries use a variety of means to convey the
meaning of the term, e.g. explanatory notes, encyclopaedic comments, explanatory equivalents,
etc. The greatest difficulty for the non-expert user consists in having to choose from several
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equivalents where no context specification is provided.

3.4

Dictionary user research

Before a final evaluation of the sample dictionaries is presented, one last topic remains to be dealt
with - that of dictionary user research, a lexicographic activity currently growing in importance
in connection with the user-oriented approach to dictionary-making. Basically, user research is an
umbrella term for several methods employed to research the reference needs and reference skills
of dictionary users [Hartmann and James 2001, 152]. In the present section, we shall provide
an outline of the most important methods and, in addition, present the results of an original
mini-survey carried out in 2005 using one of the sample dictionaries.
Questionnaire. This method of user research is probably the oldest, dating back to the 1960s.
Pioneered by the American lexicographer Clarence Barnhart, it contributed to the development of learner's dictionaries by discovering that the most popular information item in
dictionaries was meaning, the least popular being etymology [Hartmann 2003, 434]. Since
then, questionnaires have become a much-used technique of dictionary research, as they
are able to survey a relatively large sample of population. Basically, the dictionary questionnaire survey uses the same methods as any other form of market analysis: a set of
standard questions are put to a number of informants regarding a given reference work(s) or
dictionary-using habits 24 . To conduct a successful and objective survey using questionnaires,
several important conditions need to observed:
• The questions must be relevant and unambiguous.
• Leading questions ought to be avoided. Thus, for instance, inquiring in the manner of
"What information items do you miss in the dictionary - valency, examples, pictures,
synonyms, etc.?" will only lead to the informant's ticking some of the choices offered
rather than really thinking about his/her real dictionary needs.
• Hypothetical questions should be avoided. The informant should respond with relation
to real dictionary use situations, not imaginary tasks. This can be achieved by giving
the informant a text to translate and, subsequently, to fill in a questionnaire inquiring
about the translation process using the dictionaries selected.
Obviously, the method of questionnaires is not without dangers. While the use of leading
questions may influence the objectivity of answers, asking questions that are too open (e.g.
"Which information do you miss in the dictionary?" without further specification) may,
on the other hand, lead to very general answers which can virtually subsume anything.
Therefore, further research is needed to produce questionnaires ensuring a maximum degree
of objectivity.
Interview. The interview represents an alternative to the questionnaire, combining a checklist format with direct interaction with the informants. Through personal interchange, the
informants' views on various aspects of dictionary use are elicited with relative efficiency.
However, the approach is considerably more time-consuming than the questionnaire.
Protocol. This research technique, called "Worterbuchsbenutzungsprotokol" by Wiegand and
"Dictionary use record" by Nielsen, presents possibilities not afforded by the previous two
methods. Verbal or written, it is an attempt to record the thoughts and opinions of an
informant as he/she is dealing with a particular dictionary use situation. The advantage is
that there is no delay in time, the user commenting of his/her preferences and problems at
the time of completing the assigned task. The objective of the technique does not so much
consist in criticizing the dictionary as in eliciting user behaviour in various dictionary use
situations.
24For examples of surveys, see [Bergenholtz and Tarp 1 1994, 78] and [Nielsen 1994, 15].
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Naturally, even this method is not without some problematic aspects. For instance, users
are often only given one dictionary, while in a real-life situation, they would have several
at their disposal. It may also be difficult to obtain enough subjects interested in fulfilling
such a time-consuming assignment. Finally, interpreting the data correctly is a far more
challenging task than is the case in the pre-defined questionnaires. On the other hand, the
freedom that the user has in recording his/her own thoughts can lead to the emergence of
information that may never occur to the researcher. Therefore, the protocol is regarded as
a more reliable technique than the questionnaire. For illustration, a protocol used by the
Aarhus school is shown in Table 3.10.
Translation
problem
Description
of problem

Aids
(including oral assistance)
Information derived

Further
comments

Solved in
x min.

code

Table 3.10: Example of a protocol used for user research by the Aarhus School [Bergenholtz and
Tarp 1 1994,81].
Experiment. According to [Hartmann 2003, 436], an experiment is a scientific procedure consisting in the observation of a subject under laboratory conditions while keeping a number
of factors under control. This method has not been paid as much attention in dictionary
research as questionnaires or protocols; however, where experiments have beed carried out,
the results brought interesting new insights into dictionary user behaviour. One of the first
experiments, reported on by Hartmann [ibid.], involved a group of Japanese students of English who were asked to translate a text containing a number of nonsense words by means
of a specially designed mini-dictionary. The results confirmed a long-held belief that in long
entries, users will generally choose the first or, at most, the second meaning, without going
any deeper into the entry.
Test. Also called a "quiz", a test is a procedure similar to a questionnaire of the protocol. It
consists of different placement assignments aimed at eliciting various user strategies. More
detailed information on the technique of the test can be found in [Bergenholtz and Tarp
11994,83].
Judging from the striking lack of sources available, the method of dictionary user research is
still far from developed in the Czech Republic. This is due to the fact that the user-oriented
approach as pioneered by the Aarhus School is still a relative novelty in the milieu of Czech LSP
lexicography, with many dictionary authors still holding rather conservative opinions on dictionary
design.
To gain a view of the needs of Czech users consulting specialized dictionaries, a mini-survey
was conducted in the early stages of the writing of the present thesis. Although very basic and,
admittedly, lagging behind the requirements of the above-mentioned authors, it has nevertheless
yielded preliminary results as to the use of LSP dictionaries by Czech students of English. The
survey involved 26 students of a Bachelor's programme in English for special purposes at the
University of West Bohemia, Plzen. They were asked to translate two short technical texts by
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means of a much-used bi-directional dictionary - BAZANT from our sample. The dictionary
claims to be intended for translators as well as technology experts, so the students fell within the
intended user group. The selection of the survey material was motivated by our involvement in
teaching English for Mechanical Engineering, where the texts as well as the dictionary were used.
Half of the students were given an English text and asked to translate it into Czech using the
dictionary. Having done that, they were asked to fill in a small questionnaire (for the full version
see Appendix C). The principal questions were as follows:
1. Which words from the text did you have to look up in the dictionary?
2. Were there any words which you had to double-check in another dictionary to produce a
correct translation?
3. Was there any information missing in any of the articles (grammar, prepositions, collocations) that you would have found useful? Give concrete examples.
4. What were some of the problems you encountered during your translation? Can you think
of any ways in which the dictionary might be improved to make translating easier?
Despite some imperfections of the questionnaire (the presence of one leading question and
the use of one dictionary only, although there was an opportunity to double-check with a LGP
dictionary) 25, the survey did produce results. These showed a number of problems which the
students had not been able to resolve using the dictionary. For instance, they were forced to
double-check some expressions in a general language dictionary (with mixed luck), as the technical
dictionary failed to give them unambiguous meanings. The greatest challenge of the text provided
turned out to be the sentence, "Weakened by corrosion, the bolt sheared after take-off, causing
one engine to break loose" [Glendinning 1996, 123]. The word bolt did not represent a great
problem, although some students were confused by the undifferentiated equivalents given [Bazant
et al. 1 1992, 104]:
1 svornik, sroub (s matici)j cep 2 z<ipadka, zastrcka 3 tex. stucka
and stated they had had to guess using common sense or look in another dictionary. However,
it was the phrase the bolt sheared that proved really difficult, and no student gave a correct
translation. The equivalents for shear were given as follows [Bazant et al. 1 1992, 805]:
shear stfih, smykj stfihanij stfihati, ustfihnouti, odstfihnoutij zasekj zatinka horn.
Naturally, the correct translation was "doslo k pfestfizeni sroubu" or "sroub se pfestfihl", but
this collocation was not indicated anywhere in the dictionary. Quite unfortunately so, because
- as was confirmed to us by an expert in engineering - in mechanics it is a very frequent one.
The very same expert had no difficulty translating the whole phrase. This clearly demonstrates
that the dictionary is actually aimed at a single user group - experts. Laypeople and, perhaps,
also some semi-experts will have difficulty in arriving at the correct translation. Examples of this
semi-expert/layman-unfriendliness can be found throughout the dictionary, and also in the other
sample dictionaries not tested by the survey.
Additional problems appeared in the other part of the test, were students were asked to translate a short technical text from Czech into English using the Czech-English direction of the same
dictionary. Here, the greatest weakness of the dictionary was revealed, i.e. a lack of awareness of
the dictionary purpose as discussed in the final summary to the analysis. In other words, the dictionary authors have failed to realize the different user needs in active and passive dictionaries and
25The leading question was selected so as to avoid statements that are too general or vague. While some students
only reiterated one or more of the possibilities offered, others used their own ideas for the improvement of the
dictionary.
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made the two directions of the dictionary virtually identical. Consequently, most of the students
surveyed did not consider the provided technical dictionary sufficiently helpful in guiding them to
the correct translation. When asked what kind of additional information they missed most in the
dictionary, they stated their priorities as follows:
• prepositions with verbs (38% of students)
• collocations (27% of students)
• examples of the headwords in use (26 % of students)
Three additional priorities stated by the students included pronunciation, synonyms and the
use of pictures. The results of this very simple survey are by no means surprising - they only
reflect the logical problems a user encounters when working with a dictionary containing only
two bare word lists. More unexpected, however, was the way the students answered a more
general question at the beginning of the questionnaire: "On what occasion do you use bilingual
terminological dictionaries?" The possible answers were as follows:
• most often when I receive a foreign-language specialized text or translate it into Czech
• most often when I translate a specialized text from Czech into a foreign language
• most often when I want to write a text (a seminar paper, a summary etc.) in a foreign
language
• I do not use such dictionaries
The first question represents reception of a foreign language, the following two are equivalent
to production in/translation into a foreign language. When the results appeared, they revealed
that the students use terminological dictionaries for production purposes nearly as often as for
reception purposes (39% and 42% respectively). The remaining students stated they do not use
terminological dictionaries. Admittedly, the experiment involved a small group of students and
the results can only be regarded as preliminary, but it can be assumed that the high percentage
of "active users" indicated indeed testifies to the importance of the production puprose in a
dictionary. It is rather unfortunate that this - undoubtedly widespread - need is not taken into
consideration by all dictionary producers.
It remains one of our future tasks to carry out dictionary use research (much improved in format) among various groups of Czech dictionary users and to suggest corresponding improvements
to dictionaries in future publications.

3.5

Final evaluation of the sample

The present section provides an evaluative summary of the information gained from the dictionary
sample, stating the overall character and quality of the dictionaries analyzed, assessing their shared
features as well as differences and presenting a typology of their most notable shortcomings.
The dictionaries contained in the sample can roughly be divided into two groups - dictionaries
of humanities and dictionaries of technology/natural sciences, which we shall call "technical dictionaries" for convenience' sake. The former comprises four main fields: law, business, education
and arts. The latter covers a wide a variety of LSP areas such as engineering, communication
technologies, ecology, biology, medicine or architecture. Although far more varied thematically,
the dictionaries belonging to this group are similar enough in format to be considered as one large
category. One dictionary that is difficult to include in any of the categories is HERMANSKY, a
dictionary of sports.
As regards the differences between the two groups, they are of several kinds. Generally, the
technical dictionaries tend to be more conservative in their macro-and microstructures. The
lemmata are mostly ordered in a straight-alphabetical manner or a niche-alphabetical arrangement
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that shows very few differences from the straight alphabet. Only two of the technical dictionaries
use nesting as their arrangement. The dictionaries of humanities, on the other hand, make frequent
use of more complex macrostructures - only one dictionary displays the straight-alphabetical
ordering; all the other macrostructures are niched or nested.
Similarly, technical dictionaries show less willingness to include grammatical information than
dictionaries of humanities. Most of them fail to state irregularities, let alone syntactic information
or collocations. On the other hand, several state gender or word class quite unnecessarily, given
the character of English and the fact that the dictionaries are intended for Czech users who do not
need to learn the gender of their native language terms. Naturally, there are notable exceptions,
such as RADA, a dictionary of aviation, which provides valency and collocations. Generally, it
can be stated that the bare-term-bare-equivalent format seen in some of the technical dictionaries
(see Appendix B) can only serve a passive function, and only to a limited extent at that. For
successful production in the second language, a greater range of linguistic information is needed.
The dictionaries of humanities appear to be more open to the concept of a reference work that
informs not only on terms but also on their use. The provision of valency and collocations is the
rule rather than the exception. The only dictionary of humanities that fails to state either of these
(BALEKA) provides logical, use-related reasons for not doing so in its preface.
While the dictionaries of humanities are more likely to include usage examples, the technical
dictionaries appear more willing to provide lexical paradigmatic information. In general, they seem
more concerned with terminological precision than the use of the terms in context. In addition,
two of the technical dictionaries provide full-length definitions of terms, a practice not found in any
of the dictionaries of humanities. Again, encyclopaedic information is regarded as more important
than grammatical information.
However, the two categories also share some similarities. The first one is the almost universal
preference for the alphabetical macrostructure (the pitfalls of the systematic one having been discussed earlier), namely the word-by-word arrangement. Although frequent in foreign dictionaries,
the letter-by-letter arrangement has not taken root in Czech-English and English-Czech specialized dictionaries, probably due to the high occurrence of multi-word terms in the terminologies
of both languages. The second shared feature is the device of explanatory notes, used in most of
the sample dictionaries to indicate pragmatic or encyclopaedic information. While not taking too
much space, explanatory notes are extremely efficient in their potential to specify and distinguish
meaning.
The range of shortcomings that the sample dictionaries display can be summarized in a simple
typology proposed below. The typology uses as its point of departure the concepts of dictionary
user and dictionary use (or "function"). As explained in 2.3.9, there are three basic types of
dictionary user: an expert (a person with training in the field), a semi-expert (a student of the
field, a translator or an expert from the adjacent field) and non-expert (person with very limited
or no experience in the given field). Similarly, there are two basic uses of a bilingual dictionary passive use (for foreign text reception) and active use (for foreign text production). To these two,
we can also add translation, which, again, can either have the form or reception (from L2 to Ll)
or production (from Ll to L2). In order to produce a good-quality dictionary, the lexicographer
needs to be aware of both its intended function and the needs of the prospective user. In addition,
he/she must possess the necessary lexicographic skills to produce a dictionary that lists all the
relevant terms, states correct equivalents, provides sufficient meaning discrimination, gives the
necessary amount of grammar and diplays user-friendliness. The shortcomings generalized below
arise when one or several of these requirements are disregarded.
Shortcoming Number One: Disregarding the dictionary use
Taking LSP dictionaries of English for Czech users as an example, it has already been implied that
the active use of a bilingual dictionary roughly corresponds to the Czech-English direction, while
the passive use represents the English-Czech direction 26 . As the former represents going from the
2680me specifications of this implication will be made in 4.3.
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known into the unknown, the information needed by the user will be different from that required
by the latter direction, where the user proceeds from the unknown into the known. For instance,
the need for morphological (irregularities) and syntactic (valency, examples of headwords in use)
information will be greater in production-oriented dictionaries. As regards pragmatic information,
it is needed in both dictionary types.
Here, however, many of the dictionaries - although excellent from the point of view of terminology - are failing. Let us, for instance, consider the very simple phrase pfipevnit pfistroj na stojan
which, for instance, a student of cartography may wish to translate in his/her seminar paper in
English. The available Czech-English dictionary of cartography (SlMA) gives us the following
information [Sima 1993, 124]:
pfipevnit

fasten, fix

Having obtained these two equivalents, we are left with a number of unanswered questions.
Firstly, are the equivalent absolutely interchangeable, i.e. is there total synonymy between them?
The dictionary does not inform us on that. Secondly, what kind of preposition do we use the verbs
with? Do we say fasten/fix "to", "on", "onto", "into", etc? And, moreover, is the preposition
the same for each of the equivalents? Adding at least the preposition, if not a collocation or an
example in use, would not burden the dictionary too much, and the user could avoid having to
look the valency up in a general dictionary.
Similar examples of the disregard of the dictionary use abound in the sample. The result is a
dictionary consisting of a bare list of terms followed by an equally bare list of equivalents. Let us
examine four entries from a dictionary of forestry [Honik 1999]:
diichod (penze) pension
kopat dig
nakazeny infested
potomek offspring
The dictionary, otherwise good as regards terminology, is devoid of any grammar information
which would enable the user to produce a correct text in English - information such as collocations (byt v penzi, pobirat penzi), prepositions (nakazeny Cim), or irregularities (kopal, potomci).
Providing such information would considerably enhance the user-friendliness of the dictionary.
Although L2 reception is generally regarded as easier than L2 production, even here problems
can arise. Let us consider an authentic extract from a LSP text dealing with electrical engineering,
in this case an instruction manual of a VHF Air Band Transceiver IC-AllEURO:
t> Push [DIAL] to toggle the backlight control; OFF, LOW or HIGH are available.

When translating this instruction into Czech, the two terms requiring lookup would undoubtedly be "backlight control" and "toggle". Whereas the compound "backlight control" is lemmatized by our sample dictionary of electronics (MALINOVA) as "osvetleni pozadi", the verb
"toggle" represents a considerable challenge. The very same dictionary offers the following information [Malinova et al. 1993, 124]:
toggle klopny obvod
'" flip-flop klopny obvod
'" frequency preklapeci kmitoeet
'" rate preklapeci rychlost
'" switch paekovy vypinae, paekovy spinae, paekovy prepinae
toggling preklapeni, prepinani
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Although the manual contains many occurrences of the verb "toggle", suggesting that it is a
frequent one in electronics, the dictionary does not even lemmatize it (confirming the tendency
of technical dictionaries to avoid lemmatizing verbs), and the user has to guess from the entry
"toggling". A frequency-based approach to lemma selection would solve the problem easily.
To conclude, the disregard of the dictionary use manifests itself in the reluctance to include
more grammatical information in active dictionaries and, furthermore, in the failure to lemmatize
all the high-frequency LSP terms in passive dictionaries. In addition, disregard for the active
and passive function alike can also have the form of insufficient pragmatic information in either
dictionary type.
Shortcoming Number Two: Disregarding the dictionary user
When compiling a dictionary, the lexicographer should keep in mind what user type (experts, semiexperts, non-experts) the dictionary is designed for, and plan the dictionary structures accordingly.
In addition, the intended user type should be mentioned in the preface. It is only logical that nonexperts and semi-experts will require more information (collocations, explanatory notes, labels
etc.) from the dictionary than experts who know the field well. Sadly, a considerable number of
the sample dictionaries do not appear to acknowledge the different user needs, and their contents
do not correspond with the target group postulated in the foreword.
As an example, let us recall a part of our brief user survey described in 3.4. Here, the sample
technical dictionary (BAZANT) failed to provide the collocation the bolt sheared, which prevented
most of the subjects from giving the correct translation. The shortcoming does not simply only
consist in excluding collocations but also in stating in the preface that the dictionary is intended
for students, translators, interpreters, etc, i.e. semi-experts, a group that requires more extensive
information than experts. Naturally, the dictionary represents a remarkable terminological feat
and cannot be criticized as a whole. It can simply be argued that despite its undoubtable strengths,
the dictionary's weakness consists in the fact that not all the lemmata were planned with the
intended user group in mind.
A similar example of the disregard for the dictionary user can be found in HERMANSKY, a
dictionary of sports, where grammatical properties of lemmata are indicated in a way that may
leave the user puzzled, e.g. transitivity is described by means of labels s. pr. and s. nepr, which,
without corresponding exemplification, will be of no value to the non-linguist users (see 2.2).
To summarize, the disregard of the dictionary user manifetst itself, above all, in the failure to
provide collocations, explanatory notes and other disambiguating devices which enable even semiexperts and nOIl-experts (provided they are included in the intended user group) t.o confidently
receive and produce LSP texts using the dictionary in question. In addition, it also has the form
of the presentation of linguistic information in a way that is insensitive to the real knowledge of
users, whose linguistic competence will always be lower than that of the lexicographer.
Shortcoming Number Three: Lack of general lexicographic expertise
In addition to the previous two omissions, some of the sample dictionaries display a third shortcoming which could be called a "lack of general lexicographic expertise", i.e. of the necessary
dictionary-making skills and sufficient mastery of the English language. As suggested in 3.2, people who prepare specialized dictionaries are most often experts in their field with a relatively good
knowledge of English, but they are rarely lexicographers. As a result, the dictionaries show some
idiosyncracies which could be avoided by having a linguist on the team of authors.
To illustrate the argument, let us consider two examples. The first has been taken from a
Czech-English and English-Czech dictionary of motoring (MACHACKA), which attempts to be
helpful by providing some conversational phrases to be used on British and American roads. Sadly,
the introduction to the dictionary does not state where the phrases were excerpted from, but some
of them are obsolete and very unlikely to be used in real-life situations:
I should like to go to Liverpool. [Machacka 1998, 10]
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May one park here? [Machacka 1998, 23]
Obviously, if there were a linguist on the team, he/she would identify these phrases as obsolete
and replace them with some up-to-date ones, for instance I'd like to go to Liverpool or Can I park
here? The second example comes from RULfK, a dictionary of hydrobiology. Here, the authors
intend to help users by including some grammar irregularities. However, the information provided
is sometimes confusing if not incorrect. Consider the following entry [Rulik, Hus8k, Kvet 1996, 9]:
algae (pI. alga)
attached algae
benthic algae

fasy
pfisedle fasy, llilrostove fasy
benticke fasy

An average user, accustomed to the standard form of dictionaries, would undoubtedly read the
above-stated information in the following way: algae is the singular form, alga (labelled "pI") is
the plural. The equivalents, however, suggest that the opposite is true: algae is the plural. An
advanced user of English, naturally, knows that the lemma is in fact plural, the term in brackets
singular. Most of the users, however, would be puzzled. Whatever the reason for this incorrect
information (lack of grammar knowledge, unsuitable way of labelling irregularities or simply an
unintentional error), the result is providing the user with wrong or confusing information.
Among other examples of lexicographic omission is the inconsistent use of typographical devices, such as the illogical presentation of inner access structure in the following entry [Strakova,
BUrger, Hrdy 1 2000, 36]:
legal pravnij zakonny, legalnij soudni
take legal advice nechat si pravne poradit
~ act pravni ukon
make a legal act provest pravni ukon
Here, it is rather difficult to understand why the authors have decided to replace the head term
with the tilde in the sub entries yet keep it in full in the collocations provided. As there appears
to be no logical explanation, the reason must be put down to negligence.
Other cases of lexicographer's neglect are related to the insufficient treatment of equivalence.
In the very same dictionary, there are numerous entries where an equivalent appears in the sublemmata that is not stated with the head lemma, such as the noun maintenance in the following
entry [Strakova, BUrger, Hrdy 2 2000, 544]:
udrzeni n retention, maintaining, reservation, conservation
jakosti maintaining of quality
cv pray maintenance of rights
cv si zamestnani job retention
cv

Similarly, one entry below, the verbal entry term udrZet is provided with the equivalents maintain,
keep and retain, yet in the collocation udrzovat rychly rust we find the equivalent sustain rapid
growth. In such an instance, the verb "sustain" should be included among the equivalents of the
head term. Unfortunately, inconsistencies of this kind are rather frequent across the sample.
To summarize, the third type of dictionary shortcoming comprises various grammatical, typographical or semantic omissions, intentional or not, which prevent users from obtaining the
correct information from the dictionary. Some of these omissions are only of minor importance,
while others (especially the negligent presentation of equivalence) represent quite serious shortcomings considerably reducing the value of the dictionary.
To make a final comment on the overall quality of the dictionaries, we can state that the sam-
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pIe contains a number of user-friendly and innovative dictionaries as well as several less successful
ones whose helpfulness is seriously limited due to their lack of linguistic as well as encyclopaedic
information or lack of lexicographic expertise. Some of the recently published dictionaries show
an awareness of the latest trends in dictionary research, displaying features such as valency, collocations, usage examples, and explanatory notes/definitions. As can be seen in, for instance,
RADA, MINIHOFER or HAJKOVA, innovation is possible in technical dictionaries as well as in
dictionaries of humanities, provided the authors are well-informed about true user needs.
To avoid making statements that are too general, a table has been compiled where the individual features of all the sample dictionaries are stated an an overall evaluation of each of the
dictionaries is provided. The categories of information shown include grammatical (number, irregularities, valency), lexical syntagmatic (collocations), lexical paradigmatic (synonyms), and
encyclopaedic (explanatory notes, definitions) information. By "lexical paradigmatic information" we understand an explicit statement of a synonym of the lemma, not only listing several
synonymous equivalents. The overall quality of the dictionaries is indicated as follows:

***** excellent - highly user-friendly, providing quality grammar information as well as meaning
discrimination, the contents 100% correspond with the dictionary purpose.
**** good - reasonably user-friendly, providing a sufficient amount of grammar information and
meaning discrimination, the contents largely correspond with the dictionary purpose.
*** average - good from the point of view of terminology, but reduced user-friendliness; limited
grammar information, some discrepancy between the contents and dictionary purpose.
** below-average - providing the necessary terminology but not user-friendly, encourages passive
use only, basic microstructure, insufficient meaning discrimination.
* poor - consisting of bare lists of terms and equivalents only, unsuitable for both reception and
production due to lack of grammar, encyclopaedic and pragmatic information; lexicographic flaws;
resembles a bilingual glossary rather than a dictionary.
The "correspondence between the contents and dictionary purpose" refers to the degree to which
the microstructure reflects the aim of the dictionary postulated in the outside matter; a dictionary designed for production requires such information as morphological irregularities, valency,
collocations, etc., while a dictionary intended for reception demands, above all, careful meaning
discrimination in the L1 equivalents provided, and, to some extent, collocations as well. Providing
redundant information (e.g. gender with every lemma) amounts to disregarding the dictionary
purpose as well, as most (if not all) of the dictionaries in the sample are intended for Czech
speakers of English, not vice versa.
Whether a dictionary in question has been evaluated as "excellent", "average" or "poor" does
not only depend on how many times "yes" appears in the individual columns of the table. The
final evaluation takes a whole range of factors into consideration, including the ease of access,
economy and efficiency of article arrangement, successful handling of equivalence problems, the
quality of the front and back matter, etc.
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Diet.
COLLIN
KALINA
PRUCHA
CHROMA
HAJKOVA
RADA
MINIHOFER
STRAKOvA 1+2
MERTA
HANAK 1+2
BAZANT 1+2
HERMANSKY
HORAK
MALINOvA
BALEKA
SlMA
RUL1K
MACHACKA
MURRAY
TOPILOvA
VLK
VEDRAL

Grammar

Colloc.

Paradig.

Encycl.

yes
yes
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
yes
no
yes
no
yes
no
yes
yes
no
no
no
no
no

yes
yes
yes
yes
no
yes
no
yes
yes
yes
no
yes
no
yes
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
no

yes
no
yes
no
yes
no
yes
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no

yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
yes
yes
no
no

Overall rating

*****
****
****
****
****
****
****
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
**
**
**
**
**
*
*

Table 3.11: Final evaluation of the sample dictionaries, indicating the presence of grammatical,
lexical syntagmatic, lexical paradigmatic and encyclopaedic information as well as the overall
rating of the individual dictionaries.
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Chapter 4

The methodology for the
production of Czech bilingual
specialized dictionaries
One of the principal advances in lexicography in recent years has been the focus on the user perspective, that is the realisation that different users have different reasons for' using the dictionary,
and that the dictionary can, and should, respond to these.
- RRK. Hartmann

The present chapter provides a set of recommendations dealing with the preparation of Czech
bilingual specialized dictionaries. The methodology is based on three principal sources:
1. The analysis of 25 sample Czech bilingual dictionaries described in Chapter 3.
2. The latest research into the user-oriented approach to LSP lexicography as outlined in Chapter 2.
3. The basic principles of pedagogical lexicography as presented in the leading ESL dictionaries
(OALD, LDOCE, MED, COBUILD, etc.).
The guidelines presented aim at being descriptive rather than prescriptive, taking into account the multiple factors involved in each individual lexicographical project. Consequently, three
possible models of the bilingual specialized dictionary have been developed to suit the needs of
compilers involved in a variety of dictionary-making situations (discussed in 4.9).

4.1

Background to the methodology

The methodology proposed in the thesis is by no means the first to be put forward to prospective dictionary authors. Lexicographers such as Wiegand, Bergenholtz and Tarp, Nielsen, Opitz,
Schaeder and others have attempted to lay down the guidelines for the production of specialized dictionaries. However, their recommendations have been addressed to a general dictionarymaking forum, not to authors with a particular language in mind. Our methodology is concerned
with Czech bilingual specialized dictionaries, namely Czech-English and English-Czech dictionaries (with possible application to other languages in combination with Czech). The guidelines
presented take the specific needs of Czech users and the Czech dictionary market into consideration, aiming at practical suggestions, not unrealistic demands. The ultimate objective is to
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combine the theoretically desirable with the viable, producing a set of instructions on how to
create a dictionary that is user-friendly yet marketable in the Czech environment.
As mentioned in the preface, the guidelines leave out technical details of data collection and
processing, as including those would add a large number of pages to the dissertation, and providing
less than that would amount to superficiality (more information on this topic can be found, among
others, in [van Sterkenburg 2003]. The methodology discusses, above all, the ways of presenting
the collected material with respect to the intended dictionary users. In its first part, general
guidelines for the design and planning of the Czech bilingual LSP dictionary are presented. In
the second part, three dictionary models of varied complexity (the unreduced, the reduced and
the minimal dictionary) are introduced and their individual descriptions provided, complete with
exemplification.

4.2

Preliminary considerations

Before any work on the dictionary is commenced, several crucial decisions have to be made regarding the basic character and complexity of the dictionary. Without paying due attention to
these, the dictionary would represent but a half-baked product offering insufficient or, conversely,
redundant information. The decisions in question are as follows:

LSP field(s) covered. Determining the field(s) the dictionary is going to cover is without any
doubt the first decision the lexicographer has to make. There are three basic options available:
• multi-field dictionary
• single-field dictionary
• subfield dictionary
Each type possesses its inherent strengths and weaknesses. The strength of the multi-field
dictionary (Le. dictionary treating two or more fields) consists in its higher marketability.
An economy-conscious Czech user may give preference to a multi-field dictionary due to
the fact that it comprises several subjects in a convenient single volume at the price of a
single book. Having to buy several dictionaries (dealing with business, law and accounting,
for instance) can be considered costly by some users. On the other hand, the apparent
advantage of the multi-field dictionary may prove illusionary, as the number of terms from
individual fields as well as the amount of grammatical information will inevitably have to
be restricted, and the user, unable to find the terms needed, will have to consult a more
detailed single-field dictionary anyway.
Considering the above-stated arguments, it appears that a single-field dictionary is the optimal solution, enabling a more detailed treatment of the LSP terminology as well as the accompanying grammatical information. For the very same reason, single-field - and even subfield - dictionaries are proclaimed by lexicographic theoreticians, for instance [Bergenholtz
and Tarp 1 1994, 60]' as very much preferable to multi-field dictionaries. While no objection
can be made to this claim, it is true, on the other hand, that single-field dictionaries of
certain fields are still difficult to imagine on the small Czech dictionary market. While areas
such as law, medicine or computer science are attractive enough to produce single-field dictionaries, other subjects (e.g. various branches of heavy industry, individual arts and crafts
or some social sciences) would hardly attract enough buyers. Admittedly, dictionaries of
these minority fields do exist. Mostly, however, they have the form of glossaries containing
nothing but bare lemmata and equally bare equivalents (e.g. VEDRAL in our sample). The
same can be claimed of sub-field dictionaries.
As mentioned earlier, multi-field dictionaries run the risk of not only covering the individual fields superficially, but also of lacking space to provide the necessary grammar and
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encyclopaedic information. Should a lexicographer, therefore, decide for the multi-field approach, the number of fields covered should be as low as possible to treat the articles not
only from the terminological, but also linguistic point of view. The fact that such a compromise is possible is demonstrated by KALINA, a dictionary of business, law and finance,
which contains one of the richest microstructures in the whole sample in terms of valency,
collocations and usage examples.
Where the market situation is favourable enough, however, single-field dictionaries should
be given preference due to the in-depth treatment of terms they make possible.
Dictionary size. The term "dictionary size" essentially refers to the number of lemmata in the
dictionary word list. Two main categories based on the lemma count are distinguished:
• maximizing dictionary
• minimizing dictionary
While the former contains as much of the existing terminology of the given field as possible,
the latter is selective, listing high-frequency terms. To draw a dividing line between the
two types is difficult as sizes of individual terminologies vary greatly. However, the lemma
count usually stated is 30,000 [Nielsen 1994, 38]. Accordingly, a dictionary containing more
than 30,000 lemmata is described as maximizing and vice versa, allowing for same variation
across fields. In the instance of smaller languages (such as Czech) this number can be lower,
as multi-volume LSP dictionaries boasting tens of thousands of lemmata are unlikely.
The maximizing/minimizing distinction has two practical implications for the lexicographer.
First, if the minimizing approach is adopted, great care should be taken to carry out lemma
selection on the basis of frequency. The failure to do so is apparent in technical dictionaries,
which tend to avoid lemmatizing high-frequency verbs, providing only nouns, from which the
meaning of the verbs may not always be safely derived. Secondly, it should be clearly stated
in the dictionary preface and/or the informative label whether the terminology presented is
exhaustive or selective only. This is for the prospective user's information (see below).
Dictionary function. Determining the function of the prospective dictionary has a great impact
on the character and amount of information presented in the microstructure. The individual
dictionary functions have been discussed in detail in 2.3.9. Accepting that a single-function
dictionary is unlikely to be produced for such a small language as Czech, we can largely
disregard the separate function of "translation", as it will always be subsumed under one
of the two main functions. It is, for example, unrealistic to expect that a dictionary would
be designed only for reading English texts and not for translating them. Therefore, the
functions of a bilingual LSP dictionary can be narrowed down to the following two:
• Decoding function Involves receiving and translating second-language texts.
• Encoding function Involves writing second-language texts or translating first-language
texts into the second language.
The analysis of the sample has revealed that an absolute majority of the bilingual specialized
dictionaries published in the Czech Republic are intended for Czech users seeking assistance
with English, not for foreign speakers needing help with Czech (although a very small minority of such users may also arise). Logically, the above-mentioned passive function should
correspond with the English-Czech direction, while the active function should equal to the
Czech-English direction. While this is essentially true, especially as far as the Czech-English
direction is concerned, an additional suggestion could be made that English-Czech dictionaries, despite their "reception" status, can also aid production. This is because they often
contain information which may not serve the purposes of the immediate lookup, but it is
there to inform the user of the linguistic properties of the lemma. Provided this information
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is noted and remembered by the user, it can be later utilized for the purposes of production. An example of such information is valency in English-Czech dictionaries [Merta and
Mertova 1994, 11J:
allot pridelit, prikazat, urcit (pro - to/for)

The awareness of the function of the planned dictionary will help the lexicographer include
information which Czech users require when receiving and producing L2 texts. At the same
time, it will enable the rejection of any information that the Czech user does not need,
as he/she already possesses the knowledge as a native speaker of Czech. As the decoding
direction involves going from the unknown into the known, while the encoding one proceeds
from the known into the unknown, the two directions should not look the same. The specific
requirements for receiving and producing English specialized texts - i.e. the emphasis on
meaning discrimination in the passive dictionary and on usage in the active dictionary must be carefully considered by the dictionary author, as will be practically demonstrated
further in the guidelines.
Intended user. Another key factor in the planning process is the type of user the dictionary
aims at. No work should be done on the dictionary without having obtained a clear idea of
the user profile. Basically, a user type can be determined by two criteria:
• According to field competence. Three basic user types are recognized: experts,
semi-experts and non-experts .
• According to language competence. The users may display a high, intermediate
or low level of the foreign language in question. They may also show various degrees of
experience of working with dictionaries; advanced users can be expected to be familiar
with the format of high-quality foreign ESL dictionaries, while users with only basic
L2 skills may have encountered little more than the simple glossary-like dictionaries of
Czech origin.
Both of these criteria will have an impact on the amount of both linguistic and encyclopaedic
information in the dictionary. Logically, the lower either of the competence types, the more
information the user will require. For instance, semi-experts or non-experts will need far
more encyclopaedic information and collocations, while users with a poorer knowledge of
English will require morphological irregularities, information on valency and, very probably,
pronunciation.
Given the role of English in today's business, communication technologies, science and social
sphere in general, and given the increasing co-operation among people working in various
fields, it cannot be considered a particularly fortunate decision to produce dictionaries aimed
at experts only. Such a dictionary will inevitably have a very limited scope of target users,
and any semi- or non-expert in need of the dictionary will be let down by the insufficient
amount of encyclopaedic and linguistic information. Producing a dictionary for users of
several levels of competence, both professional and linguistic, appears a preferable solution
that can also have a favourable marketing impact, especially if the user-friendliness is welladvertised in the informative label or elsewhere.
Naturally, widely popular fields such as business, law, communication technology, etc. are
more likely to be aimed at a broader section of users than dictionaries of some strictly
technical fields. However, those "minority dictionaries", too, can make some allowances for
less expert users by providing at least a minimum of linguistic and encyclopaedic information,
even if it means having to appoint a trained linguist as an advisor.
Author's background As the analysis of the sample dictionaries revealed, every dictionary
closely reflects the experience and expertise of its compiler. The competence may relate
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to linguistics and/or the specialized field in question, roughly yielding the following combinations:
• field expert - non-linguist - practical knowledge of the target language
• field expert - linguist - knowledge of the target language
• non-expert - linguist - knowledge of the target language
• non-expert - translator/interpreter - knowledge of the target language
• non-expert - non-linguist - practical knowledge of the target language
It is extremely rare to find a single author who would comprise top-level linguistic background
with a high degree of terminological expertise; more frequently, the compiler is either a field
expert with practical knowledge of L2 or a linguist/translator with a limited encyclopaedic
knowledge of the given LSP area. For the former, the challenge of the lexicographic work
will consist in being able to deliver correct and sufficient linguistic information; for the
latter, it will be the selection of the relevant lemmata and the choice of the appropriate
equivalents. Where the expert-cum-linguist author is not available, teamwork appears to be
an ideal solution to ensure both terminological and linguistic correctness of the information
presented. If team co-operation is not achievable due to practical limitations, at least some
degree of consulting with a linguist/field expert is advised.

External limitations of the project As suggested earlier, the market for Czech bilingual specialized dictionaries is very small. Therefore, Czech dictionary compilers can be expected to
work under greater time/size/technical constraints than their foreign counterparts preparing
dictionaries of larger languages. An intention to prepare a multi-purpose dictionary comprising a wide variety of linguistic and encyclopaedic information may, for instance, come
into conflict with the publisher's refusal to exceed certain publishing costs or allow more
time for the dictionary's preparation. A great deal of compromising can be expected in most
dictionary projects, having an impact on the final design of dictionaries.
The proposed methodology is aware of the limitations the future dictionary authors may
have to face; hence its descriptive character and multiple solutions offered.

4.3

Lexicographic selection

Following the basic decision on the dictionary size, function and user profile, the next step in the
process of dictionary preparation is the so-called "lexicographic selection". The term refers to a
number of interrelated procedures leading towards the compilation of a list of lemmata and their
accompanying equivalents. Drawing on [Nielsen 1994, 129], the following stages of lexicographic
selection can be recognized:
• method selection
• field selection
• corpus selection
• lemma selection
• equivalent selection
Each of these stages will be briefly explained below.
Method selection. Before the lemma stock for the dictionary can be selected, a method of
its collection must be decided upon. A solution often presented as optimal (e.g. by the
Aarhus authors) is selection based on the frequency of terms contained in an electronic
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corpus compiled for the purposes of the dictionary project. However, not all lexicographers
will have such a corpus, together with the necessary software, at their disposal. Therefore,
the source material will often contain not only electronic documents, but, as in the case of
our model dictionary, a bulk of printed material (e.g. journals, monographs, written reports,
etc.) from which excerption will have to be made. Here, the dictionary compiler's knowledge
of the LSP field in question will play an important role in the selection of the appropriate
terms.
When compiling an English-CzechjCzech-English dictionary, it will always be easier to obtain English rather than Czech electronic LSP material due to the wealth of English Internet
sites dealing with various fields of human activity. Possessing even a partially electronic corpus will be of benefit to any LSP dictionary project, as it will enable the use of a concordancer
to obtain collocations, usage examples and frequency counts.
Apart from the primary sources, whether printed or electronic, the existing secondary
sources, especially older dictionaries, can also be drawn on to provide part of the lemma
stock. Therefore, rather than a single method (a frequency-driven approach based on a
completely electronic corpus, as promoted by the Aarhus authors), a combination of methods can be expected in a Czech LSP dictionary project, requiring both encyclopaedic and
linguistic experience of the author(s).
Field selection This procedure consists in selecting the actual subject (theme) of the dictionary.
If the project is aimed at a single-field dictionary, the lexicographer will have to consider
which subfields of the given field are to be covered, as texts dealing with these will have
to be included in the corpus. Thus, for instance, a sample dictionary of civil engineering
(HANAK), includes the vocabulary from sub fields such as architecture, urbanism, building
technologies, economics of building, geodetics, mechanics, computer design, technical equipment of buildings and others. In the case of a multi-field dictionary, the process is two-fold:
first, the individual fields must be determined and then each of them must be broken down
into subfields.
The process of breaking fields down into sub fields enables the lexicographer to obtain an indepth grasp of the whole terminology, resulting in a balanced representation of the individual
subfields in the dictionary. This is in accordance with a statement made by Zgusta: "A good
policy is to prepare preliminary inventories of technical terms from the single sciences"
[Zgusta 1971, 245J.
Corpus selection Whether electronic or printed, the corpus from which the lemma stock will
be selected needs to be built on certain pre-established principles. The corpus should only
contain texts directly related to the dictionary subject; texts covering all the sub fields determined should be included. Since we are dealing with a bilingual dictionary, it will be
necessary to compile two parallel corpora as sources of terms and collocations for lemmata
and equivalents. The two corpora should be built according to the same principles and
should deal with the same subjects.
Naturally, a preferable situation arises when translations of foreign language texts are available, making the lemma-equivalent match easier. However, as in the case of our model
dictionary, when translations are not available, the two corpora will comprise texts of different origin, requiring an extra amount of LSP experience on the part of the author to
identify the correct equivalents. Nevertheless, even in the instance of the non-availability of
translated material, the building of two parallel corpora is worth undertaking, due to the
opportunity of the selection of collocations afforded thereby.
Like other aspects of dictionary preparation, a corpus can (and should) be built with respect to the user-oriented approach favoured by the present thesis. Such a "user-friendly"
corpus will simply contain texts targeted at the intended user types. Thus, for instance, if
the planned dictionary is intended for semi-experts as well as experts, texts should be included that explain the LSP subject matter to semi-experts; textbooks written for university
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students, semi-experts par excellence, being just one example. Naturally, materials aimed
at experts (articles from LSP journals, monographs, manuals, contracts and other sources
depending on the given LSP field) must also be included. If the dictionary is also targeted at
the interested general public (such as RADA, a sample dictionary of aviation), the options
are wide; in this particular dictionary, the author has - quite correctly so - used fiction
dealing with aviation as one of the sources for his corpus.
Lemma selection The corpus having been compiled, the time-consuming process of selecting
individual lemmata is the next immediate task. Obviously, the narrower the scope of the
dictionary, the more complete the lemma selection will be. The analysis of the sample
dictionary has revealed a strong tendency (especially marked in technical dictionaries) to
lemmatize nouns at the expense (or sometimes to an almost complete exclusion) of other
word classes. Although the predominance of nouns in terminologies cannot be denied, it is
advisable to include other word classes as well, especially verbs and adjectives. This inclusion
is particularly important where the meaning of these verbal or adjectival terms cannot safely
be derived from that of the noun. In addition, the lemma selection can also be extended to
adverbs, prepositions (especially complex prepositions in dictionaries of law, business and
other humanities) and prefixes as well as suffixes.
Importantly, lemma selection must not be restricted to single terms only. The lemmata
selected should also include compound noun terms, multi-word verbs (e.g. phrasal or
prepositional verbs) and, finally, collocations (especially adjective+noun, verb+noun and
noun+verb combinations). As stated in [Bergenholtz and Tarp 1 1994, 118], there are two
approaches to the selection of collocations: a semantically-based approach, involving the
meaning of a collocation, and a frequency-based approach, taking into consideration the
frequency of co-occurrence of certain words in the corpus. Each of these approaches has
its strengths and weaknesses, but the frequency-based approach to collocation selection is
better suited to the computer-aided corpus work.
However, what needs to be obtained from the corpus are statistically significant collocations,
not merely the most frequent co-occurrences, as these are very likely to be trivial. Therefore,
special software may be needed to be able to obtain the relevant collocations. Where such
software is missing, dictionary authors may simply have to apply their linguistic intuition
as well as their knowledge of the given LSP field in deciding which collocations to include.
Special attention should be paid to "intransparent" collocations that may pose a translation
problem for the potential user (such as the bolt sheared found in our user research experiment,
see 3.4).
An important problem is the inclusion of LGP terms in the lemma stock of the planned
dictionary. Obviously, the term "specialized dictionary" suggests that we are dealing with
a reference work covering specialized language only, and it is only logical that LGP items
that are too universal, such as the verbs to be, to have, etc., should be excluded from the
word list to save space for some more specialized terms. On the other hand, it appears
recommendable to include such LGP items that have a meaning different from their general
meaning in the given LSP area (e.g. the word list in library science, see 3.3.6), or LGP items
that collocate with the LSP terms found in the corpus (e.g. words such as approve, agree,
etc. in business English).
A final comment, perhaps unnecessary as the authors of Czech LSP dictionaries do not
seem to have any problems in this area, concerns the appropriate unit for lemmatization.
As emphasized by [Fuertes and Velasco 2001, 40], this unit should always be a lexeme,
never an inflectional form or derivative. The authors of the article show an example of a
straight-alphabetical dictionary where a sequence of independent lemmata consists of the
forms hammer, hammered and hammering, or later on in the dictionary, handicraft and
handicrafts. To lemmatize other forms than lexemes, in their opinion, is to show an ignorance
of the principles of morphology. While essentially agreeing with their observation, we can
only add that the lemmatization of an inflectional form appears permissible in some rare
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circumstances when this form has a special meaning of its own (e.g. some plural terms in
biology, etc.).

Equivalent selection According to [Zgusta 1971, 218], there are two possible equivalent types:
a definition or a translation. Although bilingual definition dictionaries do exist on the Czech
market, for instance Anglicko-cesky slovnik personalistiky [Koubek 2003], they tend to be
very rare. Therefore, our discussion will exclusively focus on equivalence in translation
dictionaries.
As regards providing equivalents, there are several options for the lexicographer, depending
on the degree of equivalence. In an ideal case, full equivalents should be selected for the
L2 lemmata. However, especially in humanities, this is not always possible, and alternative
solutions must be sought. The overview below states the degrees of equivalence and the
corresponding steps to providing their translation:

• Full equivalence. A translation equivalent is provided without any necessary additional information.
• Partial equivalence. The fact that the equivalent is not full should always be indicated. This can be done, for instance, by means of explanatory notes/context markers,
as in the following instance of our projected dictionary of parrot-keeping:

parakeet papousek

maly dlouhoocasy

'* parrot

If the meaning of the partial equivalent can be better understood in relation to another
term, such as parrot in our example, a cross-reference should be used.
• Non-equivalence. Non equivalence arises when a term in one language possesses
semantic and pragmatic properties which are not shared by any existing term in the
other language. Since it is unacceptable for a lexicographer to give up on providing an
equivalent and simply state that it "does not exist", some solution must be applied in
indicating the meaning of the term to the user. The first solution is for the lexicographer
to create a new translation equivalent using one of the following methods:
1.
2.
3.
4.

lexical borrowing (creating a loanword)
loan translation (creating a calque)
coining a new word
adding a new meaning to an existing term

Each of these methods has its strengths and weaknesses. Coining a new word, for
instance, contains a danger of creating a hapax legomenon, a term that will not become
accepted by users. Adding a new meaning to an existing term, in turn, will increase the
degree of polysemy of the given term. Borrowing the term from the second language
(either in its original spelling or adjusted to the target language spelling, e.g. franciza
for franchise in Czech) is a productive step, but does not in itself provide the meaning
of the term; therefore, it should be accompanied by an explanatory note or a definition
if lemmatized for the first time. Although calques convey the meaning of the concept
in a better way, they run the risk of being ousted out by a corresponding loan at some
later stage. Whatever the method chosen, some lexicographers advise caution in the
introduction of new equivalents and propose using the label sugg. (= suggestion) for
the newly coined translations [Sarcevic 1989, 291].
Another solution to the treatment of zero equivalence is to provide an explanatory
equivalent or an explanation (see 3.3.6). Although the user is left without an explicit
equivalent, the meaning of the concept is made clear by the explanatory device. However, while such a solution is sufficient for the mere reception of a L2 text, it presents
a problem when attempting at a translation. Therefore, a combination of a suggested
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translation with an explanatory equivalent or an explanation appears as a recommendable option as seen in the following entry taken from our projected dictionary of parrot
keeping:

clicker clicker, klikr

mechanicka vycvikova pomucka vydavajici cvakave zvuky, jimiz se

zvireti signalizuje spravne provedeni ukonu =? clicker training

clicker training vycvik pomoci klikru vycvikova metoda, pri niz je zvire motivovano
kombinaci mechanickeho zvukoveho podnetu a odmeny =? clicker

Although such a combined entry takes up a considerable amount of space, the instances
of non-equivalence are not likely to occur in large numbers. Therefore, the entries will
not represent a serious threat to the dictionary size, while the user can benefit from
both the presence of an equivalent and the explanation of the concept in question.
Besides the above-mentioned steps, lexicographic selection involves a number of additional
problems. One of these is the problem of directionality in bidirectional dictionaries. Although
most of the dictionaries appearing on the Czech market (14 dictionaries out of 25 in our sample)
are single-direction, there are also some bidirectional dictionaries, i.e. those containing two word
lists in each direction. There are basically two approaches to dealing with bi-directionality. The
first is to provide all the relevant linguistic and encyclopaedic information in one of the directions
(a solution employed, for instance, by HAJKOVA in the sample) and then adding a reverse word
list where this information has been left out.
The second solution is to provide the relevant information in each of the directions, taking
the individual direction (from Czech into English or vice versa) into consideration as far as user
reception, production and translation needs are concerned. Such a solution in actual fact leads to
the creation of two independent dictionaries, either contained in a single volume (MALINOVA) or
published separately (HANAK). Although more time-consuming to implement, the latter approach
is preferable to a mere reverse word list 1 stripped of any linguistic or encyclopaedic information
considering the fact that Czech users need bilingual LSP dictionaries for production purposes
almost as often as for the purposes of reception (see 3.4). Therefore, each direction will require
specific type of information, depending on whether the user is going from the known into the
unknown or vice versa.

4.4

Design of the dictionary

The guidelines proposed below represent general suggestions for the design of Czech bilingual
specialized dictionaries. They are intended to serve as a springboard for the discussion of the
individual dictionary types introduced in the second part of the chapter. It needs to be remembered
that not even the most complex dictionary type - the unreduced dictionary - will contain all of the
information items discussed here; the specific character of each lexicographical project will result
in the inclusion of some items while discarding others. The guidelines are presented in terms of
individual dictionary components and structures, roughly following the pattern of the analysis
described in Chapter 3.

4.4.1

The outside matter

The section presents basic recommendations for the preparation of the outside-matter of a specialized dictionary, stating the necessary as well as optional information to be included therein.
Although most of the outside matter components will not be prepared until the lexicographer has
completed the word-list, we deal with these first to be able to subsequently proceed to the crucial
problems of dictionary structures.
lSome practical tips on reversing a word list can be found in [Newmark 1989, 37-48] and [Sciarone 1983, 413-419].
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Front matter

The front matter of any specialized dictionary, regardless of type, should comprise a minimum of
two components: a preface and a user's guide. A table of contents is additionally recommended
in dictionaries comprising several sections. Optionally, there can also be an encyclopaedic section
and a dictionary grammar.
A table of contents. Unless the dictionary is a minimal glossary-like type without much else
besides the word list, a table of contents has its rightful place in it as a tool guiding the user to
the desired section, especially if the dictionary contains numerous appendices or other outside
matter components to which attention needs to be drawn. While highly recommendable in
an alphabetical dictionary, a list of contents represents an absolute necessity in a dictionary
arranged systematically, as the individual conceptual sections would be difficult to find
without one.
Occupying a single page at most, a table of contents does not represent a size-threatening
component, while lending the dictionary a certain "professional" image. To make it more
prominent, the lexicographer is advised to place the list of contents at the beginning of the
front matter just before the preface.
A preface. Although not necessarily sought after by users, a preface represents an important dictionary component in that it provides relevant background information on the lexicographic
project. A knowledgeable buyer or a critic should be able to consult the preface for the
dictionary's crucial facts and figures to assess its suitability for his/her own reference needs.
Although the preface can contain a variety of data, the following minimum is recommended:
• LSP fields and subfields covered. Is the dictionary single- or multi-field? What
fields and subfields are included? What fields, by contrast, have been left out (and
why)?
• Dictionary size. How many lemmata or, alternatively, lexical units (including those
contained in sub-entries) does the dictionary contain? If the dictionary is bi-directional,
are the lemma counts identical in both directions or do they differ?
• Dictionary purpose. What functions is the dictionary designed to serve? Is it intended for active or passive use? Is translation one of its functions? If so, what features
are included to facilitate it?
• Intended users. Is the dictionary primarily intended for Czech users needing help
with a foreign language or vice versa? Is the dictionary aimed at experts, semi-experts
or even non-experts? What features does the dictionary contain to aid the less expert
users?
• Lexicographic selection What chief sources were the lemmata excerpted from? (It
is not recommendable to make only vague reference to "long-term excerption" from a
"variety of sources", but to give some concrete examples of databases, journals, existing
dictionaries, etc.) What were the basic criteria for lemma selection? Can anything be
said about the selection of equivalents with respect to the cultural (in)dependence of
the dictionary and the terminological (in)congruency of the two languages?
Besides these crucial preface components, the lexicographer may optionally consider several
additional ones. For instance, a note on the dictionary's authorship can provide information
on the lexicographic team - its institutional background and expertise in the given LSP
area or linguistics. A comment on the need for the dictionary may, in turn, explain its
uniqueness or advantages over the existing dictionaries. Finally, the preface can also contain
acknowledgments unless they are provided as a separate front-matter component.
User's guide This dictionary part is as important as the preface and should be kept separate
from it, despite the tendency of some Czech dictionaries to blend these two components into
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one. The user's guide is in fact a short manual instructing the user on how to efficiently
access and utilize the information contained in the dictionary.
As mentioned in 3.3.1, the term "user's guide" is not found in Czech bilingual dictionaries.
Instead, they tend to refer to the "Arrangement of the dictionary", "Dictionary structure" ,
"Comments of the editors on the basic arrangement of the dictionary", "Structure of the
dictionary article" and other names of a similar nature. While these titles are not ideal, as
they omit the instruction-giving character of the user's guide, they are so much used by Czech
lexicographers that attempting to devise a brand-new name might be doomed to failure.
However, if a suggestion is to be given, the title "Pokyny uzivatelum" appears appropriate,
as it closely resembles the established English term "user's guide". Alternatively, the name
"Navod k pouziti slovniku" also captures the function of this dictionary component quite
successfully.
While the preface is generally made up of continuous text, a user's guide will consist of a
series of instructions interrupted by authentic examples from the dictionary. The contents of
the user's guide will always depend on the complexity of the given dictionary's macro- and
microstructure. However, it is possible to pinpoint some information items that ought to be
included in every user's guide regardless of the dictionary's size, function or complexity:
• arrangement of lemmata (macrostructure)
• lemlnatization of multi-word terms (according to the first or head constituent)
• arrangement of the article (microstructure), including the presentation of linguistic
information, i.e. grammar, collocations, usage examples, etc., and encyclopaedic information.
• comment on spelling and pronunciation (if provided)
• comment on labelling (field and linguistic labels)
• comment on equivalence (may include notes on polysemy or homonymy)
• comment on the cross-reference structure
If niching or nesting is applied, a note should be provided on the repetition symbol used (if
any); most often it will be the tilde. Finally, there appears to be a tendency among Czech
bilingual LSP dictionaries to provide two user guides - one in Czech and one, identical
in contents, in English. This practice is commendable where English-speaking users are
included in the target group besides Czech-speaking ones. Where they are not, the user's
guide in English is largely optional.

Encyclopaedic section and dictionary grammar Although warmly recommended by Aarhus
authors, these two optional dictionary components are highly unlikely to become adopted
by Czech lexicographers in the foreseeable future. As stated in 3.3.1, the task of the encyclopaedic section is to provide a description of given LSP area with its specific features for
each language community, while the dictionary grammar aims at introducing the grammatical characteristics and irregularities of the languages involved.
Although not dismissing these two components altogether, suggestions can be made to incorporate some of their features into the commonly used components, while leaving out
whatever exceeds the scope of a regular bilingual dictionary. First of all, it is unrealistic to
expect that authors will start providing lengthy encyclopaedic introductions on the subjects
of law, medicine, ecology, etc. in the front matter of their dictionaries, especially regarding the fact that lIlany of the Czech specialized dictionaries are lIlulti-field. Instead, the
encyclopaedic information can be incorporated into the dictionary by means of explanatory
labels in the individual entries (these can be written in a smaller font to save space), such
as in [Chroma 1995, 187]:
LL.D. [elel'di:] abbrev Doctor of Laws doktor prav

nejvyssi akademicki hodnost pravnika
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In addition, information of an encyclopaedic character can be included in the dictionary
middle or back matter in the form of diagrams, charts, lists, pictures, authentic examples of
various documents, etc.
As regards the dictionary grammar, the situation is similar - an independent grammar
section can be replaced with information items incorporated into the existing components.
Due to the widespread character of English, we do not believe it is necessary to provide an
introduction to the English grammar system, as it will be fairly known to users. In addition,
given that Czech bilingual LSP dictionaries are primarily intended for Czech users, it is not
necessary to describe Czech grammar either. Instead, English morphological irregularities
can be indicated where necessary inside the individual articles or, alternatively, a list of
irregular verbs can be placed in the back matter. In addition, some syntactic features of
individual English terms will be indicated through valency, collocations or implicitly in the
usage examples.

4.4.3

Back matter

Although largely undeveloped in Czech bilingual dictionaries with the exception of the informative
label, the back matter represents an outer structure component with a great deal of potential for
including valuable linguistic and encyclopaedic information.
Appendix Frequently used by foreign ESL dictionaries, the appendix represents a rather neglected dictionary component in specialized dictionaries. This is a rather unfortunate fact,
as a well-designed appendix can to some extent compensate for the conceptual fragmentation
inherent in the alphabetical arrangement.
To enliven the dictionary with diagrams, pictures and documents, as well as to present the
user with some basic facts and figures regarding the given LSP field, the appendix can be
compiled as a sort of encyclopaedic supplement to the dictionary. The character of the
information provided will, naturally, vary depending on the field. Thus, for instance a
dictionary of traffic can provide labelled pictures of traffic signs used in English-speaking
countries, a dictionary of military terminology may include a diagram of military ranks,
a law dictionary can contain examples of the most common forms of legal contracts in
English with their translations into Czech, while a dictionary of education could be advised to
provide fact-files comparing the educational systems of Britain, USA and the Czech Republic.
The possibilities are almost endless, ranging from conceptual diagrams to cultural facts or
information on important legislation related to the second-language community.
Apart from the above-mentioned encyclopaedic data, the appendix offers an opportunity
to include other information items, such as lists of abbreviations used in the given LSP
area, tables of weights and measures, lists of irregular verbs, differences between British and
American usage, etc. The main criterion is potential usefulness, not merely the inclusion of
an appendix for an appendix' sake.
Index Since an overwhelming majority of Czech bilingual dictionaries are arranged alphabetically, and, in addition, they do not tend to include the encyclopaedic section or dictionary
grammar, an index appears as a rather redundant dictionary component. Its existence is
only justified in systematic dictionaries, where it will enable the user to locate the place
in the dictionary where the desired lemma is treated. However, it is extremely unlikely
that Czech publishers would be prepared to accept a substantial increase in the planned
dictionary's size due to the inclusion of an alphabetical index of terms otherwise lemmatized
systematically. Therefore, the concept of the systematic dictionary appears impractical and
user-unfriendly, as will be shown below.
Bibliography The inclusion of a bibliography in the back (or, possibly, front) matter is related
to the author's honesty about the sources he/she used in compiling the lemma list. Although
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necessarily selective, the bibliography adds credibility to the dictionary and its inclusion is,
therefore, recommended.

Informative label Essentially commercial in purpose, the informative label is a useful tool for
capturing the buyer's attention and convincing him/her of the dictionary's merits on a
relatively limited space. Therefore, not including it on the back cover of the dictionary and
leaving that space blank appears as a waste of commercial opportunity. To provide the user
with the relevant data, the informative label should contain at least the following items:
• dictionary size
• dictionary purpose
• intended user
• LSP areas covered
• any user-friendly features contained (grammar, collocations, synonyms, pronunciation,
etc.)
In addition, some commendatory notes can be made regarding the dictionary's uniqueness
compared to other existing dictionaries, the obvious aim being to raise the potential users'
motivation to buy the product.

4.5

Macrostructure

The present section discusses the strengths and weaknesses of individual kinds of lemma arrangement and provides recommendations for macrostructural choice depending on the planned dictionary type.

4.5.1

Systematic macrostructure

Arranging lemmata thematically within a conceptual system of a given LSP area, the systematic
macrostructure represents an ordering in which the conceptual coherence of the terminology is
not interrupted by the alphabet. For this reason, it is recommended by some linguists as an
appropriate arrangement for a specialized dictionary as opposed to the alphabet's suitability for
the general dictionary.
Let us, as an example, consider our projected dictionary of parrot-keeping. Should a decision
be made to arrange it systematically, the dictionary could be divided into the following subsections:
1. Parrot species
2. Biology of parrots
3. General care of parrots
4. Health and diseases in parrots
5. Parrot breeding
6. Legislation and conservation
Although such an arrangement may appear attractive at face value, a user seeking quick
help with a word or phrase encountered in a text may find reaching the corresponding lemma a
troublesome task. Let us say the the subject of the lookup is the term closed band 2 . Is the user
supposed to look for it under "General care of parrots?", "Parrot breeding" or "Legislation and
conservation"? The mere thinking about the possibilities of lookup costs the user time, which is
what an alphabetical arrangement would prevent.
2uzavreny krouzek
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On the basis of the analysis of the sample systematic dictionaries and taking the user-oriented
approach as our standpoint, we can safely claim that the systematic arrangement is not to be
recommended for a bilingual specialized dictionary aimed at quick lookup of terms for the purposes of L2 reception or production. Especially unsuitable for these purposes is the systematic
macrostructure subtype with little or no alphabetical element present, as seen in MURRAY, the
sample dictionary of medicine. The information cost in such a dictionary is extremely high, as the
user has to browse through a large number of entries to access the desired one.
A greater degree of user-friendliness can be found in dictionaries possessing an "outer" systematic arrangement, i.e. ordering lemmata according to thematic fields, but then providing an
inner alphabetical arrangement of these fields. Such an instance is encountered in two sample
dictionaries, MACHACKA and HERMANSKY. While showing some advantage in providing an
easily surveyable lemma stock for each thematic field, these dictionaries still have a rather high
information cost and display a textbook-like rather than dictionary-like quality 3 - a feature which
a user in need of a speedy lookup may not appreciate.
To conclude, it appears that the specialized lexicographer can never fully sacrifice the alphabetical arrangement if user-friendliness is his/her goal. To compensate for the breaking up of the
thematic areas caused by the choice of the strict alphabetical arrangement, field labels can be used
to indicate the belonging of the term to a greater whole. In addition, the appendix provides an
opportunity to indicate the structure of the field and its internal relations in the form of diagrams,
pictures and other illustrative devices.

4.5.2

Alphabetical macrostructure

Having designated the alphabetical macrostructure as best suiting the purposes of a bilingual specialized dictionary, we shall now consider the different types of the alphabetical ordering. It is not
our intention to pinpoint a single one as the "ideal" type while dismissing the others as inappropriate; each arrangement has its strengths and weaknesses when used in a particular dictionary
project. Therefore, we shall draw attention to the suitability of the individual alphabetization
types in relation to the dictionary's purpose and range of coverage.
Letter-by-Ietter vs. word-by-word arrangement
One possible division within the alphabetical macrostructure is based on the letter-by-letter or the
word-by-word distinction (see 3.3.3). As established by our analysis, Czech bilingual specialized
dictionaries display an overwhelming preference for the word-by-word arrangement. Its obvious
advantage has been aptly stated in the preface to one of the sample dictionaries, MERTA: "The
lemmata are arranged according to the characters of the English alphabet using the "word-byword" method, which is advantageous for specialized dictionaries in that multi-word terms are
ordered depending on the alphabetical sequence of the following constituents of the lemma. This
gives rise to compact thematic groups of lemmata" [Merta and Mertova 1994, 6].
Therefore, the advantage of the word-by-word arrangement is inseparably linked to the lemmatization of multi-word terms, the clusters of which are not interrupted by unrelated items. As the
occurrence of multi-word terms has been found to be very high in both English and Czech terminologies, it is, safe to regard the word-by-word principle as preferable for both Czech-English and
English-Czech bilingual specialized dictionaries.
The strict-alphabetical versus nest-alphabetical macrostructure
Apart from the letter-by-letter versus word-by-word arrangement, another distinction within the
alphabetical macrostructure concerns the strictness of application of the alphabetization principle.
As shown in 3.3.3, we distinguish between the strict-alphabetical macrostructure, where the
lemma ordering strictly follows the alphabetical sequence of letters in the source language, and
nest-alphabetical principle, where some interruption within the alphabetical sequence is allowed
3In all fairness to the author, this is what Machacka probably intended his dictionary to be - a half-textbook.
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to indicate semantic relations among terms. The strict-alphabetical principle is further divided
into the straight-alphabetical system and niche-alphabetical system. Stated below are the
recommendations regarding each of these alphabetical arrangements.
Straight-alphabetical ordering The simplest of macrostructures, the straight-alphabetical ordering consists in an one-lemma-one-article correspondence, i.e. there are no sublemmata.
As a consequence, the arrangement enables the quickest lookup, as the user only has to
follow the sequence of headwords; there is no need to search inside the articles. Therefore,
this direct access can be said to possess the lowest information cost.
For illustration, let us consider an imaginary example from the projected dictionary of parrotkeeping:
egg
egg
egg
egg
egg

vejce
binding zaddeni vejce
breaking rozbijeni vajec
inspection kontrola vajec
mixture vajecna michanice

Despite the ease of access, allowing each term the luxury of one separate article may represent
a space-consuming procedure in a larger dictionary. Thus, this arrangement can only be
applied in dictionaries where space-saving is not a major concern.
Although the straight-alphabetical macrostructure is in itself simple, the individual lemmata
may be quite complex. The preoccupation of the article with a single term enables the
provision of a wealth of linguistic and encyclopaedic information, ranging from definitions to
valency information, collocations and usage examples (all without a sublemma status). The
inclusion of such information in more complex macro structures becomes, naturally, more
difficult. Therefore, it is no surprise that it is the sample dictionaries richest in linguistic or
encyclopaedic information (KALINA, COLLIN, MINIHOFER, HAJKOVA) that display the
straight-alphabetical arrangement. A conclusion may be drawn from this that the straightalphabetical arrangement appears suitable for dictionaries intending to cover a wide variety
of linguistic and non-linguistic information, due to the complexity of their individual entries.
On the other hand, the very same arrangement also seems to be favoured by glossary-like
dictionaries of mostly technical subjects (VLK, VEDRAL, HORAK), simply for the reason
that the straight-alphabetical macrostructure is easiest to construct, the more sophisticated
arrangements requiring a greater degree of lexicographic erudition. In other words, the
straight-alphabetical arrangement is also suitable where the author simply wishes to present
a bilingual terminology without a great deal of additional information, whatever the value
of such a dictionary to the user.
The above-mentioned low information cost afforded by the straight alphabet comes at the
price of scattering semantically related terms. Thus, in VLK, the sample dictionary of motor
vehicles, the lemmata gear, change gear and reverse gear appear at totally different places in
the dictionary. For the lookup of an isolated term this will not pose a problem, as the initialalphabetical principle will guide the user to the required lemma safely. However, for anyone
wishing to gain the knowledge of the terms related to the given lemma, the information
obtained will not be complete.
Niche-alphabetical ordering This ordering is a "cross-breed" between the straight-alphabetical
and nest-alphabetical arrangement. While organizing related items in compact columns of
sublemmata headed by the niche lemma, it also strictly preserves the alphabetical principle,
so interruptions are allowed neither in relation to the previous and the following lemmata nor
among the sublemmata inside the niche. Illustrated below using the same lemma sequence
from our projected dictionary are the two subtypes of niching, i.e. listing and clustering:
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Eclectus Parrot eklektus ruznobarvy
egg vejce
"-'binding zadrZeni vejce
"-'breaking rozbijeni vajec
,,-,inspection kontrola vajec
"-'mixture vajecna michanice
endemic endemicky
Eclectus Parrot eklektus ruznobarvy
egg vejce; "-'binding zadrzeni vejce; rvbreaking rozbijeni vajec; rvinspection kontrola vajec; rvmixture vajecna michanice
endemic endemicky

The analysis carried out in the previous chapter revealed that niching is a universally applied ordering principle, found in both dictionaries of technical disciplines and humanities,
especially in its listing subtype, which is more-easily surveyable, while clustering is more
space-saving. Most of the dictionaries employing niching are of the reduced type. All the
niched dictionaries examined make use of the the tilde as the repetition symbol to save space,
although niching also allows the full repetition of the niche lemma in the multi-word term.
Despite the fact that the niche-alphabetical macrostructure appears an attractive arrangement, its design is not entirely without problems. The most important one concerns the
lemmatization of collocations. While nesting allows the presentation of collocations as sublemmata, without making any distinction between collocations and multi-word terms, niching
is unable to do that. The reason is that all the collocations presented as sublemmata would
have to begin with the same word as the niche lemma to observe the strict alphabetical
ordering. However, the choice of collocations would be severely limited in that case, mostly
to verb+noun collocations - not an ideal situation, considering the small number of verbs in
specialized dictionaries.
As a consequence, alternative solutions have to be sought to be able to provide a wider range
of collocations. One of these is employed by STRAKOvA, a sample dictionary of business.
Here, collocations - unlike multi-word terms - are not regarded as fully-fledged sublemmata.
They are presented in a different font (italics) and freely inserted in between the individual
multi-word sublemmata [Strakova, Burger, Hrdy 1 2000, 374]:
level hladina /, rovina /, uroven /, stupen m, vyse /, stay m (zasob)
at the governmental "-' na vladni urovni
at the highest rv na nejvyssi urovni
prices have reached the lowest rv ceny dosahly nejnizsi urovne
reach peak rvS docilit nejvysSich kur'zu
,,-,accrual vyvazeny pfirustek m
,,-,crossing with gates zeleznicni pi'ejezd m se zavorami (dop.)
rvindicator ukazatel m urovne
An alternative solution would be to provide collocations at the end of each lemma column,
again in a different font. The system adopted by STRAKOvA, although not without its
typographical disadvantages, is more user-friendly, as the collocations relate directly to the
individual sublemmata.
To summarize, the niche-alphabetical arrangement is suitable for a wide variety of dictionaries regardless of the LSP area covered. Its advantage as opposed to the straight-alphabetical
ordering is the highlighting of related terms by their inclusion in an alphabetical niche. As
the strict alphabetical ordering of lemmata must always be observed, the provision of collo-
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cations is only possible if these are presented in a different format than the sublemmata. It
appears that niching is an arrangement well-suited for dictionaries with a reduced amount of
linguistic and non-linguistic information, as the existence of sublemmata is allowed without
the dictionary becoming too chaotic.
Nest-alphabetical ordering Resembling the niche-alphabetical macrostructure in the presence
of sublemmata and the ways of their presentation, "nesting" is an arrangement which is prepared to break the alphabetical sequence in the word list to hold semantically related terms
together. Therefore, it is also called a non-strict alphabetical arrangement. There are
two ways in which the alphabetical principle can be disrupted. First, it can be in relation
to the preceding and the following lemmata while preserving the strict alphabet among the
elements of the nest - an ordering called first-level nesting. Second, in an arrangement
called second-level nesting, the alphabet is disrupted in relation to the preceding and
following lemmata as well as inside the nest, mostly in order to group together morphosemantically related sublemmata. In this way, several alphabetical arrangements can occur
inside the nest.
The fundamental question when choosing nesting as a macrostructure is whether the provision of semantically related terms in one place is worth sacrificing the strict alphabetical
principle, the price to be paid consisting in the decreased ease of access to terms appearing as
sublemmata. The relatively high occurrence of nested dictionaries in our sample (see 3.3.3)
suggests that Czech lexicographers do acknowledge its advantages despite the loss of direct
access to lemmata. To illustrate the advantages by a concrete example, let us show how the
above-stated entry from the projected dictionary of parrot-keeping would be expanded if the
first-level nesting principle were applied to it:
Eclectus Parrot
egg vejce
~binding zadrZeni vejce
~breaking rozbijeni vajec
empty ~ pnizdne vejce
fertile ~ oplozene vejce
hatch ~s sedet na vejeich; vysedet vejce
~inspection kontrola vajec
~mixture vajecna michanice
endemic

Alternatively, the same extract arranged according to the second level nesting principle
would look in the following way:
Eclectus Parrot
egg vejce
~binding zadrZeni vejce
~breaking rozbijeni vajec
~inspection kontrola vajec
~mixture vajecna michanice
empty ~ prazdne vejce
fertile ~ oplozene vejce
hatch ~s sedet na vejeich; vysedet vejce
endemic
From either of these examples, we can see that the number of sublemmata of the lemma
"egg" has grown by another three compared to the niched article: empty egg, fertile egg and
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hatch eggs. No difference is made between a multi-word term and a collocation, as users
are not likely to make the distinction either. Admittedly, the information cost of such an
ordering is increased in that the user may, for instance, start looking for the equivalent of
empty egg under empty (which mayor may not be there as a separate lemma) only to realize
that the term is lemmatized under egg. On the other hand, the user, having found the desired
term, is also able to learn a number of related terms, such the antonym fertile egg and others.
Consequently, the strength of the nesting principle consists in the access to related terms
in a way that is not enabled by either of the previous alphabetical systems. However, it
is always important to explain the nested lemma structure and the lookup strategy in the
user's guide in the hope that the user will take time to consult it.

Despite the advantages stated, both the niched and the nested arrangements possess a limitation alluded to earlier - they are only viable in dictionaries with relatively simple microstructures, i.e. those containing a low amount of linguistic and encyclopaedic information, i.e. reduced and minimal dictionaries (although, as stated above, the latter tend to
be overwhelmingly straight-alphabetical). Collocations and explanatory notes is what such
macrostructures can cope with at most, yet other information types, i.e. definitions, lexical
paradigmatic information, usage examples, etc. would overload the system of sublemmata
and make the entries too chaotic. Therefore, if a lexicographer is preparing a dictionary of a
relatively new field (such as ecology or communication technologies in our sample) or simply
any field requiring some encyclopaedic input (e.g. definitions of little-known or problematic
terms), the straight-alphabetical system appears the most advisable. The same applies to a
dictionary project where a greater amount of linguistic information than average is planned.
Additional macrostructural problems
Having selected a particular type of macrostructure, the lexicographer needs to deal with a number
of additional problems. The two to be discussed in the present guidelines involve the lemmatization
of multi-word terms and the lemmatization of numerical and alphanumerical items.
As regards the manner of lemmatizing multi-word terms (see also 3.3.3), there are three basic
options available:
• The multi-word term is lemmatized according to its first constituent.
• The multi-word term is lemmatized according to its head constituent.
• The multi-word term is lemmatized both according to its first and head constituent (provided
they do not overlap). The full lexicographic information is provided in one lemma only, while
the other is cross-referenced to it.
There is some relation between the lemmatization of multi-word terms and the macrostructure
type. While the straight-alphabetical arrangement will always lemmatize multi-word terms according to their first constituents, the niche- and nest- alphabetical systems can utilize any of the
three solutions 4 . The lemmatization according to the first constituent has the lowest information
cost; therefore, perhaps, it is found in a majority of Czech bilingual LSP dictionaries. The lemmatization according to the head constituents, in turn, enables the grouping together of related terms
which would otherwise be scattered across the dictionary, as can be seen on the example of two
simplified imaginary extracts from the projected dictionary of parrot-keeping:
band 1 krouzek
band 2 krouzkovat
cloaca kloaka
closed band uzavreny krouzek
colony kolonie [... ]
4In the case of the former, the principle applied is the so-called "quasi-niching" mentioned in 3.3.3
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open band otevfeny krouzek
band 1 krouzek
"', closed uzavfeny krouzek
"', open otevfeny krouzek
band 2 krouzkovat
cloaca kloaka
colony kolonie
The third solution, lemmatizing the multi-word term both according to its first and head constituent, is recommended only in terms with an extremely high frequency of occurrence. As it
would be a waste of valuable space to provide all the relevant information (equivalent, labelling,
grammar, etc.) in both places, it seems best to provide it with one lemma only and use a crossreference to link the two lemmata.
Whichever manner of multi-word term lemmatization is selected, it should be clearly described
in the user's guide to prevent the user from searching for the desired term under the wrong
constituent.
The second additional consideration related to the macrostructure concerns the lemmatization
of numeric or alphanumeric lemmata, i.e. entries such as "3-D, 20/20, 2,4,5-T" [Bergenholtz
and Tarp 1 1994, 191]. The recommended practice is to lemmatize them in such a way as if
they were written in letters, i.e. "three-D" etc. In this manner, it will be possible to integrate
them into the alphabetical macrostructure under the first letter of their written-out form. If the
terminology presented in a particular dictionary does contain alphanumerical items, the manner
of their presentation should, again, be explained in the user's guide.

4.6

Microstructure: linguistic information

The present section discusses the various kinds of linguistic information recommended for inclusion
in the microstructure of Czech bilingual specialized dictionaries with respect to their type and
intended user group. As stated earlier, the term "microstructure" refers to the internal design
of a dictionary article [Hartmann and James 2001, 94]. The category of "linguistic information"
provided in the microstructure is fairly broad, comprising a range of items from spelling to usage
examples.

4.6.1

Information on spelling

Spelling/pronunciation represents the first information item that a user is confronted with when
consulting a desired entry. The provision of this information very much depends on the intended
user group. In a dictionary aimed at Czech users needing help with English (or any other foreign
langauge), i.e. the actual majority of Czech bilingual LSP dictionaries as revealed by the analysis,
no information on Czech spelling or pronunciation is needed, as the user will, logically, possess the
knowledge. Therefore, what we are really concerned with is the provision of spelling/pronunciation
information with respect to the foreign language.
To take English as an exemplary language, these are the spelling information items recommended for inclusion:
General spelling variation The category comprises items that do not have a single standardized spelling form but several possible forms. This mostly concerns compound terms, where
two or three ways of spelling are sometimes possible, e.g. bathtub, bath-tub and bath tub.
However, the spelling variation can also be of a different nature - for instance, the term parrakeet (small long-tailed parrot) has a variant parakeet, the preference for each one varying
across authors.
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If corpus evidence is available, the most frequently used variant should occur as the headword, with the others presented as additional spelling information (in brackets or otherwise).
Alternatively, the variants can be individually lemmatized and cross-referenced to the most
frequent form, which will contain the full lexicographic description.
Regional spelling variation With respect to English, this information item will most probably
cover the differences between British and American spelling. The lexicographer should choose
one spelling variety as the primary one and indicate all the instances in which there is a
spelling difference based on regional usage, e.g.:
aluminium (AmE aluminum) hlinik

The "secondary" variant should be accompanied by a regional label (AmE or BrE, US or
GB, etc.). Consistency is important in stating regional variants; the existing Czech bilingual
LSP dictionaries often display the shortcoming of providing this information in some terms
only, while neglecting it in others.
Specific spelling features Finally, the user's attention should be drawn towards lexemes where
specific spelling features occur. A good example is an entry from CHROMA, stated earlier
in the analysis [Chroma 1995, 18]:
acquit [a'kwit]

/tt/

(v) 1 sb. of st. zprostit koho viny, osvobodit koho od ceho

Here, the user is informed about the doubling of the consonant "t" without too much space
being wasted on the information item. Where space-saving is not a major concern, the
individual forms may be written out in full. However, provided that the indication technique
is clarified in the user's guide, the shortened form ought to be sufficient.
The first two spelling information items are advised to be included in all dictionary types, while
the third should at least be provided by dictionaries intended for active (encoding) function, as
the lack of knowledge of a term's specific spelling features could lead to mistakes in L2 production.

4.6.2

Pronunciation

Unlike spelling information, where no controversial considerations seem to arise, the information on
pronunciation is more problematic. The basic question to be asked is, "Does pronunciation have a
place in a specialized dictionary"? There appears to be no single unanimous answer; as seen in the
analysis, different authors hold different views. The decision for or against including pronunciation
will always much depend on what function the compiler envisages for his/her dictionary. If the
dictionary is to serve a largely passive purpose (Le. the reception and translation of L2 texts,
mostly written), then the inclusion of pronunciation will most probably be rejected. Where a
more active use of the terminology is anticipated, the authors may decide on the provision of
pronunciation.
The low occurrence of pronunciation in the sample dictionaries indicates that Czech specialized
lexicographers still do not regard this information item as a necessary part of a bilingual LSP
dictionary. This is understandable, as pronunciation places an additional demand on space in the
dictionary entry and, furthermore, providing a transcription for each lemma is time-consuming.
In addition, an opinion seems to prevail that where the user is in real need of the pronunciation
of a term, he/she can always consult a general-purpose dictionary.
The above-mentioned view, however, can be countered by a valid argument that some terminologies, especially those of natural sciences, contain specific terms that cannot be found in
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the widely available LGP dictionaries 5 . Furthermore, some terminologies are presented in the
dictionary form for the first time, so the pronunciation of certain terms may be unfamiliar to
users. Where the lexicographic team do decide to include pronunciation, there are several options
available [Bergenholtz and Tarp 1 1994, 135]:
• phonetic transcription is given for all headwords and/or equivalents
• phonetic transcription is given only for certain headwords and/or equivalents
• instead of phonetic transcription, stress is indicated for all headwords and/or polysyllabic
equivalents
• stress is indicated only for some headwords and/or equivalents
Judging from the sparse data available, the first option seems to be the norm for pronunciationproviding Czech LSP dictionaries although the second option seems appealing as well, with transcription provided only in lesser-known or difficult terms. However, the degree of terminological
"difficulty" with respect to users of varying competence may be challenging to assess; therefore,
the option does not tend to be adopted by lexicographers. The last two options are equally unlikely as the benefit of the indication of stress without the complete phonetic transcription is rather
doubtful as far as user-friendliness is concerned.
When planning the inclusion of phonetic information, a choice of the phonetic transcription
system must be made. There are three basic possibilities:
• to use of the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA)
• to use Czech characters where possible while borrowing IPA characters for sounds not present
in Czech
• to use Czech characters only
With dictionaries of English in mind, the third possibility can be rejected straight away, as the
Czech characters cannot satisfactorily capture some sounds specific to English (a similar situation can be assumed for other foreign languages). Therefore, the choice remains between the
International Phonetic Alphabet and its "czechisized" version.
The czechisized transcription system combines a maximum of familiar Czech characters with a
bare minimum of characters representing sounds specific for English. Let us examine on a number
of entries what such a "hybrid" transcription system looks like:
ancestor ['rensest<3]
cage [keidz]
hatchling ['hreclilJ]
macaw [m<3'ko:]
sponsorship ['spons<3sip]
though [O<3u]
At face value, this system appears more user-friendly than the use of the IPA, the reason being
that users (especially older or more conservative ones) may not feel comfortable about some of the
IPA characters, while there are perfectly familiar Czech characters for the corresponding sounds.
This, after all, may be the reason why this solution was found in all the sample dictionaries
providing pronunciation.
Nevertheless, there are also very strong reasons for using the IPA exclusively. The first one is
the growing number of Czech users who have been taught English using modern textbooks (e.g.
5This problem seems to be acknowledged by the authors of HAJKOVA, the sample dictionary of ecology. Due
to the great amount of biological terminology difficult to find elsewhere, the authors have provided pronunciation
with all the lemmata.
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Headway) and dictionaries (OALD, MED, LDOCE, etc.) where the IPA characters are employed.
Admittedly, these are the users of the mainly younger generation. Their numbers, however, are
on a steady increase, which is a fact worth taking into account by dictionary authors. In addition,
the trend to use an international transcription system is closely connected with the policy of the
Common European Framework of Reference for Languages, which aims at a consistent format
of English teaching materials across the European Union - for more information see [Bailly et
al. 2002].
With the effort across Europe to create some common standards for the materials aimed at
foreign language learners (where the IPA plays a role as a widely accepted system of phonetic
transcription), employing a special czechisized transcription appears as a step backwards. Although admittedly an "easier" option for some conservative users, this solution ignores the wider
European trends in the production of textbooks and reference works. With respect to this fact, the
use of the IPA must be recommended at least for the compilation of dictionaries rich in linguistic
information and intended for active use, as these aim at being similar to the recognized learner's
dictionaries, in which the IPA is the rule.
Another reason for using the IPA is its greater precision in describing the sounds of the L2
in question. For instance, the term nippy from the English parrot-keeping terminology would be
transcribed in the czechisized version as j'nipi/, whereas two different characters for the vowels
would be employed by the IPA - j'mpi/ - to describe their different quality. Again, what can
be viewed by the more conservative users as a burdensome increase in the dictionary information
cost in fact gives the dictionary a greater accuracy of description that brings it nearer the desired
standard of learner's dictionaries. Furthermore, provided that the use of the individual IPA
characters is exemplified on well-known words in the dictionary front matter (as shown practically
in Appendix A), the user will be able to decode even the more unfamiliar symbols, the result being
a greater accuracy of pronunciation.
To summarize, the recommendation to be made regarding pronunciation in LSP dictionaries runs counter to the overwhelming trend in Czech specialized lexicography: taking the userfriendliness into consideration, the inclusion of pronunciation must be stated as useful and beneficial, especially where the dictionary covers a new or a highly specialized terminology. It needs
to be borne in mind that the "active" function of a dictionary consists in aiding the production of
spoken as well as written texts, and the provision of pronunciation will prevent mistakes made by
users in oral communication, especially as far as lower-frequency technical terms are concerned 6 .
As regards the use of an appropriate transcription system, the IPA can be recommended for
dictionary projects containing a wealth of linguistic information and aimed at users with intermediate/advanced L2 competence, due to the resemblance of foreign learner's dictionaries. In
dictionaries with a reduced amount of linguistic information, the compiler is asked to carefully
consider the needs of the target users to make an informed decision on the choice of the transcription. The czechisized version will be appreciated by more conservative users who aim at maximum
convenience. However, the use of the IPA will pose no problem to users with experience in the
work with foreign teaching materials, and will provide the dictionary with a greater accuracy of
phonetic description, not to mention the compliance with the trend set by the Common European
Framework of Reference for Languages. In minimal glossary-like dictionaries, the provision of
pronunciation is highly optional due to the fact they can only serve a passive function.
Finally, a point can be made referring to the future of printed dictionaries. As seen in HORAK,
a sample dictionary of forestry, as well as a number of foreign ESL dictionaries, there is a possibility
of publishing a printed dictionary together with its electronic version on a CD-ROM. Apart from
its main advantages (i.e. hypertext search and Boolean search), the electronic version offers an
additional bonus of including recorded pronunciation for each term. That way, space can be saved
in the printed dictionary while the user is able obtain authentic pronunciation provided by a native
speaker, a solution preferable to mere transcription. For more information on the compilation of
an electronic dictionary see [Nielsen 1992].
6That said, it must be pointed out that LSP users tend to mispronounce even high-frequency terms. A very
frequent mistake, observed over the years of teaching practice, is e.g. the pronunciation of the word surface as
/,s2J:fels/. A large number of similar instances could be stated.
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Linguistic labelling

"Linguistic labelling" is a rather convenient term used to describe a series of labels 7 conveying
information on deviations from the unmarked majority of the lemma stock found in the dictionary.
These deviations can be of various types - diachronic, regional, stylistic, etc. Although the theory
of specialized lexicography claims that specialized language presented in dictionaries should not
fall outside the unmarked centre, any analysis of real Czech LSP dictionaries will reveal regular
inclusion of terms marked in one way or another.
The most consistent typology of labels (one based on Hausmann) has been introduced and
exemplified in 3.3.4. Here, for the purposes of the methodology, we state the basic categories
again together with the examples of the most frequent labels found in the sample dictionaries.
Label type

Examples

diachronous
diatopical
diatechnical
diaintegrative
diamedial
diastratic
diaphatic
diatextual
diafrequent
diaevaluative
dianormative

zast., hist.
BrE, AmE, US, GB
med., arch., admin., anat., zool.
lat., it., fr.
hov.
slang
fml, infml
bibl.
zr.
zert.
nespr.

Table 4.1: Types and examples of linguistic labels in Eng-Cz and Cz-Eng dictionaries

Labels can be provided in both source and target language terms. Although they are usually
applied to lemmata rather than equivalents, it may, for instance, occur that an English term has
a marked equivalent in Czech, perhaps a colloquial or slang expression such as in this example
[Rada 2001, 115]:
crop duster 1 VIZ crop-dusting aircraft 2

hov

praskar, pilot zemedelskeho letadla

The decision to use the label with the lemma or the equivalent will always depend on the individual
instance, although maximum consistency should be aimed at.
Labelling can be recommended for use in all three dictionary types, the choice of labels depending on the character of the terminology described. For instance, BALEKA, a sample minimal
dictionary of arts, displays a high frequency of diaintegrative labels due to the high occurrence
of loanwords in the arts terminology. Similarly, RADA, a reduced sample dictionary of aviation,
contains examples of diastratic and diamedial labels owing to the presence of colloquialisms and
slang expressions in the terminology of aviation.
An important fact to bear in mind is that the form of linguistic labels should be coordinated
with the form of other linguistic information. Thus, for example, if the dictionary authors decide
on the use of English rather than Czech indicators of linguistic information, then the English
forms of linguistic labels (as known from ESL dictionaries) should also be used. Where grammar
is described by means of Czech indicators, Czech labels will be appropriate.
7 An alternative treatment of these labels has been offered by [Landau 1989, 72J, who calls them "usage labels".
However, Hausmann's typology is more detailed.
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Grammar information

A truly user-friendly specialized dictionary would hardly be thinkable without some amount of information on grammar, presented with respect to both the target user and the intended use. Since
many authors of Czech LSP dictionaries are field experts, not linguists, grammatical information
tends to be neglected or used incorrectly in their dictionaries. The following guidelines should
provide some recommendations regarding the inclusion of information on grammar in Czech LSP
dictionaries.
First of all, the design of dictionary grammar should take two factors into consideration: the
user's language background and the character of the second language covered by the dictionary.
Accepting that Czech bilingual LSP dictionaries are mainly produced for Czech users who seek
information on a foreign language, it becomes obvious that information on Czech grammar is
redundant, as users already possess the knowledge; providing grammatical information on the
native language in a specialized dictionary amounts to sheer luxury.
Despite this, we still see a number of Czech dictionaries of English providing such information
items as gender (m, f, n) or word class (n, adj, v) with Czech lemmata or equivalents. Unless
English speakers in need of help with Czech are included in the preface as intended users (which
they almost never are), such information is without any real value. However, where the use of
the dictionary by foreign speakers is a genuine objective, the provision of information on Czech
morphology should be considered.
It appears logical to use the item of word class as a point of departure in the discussion
of grammatical information in a LSP dictionary. Although the item itself may not be explicitly
stated in the microstructure, the individual word classes subsume a number of specific grammatical
categories that could present potential problems to the dictionary user and may have to be stated
in the dictionary.
The necessity of the indication of word class can be argued to depend on the character of the
foreign language in question. For English, word class appears to be a largely optional item, as
it will in most instances become obvious from the Czech equivalent. The explicit indication of
word class may be considered by dictionary projects that aim at similarity to the foreign ESL
dictionaries, where the statement of word class tends to be the norm. Its provision can be planned
in combination with other information items, i.e. count ability in nouns or transitivity in verbs, as
seen in an extract from the projected dictionary of parrot-keeping:

breed /bri:d/ (bred - bred /bred/)
2

[T)

v

1

[I)

rozmnozovat se, mnozit se, mit mlade, hnizdit

chovat, odchovavat co

In simpler dictionaries where the information on countability or transitivity is left out or where
it is not presented by any specific indicators, the provision of word class for each lemma becomes
rather unnecessary. Instead, a recommendation can be made to state word class only in some
special instances which could confuse the user, e.g. where the equivalent is of a different word
class from the lemma, or in conversion pairs as shown in the following imaginary example:

perch l n bidlo, bidelko
perch2 v sedet na bidle
For other languages than English, it is up to the lexicographer/co-operating linguist to consider
how the inclusion of the word class would benefit the intended user with regard to that particular
language.
The provision of word class having been treated, the discussion will now focus on the specific
grammatical categories pertaining to the word classes whose coverage can be expected in a LSP
dictionary, i.e. the noun, the verb and the adjective/adverb.
1. THE NOUN
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Gender Considering what has been suggested in relation to Czech and due to the existence
of natural gender in English, the indication of gender is not recommended in dictionaries
of English due to its redundancy 8. However, in languages possessing grammatical
gender (such as German), this information becomes vital for active use of the terms
and should, therefore, be indicated in all dictionary types. The provision of gender
usually has the form of internationally recognized abbreviations m, f, n for masculine,
feminine and neuter, respectively.
Number The indication of number (pl., rarely sg.) is recommended in special cases only,
regardless of the dictionary type. Such cases include, above all, pluralia tantum, i.e.
plural-only terms like credentials, goods, arrears, etc. The indication of plural here is
a signal to the user that these terms cannot be used with the indefinite article and
only verbs in the plural can be used in combination with them. Some dictionaries, e.g.
BAZANT, use the abbreviation plt. to indicate pluralia tantum.
Apart from pluralia tantum, the plural may also be indicated in single- or multi-word
terms which, besides normally possessing a singular form, occur in the plural in a
specific meaning. To exemplify, here are a number of such lemmata excerpted from
[Hajkova et al. 1998]:
compensations (pI.) kompenzace (pl.), nahrady (pI.)
complaint records (pI.) zaznamy 0 stiznostech
field conditions (pI.) polni podminky
Note that in the first example, the indication of plural with the Czech equivalent kompenzace is entirely justified, as the word has the same plural and singular form in Czech,
which could mislead the user. In the second equivalent, nahrady, it is rather redundant.
In dictionaries of biology-related disciplines, there is also a tendency to lemmatize the
names for various organisms or animal species in the plural. In such instances, the label
pl is a necessity:
filamentous algae (pI.) vlaknite fasy [Ha,jkova et al. 1998, 143]
Importantly, number (again, in the form of the label pl.) needs to be indicated in nouns
possessing irregular plural. The explicit statement of the irregularity represents a vital
information item in any type of LSP dictionary, especially in lemmata of foreign origin
where the plural form is difficult to predict, as seen in the following examples from
[Rulik, Husak, Kvet 1996]:
taxon (pI. taxa) taxon
genus (pI. genera) rod
Where a regular plural is possible alongside the regular one, e.g. cactus - pI. cacti as
well as cactuses, both forms should be stated.
The provision of the label sg. for the singular is not so common and, in fact, its
occurrence across the sample is very sparse. It is usually limited to words that are
strictly uncountable yet prone to be erroneously used in the plural, such as in this
example from [Chroma 1995, 23]:
advice /ad'vals/ (jen sg.) rada; rady
8The only exception is, perhaps, represented by some special instances of the use of pronouns he, she, who, etc.
to refer to non-persons. Here, some information on gender would be advisable, either by means of a label or in the
form of a usage example.
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An alternative to information of this kind is to introduce a separate category of countability, as seen below.
Countability This nominal category is virtually absent from Czech bilingual LSP dictionaries, the possible reasons being the lack of involvement of linguists in their production
or a general reluctance to overwhelm the entries with morphological information. However, despite constituting an extra information item, count ability can prove beneficial
to the user. This especially concerns dictionaries aimed at production in and translation into English, where the knowledge of count ability of a given term can contribute
to correctness of expression.
As count ability represents a neglected morphological category in Czech LSP dictionaries, there exist no Czech abbreviations or other symbols to indicate it. The indicator
jen sg. seen above cannot be regarded as optimal, as there are a large number of nouns
which can be either countable or uncountable, depending on context. Therefore, the
dictionary author will either have to invent a Czech indicator (e.g. poc.jnepoc) or use
the standard indicators present in the authoritative ESL dictionaries: [q, [U] and [C/U]
for "uncountable", "countable" and "countable/uncountable", respectively. Although
foreign in origin, these indicators have the advantage of being familiar to all the learners
of English who have ever used an English monolingual dictionary.
Wherever count ability is included, it appears advisable to indicate word class simultaneously, as the two information items are related. Such indication could, for instance,
have the following form:

chovani behaviour [bi'heivja]

n

[c/U]

In instances where the noun can be either countable or uncountable, it is recommendable to accompany the countability information by usage examples to illustrate the
difference. Thus, the above-stated entry could be expanded in the following way:

chovani behaviour [bi'heivja]

n

[c/U]

projevit agresivni chovani display aggressive behaviour
vytr-havan'i pe'rt je chovani zpusobene stresem feather-plucking is a behaviour
caused by stress
In less complex dictionaries, there is an option to indicate count ability only in terms
where uncertainty may arise, In lemmata that are obviously countable/uncountable
(e.g. keeper, dish, cage, food, to name a few from the projected dictionary of parrotkeeping), the inclusion of count ability remains an optional - although undoubtedly
helpful - information item,
Determination The nominal category of determination does not belong among information
items normally indicated in LSP dictionaries. However, its inclusion can be regarded
as substantiated in a number of specific instances; most significantly, these will concern
nouns that are used exclusively with the definite article. This will be especially helpful
where the dictionary intends to aid production in and translation into L2. For an
example how determination can be indicated, let us consult LDOCE for the term
"police" [LDOCE 1994, 795]:

police 1 /pa'li:s/ n [( the) P] an official body of men and women whose job is to
protect people and property [, .. ]
Such an explicit indication of determination is clear enough for the user and does not
occupy too much space in the dictionary. Additionally, the information can also be
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indicated implicitly where collocations or usage examples are present.

2. THE VERB
With respect to the verb, the number of categories recommended for inclusion is lower than
in the case of nouns. Basically, two items come into question: one morphological (tense) and
one syntactic (valency). The categories of person, mood and voice are largely redundant
as far as English is concerned.
Tense The information on tense amounts to the statement of irregular forms in verbs, i.e.
the preterite and the past participle. There are two possible ways of providing such
information: in a grammar appendix or inside the individual articles. The second solution is advised, as users are known for their negligence of outside matter components,
while inside the article the information cannot be ignored. If the dictionary provides
pronunciation, the irregular forms should also be transcribed, as seen in this entry from
the projected dictionary of parrot-keeping:

breed jbri:dj (bred - bred jbredj)
Valency Concerned primarily with the complementation of verbs, valency represents an
information category recommendable for inclusion in any dictionary that aspires to
be more than a directory of bare terms. Its function is especially prominent in L1L2 dictionaries, where it enables the user to form correct constructions. However,
valency also has a role to play in a L2-L1 dictionary in that it informs on the basic
linguistic properties of the verb lemmatized, even though the information might extend
beyond the function of a passive lookup (see also 4.2). If presented economically,
valency information does not require a large amount of space, so its inclusion can
be recommended for both unreduced and reduced dictionaries, and, to some extent,
minimal dictionaries as far as prepositional patterns are concerned.
The information on valency can be presented either explicitly, using a separate information item, or implicitly, by means of usage examples. Space permitting, the most
user-friendly solution is the combination of both implicit and explicit presentation, as
witnessed in a majority of ESL dictionaries.
The presentation of the valency of verbs should primarily inform the user on the transitivity of the given verb. Although the explicit statement of transitivity is extremely rare
in Czech bilingual specialized dictionaries, its inclusion can, nevertheless, be advised to
facilitate production in L2. As in the instance of count ability, a question arises whether
to indicate valency by some Czech codes devised by the lexicographer or whether to
use internationally recognized codes present in the leading ESL dictionaries.
One of the few sample dictionaries that do indicate valency, the reduced dictionary
HERMANSKY, has opted for the first solution, choosing the abbreviations s. nepr.
and s pr. for intransitive and transitive verbs, respectively (see 2.2). Without providing
usage examples and, worse still, without explaining the meaning of the two categories
in the user's guide, the benefit of such information to the user is questionable.
As seen in 3.3.4, another explicit way of valency indication found in Czech LSP dictionaries is the system applied by MERTA, where verb patterns are indicated in the
following way [Merta and Mertova 1994, 13]:
answer 1 odpoved' (na dotaz); [... ] 2 odpoveciet, byt v souhlase (s - to);
reagovat (na - Ojto), poslouzit (jako - for)
Although undoubtedly more helpful than providing no information at all, this system
of stating the syntactic properties of verbs appears rather half-baked, especially as it
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is unsupported by any exemplification. However, MERTA being a reduced dictionary
with no implicit grammar information provided, we need to consult some of the authoritative ESL dictionaries to gain an insight into some consistent presentation of valency.
Compare two entries for the same verb - "feed" - first from OALD and, subsequently,
from LDOCE:

feed /fi:d/ verb, noun
• verb (fed, fed /fed/) GIVE/EAT FOOD 1 ~sb/sth (on) sth~ rvsth to
sb/sth to give food to a person or an animal: [VN] Have you fed the cat yet?
[... ] 0 [VNN, VN] The cattle are fed barley. 0 The barley is fed to the cattle.
2 [V] (of a baby or an animal) to eat food: Slugs and snails feed at night.
[Hornby 2000,464]

feed 1 /fi:d/ v fed /fed/ 1 [T (on, with)] to give food to We have to feed 120
guests after the wedding. [... ] 2 [I (on)] (esp. of an animal or a baby) to
eat: The horses were feeding quietly in the stable. - Cows feed on grass. 3
[T+obj+adv/prep] to put, to supply, to provide; especially continually: Keep
feeding the wire into/through the hole. [LDOCE 1994, 373]

As can be seen, OALD shows valency by special codes indicating verb patterns ([V]
stands for verb used alone, [VN] represents verb + noun phrase, [VNN] stands for verb
+ noun phrase + noun phrase, etc. Similar codes are used to indicate the combination of verbs with clauses or phrases). In addition, preposition/adverb structures are
stated with every sense of the verb. LDOCE, in turn, indicates transitivity by the
well-established codes [I], [T] and [I/T], representing intransitive, transitive and intransitive/transitive verbs, respectively. Similarly to OALD, combinations with prepositions and adverbs are shown. In addition, clause patterns are indicated (e.g. [+v-ing],
[+(that)], etc.). In both instances, the patterns indicated by grammar codes are illustrated by means of usage examples.
For the successful incorporation of valency into Czech bilingual LSP dictionaries, it
will be necessary to combine the consistency of formal description (as seen in the two
above-mentioned extracts) with user-friendliness to avoid putting users off a complicated system of codes. As LSP dictionary users are very frequently people without
linguistic background and the category of transitivity may be unfamiliar to them, two
things need to be ensured:
• That both the category of transitivity and the codes used for its indication are
clearly explained in the user's guide.
• That - if used - the formal codes are not provided alone, but accompanied by
usage examples (space permitting). Any user who fails to make sense of the formal
description should be able obtain the syntactic information from these examples.
Presented below is a suggested entry from the projected unreduced dictionary of parrotkeeping which represents an attempt to combine a minimum of formal description with
implicit information in the form of usage examples. No special codes for verb patterns
have been invented; the traditional abbreviations [I], [T] and [I/T] are used:
[T) ~sb/st with st I st to sb/st nalkrmit, nasytit,
dat najist komu 2 [I) ~on st zivit se, krmit se elm
feed birds with varied diet krmit ptaky pestrou stravou
feed pellets to parrots krmit papousky granulemi
feed with a spoon/syringe/tube krmit lzickou/injekcni stfikackou/sondou

feed 2 /fi:d/ (fed - fed /fed/) v 1
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lories feed on nectar loriove se krmi nektarem
young birds feed all day mladi ptaci se krmi cely den

An additional user-friendly procedure is to indicate valency patterns by means of explanatory notes. The user will identify the pattern immediately, without having to
make sense of any special codes. Naturally, it is always best to complete the note with
a usage example:

hatch v 1

[I] vylihnout se, vyklubat se 2 [T] vysedet samice mlade
chicks hatch every other day mlad'ata se lihnou obden
eggs fail to hatch vejce se neklubou
the hen hatched all her chicks samice vysedela vsechny mlade

In reduced dictionaries, where implicit grammar information may not be included,
valency can, at least, be indicated by means of "valency formulae" such as in this
reduced version of the above-stated entry feed from the projected dictionary of parrotkeeping:

feed 2 /fi:d/ (fed - fed /fed/) v 1 ~sb/st with st I st to sb/st nalkrmit, nasytit, dat
najist komu 2

~on st

zivit se, krmit se eim

With some user research carried out in the future, the recommendations regarding the
inclusion of valency should become more definite, especially as far as the target users'
perception of various forms of presentation of explicit and implicit syntactic information
is concerned.

3. THE ADJECTIVE/ADVERB
Although adjectives and adverbs are much rarer in LSP dictionaries than nouns and verbs,
some dictionaries do lemmatize them. Provided that adjectives/adverbs with irregular comparison occur in the word list, the irregularity ought to be indicated, stating both the
comparative and the superlative forms. If the dictionary includes pronunciation, the pronunciation of the irregular forms should be indicated as well.

4.6.5

Lexical syntagmatic information

The lexical syntagmatic information in bilingual LSP dictionaries involves the provision of collocations. The analysis has revealed that collocations tend to be included in a majority of Czech
bilingual specialized dictionaries. In fact, it is their inclusion that draws the line between the old
type of "directory-like" minimal dictionaries and the new type of a user-friendly reference work.
If any information items must sacrificed in an attempt to save space in the dictionary, collocations
should not be among them, especially as regards "intransparent" collocations that could prove
difficult to comprehend or translate. They ought to form an integral part of all LSP dictionaries
(With the exception of simple glossaries), whether stated explicitly as a specific information item
or implicitly within usage examples.
The approaches to the selection of collocations from the corpus have been discussed in 4.3.
Having completed the selection, the lexicographer needs to decide how to present the collocations
in the dictionary. The analysis has shown that three basic types of their inclusion are employed
in Czech LSP dictionaries:
Collocations are presented as independent lemmata This solution is a minority one, found
only in dictionaries with the straight-alphabetical ordering. Although straight-alphabetical
dictionaries can, theoretically, subsume collocations (without a sublemma status), most
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Czech LSP dictionaries seem to ignore this possibility. Therefore, collocations have to appear as lemmata because there is no other place for them. No special distinction is made
between collocations and multi-word terms. In the projected dictionary of parrot-keeping,
such an arrangement might look in the following manner:
feed krmit
feed by hand krmit ruene
feed with a syringe krmit strikaekou
feeder krmitko
feeding krmeni
feeding requirements pozadavky na krmeni
flock hejno
Giving collocations the same status as all the other regular lemmata appears a rather crude
solution. A more systematic option is available without having to sacrifice the straightalphabetical arrangement: the above-mentioned possibility of subsuming collocations under
the lemmata without giving them a sublemma status. This can be done by presenting the
collocations in a different font, preferably italics:
feed krmit
feed by hand krmit rue ne
feed with a syringe krmit stfikaekou
feeder krmitko
feeding krmeni
feeding requirements miroky na krmeni
flock hejno
The analysis has revealed that the lemmatization of collocations tends to be favoured by
dictionaries of the minimal type which do not include collocations on a large scale - a large
majority of the items lemmatized are single- or multi-word terms. Where the inclusion
of collocations is more extensive, dictionaries usually opt for either of the following two
presentation types.
Collocations are presented in the articles, separate from multi-word terms This solution presents a more systematic approach to the arrangement of the microstructure. A
strict distinction is made between multi-word terms, which are ordered alphabetically first,
and collocations, which are, again, listed alphabetically, at the end of the article. The collocations mayor may not be graphically distinguished from the multi-word terms. If they are
not, the user may get confused by the two alphabetical orderings within the same article.
Therefore, it is preferable to provide some graphical means of distinction between multi-word
terms terms and collocations, as seen in the following extract [Malinova et al. 1993, 558]:
chod m action; run, running; operation
rv, asynchronni asynchronous operation
rv, autonomni autonomous run
rv, hlavni main run [... ]
• v plnem chodu in full action

Collocations are presented in the articles, mixed with multi-word terms The last solution discussed here is especially convenient for the lexicographer, as he/she does not have to
spend time trying to distinguish between collocations and multi-word terms, a challenging
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task on occasions (see 3.3.4). While not as systematic as the previous one, this solution
may pose no special problem for the users, as they themselves are not likely to make a strict
distinction between multi-word terms and collocations. Provided that the alphabetical arrangement within the article is observed, the desired construction, whether a multi-word
term or a collocation, will be successfully reached, as seen in this extract from [Prucha 2005,
132]:
zkouska - > hodnoceni examination/test/proof/exam
cvicna zkouska (k nacviku skuteene zkousky) mock examination
delat zkousku take an examination/undergo an examination
doktorska zkouska doctoral examination
jazykova zkouska language examination
maturitni zkouska upper-secondary school leaving examination

A practice not commonly found in Czech bilingual specialized dictionaries, but frequently employed by foreign learner's dictionaries, is to provide collocations implicitly within usage examples.
The advantage of such a procedure is that besides lexical syntagmatic information, the example
can also illustrate some syntactic or pragmatic properties of the lemma. A "hybrid" solution is
also possible, consisting in the mixing of collocations with usage examples in a single section of
the dictionary article, as seen in [Kalina et al. 2001, 8]:

abeyance odklad; suspenze, pendence; nerozhodnuti, vyckavani [... ]
keep application in a. ponechat zadost nevyfizenou
leave the matter in a. nechat vik nerozhodnutou
some laws have fallen into a. nektere zakony pfestaly platit
this matter is in a. tato zalezitost je dosud nevyfizena
Whereas the first two items in italics can be regarded as collocations, the following two are clearly
"live" usage examples, due to their structure as sentences (for the difference between collocations
and usage examples see 4.6.7, although the distinction tends to be rather fuzzy). Such a solution
can be quite successfully implemented in unreduced dictionaries to prevent the creation of two
separate entry subsections, one for collocations, the other for examples.
The number of collocations to be included in the dictionary will ultimately depend on the
intended dictionary type and function as well as the expected competence of the user. The
different collocation needs with respect to different kinds of users as well as dictionary functions
can be illustrated by a table adopted from [Bergenholtz and Tarp 1 1994, 123]:
The table indicates that the need for collocations is the greatest as far as the translation of
both L1 and L2 texts is concerned. This applies to users across all levels of levels of subject field
and language competence, with the exception of users proficient in both the subject field and the
language, whose collocation needs will be reduced 9 . However, to expect a target group consisting
entirely of experts in both areas is rather unrealistic; most probably, users of very varied knowledge
of both areas will seek help from the dictionary.
Since an absolute majority of bilingual LSP dictionaries produced in the Czech Republic aim at
serving the purposes of translation, the need for collocations will apply to all of these. Admittedly,
there are minimal dictionaries (e.g. BALEKA, a sample dictionary of art) which only aim at passive
use and openly confess to their micro- and macrostructural simplicity in the prefaces. However,
the scope of use of these dictionaries will always be limited due to the absence of collocations.
The user research experiment presented in 3.4 has revealed that collocations are just as important in translating an English text into Czech as they are regarding the opposite direction. The
wrong translations of the phrase the bolt sheared provided by the students indicated that although
9For a more detailed discussion of Table 4.2, see [Bergenholtz and Tarp 1 1994] and [Bergenholtz and Tarp
2 1994].
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Reception of L1
Production in L1
Translation L1-L2
Translation L2-L1
Reception of L2
Production in L2

User Type 1
low level of
both encycl.
and
foreignlanguage
competence

User Type 2.
low level of
encycl. and
high level of
foreignlanguage
competence

User Type 3
high level of
encycl. and
low level of
foreignlanguage
competence

User Type 4
high level of
both encycl.
and
foreignlanguage
competence

few
(many)
(many)
many
few
(many)

few
(many)
many
many
few
(many)

fewer
many
many
few
many

fewer
fewer / many
fewer/many
- / few
fewer / many

Table 4.2: Collocation needs based on dictionary user and use.

the rough meaning of the phrase was understood (Le. the purpose of reception was satisfied), a
terminologically correct translation failed to be produced. Therefore, it would be wrong to assume that collocations are only important in Czech-English dictionaries as these are "active", i.e.
aimed at production. Collocations represent an information item essential for L1-L2 and L2-L1
dictionaries alike as long as they intend to provide the user with the means of not only producing
but also translating LSP texts with confidence.

4.6.6

Paradigmatic and other semantic information

This umbrella category comprises a variety of information items including synonyms, antonyms,
polysemous entries, homonyms 10 and context markers as an instrument of meaning discrimination.
Synonyms and the treatment of polysemy
There are two kinds of synonyms presented in the microstructure - synonyms addressed to the
lemma and those addressed to the equivalent. While the latter are found in almost every Czech
LSP dictionary, the former are only indicated in some of them.
Providing information on synonyms related to the lemma is always a useful information item
and the lexicographer should, space permitting, aim at its inclusion, regardless of dictionary type.
Due to the low amount of variation in LSP text, such information will not be necessary for every
lemma. Synonyms can be provided explicitly as a specially planned segment of the microstructure
(in such instances they are either presented in a different font or introduced by means of the
abbreviation SYN or a special symbol, e.g. "="), or they can occur as cross-references to other
lemmata. In addition, they can also appear as double lemmata.
An imaginary article from the projected dictionary of parrot-keeping will illustrate some of the
options available. The lemmata are kept deliberately simple:
(a) hand-feeding rueni dokrmovani hand-rearing

(b) hand-feeding SYN hand-rearing rueni dokrmovani
(c) hand-feeding/hand-rearing rueni dokrmovani
(d) hand-feeding tilt hand-rearing rueni dokrmovani
(e) hand-feeding rueni dokrmovani [... ] = hand-rearing
lOIn dictionaries of English origin, homonyms are frequently referred to as "homographs".
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Obviously, these options are by no means exhaustive. Instead of Ut, other synonymy markers can
be used, e.g. "also" if English is selected as the language of indicators. For a dictionary utilizing
Czech indicators, solution (d) appears especially appropriate, as it is entirely understandable and
unambiguous. Using a Czech word as a synonymy marker is not a problem here, as most users
will be Czech speakers. The advantage of the last solution (e) consists in its independence of
language; the indicator used is a universally understandable symbol.
As regards synonyms addressed to the equivalent, Le. all the target language terms placed after
the first equivalent while possessing the same meaning, some very basic recommendations can be
made. First of all, it should be made sure that the equivalent provided first is the most frequent
one. If a frequency count is available, the task will become easier. Provided lexicographers have no
such count at their disposal, they will have to select one based on their experience and knowledge
of the LSP field in question. Secondly, it should be decided which graphical means will be used
for the separation of the individual synonymous equivalents. The suggested means is the comma,
leaving the semi-colon for the possible indication of polysemy (see below).
As shown in 3.3.4, polysemy does exist in specialized language, despite the "one-concept-oneterm" ideal put forward by theoreticians. There are two basic solutions to dealing with polysemous
terms. The first consists in numbering the individual senses, thus making them clearly stand apart.
The second strategy is to separate the senses by the semi-colon, the synonymous lexemes being
distinguished by the comma. The two possibilities of arranging the semantic information addressed
to the equivalent can be illustrated on the above-presented entry hatch from the dictionary of
parrot-keeping (here shortened or simplification):

hatch

v

[liT]

hatch v 1

[I]

vylihnout se, vyklubat se; vysedet samice mlade

vylihnout se, vyklubat se 2

[T]

vysedet samice mlade

As can be seen, the second solution is more user-friendly, the individual senses being clearly
distinguished from each other. In addition, it appears more suitable for a dictionary where a larger
amount of grammar information is planned. The first one, in turn, appears more space-saving,
especially where a larger number of senses are present, see 3.3.6. Either of the solutions adopted
will have to be graphically coordinated with other information items, especially homonymy.
Homonyms
Whereas synonyms and the different senses of polysemous terms will always be presented within
a single article, there are two approaches to treating homonyms, i.e. lexical items with the same
form but different meanings. The first approach, adopted by e.g. COBUILD or the latest edition
of OALD, consists in presenting all the items of an identical form within a single entry. Thus,
in the latter, the entry race comprises both the meaning "competition" and "group of humans
distinguished by their physical features" [Hornby 2000, 1041].
The other approach, favoured e.g. by LDOCE, keeps homonyms separate by treating them
in different entries, marked by superscript (homonymy index). Although each solution has its
merits, we, nevertheless, regard the latter as more suitable for the purposes of LSP lexicography.
In addition to stressing the separate meanings of the terms, this approach will prevent the creation
of entries that are too long and complicated. Moreover, where usage examples are included, each
meaning will require different usage examples, and these are, again, best kept separate. Let us
illustrate this solution using the term contract from the projected dictionary of parrot-keeping:

contract 1

n [e) smlouva
sign a contract of sale podepsat kupni smlouvu na papouska
contract 2 v[I/T] stahnout (se), zuzit (se)
muscles contract during digestion svaly se pfi traveni stahuji
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poor diet contracts the stomach chuda strava stahuje zaludek
When planning the presentation of homonyms, a word-class order should be established. In
the above-stated example, the noun occurs before the verb. The next item (if one were available)
might be an adjective, followed by an adverb, etc. The ordering should be consistent throughout
the dictionary.
Having decided to treat homonyms separately and mark them with superscript to distinguish
the individual meanings, a question arises how to present homographic conversion pairs (e.g.
a net versus to net, mould versus to mould, etc.). Should a different indication strategy be used
or should conversion pairs be presented in the same way as homonyms? Consulting some of the
major ESL dictionaries, namely LDOCE and MED, we see that conversion pairs are presented in
the same manner as homonyms [LDOCE 1994, 697]:

net l n 1 [C;D] a material of strings, wires, threads, etc. [... ]
net 2 v -tt- [T]l to catch (as if) in a net [... ]
net 3 also nett ErE adj [A; after n] (of an amount) when nothing further is to be subtracted
[... ]
The advantage of the identical presentation of homonyms and conversion pairs consists in its
user-friendliness: an average user without linguistic background is not very likely to distinguish
between the two phenomena; the important thing is that the individual meanings are clearly kept
apart.
Antonyms
Antonyms do not represent an information item commonly found in Czech bilingual specialized
dictionaries. This is understandable, as limits need to be set to how much information a dictionary
article can absorb. Furthermore, it is obvious that indicating gradable antonyms such as light x
dark, healthy x sick, etc. would be a sheer luxury in a LSP dictionary.
However, some of the field-specific complementary antonyms (cock x hen, open band x closed
band, seed-eater x fruit eater, etc.) and converse antonyms (predator x prey, etc.) may be
considered worth indicating in the dictionary. This can be done in several ways; for instance,
[Nielsen 1994, 279-281] suggests introducing antonymy as a distinct information item in the dictionary entry and presenting it with its own symbol, "-/= ". The use of the symbol is advantageous
in that it is universally understandable and language-independent, as also argued in Appendix A.
In dictionaries with a reduced amount of linguistic information, antonymy may be easily dealt
with using the existing mediostructural apparatus, namely cross- references. The lemma is simply
cross-referenced to its antonym:

open band otevreny krouzek [... ] srov. closed band
The number of antonyms thus indicated need not be staggeringly high; it is sufficient to cover
the most relevant ant onymous pairs in the given LSP field. In minimal glossary-like dictionaries,
the provision of antonyms remains unlikely.
Context markers as a tool of meaning discrimination
The treatment of dictionary semantics would not be complete without some brief coverage of a very
powerful means of meaning discrimination in the form of contextual pragmatic notes, also called
"context markers". These represent a subtype of a broader category of explanatory notes, short
texts (usually given in brackets) providing additional encyclopaedic or context-related information
on the equivalent.
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Context markers have been studied and promoted by Dutch linguist Geart van del' Meer, who
has observed in reaction to over-complicated entries produced from the lexicographer's, not user's
perspective:
"Quite frequently senses, and hence translations, are context-sensitive ... Speakers are
able to analyse meanings and contexts in ways which are quite subtle, but which are
in essence non-theoretical and hence non-terminology driven. I suggest that lexicographers should exploit this fact by using context (both linguistic and non-linguistic)
in a much more concrete and less theoretical way, by not distinguishing contextualized meanings by means of first providing abstract grammatical codes but by giving
exclusively concrete contexts, that is words" [van del' Meer 1998, 221-223].
Thus, when dealing with a lemma whose meaning needs to be specified or whose different
senses need to be distinguished, a recommendable way of doing so is by specifying context, either
a linguistic one or a more general one, resembling, to some extent, field labels. As an illustration,
let us consider the following entries from [Merta and Mertova 1994]:
abandon prerusit (chod programu), opustit
ascending vzestupny (Cislovani)
lacuna lakuna, mezera (v kniznim fondu), chybejici svazky Cisla (casopisu)
As can be seen, context markers are efficient in specifying meaning without occupying too
much space in the article. The nature of information they convey can be quite varied, sometimes
bordering on the encyclopaedic. Since the distinction between context markers and encyclopaedic
notes is rather fuzzy, their specification needing further metalexicographic research, they are both
subsumed under the - admittedly - artificial umbrella category of explanatory notes (see the
section on encyclopaedic information below).
Due to their importance for meaning discrimination, context markers can be recommended for
dictionaries of all types, as guiding the user to the correct equivalent is the primary function of
any dictionary, regardless of its complexity.

4.6.7

U sage examples

Usage examples represent a linguistic information item that can help convey implicit information
on the morphological, syntactic, pragmatic and, possibly, encyclopaedic properties of a lemma.
They have a much broader scope than collocations, which primarily convey lexical syntagmatic
information and are simpler in structure (although the two information items can overlap to some
degree). Most often, usage examples will have the form of complete sentences, even though they
can be presented as phrases as well. Due to space concerns or limited linguistic background of the
dictionary compilers, they are only rarely included in Czech bilingual specialized dictionaries.
Usage examples are of three basic types:
• Citations, involving unedited sentences from LSP texts, with or without reference to the
source.
• Citation examples, consisting of edited sentences from LSP texts.
• Competence examples, sentences entirely made up by the lexicographer to illustrate a
certain linguistic problem.
The analysis has shown that out of the three types, competence examples prevail in Czech
bilingual LSP dictionaries. This is due to the fact that they are easy to construct, while finding
an appropriate citation may be very time-consuming. Although competence examples have been
criticized by theoreticians for being rather artificial, their use is entirely justified in that they are
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condensed and take much less space than citations would (for some examples from the sample, see
3.3.4).
Usage examples are an integral part of foreign learner's dictionaries. Analogically, they can
be recommended for inclusion in Czech LSP dictionaries where viable, the reason being their
helpfulness regarding production in and translation into L2, as seen in this example from the
projected dictionary of parrot-keeping:
ke komu bond /bnnd/ v [liT] ~ with/to sb
mlade pfilne k cloveku a baby bird will bond to a human
par k sobe pfilnul the pair have bonded
zakove obvykle pfilnou k jednomu clenu rodiny Greys tend to bond with one family
member

prilnout

In simpler dictionaries, where space-saving may be a concern or where the author is a field
specialist rather than a linguist, the inclusion of usage examples may prove beyond the means of
the project. In such instances, care should be taken to present the relevant information explicitly
within the other information items included, i.e. morphological information, valency, collocations,
explanatory notes, etc. In minimal glossary-like dictionaries, the provision of usage examples
cannot be expected due to their microstructural simplicity.

4.7

Microstructure: encyclopaedic information

Encyclopaedic information serves two main purposes in the specialized dictionary. The first and
most important one is meaning discrimination, achieved by means of two information items encyclopaedic (field) labels and encyclopaedic notes. The other purpose is providing additional
information on the LSP subject in question. A dictionary containing such additional material
(in the form of notes, definitions, citations from LSP literature or a front-matter encyclopaedic
section etc.) becomes a hybrid between a pure dictionary and an encyclopaedia, in other words it
becomes the all-inclusive dictionary (AZZbuch) promoted by Wiegand.
While the latter purpose can be regarded as largely optional and viable in very ambitious
dictionary projects only, the first one is indispensable, especially in multi-field or culture-dependent
dictionaries of all types. In the former, field labels are necessary to guide the user to the correct
equivalent, as polysemy is rife where multiple fields are treated [Bazant et al. 1 1992, 871]:
stem pen, kmen; dfik [... ] drZak (duantu) jad.; vrtna tyc horn.; pfedni vaz lod.; odstopkovati (ovoce); odzrnovati (hrozny); ucpavati (vrt) hornY
Where there is no polysemy, a field label simply indicates which field or subfield the term in
question is part Of12.
In culture-dependent dictionaries, in turn, it is encyclopaedic explanatory notes that gain
importance, as some L2 concepts may not be familiar to L1 speakers. The greatest need for these
notes seems to occur in dictionaries of law, especially where they cover different legal systems
[Chroma 1995, 189]:

lord [... ]

L~s

Temporal brit. svetsti lordi

lordi Snemovny lordii, ktefl sviij titul dedi nebo jim

je udelen po dobu jejich zivota

Here, the encyclopaedic note is a necessary element of the entry, as the term Lords Temporal
is unique to a British law-making institution and will not, in all probability, be familiar to Czech
llNote how this dictionary fails to clearly distinguish between individual word classes within a single entry.
12Here, the field labels can be said to have a pragmatic as well as encyclopaedic function. The fuzziness of the
two functions is, simply, unavoidable as far as LSP dictionaries are concerned.
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users. However, encyclopaedic labels may not only be limited to culture-dependent terms, but can
also accompany terms which are lesser-known or potentially difficult to understand, e.g. due to
their foreign origin [Prucha 2005, 61]:
piktogram (pojem vyj6.dfenY schematickym obrazkem) pictogram
Any encyclopaedic information items that do not serve meaning discrimination as shown above
are to be regarded as optional or additional, recommended for inclusion if space permits or if a new
and largely unmapped terminology is being covered. For examples of such additional encyclopaedic
information see 3.3.4.

4.8

Cross-reference structure

The cross-reference structure can be defined as a network of cross-references enabling users to
locate data spread across the dictionary [Hartmann and James 2001, 32]. There are many types of
cross-references, and very little literature exists that would provide their systematic description.
The importance of cross-references consists in their ability to link related items that are separated by the alphabetical macrostructure. They also possess a space-saving function in that, for
instance, spelling variants or morphologically irregular forms do not have to be provided with full
lexicographic description, but can simply be referred to the base lemma. The important thing to
avoid in cross-referring is circularity, i.e. referring the user from A to B and then from B back to

A.
Cross-references are divided into dictionary-external, referring users to sources outside the
dictionary (e.g. international standards, technical norms, etc.), and dictionary-internal, referring to information elsewhere in the dictionary [Bergenholtz and Tarp 1 1994, 217]. Dictionaryinternal cross-references can further be subdivided into component-internal, linking items within
a single dictionary component, and component-external, referring to information found in
a different dictionary component. Component-internal cross-references, again, can be divided
into article-internal, linking information within one article (such cross-references are especially
present in dictionaries with long entries or in articles treating polysemous lemmata), and articleexternal, usually word-list internal, cross-references referring from one lemma in the word list to
another.
When planning a dictionary's cross-reference structure, the compiler has three basic options
at his/her disposal:
1. To use Czech indicators. The most obvious choice will be viz to signify an important
cross-reference, with some additional ones (viz fez, srav., etc) to indicate less important
cross-references.
2. To use foreign indicators. In a dictionary of English, the analogous cross-reference markers will be see, see also and compare/cl
3. To use symbols. As mentioned in the section on lexical paradigmatic information, the
use of symbol is advantageous in that it is independent of language. For more important
links, the symbol =? can be used. For additional ones, it is possible to utilize the simple ->.
Alternatively, only one symbol can be used for all cross-references; most probably, it will be
->.

An important consideration is consistency - once the indicator is selected, it must be used
throughout the dictionary. In addition, Czech, foreign and symbolic indicators should not be
mixed, i.e. viz fez should only be used in combination with viz, not, for instance, cf..
A question arises whether any of these individual options can be recommended for any specific
dictionary types. The choice will always depend on the character of other indicators selected,
especially linguistic ones. If a dictionary presents its linguistic information by means of foreign
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(in our case English) indicators, then it is logical to use foreign cross-reference markers as well, to
maintain consistence. An elegant alternative is to combine the use of foreign linguistic indicators
with the use of symbol-based cross references (this solution was applied in the projected dictionary of parrot-keeping), especially if lexical paradigmatic information is indicated using symbols
as well, see 4.6.6. Where Czech indicators are utilized, Czech cross-reference markers are recommended, provided symbols are not used. The advantage of the Czech markers is their absolute
understandability to Czech users.
Whatever the solution adopted, the fact remains that the cross-reference structure constitutes
an essential element of any dictionary. Dictionaries without cross-references remain directories of
isolated terms which fail to make the users aware of the relations among the items of the given
terminology.

4.8.1

Access structure

Having provided recommendations for the individual dictionary components and structures, brief
attention should also be paid to the typographical devices that guide users to the desired lemma
(so-called outer access structure) and those that direct them to the required information inside
the article (inner access structure). Only a few basic suggestions will be made, as specialized
lexicography deals with typographical problems similar to those employed by general lexicography.
As far as the outer access structure is concerned, one special device that speeds up access to
lemmata deserves mention, that of running heads. A running head is a word (a part of word, a
multi-word term) placed at the top of each page to facilitate the lookup of the required lemma. As
a rule, the top left corner of the left page indicates the first lemma and the top right corner of the
right page shows the last lemma on the page. Another outer access element, the thumb index,
is not likely to be used by Czech specialized dictionaries, as thumb indices are worth providing in
large dictionaries only.
An important consideration involving outer access structure, however, is how to make the
lemma prominent enough on the page for the user to reach it as quickly as possible. The standard
practice in Czech specialized dictionaries to present lemmata in bold print; sometimes the effect
is enhanced by making them protruded in relation to the left column margin.
Although bold and possibly protruded, the lemma in Czech LSP dictionaries is most often
presented in print of the same size as the rest of the article. This may be due to the fact that the
articles tend to be rather short and devoid of much else besides the lemma and the equivalents
(an exception being represented by niched and nested articles that employ listing; these can be
rather long). In most ESL dictionaries, however, we find the lemmata presented in larger print
than the rest of the microstructural information. This attention-attracting device, unusual as it is
for Czech dictionary practice, can be recommended for the production of dictionaries containing
more complex articles with a greater variety of information, as seen in the following example from
the dictionary of parrot-keeping:
n[U] ~to st skoda na cem, poskozeni ceho
cause damage to the bird's organs zpusobit poskozeni organu ptaka
damage to wooden furniture skoda na dfevem\m nabytku
fatty diet results in liver damage tucna strava poskozuje jatra

damage! j'damnd3/

As far as simpler dictionaries are concerned, using larger print for lemmata is not so advantageous.
The inner access structure uses various typographical devices to indicate the different fields
within the article as clearly as possible. Two contradicting factors are at play here. On the one
hand, each indicator should have as few functions as possible; on the other hand, the user should
not be overwhelmed with an excessive number of different indicators. Naturally, dictionaries
with rich microstructures will have to provide a greater variety of indicators (oblique slashes,
square brackets, small print for encyclopaedic notes, different font for grammar indicators, symbols
to indicate synonyms, antonyms or the collocation/example section, etc.) than more reduced
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dictionary types. Yet even in less complex dictionaries, a number of various indicators can be
expected (meaning-discriminating numbers, italics to indicate linguistic labels, the comma to
separate synonymous equivalents, etc).
When scanning the dictionary entry, the user is most likely to be interested in the equivalent
of the lemma. Therefore, a number of foreign LSP dictionaries attempt to give the equivalent some
prominence by various typographical means, the most frequent being bold print or the position
on a new line. The problem with the former is that there are frequently multiple equivalents for
the lemma, which could lead to the overuse of the bold print in the article; in such an instance,
the bold print loses its purpose. The latter solution, in turn, is not very space-saving. Therefore,
presenting equivalents in plain print will often be the most practical strategy.
Where niched or nested articles are used or where collocations/usage examples are included,
the lexicographer needs to decide how to represent the main lemma. There are three basic options:
• to represent the lemma in full
• to represent the lemma by its first letter
• to use a repetition symbol, the most frequent one being the tilde ("-')
The first option is the least space saving; therefore, we only rarely find it in Czech LSP
dictionaries. The other two solutions are more frequent, especially the use of the tilde, which is
to be found in an absolute majority of niched and nested dictionaries of Czech origin. However,
while the use of abbreviations or repetition symbols is without problems for English, it can present
difficulties as far as Czech is concerned, due to its inflectional character. Let us consider the
following three simplified entries:

veterinar veterinarian

n [C]

obnitit se na veterinare consult a vet

veterimir veterinarian

n [C]

obnitit se na v.-e consult a vet

veterimir veterinarian

n [C]

obratit se na "-'e consult a vet
It can be seen that neither of the abbreviated solutions appears ideal where the lemma is presented
in its inflected form. In contrast, the full repetition of the lemma poses no problem, while it is also
user-friendlier. Therefore, in Czech-English dictionaries where a larger number of inflected forms
are included, the full representation of the head lemma in sublemmata and collocations/examples
can be recommended. In English-Czech dictionaries or in minimal dictionaries with few occurrences of inflected lemmata, abbreviated lemmata or repetition symbols can be used.

4.8.2

Page format

The decisions involving page format in LSP dictionaries do not greatly differ from those concerning
LGP dictionaries. There are usually two columns of articles to each page, an arrangement with
an obvious space-saving function (see Appendix A). Some dictionaries choose to separate the two
columns by a vertical line, some only leave space in between. Besides the articles themselves, the
other commonly provided information on the page includes running heads (see above) and page
numbers. Naturally, the more "unreduced" the dictionary, the greater the potential tendency to
provide some additional information on the sides or at the bottom of the pages, such as pronunciation symbols (as seen in OALD), grammar codes (as used by COBUILD) , symbols indicating
the sections in the articles, etc.
As remarked by [Bergenholtz and Tarp 1 1994, 225], not all dictionaries good in terms of
contents always show corresponding quality layout: "Even in the case of dictionaries from seasoned
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dictionary publishers, experience shows that the typography of many specialized dictionaries of
superior lexicographical quality is so untidy, or the typeface so small, that readability is impeded" .
As the decisions involving the planning of the layout can be quite complex, we state only some of
the possible shortcomings:
• There is not enough space between the columns.
• There is too much white (unused) space on the page.
• There is a reluctance to divide words at the end of the line, resulting in an excessive distance
between the elements of the multi-word terms.
• Too much bold or semi-bold print is used in the articles, making the head lemma difficult
to locate.
• Unsuitable font is chosen (one which is difficult to read or in which the characters take up
too much space).
Naturally, the layout of unreduced dictionaries will require a greater deal of typographical
thought than that of reduced or minimal dictionaries as it will much more closely resemble the
format of the great ESL dictionaries. The general approach to be adopted always represents a
combination of economy and user-friendliness. For more information on LSP dictionary layout see
[Bergenholtz and Tarp 1 1994, 224-231].

4.9

Proposed models for the production of Czech bilingual
specialized dictionaries

To proceed from general guidelines to more specific recommendations regarding dictionary design,
the present section will introduce a typology of three suggested dictionary models, each representing a "prototype" suited for a specific situation of the compiler as well as user. The three-level
description of dictionary design is intended to aid dictionary authors of various linguistic/LSP
backgrounds working on projects involving different resources and limitations. Equally, the individual levels take into account the differing needs and expectations of users, in acknowledgement
of the fact that the linguistic as well as LSP competence of individual user groups can vary greatly.
Allowing for some degree of simplification, the three dictionary models can be postulated as
follows:
the unreduced dictionary A dictionary type resembling the well-established ESL dictionaries
in complexity and the scope of linguistic information offered, additionally also presenting
encyclopaedic information to fulfill its specialized purpose. A user with at least intermediate
level of L2 and some experience of working with ESL dictionaries is presupposed. Besides
reception, this type is highly suitable for the functions of production and translation due to
the wealth of explicit and implicit information provided. The complexity of the dictionary
requires an author/a member of the lexicographic team with training in linguistics.
the reduced dictionary A type offering a reduced amount of linguistic and encyclopaedic information; the former confined to some explicitly stated categories, the latter mainly used for
the purposes of meaning specification. The lower information cost due to greater simplicity
ensures quick access to equivalents. The dictionary is suitable for users with more limited
L2 background and reduced experience of working with ESL dictionaries. Provided equivalence is handled well, this type is sufficient for the purposes of reception; the suitability
for production and translation is limited. The model appears preferable where the author
is a field expert possessing a practical knowledge of L2, yet without a great deal of formal
training in linguistics.
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the minimal dictionary Not to be confused with the "minimizing dictionary" (a category related to the number of lemmata treated), the minimal dictionary represents the most curtailed type, recommendable only in projects with severely limited resources (human or material) or a with a very small market. The amount of linguistic and encyclopaedic information
is kept to a bare minimum, the main emphasis is on the correct presentation of the equivalents of LSP terms. The dictionary is very easy to use; however, the user-friendliness is only
apparent, as this type cannot fulfill more than the passive function. The expected author is
a field expert with no training in linguistics.
It needs to be remembered that this working typology is only rough and that all the three
dictionary types move on a scale. Purely unreduced dictionaries are very difficult to find, the
prevailing dictionary type on the Czech market appearing to be a mixture of the minimal and
reduced type. A few dictionaries of humanities (e.g. COLLIN, CHROMA, etc.) contain elements
of the unreduced dictionary, yet none coming close to the major ESL dictionaries in the scope
of the information treated. A degree of blending of the suggested prototypes must, therefore, be
expected in practice.
Having introduced the individual dictionary types, we shall now attempt to present their descriptions in terms of both linguistics and non-linguistic information. Two models will be presented
for each dictionary type; one for the passive (decoding) direction and one for the active (encoding)
direction 13. The function of translation from and into L2 is subsumed under both functions, although it has been stated earlier that minimal and, to some extent, reduced dictionaries can only
be of limited usefulness as far as translation is concerned.
As suggested in 4.4, the three dictionary types only represent ideal constructs; in reality, a
great deal of blending between them can be anticipated. Moreover, the inclusion of the minimal
dictionary, which we do not consider to be a user-friendly reference work, has been motivated
by our attempt to be as descriptive as possible, knowing that the conditions and resources of
some real Czech lexicographical projects can be very limited indeed. However, even a minimal
dictionary can show some con~istence in presenting a certain minimum of linguistic and nonlinguistic information, thus being user-friendlier than most of the minimal dictionaries we find on
the Czech market nowadays.

4.9.1

The unreduced dictionary

L2-Ll (Eng-Cz) direction
1. Information on spelling addressed to the lemma: general variation in spelling, regional variation, specific spelling features.
2. Pronunciation addressed to the lemma; preferably using the IPA.
3. Labelling, primarily of the lemma, but possibly also of the equivalent in the case of stylistically marked equivalents or multiple equivalents from various LSP areas. Recommended
basic types of labels: diatechnical (field labels), diatopical (regional), diastratic (to indicate
slang expressions), diaphatic (to mark formality), diafrequent (to indicate rare usage where
present). Other label types depending on the character of the terminology in question.
4. Morphological information, addressed to the lemma: word class, irregular forms of nouns and
verbs, count ability in nouns, number in nouns where appropriate, determination in nouns in
specific instances.
5. Syntactic information, addressed to the lemma: valency (formal marking of transitivity
information on prepositional or clausal patterns).

+

6. Lexical paradigmatic information addressed to the lemma: synonyms, antonyms.
13The grammatical information items proposed are valid for English; different items can be expected in dictionaries of other foreign languages with the envisaged user being a Czech native speaker.
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7. Contextual pragmatic information addressed to the lemma and/or the equivalent: context
markers to provide meaning discrimination.
8. Encyclopaedic information: encyclopaedic notes addressed to the equivalent to specify meaning and, optionally, addressed to the lemma to give additional information on the term.
9. Lexical syntagmatic information: collocations, as a separate information item or subsumed
under usage examples.
10. Usage examples to provide implicit grammatical, lexical syntagmatic, contextual pragmatic
and encyclopaedic information.

LI-L2 (Cz-Eng) direction
1. Information on spelling addressed to the equivalent: general variation in spelling, regional
variation, specific spelling features.
2. Pronunciation addressed to the equivalent; preferably using the IPA.
3. Labelling, primarily of the lemma, but possibly also of the equivalent in case of stylistically marked equivalents or multiple equivalents from various LSP areas. Recommended
basic types of labels: diatechnical (field labels), diatopical (regional), diastratic (to indicate
slang expressions), diaphatic (to mark formality), diafrequent (to indicate rare usage where
present). Other label types depending on the character of the terminology in question.
4. Morphological information addressed to the equivalent: word class, irregular forms of nouns
and verbs, count ability in nouns, number in nouns where appropriate, determination in
nouns in specific instances.
5. Syntactic information addressed to the equivalent: valency (formal marking of transitivity
+ information of prepositional or clausal patterns).
6. Lexical paradigmatic information addressed to the lemma and/or equivalents: synonyms,
antonyms.
7. Contextual pragmatic information, addressed to the lemma and/or the equivalent: context
markers to provide meaning discrimination.
8. Encyclopaedic information: encyclopaedic notes addressed to the lemmata and/or the equivalents to specify meaning and, optionally, to give additional information.
9. Lexical syntagmatic information: collocations, as a separate item or subsumed under usage
examples.
10. Usage examples to provide implicit grammatical, lexical syntagmatic, contextual pragmatic
and encyclopaedic information.
Comparing the two models, it may appear that the decoding direction contains information
not immediately relevant for the purposes of L2 reception (e.g. valency, count ability or usage
examples); these items seem more useful for production in L2. However, we believe that a modern
unreduced LSP dictionary, to resemble its ESL counterparts, should inform the user on the linguistic and encyclopaedic properties of the term in question, especially where the L1-L2 direction
of the dictionary is not available. In addition, as we stated that the L2-L1 dictionary should serve
the purposes of translation as well as reception, additional information is required of the dictionary
to guide the user to the precise delivery of the translation.
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The reduced dictionary

L2-L1 (Eng-Cz) direction
1. Information on spelling, addressed to the lemma: general variation in spelling, regional
variation, specific spelling features
2. Pronunciation (optional, though preferable), addressed to the lemma; using the IPA or a
czechisized version
3. Labelling of the lemma and/or the equivalent (in stylistically marked equivalents). Recommended types of labels: diatechnical (field labels), diatopical (regional), diastratic (to
indicate slang expressions) and diaphatic (to mark formality).
4. Morphological information, addressed to the lemma: word class in specific instances (e.g.
conversion pairs), irregular forms of nouns and verbs, countability in nouns in specific instances, number in nouns with lemmata occurring in the plural.
5. Syntactic information, addressed to the lemma: valency (indication of verb patterns using
simplified valency formulae).
6. Lexical paradigmatic information, addressed to the lemma: synonyms (indicated explicitly);
optionally antonyms indicated by means of cross-references.
7. Contextual pragmatic information, addressed to the lemma and/or the equivalent: context
markers to provide meaning specification.
8. Encyclopaedic information to specify meaning: encyclopaedic notes addressed to equivalents.
9. Lexical syntagmatic information: highly specific collocations.

L1-L2 (Cz-Eng) direction
1. Information on spelling, addressed to the equivalent: general variation in spelling, regional
variation, specific spelling features.
2. Pronunciation (optional, though preferable), addressed to the equivalent; using the IPA or
a czechisized version.
3. Labelling of the lemma and/or the equivalent (in stylistically marked equivalents). Recommended types of labels: diatechnical (field labels), diatopical (regional), diastratic (to
indicate slang expressions) and diaphatic (to mark formality).
4. Morphological information, addressed to the equivalent: word class in specific instances
(e.g. conversion pairs), irregular forms of nouns and verbs, countability in nouns in specific
instances, number in nouns with lemmata occurring in the plural.
5. Syntactic information, addressed to the equivalent: valency (indication of verb patterns
using simplified valency formulae).
6. Lexical paradigmatic information, addressed to the lemma: synonyms (stated explicitly).
7. Contextual pragmatic information, addressed to the lemma and/or the equivalent: context
markers to provide meaning specification.
8. Encyclopaedic information to specify meaning: encyclopaedic notes addressed to lemmata.
9. Lexical syntagmatic information: highly specific collocations.
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In these two models, we find the amount of linguistic information reduced. Most noticeably,
usage examples are missing here, as they occupy a considerable amount of space in a dictionary and
require the authorship of a trained linguist. However, in order for the dictionary to be of at least
some usefulness to translation from and into the foreign language, the inclusion of intransparent
collocations that could cause difficulties to the semi-expert or non-expert user should be given up
in neither the decoding nor the encoding direction.
Pronunciation is still advisable, especially if the dictionary covers a new or a highly specialized
LSP area. The use of labels is also recommended; especially of diatechnical, diatopical, diastratic
and diaphatic labels. Other label types are optional, depending on the character of the terminology
in question.
Grammar information is presented in a reduced form as well. The recommended morphological
items include irregular forms of verbs, nouns as well as adjectives, and the indication of number in
lemmata occurring in the plural. The information on word class and count ability can be optionally
provided in some specific instances which could leave the user confused; the choice of indicators in
the case of countability will depend on the language of description of the linguistic information.
Syntactic information (valency) is still regarded as important, though it can be presented in other
ways than the formal categories of transitivity. Short valency formulae (see the example entries
below) can be used, optionally complete with some exemplification contained in the collocations.
The encyclopaedic information in a reduced dictionary should primarily serve meaning specification. The function of encyclopaedic notes is to specify the meanings of culture-dependent or
little known terms; this is important for both the purposes of L2 reception and the translation
from or into L2.

4.9.3

The minimal dictionary

L2-Ll (Eng-Cz) direction
1. Information on spelling, addressed to the lemma: general variation in spelling, regional

variation.
2. Labelling: field labels, diatopical (regional) labels in lemmata, labelling of informal and slang
terms if included.
3. Morphological information addressed to the lemma: irregular forms (especially foreign plurals), number in lemmata occurring in the plural.

4. Syntactic information, addressed to the lemma: indication of prepositional patterns in specific verbs and nouns.
5. Lexical paradigmatic information, addressed to the lemma: synonyms14.
6. Contextual pragmatic information, addressed to the lemma and/or the equivalent: context
markers to provide meaning specification.
7. Encyclopaedic information to specify meaning: short encyclopaedic notes to specify the
meanings of problematic terms.

LI-L2 (Cz-Eng) direction
1. Information on spelling, addressed to the equivalent: variation in spelling, regional variation.
2. Labelling: field labels, diatopical (regional) labels in equivalents, labelling of informal or
slang terms if included.
14In reality, however, the last three information items can only be expected in de-luxe minimal dictionaries,
despite their helpfulness to the user.
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3. Morphological information, addressed to the equivalent: irregular forms (especially foreign
plurals), number in lemmata occurring in the plural.
4. Syntactic information, addressed to the equivalent: indication of prepositional patterns in
specific verbs and nouns.
5. Lexical paradigmatic information addressed to the lemma: synonyms.
6. Contextual pragmatic information addressed to the lemma and/or the equivalent: context
markers to provide meaning specification.
7. Encyclopaedic information to provide meaning specification: short encyclopaedic notes to
specify the meanings of problematic terms.
As can be seen from the model, the amount of linguistic information in a minimal dictionary is
reduced to a necessary minimum. However, this does not mean that the terms should be stripped
of any information whatsoever. We believe that even a minimal dictionary should provide at least
the most basic labels, the irregular forms of verbs and nouns (particularly as far as irregular plurals
of loan terms are concerned) and the indication of number in terms occurring in the plural. In
addition, stating prepositions with specific nouns and verbs is a user-friendly procedure that does
not claim too much space nor specialist linguistic expertise.
Although the minimal LSP dictionary is greatly reduced as far as linguistic information is
concerned, it ought not give up on its meaning-specifying role. In other words, it should be able to
guide the user to the correct equivalent by means of such devices as field labels, context markers
or brief encyclopaedic notes where necessary. Care should be taken to include all the relevant
terms and provide them with correct equivalents, clearly discriminated in cases of polysemy.

4.9.4

Example entries for the L2-Ll (Eng-Cz) direction:

The unreduced dictionary

clutch /klAtJ / n [q 1 snuska vajec 2 hnizdo

vylihlych mlad'at = brood

remove a clutch of pinfeather babies from the box odebrat hnizdo nedoperenych ml<icl'at
z budky
the hen laid a clutch of in/fertile eggs samice snesla snusku ne/oplozenych vajec
the number of eggs per clutch varies depending on species pocet vajec na snusku se lisi
v z3vislosti na druhu
the regular clutch size is 4-6 eggs bezmi velikost snusky je 4-6 vajec

The reduced dictionary

clutch /klac/ 1 snuska vajec 2 mlacl'ata z jedne snusky

= brood

a clutch of pinfeather babies hnizdo nedopefenych mlacl'at
lay a clutch of in/fertile eggs snest snusku ne/oplozenych vajec
the number of eggs per clutch pocet vajec na snusku

The minimal dictionary
clutch 1 snuska

vajec

2 hnizdo

vylihlych mlad'at

= brood
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Example entries for the LI-L2 (Cz-Eng) direction:

The unreduced dictionary
v [I) ~with sb, copulate /kopjulert/ v [I) ~with sb fml
ptaci se pari a snaSi vejce the birds mate and lay eggs
sameckove alexandril se pari s nekolika samickami Alexandrine cocks copulate with several hens

paNt se mate /mert/

The reduced dictionary

pafit se mate /meit/

v (with sb), copulate j'kopjuleit/ (with sb) fml
parit se se sameckem/samickou mate/copulate with a cock/hen

The minimal dictionary

paNt se mate (with), copulate ( with)

fml

Naturally, it is difficult to find a single lemma which would contain all the information items
stated in the models. Therefore, the above-stated articles only offer very rough illustration. More
detailed exemplification is provided in A in the form of a model unreduced dictionary of parrotkeeping.
As already indicated, the three suggested dictionary models do not aim at being prescriptive;
instead, they provide suggestions for the inclusion of linguistic and non-linguistic information
based on three prototypical dictionary projects. The amount of the individual information items
will always vary depending on the nature of the given terminology, on the character of the foreign
language covered, on the linguistic and encyclopaedic competence of the authors and the intended
users as well as on some external restrictions of the lexicographical project.
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Conclusion
The thesis represents a contribution to the theory and practice of specialized lexicography applied
to the unmapped territory of Czech LSP dictionaries. The main objective is to develop a methodology for the preparation of Czech bilingual specialized dictionaries utilizing the principles laid
down by pedagogical lexicography, especially as presented in the leading ESL dictionaries. The
user-oriented approach is adopted in the methodology, with special attention paid to the needs of
Czech-speaking users. A specialized dictionary is introduced here as a utility product reflecting a
specific user situation and prepared with respect to its intended function (reception, translation,
production).
The adoption of the user-oriented approach is shown to have an impact on the extent and
presentation of several major information categories: grammatical, semantic, pragmatic and encyclopaedic, and, in addition, on the key dictionary structures (microstructure, macrostructure
and cross-reference structure). It is demonstrated that a good-quality specialized dictionary is
not merely a work of terminology; considerable lexicographic expertise is equally required to meet
the true user needs. To suit the resources of a wide variety of lexicographic projects in the Czech
Republic, multiple solutions to dictionary design are proposed.
The opening theoretical chapter discusses the results of LSP lexicography research abroad
(2.1), especially the conclusions reached by the Aarhus authors, whose innovative concepts (minimizing versus maximizing dictionary, communicative function of a dictionary and lexicographical
information cost) have been adopted by the present research. The state of LSP lexicography in
the leading European countries having been introduced, attention is then focused on the situation
in the Czech Republic. Despite some solitary attempts by Czech linguists to deal with some basic
issues of the discipline, the overall state of Czech specialized lexicography is found to suffer from
visible neglect. Apart from a marked lack of theoretical contributions reflecting the recent trends
in lexicographical research abroad, there is a painful shortage of publications of a more practical
character which would serve as guidelines for Czech specialized dictionary authors. A need is
expressed to redress the imbalance between the sparse literature on Czech LSP lexicography and
the ever-increasing number of LSP dictionaries appearing on the Czech market.
An important part of the opening chapter consists in a discussion of the terms "specialized
lexicography", "terminological lexicography" and "terminography" (2.2). A conclusion is drawn
that the most suitable term to refer to the preparation of bilingual specialized dictionaries is
"specialized lexicography". This is due to the fact that presenting the terminology of a given field
is not the sole task of a LSP dictionary author; in addition, linguistic competence is required to
equip the individual terms with adequate grammatical and encyclopaedic information to fulfill
the dictionary's true purpose. The principles applied in the presentation of this information are
to a great extent shared with the principles found in general-purpose lexicography. In addition,
as regards bilingual LSP dictionaries, the lexicographer is shown to be predominantly concerned
with stating target-language equivalents for already established source-language terms rather than
with creating a new terminology to describe a given conceptual field.
Therefore, the term "terminography" is found too limiting in its scope as far as bilingual
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specialized dictionaries are concerned, while the the term "terminological lexicography" is not to
be recommended since it originated as a compromise solution that has never truly been adopted
by prominent lexicographers. The term "specialized lexicography" is believed to best describe
the essence of the compilation of dictionaries covering various fields of humanities and sciences;
moreover, it is very similar to the long-established German term "Fachlexikographie".
The input of terminology in LSP lexicography, however, remains very significant, as is demonstrated in the following section of the introductory chapter, where the basic principles of terminology work are introduced, especially as regards the naming of concepts and standardization of
terms (2.3.1). LSP terms are shown to be in an absolute majority in specialized dictionaries; nevertheless, it is also argued that many of these dictionaries contain a percentage of general-language
terms. A crucial distinction, based on Wiegand, between "LSP terms" (Fachtermini) , "non-LSP
terms" (Nicht-Fachtermini) and "doubtful cases" (Zweifelsfiille) is made. The boundary between
the three categories is shown to be fuzzy.
The remaining part of the opening chapter is dedicated to defining some major concepts and
procedures in specialized lexicography. A great emphasis is placed on the preliminary part of a
lexicographical project, where the dictionary's function(s) and target users are determined. The
user typology is demonstrated to depend on two main factors - LSP competence (resulting in
the users' division into experts, semi-experts and non-experts) and language competence (distinguishing between users with a high, intermediate or low level of second-language competence). As
regards dictionary functions, the well-known distinction between language reception, production
and translation is provided, with implications being made for the inclusion of specific dictionary
information items. The chapter concludes with the presentation of the chief LSP dictionary components and structures.
The following part of the thesis consists in a detailed analysis of a sample of 25 Czech bilingual dictionaries, with the aim to determine the features of lexicographical practice in the Czech
Republic as far as specialized dictionaries are concerned. The first conclusions to be drawn from
the analysis concern the general character Czech bilingual dictionaries (2.3.1). Their production
is stated to be subject to a series of limitations dictated by the situation on the Czech market. As
Czech belongs among so-called "small languages" (Le. languages with a limited spread), the market for any Czech bilingual dictionary of a specialized field will logically be considerably smaller
than that for the more widespread languages; most often, it will be constrained to Czech experts
or semi-experts in the given discipline.
While the dictionaries of some popular fields (especially law and business) can expect to find
a wider spectrum of users, the dictionaries of other more technical fields cannot hope to sell in
particularly high numbers. Therefore, these highly specialized lexicographical projects tend to be
rather modest in terms of article structure and the presentation of linguistic and encyclopaedic
information.
The limited Czech market can further be seen to have an impact on the size of Czech bilingual
dictionaries. The majority of the dictionaries found in the sample are minimizing, Le. providing
only the core vocabulary of the LSP area. Naturally, there are maximizing dictionaries as well, but
these cannot compete in the lemma count with similar dictionaries published in countries such as
France, Germany, Spain, etc. A positive finding, on the other hand, is the relatively low number
of multi-field dictionaries in the sample. While multi-field dictionaries can be convenient for users
in that they cover several LSP areas in a single volume, they are generally poorer in linguistic
information and tend to provide an imbalanced coverage of the individual fields. Therefore, the
high occurrence of single-field dictionaries despite the adverse market conditions is to be regarded
as encouraging.
The final conclusion regarding the overall character of Czech bilingual LSP dictionaries relates to their authorship. Although clues are rather sparse, the combination of the front matter
information provided in the sample dictionaries and of a small survey carried out among several
Czech publishing houses suggests that in most cases, the authors of the dictionaries are experts
in the given LSP fields with a knowledge of English, not linguists themselves. Where linguists do
participate in the project, they are usually only assigned the role of advisers or proofreaders. The
main authorship of a LSP dictionary by a trained linguist was only established in several isolated
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projects.
While it remains true that a dictionary needs to be prepared by a person possessing an extensive
knowledge of the given terminology, the participation of a linguist is equally important to provide
adequate linguistic information necessary to fulfill the dictionary's purpose. Therefore, a plea can
be made for authors of lexicographical projects to ensure a more active participation of linguists
in the preparation of the dictionaries.
In the following part of the analysis (3.3), the key components and structures of the sample
LSP dictionaries are examined, starting with the front matter. Here, an encouraging finding is
made that the two most important front-matter components - the preface and the user's guide
- are included in a majority of the sample dictionaries, although their extent and quality varies
considerably. A front-matter element, on the other hand, that appears absent from much of the
sample, is a clearly stated dictionary function (reception, production or translation), suggesting
that the user-oriented approach has still not firmly taken its roots in Czech lexicographical practice. Two of the front-matter components much-promoted by the Aarhus authors, the dictionary
grammar and the encyclopaedic section, are found totally missing from the sample. This, however,
is not to be regarded as a shortcoming; these two sections are virtually redundant if other elements
in the dictionary are presented in a satisfactory way, especially grammatical and encyclopaedic
information in the articles, and to some extent, the back matter.
As far as the back matter is concerned, only a few of the sample dictionaries have fully utilized
the potential it presents. The appendix section offers a rare opportunity for the inclusion of
a wide variety of information - diagrams, examples of important documents, tables of weights
and measures, illustrations, lists of irregular verbs, information on various institutions, etc. A
dictionary equipped with such data can serve an additional purpose to the lookup of targetlanguage equivalents; it can, to some extent, play an important encyclopaedic role, especially
where it treats a culture-dependent field with a different structure and customs for each of the
languages.
Next, the analysis concentrates on the macrostructures of the sample dictionaries (3.3.3). A
decisive preference for the alphabetical arrangement is established, with the lemma stock overwhelmingly organized according to the word-by-word principle. The popularity of the word-byword arrangement can be put down to the character of both English and Czech for special purposes,
where open compounds form a significant part of the terminologies. The analysis of the individual
macrostructural types (straight-alphabetical, niching and nesting) has revealed almost an equal
distribution of these types across the sample, with the straight-alphabetical arrangement enjoying
only a slightly smaller popularity than the equally popular niching and nesting. Both niching and
nesting occur in dictionaries where space-saving is a major concern, while the straight-alphabetical
arrangement is present in either very simple dictionaries without a great deal of linguistic input
or, in two isolated instances, in dictionaries with a larger-than-usual amount of grammar or encyclopaedic information, where applying this information to the niched or nested sublemmata would
result in a rather chaotic microstructure.
Another dictionary structure subjected to the analysis was the microstructure, Le. the inner
arrangement of the dictionary articles. Here, great differences in the amount and quality of
the information items presented were established. A clear indication of a specific character of
specialized dictionaries as compared to general-purpose dictionaries is the marked absence of
pronunciation from the sample (only three dictionaries provide it). On the other hand, field
labels, a typical feature of special-purpose lexicography, are widely used in the sample (two thirds
of the dictionaries).
Rather disappointing results were yielded by the analysis of grammatical information in the
sample. This information was found in less than half of the dictionaries. Moreover, in some
instances it was used without any apparent benefit to the user (e.g. indication of word class in all
the English lemma stock or providing gender for Czech lemmata in a dictionary obviously intended
for Czech users). Valency, a syntactic item important for second-language production, was only
indicated in nine sample dictionaries. This low occurrence may be due to the predominance of
English-Czech dictionaries in the sample, where the authors may have not considered valency
relevant for the purposes of reception. However, we believe valency to be an integral part of the
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lemma that should always be indicated, at least in an abbreviated form. Very few dictionaries will
actually serve a single purpose; a seemingly "passive" dictionary can provide users with linguistic
information which - if remembered - can be later utilized for the purposes of production.
Lexical syntagmatic information, represented by collocations, was found to be provided in a
small majority of the dictionaries. In a number of dictionaries, collocations were shown to be
presented implicitly as part of usage examples, a trend very much in accordance with the practice
of the monolingual ESL dictionaries. The tendency towards consistent inclusion of collocations
is more marked in dictionaries of humanities; most technical dictionaries tend to neglect this
information item.
Encyclopaedic information was found to occur in three distinct information items: the abovementioned field labels, term definitions and encyclopaedic explanatory notes. Term definitions are
rather rare in the sample dictionaries due to space constraints; if they do occur, it is invariably
in technical dictionaries. On the other hand, field labels and explanatory notes take less space
(especially if presented in smaller print) and can serve as valuable tools of meaning discrimination.
Lexical paradigmatic information found in the sample dictionaries only concerns synonyms,
the indication of antonymy appears alien to Czech lexicographic practice. While the provision of
synonyms addressed to the equivalent is almost universal, only a very limited number of sample
dictionaries provide synonyms related to the lemmata. However, in LSP areas where terminological
synonymy exists, we regard its inclusion as beneficial to the user, whatever the graphical means
of presentation chosen.
Finally, the analysis of the cross-reference structures (based on the typology of Sandro Nielsen),
has revealed a variety of function-oriented cross-reference indicators, ranging from Czech words
or abbreviations to English or international commands; the use of symbols was found very sparse.
However, the fact that almost half of the sample dictionaries lacked any mediostructure whatsoever is to be regarded as rather alarming, as cross-references represent a very efficient means of
indicating relations within the given LSP field that can, at least to some extent, help overcome
the isolating effect of the alphabetical arrangement.
The next section (3.3.6) of the analysis treats two additional aspects of the sample dictionaries,
notably the presence of language for general purposes in LSP dictionaries and equivalence. As
regards the former, general-language lemmata are shown to serve their purpose in a specialized
dictionary; these are the LGP words that occur frequently in the given LSP corpus or collocate
with some of the terms. Providing them is a user-friendly procedure that prevents the parallel
use of a LGP dictionary. Naturally, words that are too general (such as have, take, etc.) ought to
be avoided, and the proportion of the general vocabulary in the dictionary should not exceed a
certain limit.
As regards equivalence in LSP dictionaries, some of the major problems concerning the provision of appropriate equivalents are stated, especially the existence of partial equivalence in
culture-dependent terms, zero equivalence where a corresponding term has not yet been created
in the target language, and the lack of meaning discrimination in some of the sample dictionaries, very likely to lead the user to the choice of an incorrect equivalent. Equivalence problems
are found to be more common in dictionaries of humanities, which display a larger amount of
culture-dependence and polysemy than technical dictionaries. Explanatory notes are identified as
an efficient means of meaning specification wherever a one-to-one equivalent is missing.
The analysis of the sample dictionaries is complemented with a section on user research (3.4),
introducing the various strategies of this increasingly popular method of lexicographical work. The
results of our modest survey carried out in 2004 on students of the University of West Bohemia are
presented, the most relevant one being that the active use of dictionaries is as frequent among the
subjects surveyed as the passive use. Yet, a large number of active (i.e. Czech-English) dictionaries
lack linguistic information that would enable confident production in the second language, as was
confirmed by the students' comments on the translation task they had been assigned using a
standard LSP dictionary.
The final section of the analysis provides an overall evaluation of the sample dictionaries
(3.5). A rough distinction is made between dictionaries of humanities and so-called "technical
dictionaries". The former are shown, on average, to utilize more complex macrostructures and
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to provide a greater variety of linguistic information. The latter, in turn, are demonstrated to
display less complex macro- and microstructures, while, on the other hand, placing emphasis
on the terminological correctness of the lemma stock (which, for example, manifests itself in the
provision of definitions). However, the two dictionary groups also share some similar features, most
notably the overwhelming preference for the alphabetical arrangement of the word-by-word type,
the universal popularity of explanatory notes to indicate encyclopaedic and pragmatic information,
and the general reluctance to indicate pronunciation.
The evaluative section finishes with the presentation of an original typology of the shortcomings
of the dictionaries analyzed. These shortcomings are argued to be of three types :
1. Disregarding the dictionary use, manifesting itself, above all, in insufficient provision
of grammatical information (especially in active dictionaries), the failure to lemmatize all
high-frequency verbs from the LSP area (especially of verbs in passive dictionaries) and lack
of pragmatic information to distinguish between second-language equivalents.
2. Disregarding the dictionary user, consisting in a lack of collocations, explanatory notes
and other devices that enable semi-experts and, possibly, non-experts (provided they are
included in the target group) to confidently receive and produce LSP texts. The disregard can
also have the form of presenting linguistic or encyclopaedic information in a user-unfriendly
manner.
3. Lack of general lexicographic expertise, involving a variety of omissions, both deliberate and unintentional, that result in the user's obtaining incorrect information, whether of
ortographic, grammatical, semantic or encyclopaedic nature.
Following the analysis, the third major part of the thesis (Chapter 4) presents a methodology
for the production of Czech bilingual specialized dictionaries, based both on the latest research
into specialized and pedagogical lexicography and the results of the analysis itself. The purpose
of the methodology is to provide prospective LSP dictionary authors with guidelines facilitating
the compilation of user-friendly, multi-purpose specialized dictionaries that combine practicality
with maximum user henefit.
The guidelines start with the discussion of preliminary work carried out at the initial stage of
the lexicographic project. Before starting the corpus work, the following aspects of the planned
dictionary are stated as requiring careful deliberation:
1. LSP fields covered (multi-, single- or subfield dictionary)
2. dictionary size (maximizing or minimizing dictionary)
3. intended users (their field and language competence)
4. dictionary purpose (reception, production, translation)
5. author's background (the encyclopaedic and linguistic competence of the compiler)
6. external limitations of the dictionary project (various external constraints forcing the
compilers to compromise on the dictionary's size and complexity)
There is no universal recipe for producing an "ideal" dictionary; the individual macro-and microstructural decisions will always depend on the interplay of the six above-stated aspects of the
project.
The next stage of the lexicographic project is shown to consist in the following steps:
1. Method selection, whereby selection from a corpus built of relevant LSP texts (whether
printed or electronic) is recommended.
2. Field selection, consisting in delimitation of the dictionary's subject matter and breaking
it down into subfields.
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3. Corpus selection, whereby proportional representation of texts from the individual subfields should be ensured, while also making sure that texts relevant for all intended user
groups are included.
4. Lemma selection, in which care should be taken to include other word classes (especially
verbs and adjectives) besides nouns. In addition, it is important to select multi-word terms
and collocations in addition to single-word lemmata.
5. Equivalent selection, where the author ought to make sure that each lemma is allocated
an equivalent, even in the cases of partial or zero equivalence. In these problematic instances,
explanatory equivalents, definitions or specifications by means of encyclopaedic notes should
be provided.
The following part of the methodology deals with the actual design of a bilingual LSP dictionary, presenting general recommendations concerning the various dictionary components and
structures. As regards the front matter, the guidelines only slightly modify and expand the results obtained from the analysis, as the state of the front matter in most sample dictionaries was
found satisfactory. In the case of the back matter, on the other hand, the guidelines encourage
lexicographers to make a fuller use of the potential it offers, especially as far as the encyclopaedic
function of the appendix section is concerned.
In the discussion of the macrostructural choices to be made in dictionary planning, arguments
are presented against the use of the systematic arrangement. Although helpful in describing the
conceptual relations within the field, its information cost is very high, and, without an alphabetical index at the end of the dictionary, finding the desired lemma is a burdensome task. The
same applies to semi-systematic dictionaries divided into several subfields which are then treated
alphabetically.
In terms of quickness and ease of access (a major consideration in a dictionary built on the
user-oriented principles), the alphabetical macrostructure emerges as the unrivalled arrangement.
Its disadvantage of isolating conceptually related terms can be to some extent alleviated by a
combination of encyclopaedic information, cross-reference structure and, possibly, a creative back
matter. The word-by-word alphabetical principle appears suitable as far as Czech-English and
English-Czech dictionaries are concerned due to the open character of compounds in both languages. In languages forming closed compounds (e.g. German), the letter-by-Ietter principle would
seem more appropriate.
As regards the suitability of the three major alphabetical arrangements (straight-alphabetical,
niching, nesting), much depends on the intended size and purpose of the dictionary, as well as
on the character of the terminology in question. Where clusters of related terms occur within
the terminology and space-saving is a concern, either niching or nesting will serve their purpose.
Nesting allows the additional advantage of grouping related items without totally respecting the
alphabet inside the sublemma section, the drawback being a slightly increased information cost of
such an arrangement.
Neither niching or nesting is suitable in dictionaries where a larger amount of linguistic or
encyclopaedic information is planned for the individual terms, as the result would be rather chaotic.
For this type of dictionary, the straight-alphabetical arrangement appears more appropriate. It
is important to remember that the straight-alphabetical macrostructure does not automatically
mean a poor microstructure (since sublemmata are not allowed). As dictionaries produced abroad
show, the straight alphabet has a great deal of potential where space-saving is not the main
concern, with lemmata being able to accommodate a variety of grammar, encyclopaedic notes,
paradigmatic information and collocations (without the sublemma status).
As far as the microstructure of the LSP dictionary is concerned, its design and complexity
will, again, depend on the much-quoted factors such as dictionary type, direction (active vs.
passive), intended user, etc. However, despite these expected differences, we argue that some
microstructural elements should be present in any LSP dictionary that intends to be user-friendly:
1. spelling information (including spelling irregularities and regional variation)
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2. pronunciation, especially where new or highly specialized terminologies are presented
3. basic grammar information (morphological irregularities, number and count ability in nouns
in specific instances, valency in verbs)
4. collocations
5. field labels
6. paradigmatic information (synonyms)
7. encyclopaedic notes to specify lesser-known or problematic terms
8. context markers to deliver pragmatic information, important for meaning discrimination
9. a system of cross-references to connect terms related to each other
Bearing the user's benefit in mind, it is also necessary to carefully plan the manner of presenting
the individual information items. Especially where the target group of users can be expected to
have very limited linguistic background, information should be presented in simple yet efficient
way, avoiding the indication of formal categories (e.g. transitivity) that is likely to be unfamiliar to
these users. Instead, it is recommended to use a variety of easy-to-understand information items
such as collocations, valency examples, context markers, brief explanatory notes, etc. Similarly,
where users with low L2 competence are anticipated, it may be a user-friendly solution to use
Czech indicators for the presentation of linguistic and non-linguistic information. Moreover, if
pronunciation is included, the author may wish to provide it in a czechisized version that avoids
the use of unfamiliar IPA symbols where possible.
In more ambitious projects, however, where users with higher L2 competence and experience
in the use of foreign teaching materials are expected, an appropriate solution might be to provide
L2 (English in our case) indicators of linguistic information to make the dictionary design closer
to that of the ESL dictionaries. In addition, the use of the IPA can be recommended, as users will
have worked with it at some point when learning the L2.
In either case, the lexicographer's effort to plan the dictionary from the viewpoint of the
planned users, not from his/her own linguistic heights, will undoubtedly be rewarded by a great
deal of user satisfaction, thus also increasing the commercial value of the dictionary.
In order to make the guidelines proposed as concrete and descriptive as possible, a typology of
three dictionary models (described in detail for both directions and exemplified on specific entries)
is introduced in the final part of the methodology, with the aim of meeting the particular needs
and resources of individual dictionary projects. The models can be summarized as follows:
1. The unreduced dictionary
• closely resembling ESL dictionaries by the wealth of linguistic information provided
(especially implicit syntagmatic information)
• requiring the authorship of a compiler trained in linguistics
• intended for users with at least intermediate L2 competence
• suitable for the purposes of reception, production as well as translation due to its
syntagmatic character
2. The reduced dictionary
• reduced in the amount of linguistic information, yet still containing the basic collocations that could cause difficulties to semi- and non-expert users
• suitable for authors who are field experts with a practical knowledge of L2, although
some input of a linguist may still be needed
• intended for users of all L2 competence levels
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• suitable for the purposes of reception, with reduced usefulness for the purposes of
production in and translation into L2

3. The minimal dictionary
• containing a bare minimum of linguistic information
• suitable for field-competent authors without formal training in linguistics
• very easy to use, yet displaying reduced user-friendliness due to the bare microstructure
• sufficient for passive use only; its potential for active use is very limited
• recommendable only for projects with severely constrained resources
The proposed typology is stated as only approximate since a large number of "hybrid" lexicographic projects can be expected in reality. Naturally, the unreduced dictionary appears to fulfill
the three major dictionary functions in the most complete way. However, as its compilation may
not always be viable due to various constraints, two other alternatives (the reduced and the minimal dictionary) are offered. Although the minimal dictionary is considered unhelpful as regards
active use, its inclusion is in accordance with the descriptive (rather than prescriptive) approach
adopted by the thesis. Moreover, even this simplified dictionary type can be consistent in the
presentation of a certain minimum of linguistic and non-linguistic information.
Admittedly, the guidelines presented in the methodology are mainly aimed at English-Czech
and Czech-English dictionaries, without much reference being made to other languages. However,
most of the principles laid out in the chapter are universal, only requiring some modification for
those languages whose character is different from that of English.
The last part of the thesis (provided in the Appendix section) represents an attempt to put the
principles laid down in the methodology into practice. It consists of a model unreduced EnglishCzech and Czech-English dictionary of parrot-keeping, built from a corpus of relevant LSP texts
without any aid in the form of an older bilingual reference work on the topic. The dictionary is
complete with full-length front matter and an initial commentary describing the whole process of
its compilation. The choice of the unreduced format was mainly dictated by the desire to show a
syntagmatic LSP dictionary in practice, there being very few of them on the Czech market.
Great linguists of the past have likened the preparation of dictionaries to harmless drudgery or
to an equivalent of punishment. Despite the sometimes monotonous character of the lexicographic
work, the experience of compiling the above-mentioned dictionary proved to be highly rewarding,
with constant challenges produced by the unmapped Czech terminology of parrot-keeping and its
English equivalents, as well as by the different character of the Czech and English languages. A
very valuable finding to be gained from the work is that to produce such a dictionary with any
degree of confidence, an equal measure of linguistic training and real experience of the given LSP
area is needed. To create a dictionary of parrots means knowing about of parrots as well as about
their keepers, as these will form the core of the future users. On the other hand, it is difficult
to imagine producing the dictionary without the linguistic background received in the past years.
Therefore, the work on the dictionary has confirmed our earlier claim that producing specialized
dictionaries represents a blend of terminography and general lexicography, and that both a field
expert and a linguist are needed to apply their skill in the work.
Having earlier pointed out the rather neglected state of specialized lexicography in the Czech
Republic, it is our future aim to continue in the research begun in the present thesis. More
specifically, we aim to carry out a series of carefully planned user surveys to determine more
precisely the needs of various types of users, depending on their background, language competence
and specialization. Furthermore, circumstances permitting, we intend to convert the model minidictionary of parrot-keeping into a fully-fledged dictionary (possibly extending it tho the whole
field of aviculture) and offer it for publication. Our long-term aim is to continue raising the
awareness of the need to study and write on the user-oriented approach to specialized lexicography
in the Czech lexicographic environment to produce publications comparable to those forwarded
by experts abroad.
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A model English-Czech and
Czech-English Dictionary of
Parrot-Keeping
The best way in which the dictionary can fulfil the needs of the users and its functions is for' the
lexicographers to compile a syntagmatic LSP dictionary.
- Sandro Nielsen

A.I

Background to the dictionary

The present section provides an outline of the main principles on which the model dictionary of
parrot-keeping was compiled, starting with preliminary work and finishing with the final design
of the dictionary.
The first steps consisted in determining the basic character of the planned dictionary and in
the specification of the target group of users. Given its exemplary nature, the dictionary had to
be conceived of as a minimizing one, with the lemma count not extending beyond several hundred.
Rather than producing a larger single-direction dictionary, a decision was made to compile a bidirectional reference work with a reduced number of lemmata. The dictionary was planned to
serve the purposes of reception, production as well as translation from and into English. The
function of translation was included with respect to the increasing number of English articles and
books on aviculture published in the Czech Republic as well as the lively exchange of knowledge
taking place between Czech and English-speaking breeders.
As the hypothetical marketability of the dictionary also had to be considered, it was decided
that the dictionary should be designed for a broader scope of users than only experts in aviculture.
A fact was taken into consideration that keeping a parrot is a pastime in many Czech households,
without the keepers necessarily engaging in the study of parrot biology, genetics or ethology. From
our own experience of writing for the popular magazine Papou8ci, these lay parrot-keepers tend to
look for information on the care and behaviour of their pets on the Internet; often searching English
pages due to the persisting lack of Czech sources. Besides the professional and semi-professional
parrot-keepers, these hobbyists were, therefore, included as intended users. In addition, the target
user group also comprised translators, interpreters and students of natural sciences. The users
would be Czech speakers seeking assistance with English, not vice versa, as it is difficult to imagine
a significant group of English parrot-lovers desiring assistance with Czech parrot terminology.
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From the beginning, a great challenge when planning the dictionary consisted in deciding on
its contents and complexity. With respect to the LSP dictionary typology proposed in Chapter
4, two options came into question: an unreduced or a reduced dictionary, the minimal dictionary
having been described as user-unfriendly. Although it can be assumed that a considerable number
of parrot-keepers would prefer a reduced dictionary due to their lack of linguistic background and
their predictable desire to simply find an equivalent as quickly and easily as possible, a choice was
finally made to produce an unreduced dictionary.
One reason for this decision was the intended inclusion of translation among the dictionary's
functions; from our own experience of translating parrot-related articles from and into English we
know that a reduced dictionary could not provide the relevant information needed, resulting in
the translator's having to search for additional information on the Internet or in ESL dictionaries.
Moreover, the translators working for Czech parrot magazines and publishing houses involved in
translating hobby literature are not always field experts, thus often requiring some amount of
encyclopaedic information that the reduced dictionary would be unable to accommodate. Finally,
the fact was taken into consideration that out of the three types proposed, the unreduced dictionary
is the most difficult to compile and would therefore deserve thorough exemplification in the present
thesis.
The preliminary considerations having been made, the corpus selection was carried out. Due
to the total lack of any previous Czech reference works on the subject, two parallel corpora had
to be built in order to secure the terminology in both languages. The sources of the corpus were
determined with relative ease. For the Czech corpus, a number of established magazines devoted
to aviculture were selected, most notably Papousci, NovO. Exota and Fauna. These periodicals
comprise both highly specialized articles for experienced breeders and popular articles for pet
owners, corresponding with all the sections of the target group. In addition, a series of books by
the Czech ornithologist Milan Vasicek Papousci Austro.lie, Papousci Afriky a Asie and Papousci
Ameriky were chosen, as they contain detailed descriptions of the individual parrot species, their
breeding patterns and their care requirements.
As far as the English corpus was concerned, a greater reliance on Internet sources had to be
allowed for due to the limited availability of English books devoted to the subject. To include
a similar type of sources as in the Czech corpus, English electronic magazines catering for both
experts and pet parrot owners were researched, most importantly the excellent Internet journal
Winged Wisdom. As regards printed sources, three major publications were used - the Dictionary
of Aviculture by R.M. Martin (in fact an encyclopaedia, not a classic dictionary), the Parrakeets
of the World by M. M. Vriends, and the handbook of parrot ethology Parrot Problem Solver by
Barbara Heidenreich. In addition, a number of other auxiliary sources were utilized, ranging from
web pages of various parrot societies to discussion forums dedicated to parrot care.
As to the excerption, recording and processing of the terminology, a limited amount of special
software was used. In the electronic part of the corpus (Le. the material obtained from the Internet,
containing about 200 000 words), the Monopro Concordancer Version 2.0 was employed to elicit
collocations and multi-word terms. Two parallel term files were built using the I¥IEX system, with
individual records containing the terms themselves, their collocations as obtained from the corpus
and comments on their linguistic and/or encyclopaedic aspects. Where an equivalent was known
from our immediate knowledge of the parrot-keeping terminology, it was entered directly into the
record. In most instances, however, the correctness of these "immediate" equivalents was checked
in the electronic part of the corpus or by means of the Google search engine, comparing several
parrot-related sources to be certain of the spelling and other characteristics of the equivalent. In
a proportion of instances, the equivalent could not be identified on the basis of experience and
had to be searched in the parallel corpus.
After entering the equivalent into the corresponding record, it was subsequently copied into
the opposite-direction term file as a lemma (provided the file did not contain it already), with the
original lemma stated here as the equivalent. This was done to ensure that each term was treated
in both of the directions.
As suggested above, the recorded terms were being continuously completed with other relevant
information, both linguistic and encyclopaedic in nature. The linguistic information related to
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English was most often obtained using some of the major ESL dictionaries available, especially
Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictionary, the Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English and
Velky anglicko-cesky slovn{k by Hodek and Hais. As it was decided at the very beginning that the
target users of the model dictionary would be Czech users, the linguistic information was tailored
to their needs; the knowledge of the native language was presupposed and also utilized in the
presentation of encyclopaedic and pragmatic information.
Some of the entries were also provided with encyclopaedic notes. This was the case of terms
that were somehow new or could present difficulties to the user, including terms from medicine,
anatomy, ethology and other rather specialized fields. These encyclopaedic notes were not constructed as definitions, but rather as brief specifications of the term in question. These specifications were also needed where an equivalent was difficult to produce, either as it did not exist in
Czech or because the terminology was not fully standardized.
At quite an early stage of the corpus work it became clear which macrostructure type would
be the most suitable for the dictionary. The original plan was to order the dictionary in the
nest-alphabetical arrangement due to the attractiveness of the possibility to group related terms
together without being completely constrained by the alphabet. For this very reason, the nichealphabetical system was rejected straight away, as it was found too limiting in its potential for
grouping related terms. However, soon the problematic aspects of the nest-alphabetical choice
began to emerge. The main one was the high occurrence of multi-word terms in the terminology
of parrot-keeping - or, more specifically, multi-word terms that occur in a solitary manner rather
than as members of groups of related terms that could be clustered together.
Moreover, the nesting principle requires the lemmatization of the first or the head constituent
while all the multi-word terms containing that constituent are clustered or listed as its sublemmata.
However, in the early attempts to arrange some ofthe corpus terms in the nest-alphabetical manner
it became obvious that for most of the multi-word terms there was not a great deal of sense in
lemmatizing the first or the chief constituent alone, as it in itself had no great significance for the
field of parrot keeping; the real significance came into play only when the multi-word term was
presented as a whole. We can take the term wood shavings (hobliny) as an example. Lemmatizing
either "wood" or "shavings" as the head lemma only to find that there are no other sublemmata
to build the nest from does not appear very practical. More examples of such "solitary multi-word
terms" can be given, e.g. nesting box, upper mandibles, hypersensitivity pneumonitis, entrance
hole, etc. Moreover, all of the names of parrots are multi-word, and these must certainly be
presented as a whole, each occupying a separate entry.
In short, a close examination of the character of the parrot-keeping terminology revealed
that the arrangement that suits this particular terminology best is the straight-alphabetical
macrostructure, with multi-word terms being presented as independent lemmata. Although the
niching/nesting principles may appear more "sophisticated", practicality and regard for the needs
of the user were the chief considerations in the project, and the straight-alphabetical principle
appeared to suit these purposes well.
Nevertheless, the choice of the straight-alphabetical arrangement was not entirely unproblematic either. The first problem that needed to be dealt with was the presentation of collocations, as
we had established earlier that they form an integral part of any good-quality dictionary (see 4.6).
It is not a custom of Czech lexicographers to provide collocations where the straight-alphabetical
system is employed. Indeed, from surveying the sample dictionaries it almost appears as if this
arrangement did not in principle permit the inclusion of collocations, because it does not allow
sublemmata.
However, the inclusion of collocations in straight-alphabetical dictionaries is taken for granted
by foreign LSP lexicographers, as described, for instance, by [Nielsen 1994, 270-276]. Therefore,
the choice of the straight-alphabetical macrostructure was safe as far as collocations were concerned; the important point to remember was that unlike in the nest-alphabetical arrangement
(see e.g. [Chroma 1995]), the collocations would not have a sub-lemma status and would have to
be graphically differentiated from the head lemma.
The second problem, however, proved to be far more challenging, consisting in the necessity
of distinguishing between multi-word terms and collocations and drawing a clear line between
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the two. The multi-word terms would then appear as lemmata, while collocations would be
presented as linguistic information under the individual lemmata. As suggested in 3.3.4, the true
distinction between multi-word terms and collocations can only be made by an expert in the given
field as the boundary between these two is of a fuzzy nature. Well-aware of the possible pitfalls
of separating the two groups, we nevertheless attempted to carry the distinction out, using our
linguistic knowledge as well as our long-term experience in the field of parrot-keeping. The task
proved more difficult than expected; consider, for instance, the word combinations found in the
corpus containing the term parrot:
companion parrot papousek chovany jako mazlicek
hand-reared parrot rucne odchovany papousek
one-person parrot papousek fixovany na jednoho Cloveka
single-kept parrot papousek chovany jednotlive
wild-caught parrot papousek z odchytu
Which of these combinations are we to consider as collocations and which as multi-word terms?
Quite safely, companion parrot can be regarded as a multi-word term, but what about wild-caught
parrot or single-kept parrot? And even if a successful distinction is made, does it mean that the
latter two (provided they are collocations) will be stated under the lemma parrot in the collocation
section, while companion parrot (provided it is a multi-word term) will appear elsewhere in the
dictionary as a lemma, namely under the letter "C"?
Under the nesting arrangement, these combinations would normally appear in the nest as
sublemmata. However, as explained above, the purely nesting principle could not be applied
to the projected dictionary of parrot-keeping due to the high amount of multi-word terminology.
Therefore, an alternative solution had to be sought. As we regarded it unfortunate to separate such
terms as companion parrot and wild-caught parrot to comply with the rigid collocation/multi-word
term distinction required by the straight-alphabetical principle, a hybrid solution was adopted.
The solution concerns those few lemmata in the dictionary that enter a number of terminological combinations which are mostly multi-word terms, but sometimes possibly collocations closely
resembling multi-word terms (such as the above-mentioned wild-caught parrot). These terminological combinations are alphabetically arranged in the corresponding entries in a nest-like manner,
printed in bold to be visually distinguished from usage examples, presented in plain italics. The
usage examples, provided with every lemma except the names of parrots and some diseases, contain
implicit information on the lexical syntagmatic properties of the lemma, therefore also subsuming
"pure" collocations that are clearly not multi-word terms. The result is a straight-alphabetical
macrostructure with some elements of nesting in a small number of lemmata where we considered
it user-friendly to keep terminological combinations containing the lemma together. Here is an
example of such an entry:

aviary j'elvi8ri/

n [Cl voliera
fit the aviary with double wire mesh vybavit volieru dvojitym pletivem
place a bird in an aviary umistit ptaka do voliery
secure the aviary against predators zabezpeCit volieru pfed dravci
indoor aviary pokojova voliera
metal-framed aviary voliera s kovovou konstrukci
mixed aviary smisena voliera osazena ruznymi druhy ptactva
outdoor aviary venkovni voliera
timber-framed aviary voliera s celodfevenou konstrukci

Although this solution can, naturally, be questioned by linguists, we draw reassurance from the
fact that the user will always arrive at the term or phrase sought due to the alphabetical principle
applied both to the lemmata and the terminological combinations under each lemma. There may
be occasional double lookups, but the desired expression will always be identified, either as an
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independent entry or as a terminological combination under the corresponding lemmatized term.
As the choice of macrostructure was made at an early stage of the corpus work, the data
obtained from the corpus could then be arranged in such a way that made its subsequent conversion
into dictionary entries as easy as possible, i.e. the collocations identified in the corpus were being
entered under the individual terms in an alphabetical sequence. When the desired number of terms
and their collocations had been reached, the entries in the two parallel files (E-Cz and Cz-E), all
complete with their equivalents and linguistic, encyclopaedic as well as pragmatic information,
began to be turned into dictionary entries according to a pre-defined design.
Listed below are the individual solutions employed in the design:
Alphabetical principle The dictionary is arranged in the straight-alphabetical manner with
some elements of nesting. Multi-word terms form independent entries and are ordered according to their first constituent on the basis of the word-by-word principle. Collocations
are presented implicitly in usage examples, also arranged alphabetically. Where the lemma
enters a number of related terminological combinations, they are presented in bold print at
the end of the entry to prevent their scattering across the dictionary.
Typographical implementation of the entry The lemmata, their synonyms and terms indicated by a cross-reference are all presented in bold lowercase print, the lemmata appearing
in larger print and protruded to be given prominence. The equivalents are provided in plain
lowercase print. The usage examples appear in italics, each on a new line and indented, with
the lemma being presented in full. No special ordering device (a triangle, a square etc.) is
used to indicate the example section; the combination of indentation and italics makes the
examples clearly distinguishable. Linguistic and field labels are presented in smaller print,
as is encyclopaedic and pragmatic information. This is done to save space and to distinguish
this information from the lemma and the equivalent(s).
Arrangement of the entry The lemma section of the English-Czech direction includes the following components: spelling information (spelling variants), lemma labelling (linguistic and
field labels), morphological information (word class in English lemmata, number in plural
nouns, count ability in English nouns, irregularities in English nouns and verbs), syntactic
information (valency), lexical paradigmatic information (synonymy), lexical syntagmatic information (shown implicitly in usage examples), contextual pragmatic information (context
markers) and encyclopaedic information (explanatory notes).
The equivalent section consists of one or several equivalents plus linguistic and encyclopaedic
information depending on a given direction. Synonymous equivalents are separated by a
commma, non-synonymous equivalents are numbered to emphasize their semantic difference.
In the Czech-English direction, the equivalents are accompanied by approximately the same
amount of linguistic information as the lemmata in the English-Czech direction, making the
two directions relatively independent dictionaries (linguistic information on the Czech terms
is kept to a necessary minimum due to the fact that the dictionary is intended for Czech
users). The equivalents of names of individual parrots are followed by their names in Latin,
both in the English~Czech and Czech-English section.
Presentation of linguistic, encyclopaedic and pragmatic information Each English term
is provided with phonetic transcription, presented in the International Phonetic Alphabet
(IPA) characters due to the unreduced character of the dictionary and its intended affinity
with international ESL dictionaries. For the same reasons, the information on spelling and
grammar is presented by means of well-established English indicators (sg, n, adj, c/u AmE,
etc.), all explained in the front matter of the dictionary. One of the reasons is that some
categories, for instance count ability or transitivity, are not stated by most Czech LSP dictionaries, and we do not consider introducing new special Czech indicators (e.g. poc/nepoc,
etc.) as a particularly fortunate solution.
Irregular forms are provided in full in brackets. The syntactic properties of verbs are stated
by means of valency information, combining the indication of transitivity with a brief valency
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formula showing the verb pattern in question. Similar formulae are also indicated in nouns
and adjectives where appropriate. More syntactic information is given implicitly in the usage
examples. Encyclopaedic information is presented in the form of field labels, by means of
brief explanatory notes elucidating some lesser-known and problematic terms, or, again,
implicitly by means of the usage examples.
Contextual pragmatic information is included in the form of context markers, very short
(often one-word) comments specifying the meaning or context of the term in question (e.g.
the simplified entry: hen samice u ptaku). Both encyclopaedic and pragmatic information is
presented in Czech. Encyclopaedic and pragmatic information is employed not only in the
English-Czech but also in the Czech-English direction. This is intended to aid translators
who have a high language competence but lower LSP competence. In order to translate the
term correctly, it must be fully understood first.
Information on lemma synonymy is indicated by means of the symbol "= " and placed after
the comment on the equivalent before the usage section. For the presentation of synonyms
of the equivalent see above. Information on antonymy is indicated by means of the symbol
"#- " appearing in the same place as information on synonymy.
Cross-reference structure To avoid overloading the dictionary with English indicators, the
cross reference structure is confined to the use of symbols. More important cross-references,
e.g. those referring an abbreviation to its full version, are indicated by means of "=} ". Less
important cross-references, e.g. those asking the user to compare a given lemma with one
related to it, have the form "->".

The arrangement introduced in the parrot-keeping dictionary is not intended to represent
a universal model, suitable for any type of lexicographic project. Rather, it is an attempt to
exemplify the compilation of an unreduced dictionary on a concrete LSP area. As mentioned
in Chapter 4, the category of the unreduced dictionary moves on a scale, and, therefore, the
lemmata in the model dictionary of parrot-keeping could be made even more "unreduced", e.g.
usage examples could be given under the individual valency patters rather than all together in a
single example section, etc. However, the project also had to take into consideration the target
group of users and their reference needs. As quick lookup will be a key requirement for the
prospective users (most of whom will be parrot keepers with very varied knowledge of English),
we did not think it wise to insert examples in between individual equivalents. The information
cost of such an arrangement would be too high.
The result as presented here is, therefore, a compromise between practicality and what we believe are the basics of a multi-purpose dictionary, able to serve the language reception, production
and translation. For dictionaries of different LSP fields and user situations, micro- and macrostructural choices other than those employed here may prove suitable. However, the requirement for the
inclusion of grammatical, lexical paradigmatic, lexical syntagmatic, encyclopaedic and pragmatic
information as well as a consistent cross-reference structure remains valid for any dictionary type.
It must be borne in mind that the model dictionary is not a real lexicographic project, only
a demonstration of some basic dictionary-making principles. Therefore, some aspects have been
omitted. This is the case, for instance, of the dictionary's back matter, where a wealth of useful
information would normally be included (illustrations, tree diagrams of parrot species, examples
of some legal documents, references to the leading conservation and parrot-keeping organizations,
etc.). Similarly, some access structure elements, e.g. running heads, have not been implemented
due to software limitations. Finally, a real lexicographic project could utilize the possibility of an
electronic version of the dictionary, where space would represent no constraint and the information
could be conveyed in much greater detail.
Thus, however, although the model dictionary remains incomplete, the ideas regarding its
improvement and enlargement remain challenges to be taken up at some later stage in a potential
authentic project.
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A.2

Predmluva

Predkladana publikace je prvnim ceskym dvojjazycnym slovnikem venovanym problematice chovatelstvi papousku. Jeho vznik byl motivovan stale narustajicim poctem ceskych chovatelu, kteri
z duvodu nedostatku domaci hobby literatury hledaji informace v zahranicnich pramenech, popr.
navazuji kontakty se svymi zahranicnimi kolegy, at uz prostrednictvim mezinarodnich vYstav,
burz nebo diskusnich for. Slovnik by jim mel slouzit k porozumeni anglickYm textum venovanym
chovu papousku, k prekladani ceskych chovatelskych materialu do angliCtiny a k zakladni dvojjazycne komunikaci v danem oboru. Slovnik je tez urcen tlumocnikum, prekladatelum a studentum
pfirodovednych oboru. Vyznamny podil encyklopedicke slozky jej cini pfistupnym i zajemcum z
rady siroke verejnosti.
Slovnik vznikal v letech 2005 - 2006 na zaklade rozsahIe excerpce autorky, lingvistky pusobici
na Zapadoceske univerzite a zaroveii dlouholete chovatelky exotickeho ptactva. Hlavnim zdrojem
excerpce ceskych terminu byly casopisy Papousci, Fauna a Exota a dale popularni knihy Milana
Vasicka Papousci Austnilie, Papousci Afriky a Asie a Papousci Ameriky. Paralelne s korpusem
ceske terminologie vznikal i korpus terminu anglickYch. Nejvyznamnejsimi prameny terminu tu
byly publikace Matthewa M. Vriendse Parrakeets of the World, Richarda Marka Martina Dictionary of Aviculture a Barbary Heidenreichove The Parrot Problem Solver, dale elektronicky casopis
Winged Wisdom a dalsi bohate internetove zdroje (viz oddil "Seznam pouzite literatury"). Veskera
excerpcni a editacni prace byla provadena na poCitaci s vyuzitim systemu I¥JEX.
Anglicko-cesky a cesko-anglicky slovnik chovu papousku obsahuje v kazde casti priblizne 200
hesel a dalsich 100 terminologickych spojeni. Heslajsou zpracovana tak, aby poskytla co nejuplnejsi
informaci 0 danem terminu; krome ekvivalentu obsahuji i prepis vYslovnosti, pravopisne varianty,
gramaticke udaje, pfiklady uziti hesel, synonyma a odkazy na terminy opacneho vYznamu. Jelikoz
jde 0 terminologii dosud u nas nezpracovanou, rada obtiznejsich nebo malo znamych terminu je
opatrena kratkymi encyklopedickymi vysvetlivkami.
Slovnik zahrnuje nasledujici tematicke oblasti: biologie papousku, chovne podminky, vyziva a
celkova pece 0 ptaky, zdravi a nemoci, hnizdeni a odchov mlad'at, etologie papousku a komercni a
legislativni aspekty chovatelstvi. Krome terminu striktne spadajicich do oblasti chovu papousku
slovnik obsahuje i podil vyrazu z obecneho jazyka, a to tech, ktere se v chovatelske literature casto
vyskytuji.
Zaverem nezbyva nez doufat, ze slovnik pfispeje ke standardizaci ceske terminologie chovu
papousku a podniti ceske chovatele k intenzivnejsimu kontaktu se zahranicnimi zdroji a odborniky.

A.3

Pokyny pro uzivatele

I. Abecedni razeni
Hesla jsou razena abecedne, viceslovna hesla podle prvniho slova. Terminologicka spojeni uvnitr
jednotlivych hesel jsou rovnez usporadana abecedne.

11. Typy hesel a jejich usporadani
1. jednoslovna hesla

aspergillosis /,&Spad3I'lausIs/

n [U) med.

aspergiloza

nemoc dychaciho llstroji

2. viceslovna hesla
V anglicko-ceske i cesko-anglicke casti jsou viceslovne terminy uvadeny vzdy v prirozenem slovosledu.
Napflklad termin vajecny zub je tedy treba hledat pod pismenem "V".
3. terminologicka spojeni
Krome samostatnych hesel slovnik obsahuje tez dalsi terminologicka spojeni vazici se k nekterym
jednoslovnym heslum. Tato spojeni jsou uvadena vzdy tucne na konci hesla:
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band 1 /bcend/

n [C] krouzek slouzici k identifikaci ptaka
prevent the band from falling off the leg zabninit vyvleknuti krouzku
remove the band from the leg odstranit krouzek z nohy
use the band to identify the bird identifikovat ptaka pomoci krouzku
band number Cislo krouzku
closed band uzavreny krouzek
open band otevreny krouzek

Ill. Struktura slovnikoveho hesla
1. Heslo je uvedeno v plnem zneni tucne vetsim pismem vzdy na novem radku.
2. Podstatna jmena a slovesa s identickou formou jsou uvadena jako samostatna hesla a oznacena
hornim indexem. Jako prvni se uvadi vzdy podstatne jmeno:

bond 1 /bDnd/ c pouto, citovy vztah
bond 2 /bDnd/ v[I/T] ~with/to sb prillnout

ke komu,

szit se

s kym,

upnout se

na koho

3. Vyslovnost je uvedena u vsech anglickych terminu. Forma jejiho prepisu vychazi ze symbolu
Mezinarodni foneticke abecedy (IPA) - viz Tabulka vyslovnosti na prebalu slovniku.
4. Gramaticke udaje

0

heslu nasleduji ihned za heslem. Uvadeny jsou tyto kategorie:

aj slovni druh:

psittacine /,psrtasam/

adj

b/ pocitatelnost u podstatnych jmen, znacena pismeny [C] (podstatna jmena pocitatelna
countable nouns) a [U] (podstatna jmena nepocitatelna = uncountable nouns):

playgym /,plerd3rm/

n [C]

=

ptaCi strom

c/ cislo u tikh podstatnych jmen, ktera jsou uvadena v pluralnim tvaru nebo ktera maji plural
nepravidelny:

bacteria /bcek'traria/

n[C]pl

(sg bacterium /-iam/) bakterie

d/ nepravidelne tvary sloves a podstatnych jmen:

breed /bri:d/ (bred - bred /bred/)
e/ valence u sloves; slovesa neprechodna (intranzitivni, nevyskytujici se s predmetem) jsou oznacena zkratkou [I], slovesa prechodna (tranzitivni, kombinujici se s predmetem) pak zkratkou [T].
Informace 0 valenci jsou tez doplneny vyznacenim predlozkovYch vazeb:

attach /a'tcetS/

v[T] ~ st t%n st

pripojit, pfipevnit

co k cemu/na co

f/

pfiklady uziti hesel jsou uvedeny u vsech terminu krome nazvu papousku. Tyto vetne nebo
polovetne konstrukce ilustruji gramaticke a lexikalni vlastnosti hesel (slovesne vazby, typicke kombinace hesel s jinymi slovy atd.):
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crop /krup/

n[q an at. vole
empty the crop vypnizdnit vole
feed the formula into the baby's crop krmit mhide smesi do volete
have a full crop mit pIne vole
suffer a crop burn utrpet popaleni volete

5. Terminy synonymni k heslu jsou uvedeny tucne za pfislusnym ekvivalentem a oznaceny
symbolem "= ":

chick /tfik/ n [q mlade

papouska

=

baby

Terminy opacneho vyznamu jsou uvedeny taktez za ekvivalentem a oznaceny symbolem

hen /hen/ n [q samice

u ptaku

""I ":

"I cock

6. Ekvivalent hesla je uveden za heslem obycejnym pismem. Synonymni ekvivalenty jsou oddeleny carkou, jako prvni je uveden nejcasteji pouzivany ekvivalent:

nest or kea Kea /kela/, Mountain Parrot /'mauntan 'pcerat/ Nestor notabilis
Ekvivalenty ruzneho vyznamu jsou odliseny 6s1y:

diet /,daIat/ n 1

[CjU)

strava, krmeni 2 [q diet a

7. Gramaticke udaje 0 ekvivalentu jsou prezentovany podobnym zpusobem jako udaje 0 heslu;
jejich rozsah zavisi na cilovem jazyce dane casti slovniku.
8. Vsechny druhy papousku jsou v obou smerech opatfeny latinskym nazvem. Ten je uveden
kurzivou za ekvivalentem:

papousek kapsky Cape Parrot /kelp 'pcerat/ Poicephalus robustus
9. Odkazy na souvisejici hesla jsou dvojiho druhu. Vyznamnejsi odkazy (napf. na synonymni
terminy) jsou oznaceny symbolem ",* ":

bird fancier's lung

'* hypersensitivity pneumonitis

Mene dUlezite odkazy (napf. na slova podobneho v)rznamu) jsou oznaceny symbolem "-+":

breeder /,bri:da/ n [q 1 chovatel

rozmnozujici ptaky

-+ keeper

IV. Pravopis
Anglicka hesla jsou uvedena v britske anglictine. Americky pravopis a americke vyrazy jsou oznaceny zkratkou AmE za heslem:

moult

AmE

molt /mault/

v[l)

pfepefovat

V. Terminologicke a stylisticke znacky
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Terminy spadajici do specifickeho oboru (napi'. anatomie, zoologie atd.) nebo vyrazy styIisticky
zabarvene (hovorove, slangove atd.) jsou oznaceny speciaInimi znackami (viz Seznam pouzitych
zkratek a znacek na pi'ebaIu slovniku):

endemic /en'demrk/

adj

~to st

zool.

endemicky

VI. Zkratky
Slovnik uvadi zakIadni zkratky (napi'. PBFD) z oboru chovatelstvi papousku. Do hesIare jsou
vCleneny podle striktne abecedniho principu a pomoci symbolu "=> " odkazany na sve pIne zneni.
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A.4

Tabulka vyslovnosti

Souhlasky
p
b
t
d
k
g
tJ
d3
f
v
9
0

pen
brood
tap
did
kit
get
chick
jet
feed
vet
thick
this

/pen/
/bru:d/
/trep/
/dld/
/kIt/
/get/
/tJlk/
/d3 et /
/fi:d/
/vet/
/9Ik/
/OIS/

s
z
J
3
h
m
n

IJ
1

r
w

sit
zoo
she
vision
hit
meat
net
ring
lay
red
yes
wood

/sit/
/zu:/
/Ji:/
j' vI 3n /
/hlt/
/mi:t/
/net/

/nIJ/
/lel/
/red/
/yes/
/wud/

Samohlasky
i:

e
re
a:
D

::>:
u
u
u:
A

3:
a
el
au
ai
::>1
au
Id

ea
ua

keep
happy
bit
pet
cat
bar
crop
call
put
actual
food
cut
bird
again
day
know
light
toy
how
here
there
pure

/ki:p/
/hrepi/
/blt/
/pet/
/kret/
/ba)
/krup/
/b:l/
/put/
j'rektJual/
/fu:d/
/kAt/
/b3:d/
/a'gen/
/del/
/nau/
/lait/
/t::>l/
/hau/
/hld/
/oea/
/pjua/
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A.5
adj

AmE
anat.

bioI.

c
infml
Lat.
med.
n

pi
sb

sg

st
T
v

zool.

A.6
=?
-->

I-

Seznam pouzitych zkratek a znacek
adjective
American English
anatomy
biology
countable noun
intransitive verb
informal
Latin
medicine
noun
plural
somebody
singular
something
transitive verb
verb
zoology

pfidavne jmeno
americka anglictina
anatomie
biologie
poCitatelne podstatne jmeno
sloveso nepi'echodne (viz Pokyny pro uiivatele)
neformalne
latinsky
medicina
podstatne jmeno
mnozne Cislo
nekdo
jednotne Cislo
neco
sloveso pi'echodne (viz Pokyny pro uiivatele)
sloveso
zoologie

Tabulka symbolu
nahrazuje heslove slovo v udajich 0 valenci
oznacuje vyznamnejsi odkazy (napi'. na pIne zneni zkratek)
oznacuje mene v;Yznamne odkazy (napi'. na souvisejici terminy)
oznacuje synonymni terminy
oznacuje terminy opacneho vyznamu
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A.7

Seznam pouzite literatury
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A.8

Anglicko-cesky slovnik chovu papousku

African Grey
erithacus =

/,refnkan 'grel/ zako sedy Psittacus

Grey Parrot

vertical bars svisle mfize
/,b3:d 'faensija/

bird fancier

n(C]

milovnik ptactva

Alexandrine Parakeet

/,aelig'zamdram
'paeraki:t/ alexander velky Psittacula eupatria
appetite /,aepltalt/ n(C/UI chut k jidlu
have a healthy appetite mit zdravou chut k jidlu
lose appetite ztratit chut k jidlu
show an increase/decrease in appetite (pro )jevit narust/pokles chuti k jidlu
aspergillosis /,aespad31'lausIs/ n(UI med. aspergiloza
nemoc dychaciho ustroji

Jardine's Parrots are prone to aspergillosis papousci
konzsti jsou michylni vuei aspergiloze
attach /a'taetJ/ -(T] ~ st t%n st pl'ipojit, pripevnit co
k cemu/na co

attach the box to the outside of the cage pl'ipevnit
budku zvenCi klece
use screws to attach the wire mesh pl'ipevnit pletivo
pomoci sroubu
aviary /,elviari/ n (C] voliera
fit the aviary with double wire mesh vybavit volieru
dvojitym pletivem
place a bird in an aviary umistit ptaka do voliery
secure the aviary against predators zabezpeeit volieru pred dravci
indoor aviary pokojova voliera
metal-framed aviary voliera s kovovou konstrukci
mixed aviary smlsena voliera osazena ruznyrn'i druhy
ptactva

outdoor aviary venkovni voliera
timber-framed aviary voliera s celodfevenou konstrukci
aviculture /'elvikAltJa/ n(UI chov ptactva
be familiar with legal aspects of aviculture byt obeznamen s pravnimi aspekty chovu ptactva
practise commercial aviculture provozovat komercni
chov ptactva
consult an expert in aviculture (po )radit se s odbornikem na chov ptactva
bacteria /baek'tIaria/ n (C] pI (sg bacterium /-iam/) bakterie
bacteria proliferate in stale food bakterie se mnozi
ve star<3m krmeni
band 1 /brend/ n le] krouzek slouzici k identifikaci ptaka
prevent the band from falling off the leg zabranit
vyvleknuti krouzku
remove the band from the leg odstranit krouzek z
nohy
use the band to identify the bird identifikovat ptaka
pomoci krouzku
band number tislo krouzku
closed band uzavreny krouzek
open band otevreny krouzek
band 2 /baend/ _(I/TI krouzkovat ptaky
band a week after hatching krouzkovat tyden po vylihnuti
band chicks with a closed band krouzkovat mlade
uzavrenym krouzkem
bar Iba: / n (C] tye, ml'iz klece/voHe,y
feed a parrot through the cage bars krmit papouska
pfes mfize klece
bar spacing roztee mfizi
horizontal bars vodorovne mfize

become a keen/respected bird fancier stat se nadsenym/uznavanym milovnikem ptactva
bird fancier's lung /,ba:d 'frensiaz laIJ/ .•'ang pike
milovniku ptakli ::::} hypersensitivity pneum.onitis
bird trade /,b3:dtreld/ n(C1 obchod s ptaky
be involved in controlled/illegal bird trade byt zapojen do regulovaneho/nelegalniho obchodu s ptaky
Black-capped Lory /,blaek'kaept 'Iuri/ lori tfibarvy
Lorius lory
Black-headed Caique /,blaek'hedld kai'i:k/ amazonek eernotemenny Pionites melanocephala
Blue and Gold Macaw /,blu:and'gauld ma'b:/
ara ararauna Ara ararauna
Blue-fronted Amazon /,blu:'frAntId 'aemazan/ amazonan modroeely Amazona aestiva
Blue-headed Parrot /,blu:'hedld 'paerat/ amazonek modrohlavy Pionus menstruus
bond 1 /bond/ n(C1 pouto, citovy vztah
a close bond between the pair uzke pouto mezi parem
form a bond with a keeper vytvofit si pouto k chovateli
bond 2 /bond/ _II/TI ~with/to sb pfilnout ke komu, siit se
s kym, upnout se na koho
a baby bird will bond to a human miMe ptilne k
eloveku
young parrots bond easily mladi papousci se snadno
szivaji
Greys tend to bond with one family member iakove
se upinaji na jednoho Clena rodiny
the pair have bonded par k so be pl'i1nul
boredom /,b::>:dam/ n(UI nuda
prevent disorders caused by boredom pfedchazet porucham zpusobenym nudou
self-mutilate out of boredom sebeposkozovat se z nudy
suffer from boredom trpet nudou
relieve boredom by providing toys zahnat nudu poskytnutim hraeek
breed /bri:d/ (bred - bred /bred/) _ 1 (I] rozmnozovat se, mnozit se, mit mlade, hnizdit 2 (TI chovat,
odchovavat co
breed birds in outdoor aviaries odchovavat ptaky ve
venkovnich volierach
cockatiels breed easily in captivity korely se v zajeti
dobl'e rozmnoiuji
stimulate the pair to breed stimulovat par k hnizdeni
breeder /,bri:da/ n(CI 1 chovatel wzmnozujici ptaky - t
keeper 2 chovny ptak
buy parrots from an experienced breeder nakupovat
papousky u zkuseneho chovatele
breeder cock chovny samec
breeder code kod chovatele na kwuzku
breeder hen chovna samice
breeder fatigue /,bri:da fa'ti:g/ n(UI ,'ang unava chovatelu vycerpanost z chovu vetSiho mnoistvi ptaku, zejmena. v
obdobi hnizdlmi

reduce breeding stock due to breeder fatigue snizit
poeet chovnych ptaku z duvodu unavy chovatelu
suffer from breeder fatigue trpet unavou chovatelu
breeding /,bri:dIIJ/ n (UI rozmnozovani, hnizdeni, odchov
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achieve good breeding results dosahnout chovatelskych
uspechu
have modest breeding requirements mit skromne naroky na hnizdeni
breeding pair j'bri:dIIJ pe8/ "(e] chovny par
set up a breeding pair sestavit chovny par
use an established breeding pair as foster parents
pouzit spolehlivy chovny par jako nahradni rodice
breeding season j'bri:diIJ 'si:z8n/ "(e] hnizdni obdobi
make preparations for the breeding season konat pfipravy na hnizdni obdobi
provide green food throughout the breeding season
poskytovat zelene krmivo po cele hnizdni obdobi
brood 1 /bru:d/ "(e] hnizdo mlad'.t, mlaaata z jedne
snusky := clutch
the pair reared a brood of four par vyvedl ctyi'i mlade
brood 2 /bru: d/ v(l] 1 sedet na vejcich 2 zahfivat mlaaata
the brooding hen becomes aggressive samice sedici na
vejcich se stava agresivni
brooder /,bru:d8/ "(e] umela lihen
maintain the recommended temperature in a brooder
udrzovat v umele lihni doporucenou teplotu
place a chick in a brooder umistit mlade do umele
lihne
Budgerigar /'bAd38riga:f, infml budgie /,baAd3i:/
andulka vlnkovana Melopsittacus undulatus
cage /keid3/ "(e] klec
allow the bird regular out-of-cage time dopfat ptakovi
pravidelny pobyt mimo klec
house the bird in a roomy cage drzet ptaka v prostorne kleci
fit the cage with a safe door locking mechanism vybavit klec bezpecnym mechanismem zavirani dvefi
all-wire cage celodratena klec
box cage bednova klec
hospital cage nemocniCni klec
indoor cage pokojova klec
transport cage pi'epravni klec
call l /b: 1/ n (e] vobini, hlasavy signal
give out a call of warning vydavat varovne volani
macaws are known for their loud and harsh call arove
jsou znami svym hlasitym a chraplavym volanim
contact call kontaktni volani
mating call volani pfi namluvach
call 2 /10:1/ v (liT] volat, pl'ivolavat
call one's mate volat partnera
call the vet in an emergency volat v nouzi veterinafe
the female was calling to her keeper samice pi'ivolavala chovatele
call bird j'k::>:lb3:d/ "(e] ,Iang volavka ptak pauz;ty pN
piivola.ni jineho ptaka

use a call bird to catch an escaped parrot pouzit
volavku k chyceni uletnuvsiho papouska
Cape Parrot /kelp 'prer8t/ papousek kapsky Poicephalus robustus
chick /tJik/ "(e] mlade papau'ka = baby
buy a fully-feathered/three-month-old chick koupit
zcela opei'ene/tfimesicni mlade
feed the chicks with a hand-feeding formula krmit
mlaaata smesi na dokrmovani
parents rear their chicks rodice odchovavaji mlade
clicker /,khkaj n (e) klikr mechanicka vycvikova pomucka vyda.vajici cvakave zvuky, jimii se zviteti signalizuje spravne prove-

deni likonu --7 clicker training

resp ond to a clicker reagovat na klikr

train the bird with a clicker cvicit ptaka pomoci klikru
j'khk8 'tremIIJ/ "(U] trenink pomoci
klikru vycvikova metoda, pH uii je zvite motivovano kombinaci

clicker training

mechanickeho zvukoveho podnetu a odmeny ---+ clicker

cloaca

/k18U'elk8/

"(e]

(pi cloacae /-eiki:/)

anat,

kloaka

birds rub their cloacae when mating pl'i pateni ptaci
o sebe trou kloakami
clutch /klAtJ/ "(e] 1 snuska vajec 2 mlaaata z jedne
snusky := brood
lay a clutch of fertile eggs snest snusku oplozenych
vajec
the first clutch may be infertile prvni snuska muze
byt neoplozena
the normal clutch size is 4-6 eggs bezna velikost snusky
je 4-6 vajec
the number of eggs per clutch pocet vajec na snliSku
cock /kok/ "(e] samec, samecek u ptaku # hen
use a young Rosella cock for breeding pouzit mladeho samecka rozely do chovu
Cockatiel /,kok8'ti:l/ korela chocholata Nymphicus
hollandicus
command l /k8'ma:nd/ "(e] povel, rozkaz
fly to one's arm on command pi'iletet na povel na
ruku
give the parrot the step-up command dat papouskovi
povel "Pojd1"
command 2 /k8'ma:nd/ v(T] -sb to do st prikazovat,
davat povel
command the parrot to step down dat papouskovi
povel "Dolu!"
Congo African Grey j'kong8u 'refrik8n greI/ zako
sedy kongo paddmh "aka 'edeha Psittacus erithacus erithacus
Crimson Rosella /,knmzn ro'ze18/ rozela Penantova Platycercus elegans
crop /krnp/ "(e] anat. vole
empty the crop vyprazdnit vole
feed the formula into the baby's crop krmit miMe
smesi do volete
have a full crop mit pine vole
suffer a crop bU1'11 utrpet popaleni volete
damage l j'dremld3/ "(U] -to st skoda na cem, poskozeni ceho
cause damage to the bird's organs zpusobit poskozeni organu ptaka
damage to wooden furniture skoda na dfevenem nabytku
fatty diet results in liver damage tucna strava poskozuje jatra
damage 2 j'drelIlId3/ V(T] poskozovat, nicit
prevent birds from damaging each other's feathers
zabranit ptakum, aby si navzajem nicili pel'i
young pairs can damage their eggs mlade pary mohou nicit sva vejce
diameter /daI'remlt8/ "(e] prumer
a hole 1 cm in diamater otvor 0 prumeru 7cm
interior diameter of the nestbox vnitfni prumer budky
perches that vary in diameter bidla ruzneho prumeru
diet j'daI8t/ n 1 (c/u] strava, krmeni 2 (e] dieta
a diet rich in proteins and vitamins strava bohata
na proteiny a vitaminy
be on a seed/pellet-based diet diet dostavat stravu
zalozenou na zrni/granulich
feed the birds a high-fat diet krmit ptaky tucnou
stravou
go on a diet zaCit drZet dietu
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provide a well-balanced diet poskytovat vyvazenou
stravu
dish /diS/ n[C1 miska
a stainless steel dish is easy to clean nerezova miska
se snadno cisti
equip the cage with a seed dish/water dish vybavit
klec miskou na zrni/na vodu
droppings j'dropiuz/ n[C]pl trus
discover undigested seeds in droppings objevit nestravene zrni v trusu
monitor changes in droppings sledovat zmeny trusu
perches soiled by droppings bidla zailpinena trusem
watery droppings are a sign of disease vodnaty trus
je znamkou nemoci
Eclectus Parrot /e'klektas 'paerat/ eklektus ruznobarvy Eclectus roratus
egg /eg/ n[C1 vejce, vajicko
carry out an egg inspection provadet kontrolu vajec
lay fertile/infertile eggs snaset oplozena/neoplozena
vejce
turn eggs in an incubator obracet vejce v inkubatoru
warm eggs in the nest zahrivat vejce v hnizde
egg binding / ,eg 'bamdIU/ n[U] med. zadrzene vejce
die of egg binding uhynout na zadrzene vejce
hereditary causes of egg binding dedicne pficiny zadrzeneho vejce
massage the cloaca in egg binding masirovat kloaku
pri zadrzenem vejci
egg tooth /'egtu:9/ n[Cl anat. vajeeny zub
the chick uses its egg tooth to puncture the innej·
shell membrane mlade pomoci vajeeneho zubu proklovne vnitfni membranu skorapky
endemic /en'demlk/ adj "'to st zoot. endemicky vyskytujici
se ve specificke geograficke oblasti

Kakapos are endemic to New Zealand kakapove se
vyskytuji na Novem Zelandu
ethology /i'9nlad3i/ n[C1 etologie nauka 0 chovan;
zvifat

ethology deals with animal behaviour etologie se zabyva chovanim zvirat
seek out an expert in ethology vyhledat odbornika
na etologii
feather /,feoa/ n[C] pero, brk
pluck out a feather from the tail vytrhnout pero z
ocasu
feathers /,feoaz/ n[C] pi pefi, opereni
fluffed, curled or dull feathers indicate a sick bird
nacepyrene, pokroucene nebo matne pefi znaCi nemocneho ptaka
parrots preen their feathers daily papousci si denne
probiraji pefi
contour feathers obrysove peti
crest feathers peri chocholky
down feathers prachove pefi
feed 1 /fi:d/ n 1 [U] krmeni, krmivo 2 [Cl krmna davka
a morning feed for the chicks ranni krmna davka pro
mlad'ata
the diet consists of pelleted feed strava se skilida z
granulovaneho krmiva
feed 2 /fi:d/ (fed - fed /fed/) v 1 [T] ~sb/Bt w;th Bt I Bt
to Bb/Bt na\krmit, nasytit, dat najist komu 2 [I] ~on Bt
zivit se, krmit se c;m
feed birds with varied diet krmit ptaky pestrou stravou
feed pellets to parrots krmit papousky granulemi
feed with a spoon/syringe/tube krmit Iziekou/
injekeni stfikaekou/ sondou
lories feed on nectar loriove se krmi nektarem

young birds feed all day mladi ptaci se krmi cely den
/,f3:taIl; Aml> 'f3:rtl/ ad; 1 plodny, schopny reprodukce 2 oplozeny i= ;nfertile
at one year the hen becomes fertile v roce se samieka
stava plodnou
lay a clutch of fertile eggs snest snusku oplozenych
vajec
Fischer's Lovebird /,fISaz 'Lwb3:d/ agapornis fiseri
Agapornis fischeri
flight /fiaIt/ n 1 [U] let, letani 2 [Cl vylet voliery
ready to take flight pfipraven ke vzletnuti
place the parrot in a flight umistit ptaka do vyletu
observe the bird in flight pozorovat ptaka pri letu
flock / fink/ 1 n[C] hejno ptak" 2 ;ako phvlastek hejnovy

fertile

be excluded from the flock byt vyloueen z hejna
parrots are flock birds papousci jsou hejnovi ptaci
relationships among the members of the flock vztahy
mezi prislusniky hejna
Great White Cockatoo /greIt waIt ,knka'tu:/ kakadu bily Cacatua alba = Umbrella Cockatoo
Green-Winged Macaw /,gri:n'wIud ma'k>:/ ara
zelenokfidly Ara chloroptera
Grey Parrot /greI 'paerat/ zako sedy, papousek sedy
Psittacus erithacus = Africa.n Grey => Congo Africa.n
Grey::::::> Timneh Africa.n Grey

growl /graul/

v (I]

vrcet, mrucet

u vetsich iUlportovanych

papousku projev strachu

wild-caught Greys growl at humans zakove z odchytu
vrCi na Iidi
growth /grau9/ n[U] rust, narust
calcium is necessary for healthy growth of bones pro
zdravy rust kosti je nezbytne ka1cium
parrots suffering from PBFD show abnormal beak/
feather growth u papousku trpicich PBFD se vyskytuje abnormalni rust zobaku/peri
handfeed /,haend'fi:d/ (handfed-handfed /-fed/) v[T]
ruene odchovavat, ruene dokrmovat mlade -> feed
handfed parrots are tamer than parent-raised ones
dokrmeni papousci jsou krotsi nez papousci odchovani
pod rodiCi
handfeed babies with a syringe ruene dokrmovat mlad'ata injekeni stfikaekou
handfeeding /,haend'fi:dIu/ n[U] umely odchov, rueni
dokrmovani ml/id'at = hand-rearing
carry out handfeeding in all hatched babies provadet
rueni odchov u vsech vylihnutych mlad'at
hand-rearing /,haend'ri:nu/ n[U] rueni odchov, rueni
dokrmovani => handfeeding
Hawk-headed Parrot /,h:>:k'hedId 'paerat/ amazonan vejirovY Derotypus accipitrinus
hatch 1 /haetS/ v 1[l]lihnout se, vylihnout se 2 [T] vysedet
mlade

babies of this species hatch in 26 days mlad'ata tohoto druhu se lihnou za 26 dni
the pair hatched a clutch of four par vysedel etyi'i
mlad'ata
hen /hen/ n[C1 samice u ptaku i= cock
an Eclectus hen tends to be aggressive towards the
cock samicka eklekta byva vuCi sameekovi agresivni
Hyacinth Macaw /,hamsm9 ma'kC>: / ara hyacintovy Anodorhynchus hiacinthinus

hypersensitivity pneumonitis
/,haIpa,SensI'hvIti ,nju:ma'naItIs/ n[U] med. hypersentizivni pneumonitida, plice milovniku ptaku nemoc d".
chaciho ustroji vyskytujici se u os ob pracujicich v uzavrenych
prostorech s ptaky

=

bird fancier's lung
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contract hypersensitivity pneumonitis due to longterm exposure to birds onemocnet hypersensitivni
pneumonitidou v dusledku dlouhodobeho kontaktu
s ptaky
import /im'p::>:t/ vlTI dovazet, importovat
import parrots from overseas dovazet papousky ze
zamofi
imported birds have to be quarantined dovezeni ptaci
musi byt karantenovani
importation /,imp::>:'teISan/ nlUJ dovoz
combat illegal importation of parrots bojovat proti
nelegalnimu dovozu papousku
be involved in controlled importation zab,Yvat se regulovanym dovozem
incubator /'ilJkjubmta/ nlCl inkubator
set the incubator at 40 degrees Celsius nastavit inkubator na 40 stupnu Celsia
infertile /in'f3:taJi; A~E in'h:rtl/ adj 1 neplodny, neschopny reprodukce 2 neoplozeny i fertHe
infertile eggs should be left in the box with the fertile ones neoplozena vejce by meJa byt ponechana v
budce s oplozenymi
exclude infertile birds from the breeding stock vyloucit neplodne ptaky z chovu
instinct /'mstllJkt/ nlCl pud, instinkt
the birds's instinct i8 to flee when faced with an intruder setka-li se ptak s veUelcem, instinkt mu veli
uletnout
breeding instinct hnizdni pud
sexual instinct pohlavni pud
Jardine's Parrot /,d3a:di:nz 'prerat/ papousek konzsky Poicephalus gulielmi
Kakapo /,ka:ka:'pau/ kakapo soy! Strigops habroptilus
Kea /kela/ nest or kea Nestor notabilis = Mountain Parrot

keel bone

/,k!:lbaun/ n ICl anat. hrudni kost
a prominent keel bone is a sign of an underweight
bird vystoupla hrudni kost znaCi vyhubleho ptaka
keeper /,ki:pa/ nlCl chovatel, majitel p,pou.k. ---+ breeder

a keeper may own birds yet never breed them chovatel muze ptaky vlastnit, aniz by je rozmnozoval
Masked Lovebird /'ma:skt 'IAvb3:d/ agapornis skraboskov,Y Agapornis personata
mate 1 /meIt/ n [Cl partner u chovneho paru
attract a mate pl'ilakat partnera
find a suitable mate najit vhodneho partnera
the hen accepted her new mate samice noveho partnera pfijala
mate 2 /melt/ vllJ - with sh pafit se
Kea cocks mate with several hens sameckove nestora
kea se pari s nekolika samicemi
the birds began to mate immediately ptaci se hned
zaCli pai'it
Moluccan Cockatoo /,molu:kan ,koka'tu:/ kakadu
molucky Cacatua moluccensis = Sa.lmon-crested Cockatoo

A~E molt /mault/ vllJ pfepefovat
birds moult before the breeding season ptaci pred
hnizdni sezonou preperuji
Mountain Parrot /'mauntan 'prerat/ nestor kea
N estor notabilis = Kea
nest /nest/ "ICl hnizdo
abandon the nest opustit hnizdo
protect the nest from intruders chranit hnizdo pfed
vetrelci

moult

remove the chicks from the nest odebrat mlad'ata z
hnizda
nest-building parrots papousci stavejici hnizda
nest inspection kontrola hnizda
nestbox /'nestboks/ "Iq hnizdni budka
hang a nestbox from the outside of the cage zavesit
hnizdni budku zvenci klece
hollow out a nestbox vydlabat hnizdni budku
place a camera in the nestbox umistit do hnizdni
budky kameru
the cock guards the nestbox samecek sUez! hnizdni
budku
Orange-fronted Amazon /,ormd3'frAntJd
'remazan/ amazonan oranzovokfidly Amazona amazonica
pair l /pea/ n Iq par ptaku
acquire a compatible pair of macaws ziskat kompatibilni par aru
set up a breeding pair sestavit chovny par
pair 2 /pea/ vlT) parovat, tvorit pary
pair unrelated birds parovat nepribuzne ptaky
parakeet also parrakeet /,preraki:t/ nlq papousek
maly dlouhoocasy ---+ parrot

most Australian parakeets are aviary birds vetsina
australskych papousku jsou volerovi ptaci

parrakeet =} parakeet
parrot /,prerat/ n Iq 1
PsiUaciformes

papousek jakykoli ptislu'nik 'Mu
2 vetsi druh papouska napf zako, amazonan,

kakadu atd. -+ parakeet

breeding parrots in captivity contributes to conservation odchov papousku v zajeti prispiva k ochrane
pfirody
large parrots display considerable intelligence velci
papousci disponuji znacnou inteligenci
companion parrot papousek chovany jako mazlicek
hand-reared parrot rucne odchovany papousek
one-person parrot papousek fixovany na jednoho
cloveka
single-kept parrot papousek chovany jednotlive
wild-caught parrot papousek z odchytu
parrot-keeping /,prerat 'ki:p11J/ "IUJ chov papouskU

=

psittaculture

be actively involved in parrot-keeping aktivne se venovat chovu papousku
consult an expert in parrot-keeping obratit se na odbornika na chov papousku
Patagonian Conure /,preta'gaunjan 'conja/ papousek patagonsky Cyanoliseus patagonus

PBFD =} Psittacine Beak and Feather Disease
PDn => Proventricular Dilatation Disease
Peach-faced Lovebird /,pi:tS'fmst 'IAvb3:d/ agapornis ruzohrdly Agapornis roseicollis
/,pehts/ "Iq pi granule
a balanced diet consists of pellets, seeds and greens
vyvazena strava se sklada z granuli, zrnin a zeleneho
krmiva
feed adult birds with pellets krmit dospele ptaky granulemi
perch l /p3:tS/ nlq bidlo, bidelko
fit the cage with perches uf various diameters vybavit klec bidly ruzneho prumeru
hop from perch to perch skakat z bid la na bidlo
perches made of natural branches prevent claw overgrowth bidla z pi'irodnich vetvl zabranuji pl'erustani
drapku
perch2 /p3:tS/ vllJ sedet na bidle
chicks are able to perch after leaving the nestbox

pellets
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mlad'ata umi po vyletnuti z budky sedet na bidelku
/,pleld3Im/ n (Cl ptaci strom stoj.n s h"okami

playgym

slouzici k zabaveni papouska

spend out-of-cage time on a playgym travit cas mimo
klec na ptaCim strome

Proventricular Dilatation Disease (PDD)
/,praven'tnkjala ,dalla'telfan dl'zi:z/ n(U] med. syndrom
dilatace zlaznateho zaludku (PDD)
birds suffering from PDD cannot digest food ptaci
trpici PDD nedokazou travit potravu
psittacine /,psltasam/ adj papousCi, tykajici se papousku
psittacine feathers are of four kinds existujii Ctyi'i
druhy papousciho pefi

Psittacine Beak and Feather Disease
(PBFD) /,psltasam bi:k and 'feoa dl'zi:z/ n(U]

med.

papousCl nemoc pefi a zobaku (PBFD), cirkovir6za,
infml francouzske pelichani virove onemocneni zpusobujici
deformaci peri a zobaku

be positive/negative for PBFD byt PBFD pozitivni/
negativni
have the birds tested for PBFD nechat ptaky otestovat na PBFD
psittacosis /,pslta'kausls/ n(U] med. psitakOza, chlamydi6za, infml papousci nemoc
psittacosis is a highly contagious disease transferable to humans psitak6za je vysoce nakazliva nemoc
pfenosna na cloveka
psittaculture /,pslta'kAltfa/ fml n(U] chov papousku

*

parrot-keeping

quarantine 1

/kworanti:n/ n(U] karantena
place a bird in quarantine umistit ptaka do karanteny
the minimum quarantine period is 30 days minimalni
doba karenteny je 30 dni
quarantine 2 /'kworanti:n/ .(T] karantenovat, umistit
do karanteny
we quarantine every newly-acquired bird karantenujeme kazdeho nove ziskaneho ptaka
Rainbow Lorikeet /,rembau 'lonki:t/ lori mnohobarvy Trichoglossus haematodus
rear /,na/ .(T] odchovavat, vyvadet potom"vo
parents rear their chicks rodice odchovavaji mlade
rear parrots by hand odchovavat papousky rucne
remex /,ri:meks/ (pi remiges /,remld3i:z/) n(Cl anat.letka

some keepers clip their parrots' remiges nektel'i chovatele zastfihavaji svym papouskum letky
require /n'kwala/ .(T] pozadovat, vyzadovat
parrots require attention from their owners papousci
od svych majitelu vyzaduji pozornost
require round-the-clock care vyzadovat neustalou peCl
requirement /n'kwaIamant/ n(Cl pozadavek,
narok
meet the basic requirements of parrots splnit zakladni naroky papousku
cage requirements naroky na klec
food requirements naroky na krmeni
space requirements naroky na prostor
Ringneck Parakeet /,nunek 'preraki:t/ alexander
maly Psittacula krameri
Salmon-crested Cockatoo /,sreman'krest'd
,koka'tu:j kakadu molucky Cacatua moluccensis
Moluccan Cockatoo

Scarlet Macaw

/'ska:lat ma'b:/ ara arakanga Ara

macao
seeds /si:dz/

zrni, zrniny, semena

n(Cl pi

feed seeds as a main diet podavat semena jako hlavni
potravu
sunflower seeds are rich in oil slunecnicova semena
jsou bohata na olej
sex 1 /seks/ n(C/U] pohlavi
birds of the same/opposite sex ptaci stejneho/
opacneho pohlavi
sex 2 /seks/ .(T] urcovat pohlavi
sex birds without surgery urcovat pohlavi ptaku nechirurgicky
sexing /,seksIU/ n(U] urcovani pohlavi
sexing should be performed by a specialist urcovani
pohlavi by mel provadet odbornik
blood feather sexing urcovani pohlavi z pera
DNA sexing urcovani pohlavi z DNA
surgical sexing urcovani pohlavi endoskopii
sexual dimorphism /'sekfual daI'm:>:flzam/ n(U]
zoo!. pohlavni dimorfismus rUznost vzhledu u samee a samice
::j:. sexual monomorphism.
sexual dimorphism is most pronounced in Eclectus
parrots pohlavni dimorfismus je nejvyraznejsi u eklektu
sexual monomorphism /'sekfual
,monau'm:>:flzam/ n(U] zool. pohlavni monomorfismus
stejnost vzhledu u obou pohlavi

=j::.

sexua.l ditnorphisrn

most parrot species display sexual monomorphism
vetsina druhu papousku se vyznacuje pohlavnim monomorfismem
socialization /,saufalaI'ze1fan/ n(U] socializace, zacleneni do hej na
lack of early socialization leads to behavioural problems nedostatek rane socializace vede k problemum
s chovanim
socialize /,saufalalz/ • 1 (I] seznamit se, szit se, navazat
vztah 2 (T] socializQvat, zaclenit Illezi ostatni ptaky
let the newly-introduced birds socialize nechat nove
seznamene ptaky, aby se szili
poorly/well socialized bird nedostatecne/dobfe socializovany ptak
species /,spiJi:z/ (pi species) n (Cl zool. druh papou'ka
the budgie is a species popular for its sociable nature andulka je druh oblibeny pro svou spolecenskou
povahu
several parrot species are near-extinct nekolik druhu
papousku je na pokraji vyhubeni
subspecies /,sAb'spi:fi:z/ (pi subspecies) n(Cl zool. poddruh
individual subspecies should be bred separately jednotlive poddruhy by mely byt rozmnozovany oddelene
Sulphur-crested Cockatoo /,sAlfu'crestld
,koka'tu:/ kakadu zlutocecelaty Cacatua galerita
Sun Conure /sAn 'konja/ aratinga zlaty Amtinga
solstitialis
sunlight /,sAnlaIt/ n[U] slunecni svetlo, slunce
exposed to direct sunlight vystaveny pi'imemu slunci
protected/sheltered from sunlight chraneny pfed sluncem
talker /,b:ka/ n(Cl fecnik, mluvici ptak
be an excellent/moderate/poor talker byt nadany /
prumerny/malo nadany i'ecnik
males make better talkers than females sameckove
bYvaji nadanejsi na mluveni nez samicky
Timneh African Grey /,tlmllI 'reffIkan greI/ zako
sedy liberijsky podd,uh zaka 'edeho Psittacus erithacus
timneh
toy /bi/ n (q hracka
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provide birds with plastic/wooden toys poskytnout
ptakum plastove/dfevene hracky
travelling bird /'trrevahlJ b3:d/ n(C] 'lang putovni
ptak chovu neschopny jedinec stfidajici majitele
avoid the purchase of a travelling bird vyhnout se
zakoupeni putovniho ptaka
Turquoise Grass Parakeet /,t3:kw:>iz gra:s
'preraki:t; AmE -grres-/ neofema tyrkysova Neophema
pulchella
Umbrella Cockatoo /Am'brela ,koka'tu:/ kakadu
bily Cacatua alba = Great White Cockatoo
veterinarian /,vetari'nearian/; infml vet /vet/ n(C] veterinar
consult a veterinarian poradit se s veterinafem
seek out a veterinarian vyhledat veterinare
avian veterinarian aviarni veterinar, veterinar specializovany na ptaky
White-bellied Caique /,walt'beli:d kal'i:k/ amazonek belobfichy Pionites leucogaster
White-fronted Amazon /,walt'frAntId 'remazan/
amazonan belocely Amazona albifrons
wild-caught /'waIldb:t/ adj odchytovy, odchyceny v
divocine
wild-caught birds are more timid than domestic-bred
ones pt<ici z odchytu jsou plaSsi nez ptaci odchovani
v zajeti
wire mesh /,wam 'mef/ n(U] pletivo
build an aviary from zinc-coated/stainless steel wire
mesh vyrobit volieru z pozinkovaneho/
nerezoveho pletiva
wood shavings /,wud'felvllJz/ n (C] pi hobliny
lay the nestbox with wood shavings vystlat hnizdni
budku hoblinami
Yellow-fronted Amazon /,jelau'frAntld 'remazan/
amazonan zlutohlavy Amazona ochrocephala
zinc poisoning /zllJk 'p:>lzallllJ/ n (U] m,d. otrava zinkem
chewing cage bars can lead to zinc poisoning oklovavani mfizi klece muze zpusobit otravu zinkem
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A.9

Cesko-anglicky slovnik chovu papouskii.

agapornis fiseri

Fischer's Lovebird j'fIJaz
'IAvb3:d/ Agapornis fischeri
agapornis ruzohrdly Peach-faced Lovebird
/ ,pi:tJ'felst 'IAvb3:d/ Agapornis roseicollis
agapornis skraboskovy Masked Lovebird
j'ma:skt 'IAvb3:d/ Agapornis personata
alexander maly Ringneck Parakeet j'rIlJnek
'pffiraki:t/ Psittacula krameri
Alexander velky Alexandrine Parakeet
/,ffihg'zffindram 'pffiraki:t/ Psittacula eupatria
amazonan belocely White-fronted Amazon
/,walt'frAntld 'ffimazan/ Amazona albifrons
amazonan modrocely Blue-fronted Amazon
/,blu:'frAntld 'ffimazan/ Amazona aestiva
amazonan oranzovokfidly Orange-fronted
Amazon /,ormd3'frAntId 'ffimazan/ Amazona
amazonica
amazonan vejifovy Hawk-headed Parrot
/,h::>:k'hedld 'pffirat/ Derotypus accipitrinus
amazonan zlutohlavy Yellow-fronted Amazon
/,jelau'frAntId 'ffimazan/ Amazona ochrocephala
amazonek belobfichy White-bellied Caique
/,walt'beli:d kaI'i:k/ Pionites leucogaster
amazonek cernotemenny Black-headed Caique
/,blffik'hedld kai'i:k/ Pionites melanocephala
amazonek modrohlavy Blue-headed Parrot
/,blu:'hedld 'pffirat/ Pionus menstruus
andulka vlnkovana Budgerigar j'bAd3ariga:/, in/ml
budgie /bAd3i:/ Melopsittacus undulatus
ara arakanga Scarlet Macaw j'ska:lat ma'b:/ Ara
macao
ara ararauna Blue and Gold Macaw /,blu:and'gauld
ma'k::>:/ Ara ararauna
ara hyacintovy Hyacinth Macaw j'haIasm9 ma'b:/
Anodorhynchus hiacinthinus
ara zelenokfidly Green-winged Macaw /,gri:n
'wIlJd ma'b) Ara chloroptera
aratinga zlaty Sun Conure /sAn 'konja/ Aratinga
solstitialis
aspergi16za med, nemoc dychaciho ustroji aspergillosis
/,ffiSpad3I'lausls/ "IUJ
papousci koniSti jsou nachylni vuei aspergil6ze Jardine's Parrots are prone to aspergillosis
bakterie pi bacteria /bffik'tIaria/ "ICI pi (.g. bacterium
/-iam/)
bakterie se mnoii ve starem krmeni bacteria proliferate in stale food
bidlo perch /p3:tf/ "ICI
bidla z pfirodnich vetvi zabranuji pferustani drapku
perches made of natural branches prevent claw overgrowth
skakat z bidla na bidlo hop from perch to perch
vybavit klec bidly rUzneho prumeru fit the cage with
• perch.es ,of various diameters

clrkovlroza =>

dovazet

papousci nernoc pefoi a zobaku

import /im'p::>:t/ vlTJ
dovaiet papousky ze zamofi import parrots from overseas
dovezeni ptaci museji byt karantenovani imported
birds have to be quarantined
dovoz importation /,imp::>:'teIJan/ "IUJ
bojovat proti nelegalnimu dovozu papousku combat
illegal importation of parrots

zabyvat se regulovanym dovozem be involved in controlled importation
druh p.pou'k. zool. species j'spi:Ji:z/ (pi species) "ICI
andulka je druh oblibeny pro svou spoleeenskou povahu the budgie is a species popular for its sociable
nature
nekolik druhu papousku je na pokraji vyhubeni several parrot species are near-extinct
eklektus ruznobarvy Eclectus Parrot /e'klektas
'pffirat / Eclectus roratus

endemicky

zool. vyskytujici se ve specificke geograficke oblasti

endemic /en'demlk/ adj _to at
kakapove se vyskytuji na Novem Ze!andu Kakapos
are endemic to New Zealand
etologie nauka 0 chovani zvifat ethology /i'90Iad3i/
" ICI
etologie se zabyva chovanim zvifat ethology deals
with animal behaviour
vyhledat odbornika na etologii seek out an expert in
ethology

francouzske pelichani =>

papousci ne=oc peri a

zobaku

granule

pellets j'peiIts/ "IClpl
krmit dospele ptaky granulemi feed adult birds with
pellets
vyvaiena strava se sklada z granuli, zrnin a zeleneho
krmiva a balanced diet consists of pellets, seeds and
greens
hejno flock /flok/ "ICI
byt vyloueen z hejna be excluded from the flock
vztahy mezi pfislusniky hejna relationships among
the members of the flock
hejnovy flock adj
papousci jsou hejnovi ptaci parrots are flock birds
hnizdeni breeding j'bri:dIIJ/ "luJ, nesting j'nestIIJ/
"IUJ

ptak vhodny k hnizdeni a bird suitable for breeding/nesting
stimulovat par k hnizdeni stimulate the pair to breed
hnizdit breed /bri:d/ (bred - bred /bred/) vlIJ, nest
/nest/ v IIJ
andulky hnizdi nekolikrat do roka budgies breed several times a year
papousci hnizdi v dutinach stromu parrots nest in
tree cavities
hnizdo nest /nest/ "ICI
chranit hnizdo pfed vetfelci protect the nest from
intruders
ode brat mlad'ata z hnizda remove the chicks from the
nest
opustit hnizdo abandon the nest
kontrola hnizda nest inspection
papousci stavejici si hnizda nest-building parrots
hnizdni budka nestbox j'nestboks/ "ICI
sameeek stfeii hnizdni budku the cock guards the
nestbox
umistit do hnizdni budky kameru place a camera in
the nestbox
vydlabat hnizdni budku hollow out a nestbox
zavesit hnizdni budku zvenCi klece hang a nestbox
from the outside of the cage
hobliny wood shavings /,wud'JeIVIlJz/ "IClpl
vystlat hnizdni budku hoblinami lay the nest box with
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minimalni doba karanteny je 30 dni the minimum
quarantine period is 30 days
umistit ptdka do karanteny place a bird in quarantine
karantenovat quarantine j'kwnranti:n/ v (T]
karantenujeme kaideho nove ziskaneho ptaka we quarantine every newly-acquired bird
klec cage /keid3/ "(C)
doprat ptakovi pravidelny pobyt mimo klec allow the
hypersensitivni pneumonitida m,d. n,moc dychaciho llstroji postihujici osoby pracujici v uzavrenych prostorech s
bird regular out-of-cage time
ptaky hypersentisivity pneumonitis
driet ptdka v prostorne kleci house the bird in a
roomy cage
/,halpa,sensl'tlvlti ,nju:ma'naltIs/ "(U( , infml bird-fancier's
vybavit klec bezpecnym mechanismem zavirani dvefi
lung /,ba:d 'frensiaz laIJ/ "[U]
fit the cage with a safe door locking mechanism
nemocnet hypersensitivni pneumonitidou v dusledku
bednova klec box cage
dlouhodobeho kontaktu s ptdky contract hypersensitivity pneumonitis due to long-term exposure to
celodratena klec all-wire cage
nemocnicni klec hospital cage
birds
pokojova klec indoor cage
chlamydi6za =* psitak6za
chov papouskiJ. parrot-keeping j'paorat 'ki:pIIJ/ "(U] ,
prepravni klec transport cage
klikr mechanicka. vycvikova. pomucka vydavajici cvakave zvuky,
fm' psittaculture /,pslta'kAltJa/ "(U]
aktivne se venovat chovu papousku be actively injimiz se zvifeti signalizuje spravne provedeni ukonu clicker /,khka/
volved in parrot-keeping
" (C)
obratit se na odbornika na chov papousku consult an
reagovat na klikr respond to a clicker
expert in psittaculture
cvicit ptdka pomoci klikru train a bird with a clicker
vycvik pomoci klikrll clicker training
chov ptactva aviculture j'eIvlkAltJa/ "(U]
byt obeznamen s pravnimi aspekty chovu ptactva be
kloaka anat. cloaca /klau'eIka/ (pI. cloacae /-eiki:/)
familiar with legal aspects of aviculture
" (C)
provozovat komercni chov ptactva practice commerph pareni ptdci 0 sebe trou kloakami birds rub their
cloacae when mating
cial aviculture
(po)radit se s odbornikem na chov ptactva consult
k6d chovatele (n. krouzku) breeder code j'bri:da kaud/
an expert in aviculture
" (C)
chovatel 1 rozmnozujici ptaky breeder j'bri:da/ "(C) 2
identifikovat ptaka pomoci k6du chovatele identify a
majitcl papouska keeper j'ki:paj n le]
bird by means of the breeder code
buy young birds from an experienced breeder nakuk6d chovatele sestdva ze tfi pismen the breeder code
povat mlade ptaky u zkuseneho chovatele
consists of three letters
some keepers treat their pets as family members nekkorela chocholata Cockatiel /,knka'ti:l/ Nymphitefi chovatele povaZuji sve milacky za cleny rodiny
cus hollandicus
chovny par breeding pair j'bri:diIJ peal "(C)
krmit feed /fi:d/ (fed - fed /fed/) v(T] -sb/st with st I
chovny par phjal budku the breeding pair have acst to sb/st
cepted the box
krmit papousky granulemi feed pellets to parrots
sestavit chovny par set up a breeding pair
krmit ptdky pestrou stravou feed birds with a varied
chovny ptak breeder bird j'bri:da b3:d/ "(C)
diet
vsichni nasi chovni ptdci jsou otestovani na PBFD
krmit liickou/injekcni stfikackou/sondou feed with
all of our breeder birds have been tested for PBFD
a spoon/syringe/tube
chut k jidlu appetite j'aopltalt/ " (C/U]
krmit se CIm feed /fi:d/ (fed - fed /fed/) v (I] _on st
mit zdravou chuf k jidlu have a healthy appetite
loriove se krmi nektarem lories feed on nectar
(pro)jevit narustjpokles chuti k jidlu show an inmladi ptdci se krmi cely den young birds feed all day
crease/ decrease in appetite
krmivo food /fu:d/ "(U]. feed /fi:d/ " (C/U]
ztratit chuf k jidlu lose appetite
strava se sklada z granulovaneho krmiva the diet
inkubator incubator j'iIJkjubelta/ "(C)
consists of pelleted feed
nastavit inkubdtor na spravnou teplotu set up the
zelene krmivo je nezbytne pro zdravi ptdka green
incubator at the proper temperature
food is essential for a bird's well-being
udriovat v inkubatoru teplotu maintain the temperkrouzek slouiici k identifikaci ptaka band /bcend/ n ICI
ature in the incubator
identifikovat ptdka pom.oci krouiku identify a bird
umistit vejce do inkubatoru place eggs in an incubausing the band
tor
odstranit krouiek z nohy remove the band from the
instinkt =* pud
leg
kakadu bily Great White Cockatoo /grelt wait
zabranit vyvleknuti krouiku prevent the band from
,knka'tu:/, Umbrella Cockatoo / Am'brela ,knka'tu:/
falling off the leg
cis10 krollzkll band number
Cacatua alba
kakadu molucky Salmon-crested Cockatoo
otevreny krollzek open band
/,saoman'krestId ,knka'tu:/, Moluccan Cockatoo
llzavreny krollzek closed band
j'mnlu:kan ,knka'tu:/ Cacatua moluccensis
krouzkovat ptaky band /brend/ v(I/T]
kakadu zlutocecelaty Sulphur-crested Cockatoo
krouikovat tyden po vylihnuti band a week after hatch/,sAlfa'crestId ,knka'tu:/ Cacatua galerita
ing
kakapo soy! Kakapo /,ka:ka:'pau/ Strigops habropkrouikovat mlade uzavrenym krouikem band chicks
with a closed band
tilus
karantena quarantine /kwDranti:n/ "(U]
let flight / fialt / "(U]

wood shavings
toy /t3i/ "(C)
poskytnout ptdkum plastove/drevene hracky provide
birds with plastic/wooden toys
hrudni kost anat. keel bone j'ki:lb;:mn/ "(C)
vystoupla hrudni kost znaCi vyhubleho ptdka a prominent keel bone is a sign of an underweight bird

hracka
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brdnit v letu inhibit flight
pozorovat ptdka pri letu observe the bird in flight
pfipraven k le tu ready to take flight
letka anat. remex /,ri:meks/ (pi remiges /,remld3i:z/)
n[e)

nektefi chovatele zastfihtivaji svym papouskum letky
some keepers clip their parrots' remiges

Hhen => urnela liheil
lihnout se hatch /haltJ!

v[11

mldd'ata tohoto druhu se lihnou za 26 dni babies of
this species hatch in 26 days
snuska se md lihnout za tyden the clutch is due to
hatch in a week
lori mnohobarvy Rainbow Lorikeet /,remb~u
'lonki:t/ Trichoglossus haematodus
Lori tNbarvy Black-capped lori /,blalk'kalpt 'lori/
Lorius lory
milovnik ptactva bird fancier /,b3:d 'falnsij~/
stat se nadsenym/uzndvanym milovnikem ptactva become a keen/respected bird fancier
miska dish / diJ/ n [e)
nerezovd miska se snadno Gist{ a stainless steel dish
is easy to clean
vybavit klec miskou na zmi/na vodu provide the cage
with a seed dish/water dish
mlade papou'ka chick /tfik/ n[e), baby /,belbi/ n[e)
koupit zcela operene/tfimesicni mId de buy a fullyfeathered/three-month-old chick
mldd'ata kakaduu jsou velmi pfitulnd cockatoo babies
are very cuddly
rodice odchovdvaji mldd"ata parents rear their chicks
mNz bar /ba:/ n[e)
krmit papouska pres mNze klece feed a parrot through
cage bars
roztec mi'izi bar spacing
svisle mi'ize vertical bars
vodorovne mi'ize horizontal bars
/n'kwal~m~nt/

n[e)

splnit zdkladni ndroky papousku meet the basic requirements of parrots
naroky na klec cage requirements
naroky na krmeni food requirements
naroky na prostor space requirements
neo£ema tyrkysova Thrquoise Grass Parakeet
/,t3:kw3iz gra:s 'palr~ki:tj AmE -grals-/ neofema tyrkysova N eophema pulchella
neoplozeny infertile /in'f3:tadj AmE in'f3:rtl/ adj # fertile

neoplozend vejce by mela byt ponechana v budce s
oplozenymi infertile eggs should be left in the box
with fertile ones
nest or kea Kea /kel~/, Mountain Parrot /,maunt~n
'palr~t / N estor notabilis
nuda boredom /,b3:d~m/ n[UI
predchazet porucham zpusobenym nudou prevent disorders caused by boredom
sebeposkozovat se z nudy self-mutilate out of boredom
trpet nudou suffer from boredom
zahnat nudu poskytnutim hracek relieve boredom by
providing toys
obchod s ptaky bird trade /,b3:dtreld/ n[e)
byt zapojen do regulovaneho/nelegdlniho obchodu s
ptaky be involved in controlled/illegal bird trade
odchovavat 1 chov.tel ptaky breed /bri:d/ (bred - bred)
v[T1,

n[UI

oklovavdni mNZi klece muze zpusobit otravu zinkem
chewing cage bars can lead to zinc poisoning
papousci psittacine /,pslt~sam/ adj
papousCi peN se sklddd ze Ctyr druhu psittacine feathers consist of four types

papousci nemoc peN a zobaku (PBFD)

n [e)

narok

odchovdvdme vzacne druhy papousku we breed rare
parrot species
rodice odchovali tfi mldd'ata the parents reared three
chicks
odchytovy wild-caught /'waddb:t/ adj
odchytovi ptaci jsou plasH nez ptaci odchovani v zajet{ wild-caught birds are more timid than domesticbred ones
oplozeny fertile /,f3:tallj AmE 'f3:rtl/ adj # infertile
lay a clutch of fertile eggs snest snusku oplozenych
vajec
otrava zinkem med zinc poisoning /zllJk 'p3Iz~mlJ/

2

rodice mlade

rear

/na/

v(T]

rove onemocneni zpusobujici deformaci peti a zobaku med.

v;-

Psitta-

cine Beak and Feather Disease (PBFD) /,pslt~sam
bi:k ~nd 'feo~ dl'zi:z/ n[UI
byt PBFD pozitivni/negativni be positive/negative
for PBFD
nechat ptaky otestovat na PBFD have the birds tested
for PBFD
papousek 1 parrot /,palr~t/ n [e) 2 maly dlouhooc.sY
parakeet /'palraki:t/ n [e)
veld papousci projevuji znacnou inteligenci large parrots display considerable intelligence
vetSina malych papousku se dobre rozmnozuje most
parakeets are easy to breed
papousek chovany jako mazlicek companion parrot, pet parrot
papousek chovany jednotlive single-kept parrot
papousek upnuty na jednoho cloveka one-person
parrot
papousek z odchytu wild-caught parrot
rucne dokrmeny papousek hand-fed parrot, handreared parrot
papousek kapsky Cape Parrot /kelp 'palr~t/ Poicephalus robustus
papousek konzsky Jardine's Parrot /,d3a:di:nz
'palrat/ Poicephalus gulielmi
papousek patagonsky Patagonian Conure
/,palta'gaunj~n 'conj~/ Cyanoliseus patagonus
par ptak,; pair /pe~/ n [e)
par vyvedl pet mladych the pair have reared five chicks
sestavit chovny pdr set up a breeding pair
ziskat kompatibilni par aru acquire a compatible pair
of macaws
parovat pair /pe~/ v[T]
parovat nepNbuzne ptaky pair unrelated birds
partner u chovnOho paru mate /mClt/ n [e)
najit vhodneho partnera find a suitable mate
pfildkat partnera attract a mate
samice noveho partnera prijala the hen accepted the
new mate
paNt se mate /melt/ v[11 ~~ith sb
sameckove nestora kea se paN s nekolika samicemi
Kea cocks mate with several hens
ptaci se hned zacli parit the birds began to mate
immediately

PBFD => papousci nernoc peN a zobaku
PDD => dUataee ilaznateho ialudku
pero feather /,feo~/ n [e)
vytrhnout pero z ocasu pluck out a feather from the
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tail
feathers /,feoC3z/ n [Cl pi
nacepyrene, pokroucene nebo matne peN znaCi nemocneho ptdka fluffed, curled or dull feathers indicate a
sick bird
papousci si denne probiraji peN parrots preen their
feathers daily
obrysove per; contour feathers
per; chocholky crest feathers
prachove per; down feathers
pletivo wire mesh /,wa"" 'mef/ n[U]
vyrobit volieru z nerezoveho/pozinkovaneho pletiva
build an aviary from stainless steel/zinc-coated wire
mesh

peN

plice milovniku ptaku =>

hypersens;tivn; pneu_

m.onitida

poddruh
n

zool.

subspecies /,sAb'spi;fi:z/

(pi

subspecies)

[Cl

jednotlive poddruhy by mely byt rozmnoiovdny oddelene individual subspecies should be bred separately
pohlavi sex /seks/ n[C/U]
pohlavi ptdka (ne}lze urCit podle vzhledu a bird's sex
can(not) be determined by appearance
ptdci stejneh%pacneho pohlavi birds of the same/
opposite sex

pohlavni dimorfismus

ruznost vzhlerlu u samcc a sam-

sexual dimorphism /'sekfuC31
dal'm:J:flzC3m/ n [U)
pohlavni dimorfismus je nejvyraznejSi u eklektu sexual dimorphism is the most pronounced in Eclectus
parrots

;ce zool,

pohlavni monomorfismus

stejnost vzhledu u obou

sexual monomorphism /'sekfuC31
,monC3u'm:J:flzC3m/ n[U]
vetSina druhu papouskU se vyznacuje pohlavnim monomorfismem most parrot species display sexual monomorphism
poskozeni damage /,dremld3/ n[U] ~to et
tucnd strava vede k poskozeni jdter fatty diet results
in liver damage
zpusobit poskozeni orgdnu ptdka cause damage to the
bird's organs
poskozovat damage /,daemld3/ v[T)
mlade pdry mohou poskozovat sva vejce young pairs
can damage their eggs
zabranit ptdkum, aby si navzdjem poskozovali peN
prevent birds from damaging each other's feathers
pouto cltovy vztah bond /bond/ n [Cl
uzke pouto mezi pdrem a close bond between the pair
vytvoht si pouto k chovateli form a bond with the
keeper
povel command /kC3'ma:nd/ n[Cl
ddt ptdkovi povel "Pojd'!" give the bird the step-up
command
phletet na povel na ruku fly to one's arm on command
prumer diameter /dal'aemltC3/ n[Cl
bidla ruzneho prumeru perches that vary in diameter
otvor 0 prumeru 7 cm a hole 7 cm in diamater
vnitfni prumer budky interior diameter of the nestbox
preperovat moult, AmE molt /mC3ult/ v[l]
ptdci pred hnizdni sez6nou prepefuji birds moult before the breeding season
pfikazovat komu co command /kC3'ma:nd/ v[T] ~sb to
pohlavi zool.

do st

phkazovat papouskovi, aby sesedl command the par-

rot to step down
ke komu bond /bond/ v[I/T] ~ vvitb/to sb
mldde phlne k cloveku a baby bird will bond to a
human
pdr k sobe ihned phlnul the pair bonded immediately
iakove obvykle prilnou k jednomu Clenu rodiny Greys
tend to bond with one family member
pfipevnit co k cemu/na co attach /C3'tretf/ v[T] ~ et t%n

prilnout

et

pripevnit budku zvenci klece attach the box to the
outside of the cage
phpevnit pletivo pomoci sroubu use screws to attach
the wire mesh
psitak6za med, psittacosis /,psltC3'kC3USIS/ n[U] = cblalTlydi6za

psitak6za je vysoce nakailivd nemoc prenosnd na
cloveka psittacosis is a highly contagious disease transferable to humans

ptacI strom

stojan s hrackami slouiici k zabaveni papollska

playgym /,pleld3Im/ n [Cl
trdvit cas mimo klec na ptaCim strome spend out-ofcage time on a playgym
pud instinct /'mstIIJkt/ n[Cl
pi'irozenym pudem ptdka je najit si jednoho partnera
a bird's natural instinct is to find one mate
hnizdni pud breeding instinct
pohlavni pud sexual instinct

putovni ptak

chovu neschopny jedinec stfidajici majitele

travelling bird /'trrevC3hIJ b3:d/ n[Cl
vyhnout se zakoupeni putovniho ptdka avoid the purchase of a travelling bird
rozela Penantova Crimson Rosella /,knmzn
ro'zelC3/ Platycercus elegans
rucne dokrmovat mhid'ata hand-feed /,haend'fi:d/
(handfed-handfed / -fed/) v [T], hand-rear
/,hrend'rw/ v[T)
rucne dokrmovat mldd'ata injekcni stfikackou handfeed babies with a syringe
vsechna nase mldd'ata jsou rucne dokrmend all our
babies are hand-reared
rucni dokrmovani hand-feeding /,haend'fi:dIIJ/ n[U],
hand-rearing /,hrend'ri:nIJ/ n [U)
provddet rucni dokrmovdni u vsech vylihnutych mldd'at
carry out handfeeding in all hatched babies
rust growth /grC3u9/ n[U]
pro zdravy rust kosti je nezbytne kalcium calcium is
necessary for healthy growth of bones
u papousku trpicich PBFD se vyskytuje abnormdlni
rust zobdku/pefi parrots suffering from
PBFD show abnormal beak/feather growth
recnik mluvicl ptak talker /'t:J:kC3/ n [Cl
byt nadany/ prumerny/malo nadany reenik be an
excellent/moderate/poor talker
sameekove byvaji nadanejSi recnici nei samicky males
make better talkers than females
samecek ptaku cock /kok/ n[Cl, male /med/ n[Cl
pouiit mladeho sameeka rozely do chovu use a young
Rosella cock for breeding
v dobe pdreni jsou samecci agresivni males are aggressive during the breeding season
samicka ptaku hen /hen/ n[Cl, female /,fi:med/
samicka eklekta byvd vuci sameckovi agresivni an
Eclectus hen tends to be aggressive towards the cock
semena seeds /si:dz/ n[Clp'
poddvat semena jako hlavni potravu feed seeds as a
main diet
slunecnicovd semena jsou bohatd na olej sunflower
,'ang
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seeds are rich in oil
,lunecni svotlo sunlight /,sAnlalt/ "(U)
chraneny pfed sluncem protected/sheltered from sunlight
vystaveny pi'imemu slunci exposed to direct sunlight
smlska vajec clutch /kIAtJ/ "(C)
par snesl prvni snusku the pair laid its first clutch
pocet vajec na snusku the number of eggs per clutch
snuska oplozenych vajec a clutch of fertile eggs
socializace zacleneni do hejna socialization
/,saUJalaI'ZeIJan/ "(U)
nedostatek rane socializace vede k problemum s chovanim lack of early socialization leads to behavioural
problems
socializovany socialized /,sauJalalzd/ adj
dobfe/spatne socializovany ptdk well/poorly socialized bird
socializovat zaclenit jedince mezi ostatni pta ky socialize
/,sauJalalz/ v (T)
je dulezite ptdky socializovat od utleho veku it is important to socialize birds from an early age
strava diet /,dalat/ "(C)
dostdvat stravu zalozenou na zrni/granulich be on a
seed/pellet-based diet
krmit ptaky tucnou stravou feed the birds a high-fat
diet
poskytovat vyvazenou stravu provide a balanced diet
strava bohata na proteiny a vitaminy a diet rich in
proteins and vitamins

slunce

obracet vejce v inkubatoru turn eggs in an incubator
provadet kontrolu vajec carry out an egg inspection
snaset oplozena/neoplozena vejce lay fertile/
infertile eggs

zahi'ivat vejce v hnizde warm eggs in the nest

veterinar veterinarian /,vetari'nearian/, mJml vet
n

/vet/

(C)

poradit se s veterinafem consult a veterinarian
vyhledat veterinrife seek out a veterinarian
veterinar specializovany na ptaky avian veterinarian
volani hl.,ovY ,;gnal call /k.J:I/ n (C)

arove jsou znami svym hlasitym a nemelodickym volanim macaws are known for their loud and harsh
call

vydavat varovne volani give out a call of warning
kontaktni volani contact call
volani pr; narnluvach mating call
volat call /b:l/ v[l/T)
samice volala sveho partnera the hen was calling her
mate
volat v nouzi veterinafe call a vet in an emergency
volavka ptak pouzity pro pfivolimi jineho ptaka ,~lang call bird
/,b:lb3:d/ n (C)
pouzit volavku k chyceni uletnuvSiho papouska use a
call bird to catch an escaped parrot
vole anat. crop /krop/ n (C)
krmit mlade smesi do volete feed the formula into
the baby's crop
syndrom dilatace zlaznateho zaludku
mit pine vole have a full crop
(PDD) m,d. Proventricular Dilatation Disease (PDD)
utrpet popaleni volete suffer a crop burn
/,praven'tnkjala ,dada'teIJan dI'zi:z/
vyprazdnit vole empty the crop
voliera aviary /,elviari/ n [C)
" (U)
ptrici trpici PDD nedokazou travit potravu birds sufumistit ptaka do voliery place a bird in an aviary
fering from PDD cannot digest food
vybavit volieru dvojitym pletivem fit the aviary with
double wire mesh
trus droppings /,dropiIJz/ " (Cl pI
bidla zaspinena trusem perches soiled by droppings
zabezpeeit volieru pfed dravci secure the aviary from
objevit nestravene zmi v trusu discover undigested
predators
seeds in droppings
pokojova voliera indoor aviary
sledovat zmeny trusu monitor changes in droppings
smlsena voliera osazemi ruznymi druhy ptactva mixed
vodnaty trus je znamkou nemoci watery droppings
aviary
are a sign of disease
venkovni voliera outdoor aviary
umela lihen brooder /,bru:da/ "(Cl
voliera s celodrevenou konstrukci timber-framed
udriovat v umele lihni teplotu maintain temperature
aviary
in the brooder
voliera s kovovou konstrukci metal-framed aviary
nastavit umelou lihen na spravnou teplotu set up the
vrcet u vHsich importovanych papousku projev strachu growl
brooder at the proper temperature
/ graul/ v (I)
unava chovatelu vycerpanost z chovu vetSiho mnozstvi
vrcet ze strachu growl out of fear
ptiLku, zejmena v obdobi hnizdeni .~lan9 breeder fatique /bri:da
zakove z odchytu vrCi na lidi wild-caught Greys growl
at humans
fa'ti:g/ "(U)
sniZit pocet chovnych ptaku z duvodu unavy chovylet venkovni volIery flight /flalt/ n (e)
vatelu reduce breeding stock due to breeder fatique
place a bird in a flight umistit ptaka do vyletu
trpet unavou chovatelu suffer from breeder fatique
vyzadovat require /n'kwala/ v(T)
urcovani pohlavi sexing /,sekSIIJ/ "(U)
papousci od svych majitelu vyzaduji pozomost parurcovani pohlavi by mel provadet odbomik sexing
rots require attention from their owners
should be performed by a specialist
vyzadovat neustrilou peci require round-the-clock care
urcovani pohlavi endoskopii surgical sexing
zaddene vejce m,d. egg binding /,eg 'bamdIIJ/ n(U)
urcovani pohlavi z DNA DNA sexing
urcovani pohlavi z pera blood feather sexing
dedicne pi'iciny zadrzeneho vejce hereditary causes
urcovat pohlavi sex /seks/ v(T)
of egg binding
urcovat pohlavi ptdku nechirurgicky sex birds withmasirovat kloaku pfi zadrienem vejci massage the
cloaca in egg binding
out surgery
vajecny zub anat. egg tooth /,egtu:9/ "(Cl
uhynout na zadriene vejce die of egg binding
mlade pomoci vajecneho zubu proklovne vnitfni memzako sedy Grey Parrot /greI 'prerat/, African Grey
branu skofapky the chick uses its egg tooth to punc/,refnkan 'greI/ Psittacus erithacus
ture the inner shell membrane
zako sedy kongo poddruh 'aka sedeho Congo African
Grey /'kongau 'refrikan greI/ Psittacus erithacus erivejce egg /eg/ "(Cl
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thacus

ako sedy liberijsky

paddruh <aka Oedeha Timneh
African Grey /,tlmm 'refnkan greI/ Psittacus erithacus timneh
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Appendix B

Extracts from the sample
dictionaries
The present appendix contains extracts from a number of sample dictionaries, the aim being the
illustration of various aspects of their macrostructure, microstructure and outside matter.
The first extract is an example of the well-utilized back matter of a LSP dictionary. Taken
from STRAKOvA, a dictionary of business, it represents only a small part of an appendix rich
in a variety of encyclopaedic information on various aspects of business that can also serve as a
useful tool for translation.
The second extract is an example of a systematically arranged word list with inner alphabetical structuring (HERMANSKY). The dictionary is divided into numerous sections according to
individual sports and games, each section containing alphabetically arranged lemmata. While such
a dictionary provides a good overview of the vocabularies of individual sporting disciplines, it is
not suitable for quick reference due to the high information cost.
The third extract illustrates an extreme case of a straight-alphabetical arrangement. This
glossary-like dictionary of motoring (VLK) displays no attempt whatsoever at a more thoughtout macro- and microstructure. Not only each term, but also each individual sense is allocated a
separate entry, as are also collocations. The resulting impression is one of a very fragmented work
lacking any touch of a lexicographer's hand; moreover, the dictionary is absolutely devoid of any
linguistic or encyclopaedic information. Such a bare, machine-like glossary can only be a collection
of terms, nothing more.
The fourth extract shows an instance of a much better managed macro-and microstructure
(HAJKOVA), with pronunciation, labelling, morphological information, synonyms addressed both
to lemmata and equivalents, encyclopaedic information in the form of definitions and a wellutilized cross-reference structure. The ordering is the same as in VLK (straight alphabet), but the
quality is several levels higher. The inclusion of pronunciation (though in its czechisized version)
is commendable; the only shortcoming is the failure to indicate stress.
The fifth extract is a typical example of a technical dictionary (MALINOvA), arranged according to the niching principle and containing little linguistic information. A notable feature is
the high number of context markers to discriminate meaning.
The sixth extract (CHROMA) represents a dictionary arranged according the second-level
nesting principle whereby the alphabet is broken both in relation to the preceding and following
lemmata and inside the nest among the sublemmata. Note the several alphabetical sequences in
the entry "act".
The final extract demonstrates a rare instance of a Czech LSP dictionary providing a wealth
of implicit linguistic information. It is presented by means of usage examples which inform on the
morphological (e.g. determination), syntactic (e.g. valency) and lexical syntagmatic (collocations)
properties of the lemma. A disadvantage of such an arrangement is that true multi-word terms
(e.g. fire insurance, subsidiary firm etc., are lost among the syntagmatic/usage information in the
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lemma column. This shortcoming is to some extent alleviated by the strict alphabetical principle
applied inside the column, yet some highlighting of multi-word terms might be preferable in a
dictionary of this kind (see Appendix A). From the point of view of access structure, note the
representation of the head term by its first letter.
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performance zone [p~'fo:m(")ns Z'lUn) vymezeny prostor
zavodiste
pilot [pail"t) p pilot; aerobatic p. letecky akrobat
pitch [pie) p kloneni
positioning judge [p,,'zis(,,)niD diadz) postranni rozhodci
power dive [pau" daiv] stremhlavY let plnou ryehlosti
program [pr"ugrrem) p sestava; free p. volna sestava,
known compulsory p. povinna znama sestava,
unknown compulsory p. povinna tajna sestava
renversement [ron'v,,:s(,,)m(,,)nt] p souvrat
roll [r::lul] vykrut, klopeni; barrel r. vYkrut, half r. pulvYkrut,
slow r. pomalyli'fzeny vYkrut, snap r. rychly/kopany vYkrut
rudder [rad::l] p smerove kormidlo
runway [ranwei] p vzletova a pris!avaci draha
sequence [si:kw(::l)ns] p sestava; compulsory s. povinna
sestava
spin [spin] p yYvrtka; flat s. plocha yYvrtka, tail s. neus!alena
yYvrtka
stunt [stant] p prvek letecke akrobacie
tail slide [teil si aid] skluz po oease
take-off [teikof} p vilet
time limit [taim limit] casovY limit
vertical eight [v,,:tikl eit] stojata osmicka
wingover [wilJ"uv::l) p prekrut

f:l'

AMERICAN FOOTBALL
AMERICKY FOTBAL

~
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;:l
aerial [e::lri"l] p (take forward pass) pfihravka do pi
all-pro [o:lpr::lu] p US hrac nominovany do all-pro ij
all-pro team [ - ti:m] US jeden ze dvou tymu sesta
z nejlepsich hracu sezony
American football [,,'merik(,,)n futbo:l] americky
americke ragby
American footballer [ - [utbo:I,,) amerieky fotbalist,
arena football [a'n:n" [utbo:l] halova varianta ame
fotbalu
.
audible [o:dibIJ p (take automatic, checkoff) po
zmene akce na care rozehrani pn zmene strall
posledni ehvili
automatic [o:t,,'mretikJ p (take audible, checkoff)
ke zmene akce na care rozehrani pn zmene strat
posledni ehvili
backer-up [brek;lr'ap] p (mn backers-up) (take linet
obrance stojici tesne za predni fadou
backfield [brekfi:ld] p druha fada hracu
back judge [brek dfudz] zadnf rozhodci
ball-carrier [bo:Jkreri;l] p hrac, kter9 postupuje s mi
ball hawk [bo:l hook] hrac sledujici mic
beat [bi:t] s pr (beat - beaten) obejft, v~
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Ch
chafer ... pryzova v lozka do ratku
chafing strip - pryzova vlozb do r;\ fku
chain - retez
chain and sprocket drive - fetezvvy pollon
chain camshaft drive - fetez pononu ",,,;koveho
hHdek

chain camshaft drive - retez pro ponen
vackoveho hride1e
chain case - kryl refezll

chain case .... skI-in feh~7,t1
c.haln drive .- retezovy pohon
chain (l!·h'e- pohou pastl pt\soveho vO·lid!a
chain guard •. kryt f'etC.lU
chain guide - wden] rete:w
chain huist - h~lez,)V~' zved:.\k
chain hoist ... kbdk()stroj
chain idler pulley - napinaci kladkl1 h~lezu
chain link - t[;.\nek ret0zu
chain sprocket. - retez()vc kolo
chllin tellsioncr ... napina': tel~zu
chain transmission .... h~lezovy lwhon
cliain wheel .- relil;wve kola
chamber - kO!11Ol1l
chamfer - ukos
chamois - kuze ml vysusenl kHroseri~ Pt) myH
cbamois - kUie na Cisteni skel
"
change - vymilna
cb~lIge down .... radii do1\\
change ~ears - radit prevoGove stupne
change ID axle IO:ld ... zmenn I.(ltiicni
c~ange in axle weight -, Zlllena zati%eni
Clnnge in directiOIl .- zmenB smeru
Chh?nge in engine load - zm~na zatil.eni motorll
c ~nge in load·· zl11ena za!izeni
chan~e
• i n t cmpcrature - zmcna teploty
clJange in whccllond ····lm~na zatlzen! kola
in wheel wl'ighr·· zlllcna zMlz,cnl kola
Chil . lanes - zmi'nit iblni prub
c. n~e of axil; load - ~mena zatlzenf mipravy
"311j,\e ofaxl ' .' !
.
>
.~I\ii~.'
, . C ".clg 11 ····/,mena
zalll,eni
wipravy
tlr,>~e 0\ direction - zmenn smem (jizt\v)
ange of spec!l·· zmena Iyrhlosti ' ..
of state - staVO\'il zmenn
of whccllond - ZflJCrlU zatizeni kola

change of wheel weight - zmenu zUliL,:ni kola
change over relay - prepinaci rele
change over switch - pi"epiJ1l1c

change speed fork -l'adici vidlice
change speed fork - zasouvrlc! vidlice
change speed lever - radici paka
change speeds - radit pi"evodove stupne
change the gear - radiI preV(xiovy slupm~
change the oil vY\1lenit olc:i
change to the next higher gear .... i·adi! na ,)';:;;1
rychlostnl stupeii
change to the next lower gear -> radiI nl\ Ilizsi
lychlostlli stupeii
change tracks - \1lenil jizdni pruh
change up - radiI nahoru
change-over .... ptepfmini
changc-ovcr - prepnuti
change-ovel' point _. pft\pl!13c1 bod
change-Qver switch - prepimlc
c.hange-Qver valve - prepfnaci ventil
change-over valH~"· htdid ventil
changing ..,. i·adit rychlos!nl

stup~fi

changing oftire - "-ym~na pnellmatiky
Changing-over - pfepill:ini
changing-over _.0 pf"epnml
channel··· sachta
channel - kamll
channel cross-member ..- plicka z U-prdilu
channel section - dUly pleci10vy protil

channel sectiQn - U-pro m
channel section alle - n{,pr~va z tJ-prof.ilu
channel section frame ,- ram z U·promu
channel-section hcal11- nosnik z U·profllu
cltallllcl-scctiull member - nosnlk z U-p]"(>i"1lu
channel-section ruil- nosnlk z U-nrofihl
characteristic - charaktelisl ika

•

characteristic curve - charakteristika
characteristic lllap - charakteristika
characteristic lllap - slozenii chamkteristika
characteristic oscillation ... vlastni kl11itani
characteristic speed - c:barukteristicka rvelllns!
(netiotliCiveho vozidla)
charaetcristic vibration _. VhlSU11 kl11il1\nl
characteristic vibration .- vhlStni kmilv
charaCl~I·istics·· c1mraktelistika
"
characteristics - dlovlini

characteristics .... vlas!nosti
chan:oal .- dt-evene (,hli
charcoal canister ..- midr);, aklivnil11 uhllm

charcoal filter .. .:is!i': s "klivnim uhUm

Figure B.3: Example of a very poor macro- and microstructure of a LSP dictionary showing a
marked lack of lexicographic expertise.
'
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1.6

absorbed
ab!;orbed dos., rate [obzo,bd dous rdl] divkovy
pflkon. davk()va ryehlost The {/lerm,,"'1 of
absorbed dose during Cl suitahly smalt interval

oFrime divided by {ha! i1iferval of time.
absorbent [Jbzo;b~ntJ 1. absorbenl
2. absol'penf, sav9, absorbl!jfci, p(Jh lcujid
absorber [~bzo:boJ abwrber, pohJcol'ac Th"
COInpOlIent of Q colleCTOr that absvrbs sO/tV
radiation, converfS tt to hear energy tlnd

abyssal deposit [,)his,;1 dipo:zit] hlubokomorskj'
sediment. abysalnf ulozeniny (p\.) deep-sea
deposit The ,'edimeHtfmmd 011 rile deep-sea
plain.
abyssal envirollment [,bis"] envai"'nm~nl]
hlllbokomorske prosti'ed(, abysalni prmlkdi
deep-$ea plain The environment at the bottom

of deep oceans, IfUlf is greater than 2000 m.
abyssal zone [~bi$o) ""un] z6na abysAlu,

frans/ers the hear to a hear4ransfl!1' HU!dium. If
"" llb.~OI'bil1g liquid is t«ed (hen this may
c(}rtstitute bOlif the ahsorber and the heartrallsfer fluid. (syn. absorber plate)
absorbing [0hzo:biJ)11. absorpce, pohlcoVllnl
2. absorbujici, sorpcni. pohlcovaef
absorbing capacity lobzo,b;') kQpresiti]
.bsorpcni schopnosl, sorptn[ kapacita.
absorbing power, exchange capacity
absorbblg column fdbzo:birJ koil1m] absorpcni
kolona, absorpcni vez absorbing lower (syn.
buble tower)
ab!;orbing complex [abzo:bU:i kompleksJ sorpeni
pudni komplex
absorbing power See absorbing capacity
absorbing tower Set' absorlJing column
abfiorptance l'~bzo:pt"ns J soucinilel a bsorpce,
souCinitel pohltivosti absorption factor The
ratio of Ill_ cota! wtabsoYbed mdialiotlto the
IOtal in<.'idenl radiation. It i.'i equal to nne (unity)
minus the transmitmnce.
absorption [.bzo:pSan J absorpcc. vsakovani.
v!'.Ucbavani. PQhkovanl ActioH of ta.king a

Deepesl and darktSI part oflhe sea below rhe
euplwlic zone (abOi" 4,000 metres deep) where
light cannot reach alld plant and an.imallif-e is

liquid iwo a solid.
absorption capacity [Gbz{):p,,,n kopresiti]

compared la expected fieM condition>;.
Generates i11formation as a Jluu.:lion orrimc, OH

ubsorbtni schopnosl
absorptio1J coctlicient lobzo:psall kouifi'0nt]
absorpcnf koeficiont. A "'e"sure ()f Ihe fraction
of sound inu.'nsiry fost at a sllrjacc.
ab-&drption factor see absorpta1tce
absorption silencer [obzo:p!l:lJ1 SailGl1SG]

abr:;urpcni ~]l1l11ic,

pohlcova~

A device whicli is

set on llw air outlets and inlets of ilir~eXiracdon
::;ysterns.

abstradion lrebSlrrek~n] abstrakce,
abstahovanf,oddeieni
abtrallSpoftalion [rebtra:nspo~eis~nl odvazenf.
{}dvoz
abundance [obandon,] blahobyt, ho]nosl.
abundance, n<ld~1ytek. vclke lUno7..stvl, relativni
zas(l)upenl (napr. prvklt v mincn1lu) Large
amount or number of something.
abUlldan! [obal1dani] bojny. vydatuy, bohaty

copious, plentiful Occurring in large /lumbers.
abutilon see Anlericml JUTe
abyssal [obisol] abysit), Refermg I() the deepesl
pdrt olthe sea.

ab)'s,al benthic zonc [.bisol benGik z<lltn]
hl\lbok()11l()fsk<l benlicka obla,t benthic zone
Tile deep·sea zone extending beyond IOlklm.

rare.
abyssopelagic [ohisopc!redZikJ ahysalo.
pelagicky, [(elaring to the deepest part of lite
sea, ar depths grealer than 3,000 metres.
acacia tree see thorn tree
acaricide. (pi.) [aek()risi:dz] pnpravky prol;
roztoct1m (pl.) , akaticidY (p\.) Pm:,ons IIsed to
kill miles and ticks.
acalid [rekoridj roztec, A mile or lick or a small
ulseer which feeds 011 plants or animals by
piercing tite ou.ter skin and sucking juices.
• carides (pi.) [a:k~ridzJ Rozlori (1'1.), mites
(PL) Acaritw, Acaridae.
accelerate [~kseljreitl uychlii, urychlil.
akcelcrovat. v7,rUS!
aCL'Clcrated e",sloll [aekseloretid [r"utan]
urychlena erOle
accelerated test [aekseloretid lest] zrychlcny
lest. A les/.. based on accepted mechanistic
prb,ciples. speed Ill' rhe le"ting process wil"n

a compressed time scale,
acceleration [reksel~re,is'm] zrychkni,

akceleracl!'. urvchleni
acceptable daily Intake [rekseptebl dejli illlejkj
piipustn'\ dennf dJvka, phjatclny dcnni pffsun
nle daily imake ofsubstancecoJ1swned over
Ihe mllil'e life span of an organism that will "'"
harm Ihe hea/lh of Ihm organism.
acceptance capacity [reksept.>ns kapa:siti)
prfpustne zatlzenf recipicntu, The qUU!1li1y of
pal/Humlx which a water body call accept
without the poll!tlion <'xeeeding a givclJ level.
accc~s road trekses F.>ud] prijozdova cesta,
pffslupova eesta
accessibility [reksesahilitij pnslupnost,
dostupnost, zpristupn0n(, dosaiite1nost
accessorie!! (p!.) [rekses~rizJ vybavenf,
pifslusen'lV!, vystroj
accessory bud .'see adventitious bud
accessory spedes (sg. and pi.) [a:ksesori spi:Siz]
pfimBcny drull (dle'vinyl
accident [reksident] havari", nehoda, neSt~,tf,
nepfedvidana udatost
accidental discharge [reksidcntol disca:di:]

Figure B.4: A good-quality straight-alphabetical dictionary with a wealth of encyclopaedic and
lexical paradigmatic information. Pronunciation is in its czechisized form with stress indication
missing,
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base-line offsfli

47
... -sharlng sdileni paseXIl
"" (sound) pressure level hladina
akustickeho tlaku v pasmu
.... -siop fmer pasmova zadrZ
......top/high-pass transformation
transformace "pasmova zadrz
horn! propust"
- theory pasova teorie
bandgap absorption viz characteristic
absorption
banding insulation izolace bandaze,
odizolovam bandaze od vylozenych
eel vinutf
bandspread rozesti'eni pasma
bandswitching pi'epinani pasma
bandwidth (BW) Sii'ka pasma (kmitoctoveho)

"" compression zuzeni sitky pasma.
komprese sii'ky pasma
"" control regulace Sitky pasma
bang-bang control dvojpolohove tizen!, dvojpolohova regulace
--bang relay dvojpolohove rele
bank-and-wiper switch tIt. dvoupohybovy volie, voUc se dvema pohyby
- indicator pficny sklonomer
.., of contacts tIt. kontaktove pole,
dotekove pole
.., of lamps tIf. zarovkove pole
.., proof machine stroj na suctovani
seku
"" (punched) card derny stitek bez
predtisku
bantam tube miniaturni elektronka
bar 1. tyc, tyeinka; brevno (sirokci rucicka indikcitoru); bar' (jednotka
tlaku); 2. hradit, zahrazovat, blokovat
..., tor originating call tlf. blokovani
obchoziho volani
... signal tel. (zkusebni) obrazovy signalobdelnikovjteho tvaru (s definovanou strmosti boku); tez. sigmH
prahu
"" winding tycove vinuti
bare holy, neizolovany
..., bulb hola zarovka
..., cable holy (nepancerovany) kabel
-conductor holy vodic, neizolov:my
vodic
"" fluorescent lamp hola zarivka
,., line hole vedenf
..., reactor reaktor bez reflektoru,
prost~ reaktor

,., wire holy drat
... wiring hole vedeni, spoje hol~m
dratem
barium getter baryovy getr
,.. oxide eatbode baryova katoda
Barkhausen effect Barkhausenuv jev
Barkbausen jllmp Barkhausenuv skok
barn jad. barn
baroreceptor tlakov;Y receptor
barred access pr. dat zamezeny pfistup, nepi'istupnost
..., calls pr. dat odmitana volani, nepi'ipollstena volani (opatreni v siti)
barrel distortion soudkove zkresleni
barretter stabilizator proudu, zelezny
drat ve vodikove atmosfere
barrier device tlmech. oddelovaci
jednotka (pro galvanicke oddeleni)
..., frequency mezni kmitoeet (sireni
vln)

..., gate hradlo
'" grid hradici mi'izka
- injection transit time dio(le dioda
BARRITT
- layer zaverna vrstva, barierova
vrstva, nradlova vrstva
_-layer capacitance kapacita prechodu
_-layer photocell fotovoltaicky chinek, hradlova fotonka
--layer rectifier usmernovac s hradlovou vrstvou
barriers zel. zavory
BARRITT diode viz barrier injection
transit time diode
barye absolutni bar (1 dyn/cm 2)
base patka; podstavec; spodek; zakladova deska; podlozka (integrovaneho obvodu); baze (tranzistoru);
(US) patice (elektronky)
- address poc. zakladni adresa, baze
... bias polarizace baze
..., connection pi'ivod baze; pfivod patiee
,., contact pi'ivod baze; dotck patiee
.... current proud baze, vztazny proud
,., current amplification proudove zesHeni tranzistoru, beta
'" diffusion isolation (BDI) izolace difuzni oblasti b:lze
.... -fed antenna antena napajena u patiee
,., lead ptfvod bc'ize
_-line distortion zkresleni zAkladny
--line offset tel. zakladni urovne

Figure B.5: A typical niched technical dictionary with little linguistic information.
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a contrario sensu
service potvrzenf prijetf soudnf obsflky a
ZlIini!rU dostavil se k soudu
a contrario sensu [,eikmt'reiri~u'sensju] (tat)
v opa~nem smyslu, na druhe strane
acquaint [~'kweint] (v) with 5l.1sb. seznlimit se
s ~{m!kjm; make sb. -ed with st. seznlimit
koho S ~m
acquest [re'kwest] (n) jinak DeZ d!dictvfm naby. ta I zfskana vec
acquiesce [,rekwi'es] (v) mlcky souhlasit
acquiescence [,rekwi'esns] (n) in st. mlCky dany
souhlas; rezignovany souhlas
acquire [~'kwai~(r)] (v) 51. 1 z!skat co, nabyt ~e
ho; - the confidence of sb. zfskat duveru koho;
,.., nationality zfskat sutn! obCanstvf; - rights
nabyt prliva; -d surplus zfskany prebytek
2 osvojit si co
acquisition [,rekwi'zi§:m] (n) of st. 1 nabytf, zfskanf ~eho; - commission zfskatelska provize; - costs z(skatelske miklady
2 knihovn{ pi'fnistek, pl'fnos pro koho/co 3 poji~t.
nabor pojistek; - agent naborovy pracovnfk
acquisitive [~'kwiz~tiv] (adj) hrabiyY, ziStny;
,.., offence majetkoyY trestny 6n
.
acquit [~'kwit] Itt! (v) 1 sb. of st. zprostit koho viny, osvobodit koho od ~eho, vynest osvobozujfcf rozsudek nad kYm; - the
accused zprostit obzalovaneho viny; - of
the crime zprostit obzaloby z trestneho cinu
2 sl vyrovnat, splatit co; vyhovet ~emu;
- claim vyhovet miroku; - debt vyrovnat
dluh
acquittal [~'kwitJJ In) 1 zprostenf viny, osvobozujfcf rozsudek, vynesenf osvobozujiefho
rozsudku 2 zprostenf smluvnf povinnosti D.
odpovednosti
acquittance [~'kwit3ns] In) kvitance, potvrzenf
o splneru, stvrzenka
act 1 [rekt] (n) cin, likon; konanf, jednanf;
criminal ~ trestny cin, trestne jednani; illegal
~ protipravn{ cin, nezakonne jednan{; legal pravnf likon; legislative - legislativni likon;
negative"" zakazujici normativnf pravni akt;
overt - zjevn)f cin; private ,.., soukromy
pravru likon; prohibited -s nedovolene jednan! I konan{ poSlifitelne sankc{; public - verejny prllvnl likon uredne overeny; - contrary
to the order 6n namfi.'eny proti vei'ejnemu
porlidku; - in law prlivni likon; - of commission komisivn! jednanf; - of God vySSf
moc; ~ of grace skutek dobre viile; udelen!

18

actio
milosti; - of hostility nepi'!1telsky akt; - of
law pftsobeni zakona; - of omission omisivnf
jednanf; - of Providence vy~l!f moc; - of sale
Dolafsky zaznameDany akt prodeje; - on petition
zkrllcenl!soudnfjednanfna fadost; as free - and
deed svobodne a vazne; jako projev svobodne
wIe; liable for one's ,..,s odpovedny za sve
tiny; obligation not to permit or suffer
such - povinnost nepi'ipustit ci nestrpet takove jednaru; perform an megal - spachat
protiprlivnf cin, protipravne jednat
act 2 [rekt] (n) zakon; anti-trust -s protitrustove zakony; revenue - zakon 0 pffjmeeh;
tariff - eelnf zakon; Contracts of Employment A- brit. zakon 0 praeovrueh smlouvlieh; Control of Pollution A- brit. zakon
o kontrole znecisteru; Copyright A- zakon
o autorskem pravu; Industrial Relations Abrit. zakon 0 praeovneprlivn{ch vztazich; Offices, Shops and Railway Premises A- brit.
zakon 0 Ut'adech, obehodech a zeleznicnfch
provozech; Representation of the People
A- brit. zakon 0 zastoupenf lidu; A- of
Parliament brit. zakon sChvaleny Parlamentem
• Single European A- (ES) Jednotny evropskyakt
act 1 [rekt] (v) jednat, piisobit, konat; - as
an impartial umpire piisobit jako nestranny
soudee; - in accordance with sf. jednat
v souladu s Urn, podle reho; ~ in bad faith
jednat / konat ve zlem umyslu mala fide; - in
conformity with st.jednat v souladu s ~{m;
- in good faith jednat I konat v dobre vfi'e bona
fide; - in the same capacity jednat se stejnym
opnivnen!m; - intra vires jednat v ramci svt!ho
opravneni; - on the advice of sb. jednat
. podle <!f rady; - on behalf of sb. jednat
v zastoupenf koho, jmenem koho; - ultra vires
pi'ekrocit sve opravnenf I zmoenenf; - upon
ministerial advice jednat I konat podle rady
sboru ministrd
act 2 [rekt] Iv) jednat ve v~ci reho, zabyvat se ~{m;
- on disputes zabyvat se spory, rozhodovat
ve sporech
acta jure imperii ['rekt::l,dzu::l~,im'pi~riai] (Iat)
zakony Me Tfmske
acting ('rektiu] (adj) uradujfcf, zastupujic(; ,.., executor zastupujfci vykonavatel; - officer zastupujfcf urednik
actio ['rekSi::lu] (lat) taloba; - contraria [k~n'tra;ri~, am. -'rrer-] protizaloba; - crim-

Figure B.6: A dictionary of law arranged according to second-level nesting.
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fire
semi-/-ed goods/productsl
articles polotovary
fire ohen, pozar; propustit ze

zamestnani (hovor.)
f. damage skoda zpusobemi
ohnem
f. insurance protipozarni
pojistka
f. loss skoda zpusobena p02arem
f. peril/risk nebezpeCiJriziko
pozartl
f. protection/prevention pozarni
ochrana
f. l'aising zblii'stvi
f. sale vyprodej zbozi
poskozeneho pozarem

.t: third party insurance
odpovednostni pozarni pojiSteni

zamefena na zakazniky
declining}: upadajici podnik
endow a! dotovat podnik
! bid pevna nabidka koupe
! commitment pevna dohoda
! information detinitivni

infonnace
name jmeno, mizev finny

f
f

of consultants poradenska

firma
f. offer ztivazmi nahfdka
order zavaznci objednavka
price pevna cella
running at a loss ztfi3.tOVY

!
!
f

podnik
flourishing! prosperujici finna
forwarding! zasilatelska firma
go-ahead! podnikava finna;

hire and! casta propoustet a

aktivni, dravy podnik

pfijimat nave pracovniky

go-getting! aktivni podnik
manufacturing! zpracovatelsky

the new manager Id half the
sales force novy i'editel

podnik

propustiJ polovil1U prodavacu

manufacturing-oriented f. finna

to be! hazard/risk pi'edstavovat

zamerena na vyrobu
market-orientedf firma
zamei'ena na trh

riziko pro vznik p07.:aru
fireproof ohnivzdort1Y
pack thepapers in a f safe
ulozit listiny do ohnivzdomeho
trezoru
flYing (hovor.) propoustCni

pracovniku
firm firma, podnik, obchod; pevuy,
pevue; stal)r, solidn!; zpevnit
affiliated! sesterskafinna
best-ratedf firma s nej\epsi
povest!
bogusf falesna/podvodna firma
brokerage! makJersKa fim1a
buy out a! vykoupit podnik
close down a! zrusit podnik
component operating! dilci
provozni jeduotka
consultant! poradenska filma,

spolecnost
consumer-oriented.f finna

marketing-orientedf firma

ilameremi na marketing
medium-slzedf podnik stredni
veJikosti
merge with a! sloucit se
s podnikem
noted! zmimy podnik
renowned! zlllimy, renomovany
podnik
reputable! zmimy, vyhlaseny
podnik
sales-oriented! firma zamerena

na prodej

specialist f finna zvl:isluich

sluzeb
subsidiaJY f plidnlzeucl fimla
subsidize af. dotovat podnik
supply and delivery!
dodavatelska finna

396

_________________________··Mi
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Figure B.7: A dictionary displaying a large amount of implicit grammatical and lexical syntagmatic

Appendix C

Examples of the questionnaires
from the 2004 user survey
The present appendix shows examples of the questionnaires used in a small user survey conducted
at the University of West Bohemia in 2004 (see 3.4). Besides some common questions, the first
questionnaire involved a translation from Czech into English, while the other tested the translation
of an English text into Czech. Although the tests were, admittedly, very basic and only able to
yield very preliminary results, the respondents produced some interesting comments regarding the
usefulness of the LSP dictionary tested.
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Figure C.l: A user survey questionnaire testing the encoding function of the dictionary.
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Figure C,2: A user survey questionnaire testing the decoding function of the dictionary.
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